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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Work element WBS 14CAE12 assists the Metro Rail Project staff in 
selecting preferred design alternatives for the f011owinq systems 
within the Miscellaneous Mechanical/Electrical SubaysteiS: 

o Gas Detector System 
Tunnel Car Storage Area Fire Detection System 

O Seismic Detection System 
o Tunnel Sump Pump System 

The methodology used in this report compares annual equiälent 
costs in 1983 dollars of applicable alternatives and ealüates 
the technical, risks as well as avialability Of the alternatives.. 
Table A and the paragraphS that follow süñthtàrize the results of 
each analysis. 

Table A 

ANNUAL. EQUIVALENT COST SUMMARY 

STEM ANNUAL EQUIVALENT COSTS (:1983 Dollars) 

GAS DETECTION SYSTEM 

Local Sensors $642,200 
Centralized Analyzer $934,800 

TUNNEL CAR STORAGE AREA 

FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM No Cost Cdmpariáon (see text) 

SEISMIC DETECTION SYSTEM 

Seismic Tfigger, per sensor $ 530 
Accelerograph, per sensor $ 781 

TUNNEL SUMP PUN! SYSTEM 

Submersible Pump, per sui.p $ 3,400 
Dry-nthtor Pump, per sump $ 4,600 

GAS DETECTION SYSTEM 

This study compares centralized analyzer-remote probe systems 
with local se sor systems. The local sensor system is. found to 
be less costly, lower in teOhnical risks, and aai1able from more 
sources than the ce±ttral.ized system. 
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TUNflL CAR STORAGE AREA FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM 

This stu4y reviews the types of fire detectors available and 
recorrmiends flame type detectors for undercar and car compartment 
fire detection as well as thermistor line-type detectors for 
detection of other storage area fires and backup for the flame 
type detectors. The importance of the storage area configuration 
on the final selection of fire detectors is emphasized. 

SEISMIC DETECTION SYSTEM 

This stUdy reviews the two types of seismic detectors currently 
in use on existing rail rapid transit systems. Both types are 
found to be. lacking in. performance reliability. Further study of 
seismiC detection systems is recommended. 

TUNNEL SUMP PUMP SYSTEM 

Thià study reviews the sump configurations available, compares 
pumping systems, and discusses level control methods. The 
wet-pit sunip configuration using submersible pumps and 
displacement type level controls is redomniended based on cost and 
technical risks. 

. 

S 
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. 
Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND. 

The Miscellaneous Mechanical/E1 ectrical Subiystems are 
defined by the SCRTD Metro Rail SubEfltem Design Ctiter-ia, 
Volume IV,- Section 8, Reflsion of Novethber 9, 1982, as 
'.. .several special equipment subsystems which do not fall 
conveniently with-in the parameters of other major 
Eubsystems, and which are deployed throughout- the Metro 
Rail System." (See Appendix B.) These systems include 
the following (modified listing): 

o Gas Detection S'stéths 
o Early Wa±ning Fire Detéctioh Systems 
o Fire P±otection System Monitoring Apparatus 
o Giesmic (Earth Movement) Detection Systems 
-o Pumping Apparatus 

By early 1982, the Metro Rail staff began more detailed 
definitions of the alte±-natizes for these subsystems (see 
March 10, 1982 théniorandu from Donald M. Gardner to N. 
Bürgeis via- W. Rhine, Appendix C). On January 17, 1983, 
the Metro Rail staff decided the subsystems Listed below 
should be studied for cost effectiveness (see February 25, 
1983, memorandum to W.J. Rhine from P.M. Burgess, Appendix 
C): 

o Gas Detection S'stems 
o Water Flow Detedtors (±etérs) 
o Seismic Detection Systems - 

o (Tunnel) Siimp Pump Systems 

During subsequent-discussions, the water flow meters were 
deleted. The fire detect-ion system for the car storage 
a-rca jn the tunnels was added to the study. The remaining 
subsystems- in the Miscellaneous Mecanica1/Electrical 
Subsystems work were determined to be sufficiently 
straight forward to be effectively selected using standa±d 
specification/bid evaluation teOhniques. 

1.2 PURPOSE Jj.ND OBJECTIVES 

1.2.1 Purpose 

The putpne of WBS 14CAE-12 is to: 

A. Research the various subsystem alternatives 
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S B. Select the alternative types and configurations 
suitable for the SCRTD Metro Rail System 

C. Evaluate the selected alternatives using 
costeffectiveness techniques 

D. Recommend a subsystem and provide süfficieht 
infotmation for the SCRTD Metro Rail staff to select 
the most appropriate alternative for the project. 

1.2.2 Objectives 

The objectives of WBS 14CAE12 are to develop information, 
locate potential interface points, and identify problé 
areas for use in establishing design criteria, system 
descriptions, eqUipment desc±iptions, and specifications 
as well as to ptovide a basis for additional studies to be 
completed during WBS 16CAE].2 and subsequent work elements. 

1.3 SCOPE 

1.3.1 Gas Detection System 

Chapter 2, "Gas Detection SyEtem" teviews two concepts for 
monitoring methane concentrations which may occur within 
the tunnels. The two concepts are: 

A. Centrally located analyzers with multiple remote 
probes 

B. Local sensors with bentrally located monitorS. 

The study recommends proceeding with the local sensor-type 
subsystem. 

1.3.2 Tunnel Car Storage Area Fire Detection System 

chapter 3, "Tunnel Car Storage Area Fire Detection System" 
reviews various types of fire detectors available 
including: 

A. Spot-type detecto±s 
B. Line-type detectors 
C. Air-sampling-type detectors 

The study recommends multiple-type detector subsystems 
with final selection of detector types withheld until the 
storage area configuration is finalized. 

1.3.3 Siesmic fletection System 

S Chapter 4, "Siesmic Detettion Systems" reviews siesmic 
detectors used by other rapid transit systems and 
recommends that further studies be performed on 
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availability and failure causes of detectors before a 
final selection is made. 

1.3.4 tunnel Sump Pump Systems 

dhapter 5, "Tunnel Sump Pump Systems" reviews sümp 
configurations and sump puEip e4uipment with an emphasis 
on: 

A.. Dry-pit (sump) vs. wet-pit configuration 
B. Dry-motor vs. submersible equipment 
C. Level controls. 

the study recommends sumps of the wet-pit configuration 
using certain types of sUbmersible pumps, 
displacement-type level controls for normal operation, and 
tilt-type level controls for redundant high-level alarm 
annunciation. 

1.3.5 Design Criteria 

Where required, eadh study presents sufficient information 
for modification of the November 9, 1982, revision of the 
".SCRTD Metro Ra-il Subsystems Design Criteria" and to 
comply with the subsystem selected by the SCRTD Metro Rail a staff. 

1.3.6 interfaces 

EaOh study presents sufficient information for identifying 
potential interfaces and for assisting with interface 
clarification during subsequent design work. 

1.3.7 Problem Areas 

Each study discusses configuratic-n and equipment problems, 
identifies the problem caUses as either subistem 
alternate inherent or rapid transit system induced as well 
as Metro Rail configuration/environment induced. Each 
study, where possible, also proposes solutions through 
adaptions o± modifications of the subsystem alternatives, 
or through additional study of the effected subsystem 
alternatives. 

1.4 METHODOLOGY 

Eac.h study reents an overview of the area of the Metro 
Rail System that will be affected and includes an revjew 
of the rationales for separate subsystems as well as a 
discussion of the alternatives available for that 
subsystem. The alternatives are analyzed by assessing 
their previous applications, adapting them to the Met±o 
Rail System, applflng cost-effectieftess techniques, 
ealuatinq technical risks, and confining availability. 
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Conclusions are then drawn from the analyses, and are 
presented along with recommendations. 

1.4.1 Criteria and Parameters 

Existing SCRTD tetro Rail design criteria operating plans 
and studies are used as a basis for developing individual 
study criteria. Parameters, including design assumptions, 
are based On Metro Rail System characteristics, 
configurations, and environmental conditions, as perceived 
at the present time, and on the characteristics and 
limitations of available equipment. 

1.4.2 Alternatives 

The varioUs methods of sat-isfactorily achieving subsystem 
requirements are based on a review of technical 
literature, equipment brochures, and previous transit and 
other induàtry projects. These methods are supported by 
interviews with the following groups: 

A. Personnel at existing rail rapid transit authorities 

B. Engineers and other personnel experienced in rail 
rapid transit system and other industry design and 
operation 

C. EqUipmflt manufacturers and suppliers. 

1.4.3 Cost Effectiveness 

The cost-effectiveness analyses consider costs in 1983 
dollars for equipment, installation, operation, and 
maintenance. The application of these cost factors is 
based on each cost item being significantly different 
between alternatives. 

A. Capital costs of equipment an4 installation are 
presented in both total and annualized form. 
AnnUalization is based on the equivalent of repaying 
an installment loan bearing 12% interest in 32 years. 
(See Appendix. 0.) 

1. Equipment costs were obtained from suppliers and 
are supported by quotations where practical. 

2. Installation costs include labor and material, 
and were obtained from the RE Estimating 
Department unless Othezwise identified. 

B. Operation costs include labor, power, and consumable 
items. 

1. Labor rates are assumed to be the equivalent of 
$33.75 per hour, with a 1.5 shift differential 
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factor applied for work required form 5 p.m to 
8 a.m. inclusive. 

2. Power costs are assumed tQ be the equivalent of 
$0.07 per Jilowatt-hour. 

3. Consumable item costs and sources are identified 
within the individual studies. 

C. Maintenance costs include labor and spare parts. 

1. Labor rates are assumed to be the equivalent of 
$33.75 per hOut, with a l..5 Shift differential 
factor applied for work required from 5 p.m. to 
8 a.m. inclusive. 

2. Spare parts costs are based on vendor pricing 
for major items and on a.11owaces applicable to 
the type of equipment and service. 

1.4.4 Supporting Data 

Reproducible data concening costs, calculations, 
equipment, interviews, and selected references are 
included in the various appendices. 

Data that could not be reproduced is available from XE. 
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Chàpte± 2 

GAS DETECTION SYSTEM 

2. 1 INTRODUCTION 

The SCRTD Metro Rail Starter Line roUte passes thrdugh or nar six major oil fields. The Novethber 1981 
"Geotechnical Investigation Report" prepared by General 
Geotechhical Consultants advised that natural gas from 
these and other sources may be encountered over half the 
route. Thus far, only methane has been identified as a 
constituent of the natural gas that will require extra- 
ordinary precautions. Additional geotechnical work 
presently underway by Engineering-Science, Inc. should 
either clonfirm whether 0± not methane is the only 
siqtificant hazard among the gas, and identify other 
coStituents such as hydrogen sulfide, which may also 
require special control and preclusive measures. 

Methan (CR ) is the primary constituent of the natural 
gas used co&nercially and domestically, mainly for 
cocking, comfort heatingj water heating, clothes drying, 
and the like. It is usléd industrially for various 
processes requiring a clean bUrhing fuel and., Until 
recently, was used where an economical fuel was required. 
It is considered an easy-to-handle .source of either carbon 
or hydrogen and has been beneficial in commercial areas 
such as fertilizer product-ion. In its natural state, 
methane is colorless, odorless (gas companies add an 
odorant soon after the gas leaves the well head) 
tasteless, nontoxic, lighter than air, and highly 
flammable. This latter characteristic of flammability is 
the cause for Qoncern among the SCRTD Metro Rail Staff. 
Methane has an explosive range (also called flammability 
range) of from 5% to 15% in air, with a minimum oxygen 
requirement of about 12%.. The seriousness with which 
methane is regarded within the mining industry is 
reflected in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) that 
classifies noncoal mines as "gassy" when as Little as 
0.. 25% methane is detected (see Appendix E). Such a 
classification requires implementation of procedures that 
are deemed acceptable to the Mine Safety and Health 
Adthinistratioh (MSHA), the organization charged with 
enforcing the CFR. Such procedures either eliminate the 
source of methane gas or adapt the mining operation to the 
strixgent restrictions and requirements of the CFR. All 
coal mines are now classified as "gassy" because of 
potential methane gases. 
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The rates at which methane will be liberated along the 
SCRTD Starter Line will not be known until the tunnels are 
being constructed. Even then, the initial liberation. 
rates may be much fleater than the steady flow rates. 
This is illustrated by test results at a recent 
construction project near Wilshire Boulevard. After an 
excavation encOuntered a gas sOurce, test measütemen 
found that the initial static pressure was 110 oz/in 
When gas was flowing from the t9st well, the residual 

2 pressure fell first to 70 oz/in and then to 15.5 or/in 
This indicates that flow rate dropped about 50% during the 
test. The same type of phenomenon occurs in some coal 
mines, where the initial flow rate may be four cubic feet 
per minute per square foot of new coal exposed, then 
gradually it diminishes or even stops. In other mines, 
however, the flow tate remains relatively steady. 

The methane work of the geotechnical specialist is com- 
plicated by tar-ious factors. For example, natural gas has 
the tendency to collect under perched water and migrate 
laterally. Consequently, the gas may appear at a natural 
entrapment some distance from its source. 

Another factor to be considered is the possible effeot of 
earthquakes on gas pockets. An earthquake may cause a 
movement in a natürál b.arrie±, which would permit the gas 
to migrate. As such, is might travel through the Starter 
Line alignnent or collect in a pocket at or near the 
alignment. 

The study by General Geotechnical Consultants and a 
subsequent work, "Study of Methane and Other Combustible 
Gases Effect on Underground Operation o the (SCRTD.) Metro 
Rail Project", March, 1983, by Gage-Babcock & Associates 
and Kaiser Engineers (California) Corporation (KE) recog- 
nized the potential damages involved due to methane and 
reconunended that the following control methods be 
investigated: 

A. Special liners for the tunnel to preclude methane 
infiltration. 

B. Methane drainage (tapping sources with gas wells and 
routing the gases to disposal or collection points) 
to reduce the pressure differential between the gas 
bearing formation and the Starter Line.. This would 
reduce the potential infiltration rate as well as the 
quantity of gas near the Starter Line. 

C. Ventilation systems adequate for the dilution and 
removal of an' infiltrated methane. 

In conjunction with these proposed control methods, a 
methane detection system was recoimnended by Gage-Babcock & 
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Associates for use as either alarm and/or control. The 
alarm function of the detection system would be to provide 
adequate warning to .SCRTD personnel should excessive 
methane accumulate. The control function would activate 
the ventilation system to dilute and exhaust any methane 
detected in the Starter Line. This cohtiol function has 
subsequently been modified so that Central Control 
personnel would interpret the information from the 
detection system and activate the ventilation system based 
on crite±ia developed, during actual start-up and operation 
of the transit Eystern. 

.2.2 PURPOSE 

The purpose of the gas detection system portion of 
WBS14CAE12 is to: 

A. Research the various methods of detecting the 
presence of methane. gas in the SCRTD Metro Rail 
tunnel atmosphere 

B. Select methods that are suitable 

C. Evaluate selected methods using c.ost effectiveness 
techniques 

D. Provide a recommendation, with sufficient information 
so that the SCRTD Metro Rail Staff may select a gas 
detection method appropriate for the SCRTD Metro Rail 
Sy stern! 

2.3 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Methane may be detected by various methods that either 
measure, Observe, or react to its atomic, chemical, or 
physical characteristics; to changes in those 
characteristics; or to the effects of changes in those 
characteristics. These methods range in complexity, 
safety, and practicality from flame safety lamps (which 
are still required by mine-related laws in some states), 
to gas chromatographs which are used only in laboratories. 

To assist with the selection of methods to be considered, 
SCRTD met with Fitz Consultants and KB on January 17, 1983 
(see Appendix C). It was decided at that. time to liniit 
this study to a compatison o centrally located analyzers 
with local sensor-type systems. Earlier, it had been 
decided to deploy 'the detectors throughout the tunnel 
system and for primary system monitoring to be coPductd 
at C.entral Control (see preliminary desi4n c±iteria, 
April 7, 1982, Appendix B). 
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2.3.1 centrally Located Analyzers 

Centrally located analyzers are frequently used in the 
mines of Europe and South Africa for mpnitoring methane 
and other mine air contaminants. The basic System con- sists of: tubing originating at the point to be 
monitored; dust filters in the tubing; a vacuum pump for 
inducing flow through the tubing; valving for directing 
the flow either into the analyzer or into the atmosphere; 
connections and valving for periodically purging the 
tubing of dust and other buildups; and an analyzer. The 
number of monitoring points served by one analyzer can 
vary from one point to whatever the practiclal limits 
imposed by distanc.e and/ot cdling time. 

Typically, the analyzer uses optical phenomena as the 
basis for measuring methane although thermal catalytic 
detectors may be used. There are two types of optical 
detectors in use: the nondispersive infrared type and the 
interferometer, a dipersive type. 

The iñterferometer Eneasutes the difference in the velocity 
of light between a known gas and the gas being sampled. 
To overcome its specificity limitations, a centralized 
interferometer system includes carbon dioxide and water 
vapor scrubbers. Because this complexity decreases their 
dependability and the specificity limitations decrease 
their reliability, interferometers are not includeld in 
this cast analysis. 
The infrared detectors measure the difference between the 
amount of infrared energy absorbed by a known gas and the 
gas being sampled. A single-cell type may be used for 
both gases. in such a system, the known gas (usually 
nitrogen) is used to purge the unknown gas from te cell. 
This method, however, increases costs; thus, the two-cell 
type systems are more frequently employed. The two-cell 
type has a sealed referende cell and a sample cell. 
Either type cell can measure frOm 0% to 100% methane with 
good specificity and accuracy. The two-cell. type is 
chosen for this cost analysis as it is less complex and 
less costly to operate than a one-cell. system. 

The thermal cata:lytic analyzer operates on the same prin- 
ciple as the thermal catalyt-ic sensor (see Sect-ion 2.3.2). 
The system components are the same or similar to those of 
optical detectors. The cost of equipment and installation 
ate also similar. The effective tan4e is 0% to 5% methane 
and the e:cp.ected life span of the p±iñcipal element, a 
thermal catalytic sensor, is about three years. Due to 
these factors, centralized thermal catalytic analyzers are 
not included in the cost analysis. 
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Other types of. analyzers have not been adapted to mine and 
tuhnel en vironments on a consistent basis and therefore 
are not considered in the cost analysis. 

2.3.2 Local Sensors 

In the United States, local sensor systems using thermal 
catalytic sensors are the most clommôn t'pe of théthane 
monitor used. In Europe, several mines have converted 
from central analyzer systems to thermal catalytic sensor 
systems to obtain quicker response and to eleviate the 
problems with leakage in probe tubing and limitations on 
probe length. The sensors are manufactured under several 
different names - heat of combustion; catalytic 
combustion; catalytic sensors or heads. The' have been 
adapted to centralized analyzers, hand-held combustible 
gas detectors, arid, to the local sensor monitoring system 
considered in this analysis.. 

The basic local sensor methane monitoring system consists 
of: a sensor mounted at the point to be monitored; a 
signal amplifying unit which may be housed in the sensor 
enclosure; cables for power to ad signals from the 
sensor; and a control unit for local monitOr:ing of 
individual sensors, sensor calibration; and, if required., 
conversion of signals for remote monitors. 

The following description of thermal catalytic sensors is 
taken from the United States Department of the Interior, 
Bureau of Mfnes, Pittsburgh Research Center, Internal 
Report 4420 

The most commonly used principle for 
methane sensors has been catalytic 
oxidation (combustion). As used here, 
the term catalytic sensors includes 
bot1 filament (platinum, platinum- 
rhodium, or other alloys of platinum) 
and catalytic-bead sensors (including 
pellistors, pellements, or pellement 
type). 

1 "Applicability and Capabilities of Commercially Available 
Methane Sensors for Fixed-Point Intrinsically-Safe Under- 
ground Coal Mine Monitoring", A.F. Cohen, Physicist, and 
G.E. Schxnakenberg, Jr., Supervisory Research Physicist, April, 
1983. Both authors are with the Pittsburgh Research Center, 
Bureau of Mines. (See Appendix E for the complete report.) 
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The heat of reaction released by a gas 
when it burns (oxidizes) on a filament 
or in the presence of some other 
heated catalyst can be used to detect 
combustible gases in air. Sufficient 
oxygen, greater than 10%, must be. 
present for dombustion of methane to 
be co±nplete. Coinbust-ion raises the 
temperature (and thus the resistance) 
of the filament, as compared to an 
inactive reference filament. The 
reference and active filament forms 
two arms of a Wheatstone bridge. The 
amount of imbalance of the b±idge 
gives a measure of the concentration 
of the combustible gas. To a first 
approximation, the bridge output 
voltage is directly proportional to 
the combustible gas concentration over 
a small but usable concentration range 
(0% to 5%). The catalytic combtistiOñ 
principle is useful for detection of 
methane between approximately 0% to 5% 
but not much above 5%. Owing to lack 
of oxygen, the bridge output versus 
methane concentration relation shows 
the continuous decrease of output with 
increasing methane concentrations 
above 10% to 15% thethane in air. 

The catalytic. element of early 
combustible gas sensors was a coil of 
platinum wi-re, connected to a voltage 
supply, and electrically heated to 
approximately 1,000° C (1800°F). A 
combustible gas in an atmosphere 
containing oxygen is oxidized at the 
platinum wire (a catalyst). This 
oxidation raises the temperature of 
the platinum wire, resulting in an 
increase in coil resistance. However, 
at these elevated temperatures, 
platinum evaporates. The result of 
this evaporation is poor zero 
stability and short platinum coil 
(catalytic element) life. 

The deelOpment of catalytic coatings, 
such as mixtures of palladium and 
thorium supported on a substrate 
surrounding a small platinum coil 
results in a catalytic bead with the 
ends of the coil connected as before 
to a voltage sUpply to provide the 
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necessatY temperature for the 
oxidation (combustion) of the gas. 
With such cata1'tid coatings, methane 
can be oxidized at approx-imately 550 
to 700°C (1,000 to 1,300°F). Zero 
drift of such catalytic bead elements 
due to evaporation is much less than 
for unbeaded platinum wire coils. An 
inactive catalytic bead element is 
similar to the active one, exdept that 
it is poisoned or made inactive and 
acts as a reference element to 
compensate for changes of humidity, 
temperature, and pressure. 

These lower operating temperature gas- 
sensing elrnents (catalytic b.ead types 
such as pellistors or pélleinents, 
etc.) can lose sensitivity in the 
presence of atmospheres containing 
silicone vapors from silicone 
containing compounds. Silicone vapor 
is a poison to the catalytic bead1 
Other catalyst pois:ons are sulfur 
compounds, such as hydrogen sulfide 
and phosphate esters used as corrosion 
inhibitors in oils. Pure platinum 
coil filaments operating at much 
higher temperatures than the bead type 
are not poisoned by silicones. 

The lower operating temperature, catalytic bead-type., 
thermal catalytic enso±s were chosen for this analysis 
for two reasons: 

1. These sensors have a longer life 

2. There has been no indication of significant amounts 
or use of catalytic poisons in the SCRTD Starter 
Line. 

A hewer type local sensor using semiconductors that react 
to methane by changes in electflcal conductivit' was not 
included in the analysis because only insufficient, and. 
unsatisfactory operating experience is available.. At 
present, these sensors are reported to lack the speci- 
f-icity required for reliable methane detection in the 
SCRTD Starter Line. 

2.. 4 APPLICATION HISTORY 

The Port Authority of Allegheny County's light rail tran- 
sit system in Pittsburgh purportedly will be the first 
rapid transit system to use methane detectors in a tunnel. 
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The detection systems analyzed in this report, however, 
have satisfactorily served the mining, refining, and other 
industries for decades. Considerable effort was expended 
to obtain information from the coal mining industry and 
related industries because of their vast experience with 
methane detection and monitoring systems. Both of the 
detection systems analyzed are used in coal mines where 
methane is prevalent and the operating conditions are 
harsh. 

2. 5 METHODOLOGY 

In addition to methodology parameters discussed in Chapter 
1, the following parameters were applied to the methane 
detection system analysis: 

2.5.1 Design Criteria 

A. Applicable portions of the SCRTD Metro Rail Subsystem 
Design Criteria, Volume IV, Section 8 - Miscellaneous 
Mechanical/Electrical Subsystems including: 

1. "A Central Conttol. facility. . .will contain the 
fiecessary displays, control consoles, communi- 
cation apparatus, and operating personnel fOr 
the overall safety and security passengers and 
for the daily operations. . 

. 

2. "Automatic gas sensors shall be installed in 
tunnels and stations, and shall be capable of 
detecting concentration of any gas which may 
become dangerous due to toxicity or explosion 
hazard. Sensing shall detect trends in concen- 
tration while still in a safe range, to ensure 
that adequate warning is given so that miti- 
gating measure can tace effect before a dan- 
gerous situation can arise. Since this is a 
vital area of safety, redundant apparatus, 
including sensors, circaits and control 
elemEnts, shall be employed, as necessary. 

the sensors shall be of thermal conductivity or 
infrared analyzer type, capable of continuous 
automatic measurement and monitoring (chemical 
reagents shall not be accepted). The sensors 
shall also be easy to install and require 
minimum maintenance. U 

Modifications to sections of the desigh crité±ia and 
the reasons for the changes: 

1. Section IV - 8.5.1: Toxic gas detection capa- 
bilities were not included in the systers 
becaUse, to date, only insignificant traces of 
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ohe toxic gas, hydrogen sulfide, have been 
identified. These traces do not necessitate 
extraordinary precautions such as detectors. 
If, in the future, toxic gases in significant 
quantities are identified, detection and moni- 
toring systems similar to the methane detection 
systems analyzed will be added to the SCRTD 
Starter Line. 

2. Section iv - 8.5.1: The term "thermal conduc- 
tivity sensors" was taken to mean thermal cata- 
lytic detectors, because sensors that measure 
the thermal conductivity of methane are not 
commonly used for monitoring methane in mines 
and tunnels. 

3. Section IV - 8.5.2: Central Control display 
planels and other equipment were not included. 
This equipment will be included with other 
communications equipment by the communication 
system designers. (The Communication System 
interfaces at the remote signal and stapdby 
power terminals on the control units of the 
local sensor system and in the passenger 
stations at the signal cable leads from the 
central analyzers.) 

2.5.2 Parameters 

Design assumptions include: 

A. 

B. 

C 

I!: 

E. 

F. 

G. 

8/26/83-cb 

Methane monitoring will be done at 500-foot intetvals 
throughdut both tithhels. 

The DTS will multiplex signals from the gas detection 
system, including 390 methane concentrat-ion related 
signals, and trouble signals. 

The time for DTS multiplexing of data and sample 
probe cycling will not detract from system 
reliabi1ity - 

Calibration gas cylinders can be stored, in limited 
quantities, at the pasênger statiohs. 

Primar& power is available at 110 V, single phase, 60 
Hz. Redundancy of primary power will be done at the 
substations. 

Standhy power is available at 24V dc ftom the 
Uninte±±üptible Powe± SyStem (UPS). 

Signal power is available from the Communication 
System. 
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H. Thnnel overall length is 97,650 feet. 

I. Central anal'zers can be installed in crossover 
passages connecting the two tunnels and in stations, 
as required. 

J. Control units for local sensors can be located in the 
stations. 

K. Proper auxiliary vehicles are available for local 
sensor replacement and central analyzer probe 
repairs. 

L. Proper auxiliary vehicles are available for local 
sensor replacement and cent±al analzet probe 
repairs. 

M. Sensors and probes are installed at the highest part 
of the tunnel. Except for the analyzer rooms of the 
central system, no attempt is made to include 
auxiliary room monitoring. This will be done during 
detail. design and may require additional analyzers or 
control units. 

N. Sensor and analyzer/control unit redundancy is ob- 
tamed through spacing intervals rather than through 
duplex installation. 

0. Silicones will not be used near .s.ensors hydrogen sul- 
fide gas quantities are insignificant; other 
materials that poison catalytic bead thermal 
catalytic sensors are nonexistent or exist in 
insignificant quantities in the tunnel atmosphere. 

2.6 RESULTS 

2.6.1 Capital Costs 

Methane monitoring systems are available directly from 
manufacturers or may be purchased as part of other moni- 
toring packages from various system designers, such as 
fire and intrusion detection system specialists. The 
relationship ag the system specialists i.s through the 
similarity of detector output signals and functions of the 
monitors. Initial contacts were made with system 
Specialists, including: 

A. Langfbrd Control Systems, Danville, CA 
B. Alison Control Inc., Fairfield, NJ 
C. Rel-Tek C.orporation, Pittsburgh, PA 

Simultaneously, contacts were made with manufacturers, 
including: 
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A. United Technologies Bacharach, Pittsburgh, PA 
B. National Mine Service Company, Oakdale, PA 
C. Mine Safety Appliance Co., Pittsburgh, PA. 

COntacts with detection system specialists were halted 
aftet a review of the SCRTD Fire/Life Safety Criteria 
revealed that gas monitoring is not a part of the station 
EMP and discussions with the communication system de- 
signers indicated that the DTS already has included multi- 
plexing capabilities and Central Control equipment for the 
gas detection system. (The quotations, pricing 
information, and system information, where reproducible, 
are provided in Appendix F. Information not reproducible 
is available for review from XE.) 

A review of the data received from equipment manufacturers 
showed that the Mine Safety Appliances Company (MSA) has 
both the infrared analyzer systems and the catalytic bead 
thermal catalytic sensor systems as well as catalytic bead 
thermal catalytic analyzer systems. MSA is one of the 
oldest manufacturers of mine safety equipment and has a 
good reputation within the industry. Because of these 
fàdtors, and the fact that their initial piicing, 
information. às comparable to that of other vendors, .MSA 
was used as the sole basic equipment pricing source. 

The pricing information received for the centralized 
analyzer system is based on the manufacturer's "best 
estimate" for an analyzer complex with additional material 
and installation labor costs from XE's Estimating 
Department (.see minutes of meeting, June 22, 1983 and 
telecom reports, June 10, 1983 and March 4, 1983, AppendiA 
C). 

Pricing information for the local sensor system is from 
MSA's Quote 8705, March 1, 1983. It was modified by 
discussions with NSA and additional material arid 

installation labor costs from KE's Estimating Department 
(see Appendixes F and C). Bac.]csp calculations for this 
comparison are in Appendix C. Table 2-1 summarizes the 
capital costs for systems with 390 sen.sing points A 
bfief discussion of each item follows. 
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Table 2-1 

SUMMARY OF CAPITAL COSTS 

Central Local 
Item System System 

Analyzers or Control Units $ 981,500 $ 430,000 
Air Compressor 400 Not Required 
Calibration Gas Cylinders:: 

Prime 2,200 1,?00 
Spare 2,600 900 

Tubing for Probes or Calibration 590,600 72,800 
Cable: 

Signal 238,500 744,100 
Power 133,600 Included 

Initial SparC Patts 53,000 39,100 

TOTAL $2,002,400 $1,289,100 

Annualized Cost $ 246,900 $ 158,900 

A. Analyzer Cost: The analyzer cOst is based on using 
MSA Lira (TM) Model 3000, nondispersive infrared 
analyzers complete with filters, pumps, timers, 
valving, and enclosures (see Appendices C and F). 

A total of 65 analyzers are required due to the 
practical limit of analyzer-to-probe distance being 
approximately 700 feet. This, in turn1 limits to six 
the number of probes spaced 500 feet atart, i.e., 
three in each tunnel, and one in the analyzer room. 

Using a duplex pump set, with one as standby, and 
time-operated 3-way valves in the probe lines, it 
will take about 30 seconds for a fresh sample of gas 
from the farthest probes to reach the analyzer, and 
about 2 seconds for a fresh sample from the nearest 
probes. Allowing another 5 seconds for the sample 
tube to be purged results in a 2.5- to 3-minute total 
cycle time. As confi4ence and experience with the 
system grows, the cycle time may be reduced. Even 
so, the practical limit is apprbxiniatel/ 15 to 30 
seconds. 

B. Control Unit Cost: The control unit cost for local 
systems is based on MSA Model 516-N monitors and 
includes MSA Model 512 catalytic bead-type thermal 
catalytic sensors with calibration attachment. Each 
monitor can handle up to 16 sensors, and the sensors 
can be located up to approx-imately 5,000 feet from 
the monitor without special signal amplifiers. 
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Aàsufning the monitors can be located in the passenger 
stations, 25 monitors will be required, one of which 
will have only six. sensors. Each of the other moni- 
tors will control eight sensors spaced 500 feet apart 
in each tunnel. 

Because each sensor sends a continuous signal back to 
the monitor and DTS, the cycle time for each sensor 
will depefld upon the speed of the rnultiplexinq unit 
in t.he DTS. 

C. Ptobe Tubing: The probe tubing of the central system 
must be cleaned periodically. This will be done with 
low pressure compressed air. Sears & Roebuck has 
portable units for about $400 each. 

D. Analyzers and Sensors.: The analyzers of the central 
system and the sensors of the local system must be 
calibrated frequently. Initially, both will be 
calibrated once a week. This may or may not be 
reduced as experience with the system is gained. For 
this study, costs are based on once-a-week 
calibration. 

E. Cylinders.: The central system will require four 
cylinders, containing 240 cubic-foot of calibration 
gas, each week. In ôtder to assure an adequate gas 
Supply, an additional six cylinders will be needed as 
part of the initial purchase. 

The local system will require two 240-cubic-foot 
cylinders every two weeks, one for each tunnel. I 
order to assure an adequate gas supply, an additional 
four cylinders will be needed as part of the initial 
purchase. 

Costs for the cylinders were obtained from NSA. Cart 
cost is estimated. It is recommended that SCRTD 
investigate the advantages and disadvantages of 
owning versus renting cylinders. 

F. Tubing: Tubing costs for the central analyzer probes 
and for the sensors, to permit sensor calibration 
from the tunnel walkway level, are based on 3/8-inch 
316 stainless steel. Material costs and installation 
labor time requirements were obtained from KE's 
Estthating Department. The labor rate is assumed to 
be the same as construction electrician rates for Los 
Angeles, $33. 75/hour. 

G. Signal Cable.: The central analyzer 
±equire 12 conductor signal cables 
probe location, alarm, warning, and 
The cable is assumed to be 14 gauge 
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cable trough along the tunnels with junction boxes at 
analyzer locations, conduit fastene4 to the tunnel 
deiling from the cable trough to the analyzers, and 
conduit to the DTS in the stations. Material and 
labor costs and installation time requirements., 
except connections to the DTS and analyzer, were 
obtained from XE's Estimating D,epartment.The casts 
for connecting to the OTS and ãnályEerE are 
allowances based on other estimates fOr similar work. 

Power cable to the analyzers are assumed to originate 
at the passenger stations, with any required power 
source redundancy at the point of origin. The cable 
would be installed in a similar manner as the signal 
cable. Material casts and installation time 
requirements are adapted from cost estimates of 
similar work. 

H. Conductor. Cable.:. The. local, system requires four 
conductor cable from the monitors to each sensor. 
Two conductors are for low voltage, 12V or 24V, da 
power and two are for signals. Average cable size is 
assumed to be 18 gauge. The cable is run in conduit 
from the monitor, to the tunnel trough, through the 
trough to individual seflor locations, jtiñctiOñ box, 
and oonduit to the ceiling mOuhted sénsôr. Cable 
cost is adapted frOth MBA Quote 8705. Conduit and 
installation unit costs are assumed to be same as for 
the central analyzer. 

Power cable to the monitors is assumed to be negli- 
gible for this study's purposes because of the proAi- 
mity Of the monitorS to the sources. 

I. sflre Parts: The initial spare pasts costs were 
developed after discussions with MBA and KE engineers 
experienced in estimating spare parts requirements. 

It is' recognized that not all accounting systems will 
permit items such as calibration cylinders and 
initial spare parts to be classified as capital 
costs. It should be noted that in this study, 
capital costs include tpse items because they are 
require41 or may be required, during the startdp and 
first year of opetàtioh. 

The total and individual costs should not be con- 
strued to be a true system instafled cost estimate, 
nor shoul4 the equ.ipxpt pricirg be construed as 
binding on the vendor The level of effprt applied 
to the estimates was c6xiüitensiirate with the ±eüire- 
ments of this study. Firm equipment pr-icing can only 
be obtained after specifications a-re developed. An 
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installed cost estimate can only be made ater detail 
design of the system has progressed further. 

2.6.2 Annual.Costs 

Annual costs considered include calibration gà, spare 
parts, labor, ax power. These are sununarizéd in Table 
2-2 and discussed below. 

Table 2-2 

ANNUAL 

Central Local 
Item System System 

Calibration Gas $ 1:2,600 $ 2,100 
Spare Parts 43,900 22,600 
LabOr 596,700 494,700 
Power i4:i00 3,900 

TOTAL $687,900 $523,300 

A. Calibtátion Gas: The quantity of calibration gas . re4uited is based on information from NSA, with an 
allowance made for the local system's sensors having 
calibration tubing to tunnel walkway level. 

Calibration gas costs were obtained from Airco 
Industrial Gas Company for 2% methane in air and 
include gas analysis closts (see Capital Costs 2.6.1). 

B. Spa±e Parts Costs: See Capital Costs, 2.6.1 

C. Labor Costs: Labor costs are based on time 
requirements for calibration, plus allowances for 
other maintenance costs. A 1.5 multiplier was 
applied to the costs for calibration an4 other work 
in the tunnels since this work must be done when 
trains are not operating. A labor rate of $33.75 per 
hour was used. - 

D. Power Costs: Powet costs are based on $0.07/kWH and 
each system operatinq continuosly. Pbtqer 

.±eqüi±êments for the central system are estimated to 
be 870 watts per analyzer and, for the local system, 
254 watts per monitor. 

-2.6.3 Annual Equivalent Cost 

S The annual equivalent cost is shown in Table 2-3. This is 
the sum of the capital costs on an annualized basis and 
the annual costs. 
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Table 2- 

ANNUAL EQUIVALENT COSTS 

Central 
Item System 

Annualized Capital Cost $246,900 
Annual cost 687,900 

TOTAL $934,800 

2.6.4 Technical Risks 

Local 
Sy stern 

$158,900 
523,300 

$682,20.0 

Either the central system or the local system can be 
successfully adapted from their current applications in 
mines, refineries, and heavy industries to the SCRTD 
Starter Line. The recloEd of satisfactory operations, 
particularly in the coal mining industry, indicate such an 
adptatio±i 4,ill be a low risk application. 

2.6.5 Availability 
Due to the stringent CFRs for coal mines and "gassy" 
noncoal mines, the relatively hew, proven, cost effective.- 
ness of methane monitoring as applied to mining process 
control, and the number of industries using the same or 
similar equipment for combustible gas monitoring, there is 
no foreseeable shortage of either type of methane moni- 
toring equipment or replacement parts for te equipmient. 

2.7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.7.1 Conclusions 

Overall, the local sensor system is more cost effective 
for the SCRTD Starter Line than is the central analyzer 
system. 

A. Other favorable factors of the local sensor system 
include: 

1. Initial casts are less than those for a central 
system. 

2. Power, spare parts, and consumable items are 
less costly than for central systems. 

3. TIe equipment is available from more 
manuficturets than is the central system 
equipment. 
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4 In general, the local s'stem is more adaptable 
to changes and modificatians than the central 
system. This is due to the distance from 
monitors that the senàors can be located and to 
the difference in cable conduit installation 
versus stainless steel tubing. 

5. The local system will respond quic]er to changes 
in methane concentrations due to differences in 
sensor versus probe cycle time. 

6. The lbs of a module in a monitor results in the 
loss of one sensor length of one tunnel, 
affecting 500 feet. The loss of an analyzer, 
pump set, or timer will result in the loss of 
seven probes., with both tunnels affected for 
1,500 feet. 

7. The monitots are fully utilized in the local 
system, whereas the analyzer is under utilized 
due to probe distance limitations and the need 
for only 0% to 5% methane detection rather than 
0% to 100%. 

8. The local system is less mechanic.all compli- 
cated and makes g±eater use of state-of-the-art, 
solid-state technology than the central system. 

9. The local system may be more reliable than the 
central system. This is indicated by 
changeovers in European mines, the higher 
frequency of use in U.S. mines, and the greatet 
us.e of state-of-the-art technology, as iell as 
less frequently scheduled maintenance. 

10. Modules within the monitors are similar to other 
modules with the SCRTD equipment, whereas the 
infrared analyzers are unique. 

11. considerable effort is being expended by 
manufacturers and government research centers on 
improving catalytic bead thermal catalytic 
sensors and developing direct replacement 
sensors that are more efficient than cttent 
models. 

12. Individual sensors of the thermal catalytic type 
are presently in use jn heavy rail rapid transit 
systems for gasoline vapor detection. There 
have been no installations of infrared detectors 
reported in such transit systems. 
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B. Disadvantages of the local sysem include: 

1. Sensor life is short, averaging three years or 
less, due to the primary element being consUmed 
during operation 

2. Sensor replacement, as cur:rently envisioned, may 
tie up the section of track in the replacement 
area. 

2.7.2 Recommendations 

Kaiser Engineers recommends that SCRTD authorize the 
systrn designers to proceed with designing and specifying 
a local sensor-type methane detection system. 

This recommendation is based on an evaluation of the 
conclusions. Factors other than cost that influence this 
recommendation are: 

A. Local sensor systems appear to be mOre ±eliable than 
centrral s:ystems. 

B. Local sensor systems are preferred by U.S. mining 
companies. 

C. Considerable research and development effort is being 
expended to extend sensor life by new or improved 
elements which are interchangeable with existing 
sensors. 

D. The loss of one module of a monitor results in the 
loss o one sensor. The loss of an analyzer, pump 
set, or timer results in the loss of seven probes. 
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. 
Chapter 3 

TUNNEL CAR STORAGE AREA FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM 

3. 1. INTRODUCTION 

Conventional spot-type fire detector systems will be 
installed throughput all station ahcillary areas where 
automatic sprinkler protection is not required and ftj 

traction power substations, gap-tie stations, unit 
substations, pump and valve rooms, and ventilation 
systems. The tunnel car storage area, located north of 
the North Hollywood Station, however, presents situations 
and requirements which may be beyond the capabilities of 
conventional detector systems. 

The primary source of fire on transit cars is the 
equipment under the car passenger area floor (see Appendix 
E). This is an area about three feet, eight inches above 
the top of the rail and essentially as long as the car, 
which is about 75 feet. The car body and air currents or 
ventilation will, alter the normal flow of the. heat and 
combustion products from these fires. 

Secondary fire. sources are within the occupant areas of 
the cars from arson and the heating, air conditioning and 
ventilation system. These are enclosed areas in which the 
products of combustion may accumulate for some tifrie before 
finding thei,r way out of the car, and the car insulation 
may retain t.he heat generated. 

Another potential fire source will be from materials 
tethpOrarily placed or stored near the cars, for example, 
Oily rags used by maintenance personnel. 

Factors other than the variety of possible fire Sources 
which detract from using conventional fire detection 
systems include: 

A. The physical and environmental conditions which will 
contribute to false alarths with conventional 
detection systems. 

B. The need for fire department and emergency personnel 
to have accurate location identification. This is an 
increased priority item due to the possible dis- 
ruption of passenger serflce by either the fire it- 
self or. water damage to cars not on fire. Accurate 
location identification will also minimize fire 
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department and emergency personnel on-site time 
requirements. 

C. The unUsual air cUrrents caused by natural drafts, 
forced ventilation, and train movements in either the 
tunnels, station or storage area. 

D. The types of possible fires. 

E1 The possible final storage area layout and arrange- 
ment which may include walls and platforms proximate 
to the stored cars.. 

F. The variable length and location of stored trains; 
i.e., from one- to six-car trains parked anywhere 
along the storage tracks. 

G. The Use of high pressUre water to clean the area. 

3.2. PURPOSE 

The purpose of the tunnel car storage area fire detection 
system portion of WBS 14CAE12 is to: 

A. Research the various fire detection methods 
available. 

B. Select the methods which are suitable for the tunnel 
car storage area. 

C. Evaluate the selected methods.. 

D. Make a recommendation with sufficient information 
concerning the recommended method and the other 
evaluated methods for the SCRTD Metro Rail Staff to 
decide which method is best sUited for the SCRTD 
Metro Rail System. 

3.3 DESCRIPTION OF AIJTERNATIVES 

3.3.1 General 

Initially, the parameters limited alternatives to spot 
detectors compared with thermistor-type continuous 
detectors (see February 25, 1983 Memorandum to W.J. Rhine 
from P.M. Burgess in Appendix C). As the review of fire 
detectors progressed, however, RE decided to add other 
types of detectors. This decision was influenced by the 
possible storage area configurations presented as well as 
by the possible suitability of other types of detector 
systems. The types and classifications of detectors 
available are define4 in NFPA 72E-1982, "Standard on 
AUtofaatic Fi±e Detectors" (see Appendix. E) as follows: 
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A. Detector Types 

L Spot-Type Detector. A device whose detecting 
eltrrielit is cônccntrated at a particular 
lOOation. Typical examples are bi-metail4c 
detectors, fusible-alloy detectors, certain 
pneumatic. rate-of-rise detectors, certain smoke 
detectors and thermoelectric detectors 

2. Line-Type Detector. A device in which detection 
U OhtifiUoüs along a path. Typical examples 

are rate-of-rise pnetirnàtic tubing , 

projected beam smoke detectors., and heat- 
señsitie dable. 

3.. Air..Sampling-Type Detector. A sampling-type 
detector consistt 0f pipisg or tubing distii- 
bution from te detector unit tO the area(s) to 
be protected. air p-ump diaws ait from the 
protected area back the the detector through the 
air sampling ports and piping or tubing. At the 
detedtor, the air is analyzed for fl-re products. 

B. Detector Classifications 

1. Heat Detector. A device which detects abnot- 
iffally high temperature or rate-of-tempe±ature 
rise. 

2. Smoke Detector. A device, which detects the 
Visible or inv-isible particles of combustion. 

3. Flame Detector. A device which detects th.e 
infrared, bt Ultraviolet, or visible radiation 
produced by a fire. 

4. Fire-Gas Detector. A device which detects 
qases p.rbduced by a fire. 

5. other Fire Detectors. Devices which detect a 
phenomenon other than heat, smoke, flame, or 
gases produced by. a fire. 

3.3.2 SpOt-Type. Heat Detectors 

Spot-type detectors may operate with eit.her restorable or 
nonrestorable elements and may use- either ot both fixed. 
tethperatUre or tate-of- (téthperàtu-re) rise operating 
p±iñciples.. the. detectors range in cost from about $15 to 
$75, or more, each. 

A. Restorable elements are usually either hi-metallic or 
fluid, commonly air, deVices although thermoelectric 
prinOiles are sometimes applied. 
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1. The bi-metallic types mà' be either the reed 
type contact or snap-action disk type. The reed 
type may be either fi±ed temperature or a 
combination of fixed temperature and rate-of- 
tise devices, and some can be field adjusted 
through a temperature range. The reed types are 
subject to false alarms due to vibrations 
especially at elevated temperatures. The disk 
types are fixed temperature and are üsüally 
mounted on a surface direotly heated by the 
fire. 

2. Pneumatic elements typically are combination 
fixed temperature and rate-of-temperature rise 
devices. The elements are available in a vari- 
ety of configurations including types which vent 
to and/or draw from the atmosphere and double- 
ended diaphrams. Both FM 5-48 (see Appendix E) 
and NFPA 72E-1982 recothmend that detectors with 
pneumatic elements be tested semiannually, at 
least, for leaks and proper operation. 

3. Thermoelectric elements include fixed 
temperature electric resistance devices and 
thermocouple or thermopile units which. may be 
either or both fixed temperature or rate-of-tise. 
devices. FM 5-48 cautions that these units are 
subject to .lotering of sensitivity by corrosion. 

B. Nonrestorable element detectors use spring (or 
equivalent) loaded contacts he-id apart by metal alloy 
links (fusible Links) which melt quickly at the rated 
temperature. The links must be replaced after 
activation; therefore, the detector operation can not 
be tested periodically as with restorable element 
detectors. NFPA 72E-1982 does recommend, however, 
that at least two out of every 100 detectors, or 
fraction thereof., be. removed every fifteenth year and 
tested by a testing laboratory. 

3.3.1 Line-Type Detectors 

Four types of line-type detectors were considered as 
potentially applicable. 

A. Thermistor Type 

These are restorable detectors that utilize the 
thermal-electric phenomenon of certain ceramic 
materials, which changes electrical resistance 
dramatically from a near insulator to a conductor 
near rated temperatures to detect fires. The control 
and niorlitoring circuitry associated with these detec- 
tors has been developed to provide warning 
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annunciation when temperatures along the elethent 
approach the rated temperature1 location of the fire 
(rated tempeattre or pore) or over texnperätü±e, and 
average tcmperature as well as alarming fires (fixed 
temperatare or tate-Of-tise), and providing detector 
circüitzy monito±ing. These detectors cost about 
$8/foot not including controls. 

B. Heat Sensitive Cable 

T se are nonrestorable, fixed-temperature devices 
which are activated when two sdres make electrical 
contact aftet their heat-sensitive insulation softens 
at the ±ated temperature. The control and monitoriflg 
circuitry associated with these detectors can 
modified to provide location of the fire and alarming 
fires (fixed temperature) ad provide detector 
circuit monitoring. These detectors cost about 
$5/foot not including coht±Ols. 

C. Pneumatic Tubing 

These a-re restorable detectors which use the thermal 
expansion characteristics of air to cause contacts to 
be closed when rated texnperatüte is reached End/dr 
when the rated rate-of-rise iá exceeded. The associ- 
ated control systemS are not readily adapted to fire 
locatiOn identification or malfunction monitoring. 
Small fires may not be detected and coincident tern- 
perature drops along other parts of the tubing may 
preclude fl-re detection. 

P. !eries Type 

These are small f-ixed-temperature detectors installed 
in a series along a cable. Although the associated 
control systems reportedly are able to provide fire 
location identification, -no manufacturer of this type 
of detector responded to inquires by KE. 

3.3.4 Fi-reGas Deteôtors 

Fire-gas detectors may be either local spot (sensor) type 
or centralized-analyzer type (air-sampling type detector 
as defined by NFPA 72E-1982) with System donfigurations 
very similat to those of the gas detections systems 
desc±ibed in Chapter .2. of this study. For fire detection 
purposes, these detectors typically monitor carbon 
dioxide, but may also monitor oxygen. Based o the 
information received for the gas detection s'stems, the 
loc*l spot-type deteator cost atbuhd $400 to $l,00 each 
and ±elEted moni.tots cost about $5,000. Centralized 
systems may cost around $15,000 each. 
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3.3.5 Other Fire Detectors 

Other fire detectors, as defined by NFPA 72E-1982, may 
have either spot-type detector or air-sampling type 
detector configurations. Such detectors tend to be for 
esoteric situations and were not considered in this study. 

3.3.6 Flame Detectors 

Flame detectors provide very fast response., one second or 
lest, to fires that occur within their cone of vision. 
These detectors range in price from about $300 to $2,000 
each. The following descripticns and comments are from 
FM 5-48: 

A. The infrared detector contains a sensing element that 
is responsive to radiant energy at wavelengths below 
the rangE of human vision. This is usually above 
approximatel' 7700 Angstroms. 

B. The ultraviolet detector contains a sensing element 
that is responsive to radiant energy above the range 
of human vision. This is usually belOw approximately 
4000 Angstroms. 

C. The photoelectric flame detector contains a sensing 
element. comprised of a photocell which either changes 
its electrical conductivity or produces an electrical 
potential when exposed to radiant energy. 

D. A flame flicker detector consists of a photoelectric 
flame detector including a means to prezent response 
to visible light unless the observed light is 
modulated at a ftequenc characteristic of the 
flicker of a flame (4-30 Hz). 

E. Flame detectors should be arranged or shielded so 
that they are not actuated by radiant energy sources 
that could produce false alarms. Infrared lamps, 
matches, cigarette lighters, and sunlight may result 
in an unwanted alarm from an infrared detector. 
False alarts from ultraviolet detectors may be 
produced by germicidal lamps, X-ray machines, welding 
arcs, and arcing from electrical motors. 

F. Flame ±adiation detectors are also adversely affected 
by slight accumulations of dust or other coatings on 
the lens or sensitive element. Again, the frequency 
of cleaning depends upon the operating environment. 

3.3.7 Smoke Detectors 

In keeping with the design criteria, smoke detectors were 
not considered. 
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3.3.8 Control Systems 

A. All fire detection systems considered can be designed 
to conform to the CAC and SCRTD requirethents and NFPA 
standards cited in the Fire/Life Safety Criteria. 

B. Spot-type detector and flame detector systems can 
p±ovide fire location identification by having con- 
trol modules operate in a norimatrix mode so that each 
actuated detector causes its respective alarm light 
to be illuminated at the local Fire and SeOu±it, 
EM?, and, through the Communication System, Central 
Control. Neither type detector srStem can provide 
either warning signals for prefire overtemperature 
conditions or deteator zone average temperature 
sigñals,eccept spot. detectors utilizing 
thermoelectric. elements. 

C. Thermistor line-type detector systems are ccmmônl' 
furnished with fire location identification aM 
warning signals for prefire overtemperature 
conditions, and can readil' be modified to provide 
average detector temperatue signals. 

D. Heat-sensitive cable systems can be modified to 
provide fire location identification, but not 
overtemperature warnings or average detector 
temperature. 

S. Fire-gas type detector stems do not furnish 
temperaturè related signals. The location of the 
alarming detector or probe can be identified and 
warning signals based on the monitored constituent 
concentration levels can be provided. 

3.4 APPLICATION HISTORY 

3.4.1 Transit Systems 

A pursual of heavy rail rapid transit systems yielded no 
reports of fire detection systems in operation in situ- 
ations similar to the SCRTD tunnel car storage area, 
the BART and NYCTA systems are reportedly considering 
reto-fitting fire detection systems in certain tunnel 
sections. The fire detection system being considered 
BART uses thermistor line type sensors and will be 
installed on a trial basis, see April 15, 1983 Miftütes 
Meeting in Appendix C. 

Both 

by 

of 

3..4...2 Industry and Other 

All detectors considered are currently in use in heavy, 
light, and mining industries, and most are in use in 
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utilities, cOmmerdial establishments and other 
applications. 

A. Industries tend to use a combination of detector 
types depending upon the fire sources and physical 
and environmental conditions. 

B. The mining industry tends to use fire-gas, Line- and 
spot-type detectors in mines and shafts; however, 
problems with the sensitivity of heat-sensing detec- 
tors in some areas have led to their replacement with 
fire-gas type detector systems. 

3.5 METHODOLOGY 

The usual procedures for evaluating alternatives was 
deviated from with this fire detection system. No cost 
analysis was made because of the impact the final storage 
area arrangement will have on the fire detection system 
configuration and detector types used. Additionally, the 
system size indicates that the total equipment cost Will, 
be less than $75,000 to $100,000. 

3.5.1 Design Criteria 

A. Patagraph 8.6, "Early Warning Fire Detection 
Apparatus," of the November 9, 1982, revision to the 
SCRTD Metro Rail Sthsystem Design Criteria, Volume 
IV, Section 8, "Miscellaneous Mechanical/Electrical 
Subsystems" is to be modified in two places, i.e.: 

(1) Fire detectors will be required in the tunnel 
car storage. area only, rather than in all 
tunnels. 

. 

(2) If accepted by the SCRTD Metro Rail Staff, the 
type of detector(s) in the tunnel car stotage 
atea will be as recbmmêndd by this stüd', 
rather than "combination of fixed and rate-of.- 
rise temperãtüre sensing. 

B. Other applicable parts of the above-mentioned design 
critetia were applied, including the exclusion of 
smoke detectors from the tunnel area. 

3.5.2 Assumptions. 

Assumptions applied to individual detector types are 
identified in the comments under Section 3.6, "Results." 
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3.6 RESULTS 

3.6.1 General 

No one type. detector is suitable for detecting all types 
of fires, and the type detector most suitable for one area 
arrangement may not be suitable at all for another area 
arrangement even though the fire source remains the same. 

3.6.2 Detector Features and Limitations 

Detectors have general features and limitations to be 
considered including: 

A. Heat sensing detectors should be close to the fire 
source to provide an early alarm1 even then 
selectivity and sensitivity may be lacking.. 

B. Spot-type detectors will require additional wiring 
and nonmatr-ix annunciation to provide fire location 
identification, and will require closer than normally 
required spacing in order to provide fire location 
identification comparable to the line-type detectors 
considered. 

C. Nonrestorable elements must be replaced after 
activation, even if the detector is not damaged. 

D. Flame detectors provide fast response, but must be 
located so that the fire sources are within their 
cone of vision which may require additional detectors 
viewing the same fire sOurce area from different 
angles. Space requirements may be greater than for 
other detector types in order for the fire sources to 
be within their cone of vision. Lenses must be kept 
clean, which increases maintenance costs. Electrical 
arcs may cause false alarms. Smoke may interfere 
with operation. Reflections may cause false alarms. 

E. Line-type detectors must be protected from physical 
damage, especially heat sensitive cable and pneumatic 
tube types. 

F. Detectors sensitive to water will be unacceptable 
because of the tünñel cleaning procedures. 

G. Detectors sensitive to pressure transients will be 
unacceptable because of the piston effect of moving 
trains. 

H. Detectors with mechanical contacts will require 
additional maintenance to asssure that electrical 
connections are properly made. Vibrations may cause 
false alarms. 
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I. Temperature averaging thermocouples may lack selec- 
tivity when unusual ambient temperatures occur. 

3.6.3 Undercar Equipment Yires 

A. Undercar equipment arrangement, potential £itè 
sources, and possible fire consequences indicate 
flame type detectors should be used if possible. 

1. These detectors will have to be arranged in a 
"look back" type configuration due to blockages 
of the cone of vision by the equipment being 
protected, and will have to be located on both 
aides of each storage track to provide complete 
protection. 

2. Because of potential cone-of-vision blockages by 
temporary obstructions, heat-sensing or fire-gas 
type detectors should be provided as backup for 
the flame type detectors. 

3. Flame detectors should include internal 
circuitry for checking lense clarity and for 
adjusting sensitivity so that normal operational 
and maintenance related electrical arcs and 
other activities, including reflections from car 
bodies and equipment housingE do nt cause (or, 
at least, minimize) false alarms. 

B. If paOe limitations on either or both sides of the 
Storage tracks preclude the use of flame type 
detectors, heat-sensing detectors located as near the 
undercar equipment as practical should be used. 

1. Thermistor line type detectors with cdmbination 
fixed temperature and rate-of-rise features 
should be used where possible. These operate 
without mechanical contadts tqhich may be tripped 
by vibration, require less maintenance than 
other rate-of-rise detectors, are less 
susceptible to physical damage than other 
line-type detectors, and provide more 
information than most other detector systems. 

2. Where line-type detectors can not be use4, 
vibration/shock mounted, waterproofed combina.- 
tIon fixed temperature/rate-of-rise type spot 
detectors may be applicable. 

3. Detector redundancy may be provided by fire-gas 
type detectors or ceiling-mounted, heat-sensing 
detectors. 
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3.6.4 Car Compartment Fires 

Flame t'pe detectors are the only detector considered that 
can see through the car windows into the operator and 
passenger compartments for early detection of fires. 
Either heat-sensing or fire-gas type detectors will be 
needed for redundancy, and can be the same Sstém 
providing redundancy for the undercar eqUipment primary 
fire detection systems. 

3.6.5 Storage A±ea Fires 

Ceiling-mounted, heat-sensing detectors will detect fires 
in the storage area, These detectors may well be the 
redundant system for the undercar equipment and car 
compartment primary fire detection thstems. 

3.6.6 Other Considerations 

A. Fire-gas type detectors for monitoring oxygen and 
carbon monoxide may provide quicker response than 
heat-sensing detectors because of the normal air 
movements within the storage area. 

B Heat-sensing sc4nners as Used for kiln shell 
temperature mohitoring in the portland cement and 
other industries, or other heat sensitive scanners 
used for detecting hot spots and heat leakage perhaps 
could be adapted to provide overtemperature 
surveillance of the trains on the storage trackS from 
a central location. These devices were not 
considered in this study because the scanners are not 
generally Used for fire detection systems. 

3.7 CONCLUSIONS AND. RECOMMENDATIONS 

3. 7. 1 Conclusions 

The three most probable sources of fire, i.e., Under 
equipment, car compartment arson and equipaent, and mis- 
cellaneous items in the storagearea, and the resUlting 
types of fires and their conseqUences (for example, see 
the National Transportation Safety Board, Report No.. 

NTSB-SEE-81-1, "Safety Effectiveness Evaluation of Rail 
Rapid Transit Safety," January 22, 1981, available through 
the National Technical Information Service), indicate a 
multiple detector type system will be required. The types 
of detectors most suitable can only be determined when the 
tunnel car stotage area configu±ation is established. 

3.7.2 Recommendations 

A. Flame type detectors should be used as the p±imary 
f ire detection system for the underca± equipment and 
car compartments. 
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B. ceiling-moüñted, heat-sensing type detectors with 
combinãtioñ fiEed temperature. and rate-of-rise 
capabilities should be used as the primary fire 
detection system for the storage area and as backup 
for the primary fire detection system. 

C. If air movements are relatively high, fire-gas type 
detectors monitoring oxygen and carbon dioxide should 
be provided as a tedündáncy to both primary fl-re 
detection systems. 

D. Wall or platform mounted heat-sensing type detctors 
with combination fixed temperature and rate-of-rise 
capabilities sl)ould be used for undercar equipment 
only if Space limitations preclude the use of flame- 
type detectors. 

E. Thermistor line type detectors are the most suitable 
heat-sensing type detector for the storage area. 

F.. Consideration should be given to TV thonitoring of the 
storage area. 
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Chapter 4 

SEISMIC DSTECTION :SYSTEM 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The proposed Metro Rail System alignrnent crosses at least 
12 geologic faults. The Geotechnical Investigation 
Report, Volume 1, lists these in the following sequence 
from downtown Los Angeles to North Hollywood: 

o MacArthur Park Fault 
o 6th Street Fault 
o 3rd Street Fault 
o San Vicente Fault 
o Santa Monica Fault (zone) 
o Hollywood Fault 
o Hollywood Bowl Fault 
o Unnamed Fault (north of Boring CE9 32) 
o Unnamed Fault (north of Boring CE9 32A) 
o Benedict Cflyon Fault 
o Unnamed Fault (north of Boring CE9 36) 
o Unnamed Fault (north of Boring (CE9 38) 

The Metro Rail System will be designed to withstand earth- 
quake activity; however, effective monitoring of ground 
movements is considered critical for safe operation and 
maintenance of the railway system. In the tunnel, earth 
movement monitors will be deployed and indicate to Central 
control any significant earth t±émors. 

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

Basically, there are two types of seismic detection 
systems: the Strong Motion Accelerograph and the Seismic 
Trigger. (See Appendix E.) 

4.2.1 Strong Motion Accelerograph 

The strong motion accelerograph is an earthquake recorder 
specifically designed to mèasüte and provide a permanent 
detailed record of accEleration from local earthquakes. 

The level of sensitivity for these devices ranges from 
O.005g to 1g. Triaxial recording on magnetic tape is 
provided when the accelerograph is trigge.red by 
significant local earthquakes and aftershocks. 
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4.2.2 Seismic Trigger 

The seismic trigger is a triaxial acceleration switch; 
when the applied acceleration reaches a preset level, a 
switch is closed, and stays closed for a period of time. 
The switch closure is used to signal the occurrence of the 
earthquake to Central Control1 where appropriate safetz 
action will be initiated. 

The trigger is comptièed of three sensor-relay modules (1 
vertical, and 2 horizontal), a 12-volt battery, and a cast 
alurnint.un housing.. In turn, each sensor-relay module 
contains a sensing mechanism, an amplifier, and a relay- 
switch. The sensor is a damped spring-mass System which 
produces a voltage output by means of a coil moving in a 
magnetic field. The voltage produced by the sensor is 
amplified and the auplified voltage closes a relay which 
actuates an annunciator at Central Control, via the DTS. 
The level of- sensitivity of these devices ranges from 
0.005 to ig, but the setting should be such that it is not 
affected by vibrations induced by the trains and other 
sources. These sensors are frequency selective to 
minimize unwanted triggering. 

4.3 APPLICATION HISTORY 

Earthquake monitoring equipment has been used in BART and 
in transportation systems in Venezuela. The BART 
earthquake monitoring system uses Kinemetrics Seismic 
Triggers and has been in operation for five years. The 
Metro S3stS in Venezuela uses the Kinemetrics SMA-3 
Strong Motion Accelerographs, and has been in operation 
for over a year. In the transportation industry the 
seismic. detection system has not performed with any 
consistent degree of reliability. This is based on recent 
experience with BART system where the seislmic detectors 
have not responded during several earthiiake episodes. 

4.4 METHODOLOGY 

In addition to the critical evaluating factors discussed 
in Chapterl, the following factors are applicable: 

4.4.1 Design Assumptions 

o The earthquake monitoring system will be 
connected to the emergency power system. 

o The system will be designed to operate every day 
of the year, 24 hours a day. The components 
chosen will be of heavy-duty application with a 
proven history of reliable operation. 
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0 The system will be designed for automatic opera- 
tion in remote areas with minimum maintenance. 

o while the seismic control system for eleVators 
and escalators is not included in this study, it 
is recommended that it be looked into as a part 
of the elevator/escalator emergency stopping 
system. 

0 The seismic detection systems for the station 
structures are also not included in t1is study. 

4.5 RESULTS 

4.5.1 capital costs 

The capital costs for the two different types of monitors 
are shown in Table 3-1. The costs have been obtained frOm 
the manufacturers and include only that of basic 
equipment. A breakdown of the Table shows the unit cost 
per sensor to be $2,300 for Altétnate 1, and S3.,5t0 for 
Alternate 2. 
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Table 4-1 

COMPARAT WE UNIT CAPITAL COSTS 

ALTERNATE 1 ALTERNATE 2 

* ** 
Seismic Strong Motion 
Trigger Accelerograph 

No. of sensors 1 3 

Cost cf basic equipment 1800 10,000 

Cost of Calibrators 500 500 

TOTAL CAPITAL COST $2300 $10,500 

Total. Capital Cost per Sensor $2300 $ 3,500 

* 
Used in BART System 

** 
Used in Venezuela Metro System 

A. Costs associated with installation of equipment and 
procurement and installation of cables are considered 
equivalent to both the alternatives and have not been 
included in this analysis. 

B This assumes distribution of sensOts essentially 
along the full length of the tunnel sytém. 

4.5.2 Operating Costs 

Spare parts are assumed to be 10% of the initial capital 
costs. This includes the cost of calibration system. 

Spare parts/probe/year 
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$230 $350 
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4.5.3 Maintenance Cost 

The maintenance labor and power costs for both the 
alternatives are considered identical and would not 
have any impact on the final selection, thus they have 
not been included in this analysis... 

4.5.4 Anñtal Equivalent Cost 

A further breakdown of the cost per sensor is itemized 
in the following Table 4-2. 

Table 4-2 

ALT 2 

Annualized Capital Cost 283 431 
iper sensOr 

Annualized Operating Cost 230 . 350 
(per sensbr) 

ANNUAL EQUIVALENT COST $530 $781 
(per sensor) 

4.5.5 Technical Risks 

Industrial use of seismic. detection 
old; seismic detection systems have 
power plants since 1972. A partial 
these devices are is in Appendix E. 
reliability and accuracy of seismic 
with more widespread use, they are 
a develcping .technologp-hence high 

4.5.6 Availability 

is only about a decade 
been in use in nuclear 
list of places where 
Although the 

detectors has imptoved 
still considered to be 
risk items. 

Kinemetrics manufactures an extensive line of seismic 
detection equipment. While the simpler models, such as 
Alternative 1, are more readily available than the more 
sophisticated models, such as Alternative 2, replacement 
electronic components for both alternatives are readily 
available. 
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The seismic trigger system will, at modest cost per 
location, provide instant information to Central Control 
as to the occurrence and location of an earthquake. This 
is the system chosen by BART. It is recommended that a 
trigge± sensor be provided at each -identifiable location 
of a. geologic fault along the tunnels. 

It is also recommended that perrnannt accelerometer 
recordings be provided along the Eyteth.. These would 
improve the level of engineering information available for 
future corrective actions, if required. The reco- 
mmendation is that three strong-motion recording accele- 
rOmeters he installed, one in the Union Station zone, one 
in the Santa Monica Mountains zone1 and one in the Valley 
Basin zone. Each such unit would have three remote 
accelerometer sensors-, one close to each of the Seismic 
areas judged to be the most active along the route. In 
the event of an earthquake, the trigger will activate the 
alarm indicating the location where acceleration exceeds 
the preset limit. Simultaneously, the accelerograph will 
record the intensity in that zone and can be recalled. for 
postearthquake investigation relating to structiftal 
damage, etc. 

The capital cost estiMates are shown for unit cost per 
prabe. The total cost figures will be developed after the 
actual thinther of sensors are ascertained in WBS 1GCAE1211 
work. 

Based on preliminary discussions with the BART staff and 
the apparent failure of their seismic detection triggers 
to respond during several earthquake episodes, it is 
reçorrnpended that an indepth study be undertaken of seismic 
detectiOh system operation history and reasons for 
failures to respond to seismic events. 
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Chapter 5 

TUNNEL SUMP. PUMP SYSTEM 

5. 1 INTRODUCTION 

Water mat enter the tunnels of the SCRTD Starter Line from 
añ' of several sources, including: 

A. Seepage from groundwater: The tunnel lining is to be 
designed and constructed to restrict this inflow to a 
maximum of 0.03 gallons per day per square foot of 
liner surface, which converts to about six gallons 
per minute per mile of tunnel.. 

B. Ttinhel. washing: This periodic operation will use an 
estimated 100 gallons per minute. 

C. Fire fighting: Each hose may spray up to 500 gallons 
per minute. 

D. Rain through vent shafts and portals.: This varies 
Swith the opening design and the weather. 

E. Leaks in fire standpipes and other water lines: 
These are usually detected and repaired before 
significant flow rates occur for substantial periods 
of time. 

This water will drain by gravity along sloping surfaces to 
a trough along the centerline of each track. The troughs 
lead to small drain pits at the low points in the track 
grade. A drainage pipe in the pit will direct the water 
t.o sumps located between the tunnels and adjacent to 
tunnel crosspassages. Periodically, the water will be 
pumped frdm the swaps to the nearest storm sewer Or other 
approved dIsposal point. 

Although the collection and disposal of drainage water 
predates mankind., and mechanical pumps have, been in use 
for thousands of years, the selection of the most 
economical method for a given situation requires careful 
consideration. For example, the Manual for Highway Storm 
Water Pumping Stations, Volume I, U.S. 'Departme'nt of 
Transportation, lists 22 different criteria to be 
determined and includes a selection matrix based on 72 
different general design features. Only one of the 
criteria and six of the design features in that manual are 
Snot applicable to the system being considered after it has 
been adjusted for the SCRTD 'Starter Line. 
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5.2 PURPOSE 

The purpose of the tunnel sump pump system portion of WBS 
14CAE12 is to: 

A. Identify the types of pump systems available for sump 
service 

B. Select the pump systems which are suitable for tunnel 
service 

C. Evaluate the selected pump systems 

D. Make a recommendation, with sufficient information 
concerning the recommended pump system and the other 
selected systems, fOr the SCRTD Metro Rail staff to 
decide which system is best for the SCRTD Starter 
Line. 

5.3 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

There are three basic methods of disposing of the 
collected water: 

A. Use no sump, but rather pump water out as fast as it 
comes in 

B. Use a dry-pit type Swap system 

C. Use a wet-put type swap system. 

The no-swap method is impractical because of the highly 
variable inflow rates. On January 17, 1983, SCRTD, Fitz 
Consultants, and Kaiser Engineers (California) Corporation 
(1(E) agreed this study would evaluate dry-pit and wet-pit 
swap systems only (see Appendix C). General descriptions 
of each type of sthnp systems are as follows: 

5.3.1 Dry-Pit Sünp 

Dry-pit. swaps, also called dry-well suxrtps, a-re constructed 
-in a horizontal configuration. For systems of the size 
being considered there are two separate rooms, each with 
about the same floor e-levation. One room is the water 
collection sump and in the other, the pump room, are 
controls., motors, pumps, and piping. The pump suction 
line extends horizontally through the sümp wall aM 
terminates at an app±opriate level in the. sump. 
Water-level actuated automatic controls start and. stop the 
pumps. Water leaked from pump seals or the suction lipe 
sleeve, etc., is returned to the sump by a separate small 
pump. (An example of a dry-pit swap in a rapid transit 
system is depicted in Appendix E.) Pumps used in dry-put 
swnp systems include: 
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A. Horizontal centrifugal: The most commonly used type 

E. In-line centrifugal: Usually used whete spade is 
limited 

C. Vertical angle flow: Usually used where space is 
limited 

D. Screw: Used for low head (35 feet or less), free 
discharge applications.; this is not suitable for the 
SCRTD Starter Line. 

Automatic level controlS are applicable to both the 
d±'-pit and wet-pit sump systems. 

5.3.2 Wet-Pit Sump 

Wet-pit sumps are constructed in a vertical cOnfi4uration, 
with the equivalent of the dry-pit pUftp room lOcated, on 
the "roof" of the wãtet collection sUmp. (An example of a 
wet-pit suinp in a tapid t±'ansit system is depicted in 
Appendix E.) 

Pumps that are used with wetpit sump systems include: 

A. Vertical angle flow, dry motor: Motor is in the pump 
room; impeller assembly in the sump; this is a 
cOnintonly used type. 

B. Vertical angle flow, submersed motor: Both motor 
and pumps are in the swap; this type is also commonly 
used. 

C. Horizontal centrifugal: Both motor and pump iii the 
pump room; this t'pe requites special priming 
features; it is not unusual, but it is not commonly 
used. 

D. Axial flow and mixed flow: Usually vertical dry 
motor for sump applications, but can be either hori- 
zontal or vertical submersed motor; used for very 
large flow rates and water wells;. these are not 
applicable to syStem being considered. 

54 APPLICATION HISTORY 

The dry-pit and wet-pit swap systems being considered are 
presently providing satisfactory service for rapid transit 
systems (see drawings, Appendix E). The basic 
configurations have been adapted by industries, Utilities, 
municipalities, an4 others needing to colledt. water from 
one or more sources for transfer to another area. 
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5. 5 METHODOLOGY 

In addition to the methodology parameters discussed in 
Chapter 1, the following parameters were applied to the 
tunnel sump pump system analysis: 

5.5,1 Design Criteria 

A. Applicable portions of the SCRTD Metro Rail Subsystem 
Design Criteria, Volume IV, Section 8 - Miscellaneous 
Mechanical fElectrical Subsystems including: 

1. A Central Control facility. . .will contain the 
necessary displays, control consoles, coxnmuni- 
cation apparatus, and operating personnel for 
the overall safety and security passengers and 
for the daily operations. 

2. Sump pumps shall be located at low points in 
tunnels and shall be sized to handle water 
resulting from infiltration, weather, fire 
fighting operations, and other sources. 

.3.. Two pumps shall be utilized at each 
installation; each pump shall handle full 
anticipated load. Controls shall be Such that, 
under normal conditions, one pump is operating 
and one is at standby. In order to equalize 
usaqe of each pump, control circuits shall be. 

designed so that pumps operate alternately. 

4. Sump pumps...shall be designed to accommodate 
solids of up to two inches in diameter. 

5. Operating voltage for the electric, motors shall 
be rated at 460 volts, 60 hertz, 3-phase. 

6. Electric control apparatus shall be convenient 
to disconnect for maintenance purposes. Also, 
where automatic operation is involved, local 
controls shall facilitate manual override of the 
automatic controls to assist in performing 
maintenance. 

7. Pumps shall be activated by float switches. A 
high-water indicator shall be included to start 
up the standby pump when the water level con- 
tinues to rise with one pump in operation. An 
alarm indication shall be received at Central 
Control if the water level continues to rise 
after the second pmtp has been activated. 

8.. Sump pumps shall be equipped with hour meters to 
assist in scheduling preventive maintenance and 
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for indicating erratic operation of the control 
element. 

9. The pumps shall be installed in a pit. Dimen- 
sion of the pit shall be such that all parts of 
the pumps requiring periodic maintenance shall 
be easily acdessible. 

10. Maintenance, installation, removal1 and other 
repair operations shall be capable of being 
performed without i.xiterruption of revenue 
service. Mechanical lifting deviOes, such as 
fixed rings, hooks, ôtc., shall be installed in 
pit structures where appropriate, to aid in 
handling the sump pumps. 

B. Modifications to Section IV-8.1O.1 of the above- 
mentioned Design Criteria were made for the following 
reasons: 

1. Permaneflt or automatic lUbrication:, Most suit- 
able submersible pUmps require periodic changes 
of the Oi used to seal the motor f-rout the pump 
and, in some, to cool the motor. (Other 
comments will be offered during the course of 
WBS 16CAEI2II work.) 

(2) Pumps shall be activated by float switches. The 
term "float switches" is generally interpreted 
to include the hollow ball on a rod-type switch- 
ing deVice which does not have the history of 
±eliability required for this service. 

C. Design assumptions include: 

(1) Neither Central Control nor local passenger 
station equipment (EMP, etc) will control the 
operation of the pumps. 

(2) Primary powe.r te4tthdandy capabilities are not 
included. 

(3) Pump capacity will be 500 gpm. 

(4) Sumps will be installed in openings off of 
tunnel crosspassages. 

(5) Sump piping, equipment, hatch covers, and the 
like will not int±ude into the emergenci walkway 
portion of the crosspassage, i.e., no trip 
hazards.. 

(6) Submersible pumps s)iou!d include quick make! 
break discharge connection and guide rods for 
positioning. 
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5.6 RESULTS 

5.6.1 Capital. Costs 

As a general rule, for a given water collection sump 
capacity, dry-pit sump systems require more horizontal 
space and less vertical space than wet-pit sump systems. 
Within the crosspassages, hOwever, the vertical space 
requirement is essentially the same because of the access 
requirements. With both sump configurations, personnel 
will enter both the pump room and the water collection 
sump from the crosspassage. Therefore, the additional 
horizontal requirements of the dry-pit sump system will 
increase construction costs. 

The Ways and Structures designe±s advise that the con- 
struction cost of each crosspassage ranges from $150,000 
to $170,000. (See minutes meeting, June 6, 1983, Appendix 
C.) This conetts to a unit cost of about $50 per cubic 
foot of excavation. When applied to the dry-pit pump 
room, each room with its above-floor access will cost 
about $114,000 more than the wet-pit pump room and water 
collection sump combined. FoE this reason, dry-pit suiüp 
systems are not included in the complete cost analysis. 

The wet-pit sump system analysis includes the dry motor 
and the submersible angle flOw pumps. Initially, consi- 
deration was extended to horizontal centrifugal pumps as 
well.. These were eliminated when reliability criteria was 
applied. 

Horizontal centrifugal pumps require special features to 
maintain their prime when ued in wet-pit sump 
appl.ications. The features may be designed into the pump 
or exterior to the pump.. In either case, they depend upon 
air-tight sealing of the pump suction line; this seal can 
be broken by a leaking gasket, flange bolts that vibrate 
loose, and other incidents that occur during normal 
operation. Exterior features can also become blocked, 
plugged, or otherwise fouled from particles in the water, 
deposits, and, the like. The vibrations from trains, water 
quality, and probably long periods of inactivity foE the 
pumps combine to increase the likelihood of the loss of 
prime for these pumps. 

The ôriterion requiring pumps to be capable of passing 
two-inch solids eliminated other types of pumps from being 
considered and restricted the types of 'angle pumps to 
those with solids handling abilities. In order to obtain 
representative pricing, two well-established, reputable 
manufacturers were contacted. These were: 

A.. For dry motor, vertical angle pumps: 
Goulds Pumps, Inc. 
Seneca Falls, NY 
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B. For submersible angle pumps: 
Flygt Corporation 
Norwalk, CT 

In order to equalize the equipment pricing, a pump capaci- 
ty of 500 gallons per minute at 100 feet total dynamic 
head is used. In the case of the submersible pump, thiè 
ran afoul of the manufacturer's standard modeis. To 
illustrate this affect, which may occur with any pump 
manufacturer, the costs for a 500 gallon per minute at 80 
feet total dynamic head submersib].è pump are included in 
the analysis. 

Items couunbn to both systems are not included in the 
analysis. These include: 

A. Basic sump construction: The water collection stthip 
is assumed to be 8 ft x 8 ft $ 12 ft deep. The depth 
is dictated, ii part, by the d±ainage pipe from the 
tracks. 

B. Discharge piping and valving above the sump cover 

C. Motor starters and pump controls 

D. Power and signal cable and materials. 

Table 5-1 summarizes the divergent capital costs on a per 
sunp pump station baSis (see Appendix 0 for backup 
calculations).. 
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Table 5-1 

SUIVTh4ARY OF DIVERGENT CAPITAL COSTS 

Dry Motor Submersible 
Item 100 ft TDH 100 ft TDH 80 ft TDH 

Equipment $15,000 $19,000 $10,600 
Installation 3,400 3,200 1,800 
Sünip Mo4iflcãtlion 2,000 N/A N/A 
E*tra Piping N/A. 900 400 

TOTAL $2014b0 $23,100 $12,800 

imiIzEP COST $ 2,500 $ 2,800 $ 1,600 

Comments concerning capital costs are as follows: 

A. Equipment: 

(1) Dry motor - Morr± Vertical Hydrb-Solids Model 4 
VHS 12. Weiqht: 2,000 lbs 

(2) Submersible, 100 ft TDH Flygt Model QP 3201. 
Weight: 1,265 lbs 

(:3) Submersible, 80 ft TDH - F1'gt Model CP 3152 
Weight: 640 lbE 

B. Installation: Based on pump weight 

C. Sump modifications: For solids-handling dry Iotor 
angle pumps, the impeLler drive shaft lengths is 
limited, in this case, to six feet. In order to 
ixnuerse the impeller, the sump cover rtlust be lowered 
about four feet. 

D Extra piping: Submersible pu equipment pricing 
doas not inOlüdé piping froth pump discharge assenibly 
to the sutp cover. The dry motor pump includes this 
ipè because it is used for structural/mechanical 

rigidity. 
5.6.2 Annual Costs 

Ahñüãl costs considered were limited to spare parts and 
labor, and are sunarized in Table 52. Power costs wre 
not included because they will be essentially equal, 
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differing only by the dIfference, if any, in pump 
efficiencies for the same quantity of water pumped. 

Table 5-2 

ANNUAL DIVERGENT COSTS 

Dry Motor Submersible 
Item 100 ft TDH 1.00 ft TDH 80 ft TDH 

Spare Parts $ 390 $ 400 $. 200 
Labor 1,8.00 200 200 

TOTAL $2,100 $ 600 $ 400 

Comments concerning capital costs are as follows: 

A. Spare parts; An allowance of 2% of pump cost was 
used. This was based on an expected 15% allowance 
for normal 2,000 hour per year duty, factored by the 
anticipated operating hours. 

B. Labor: 

(1) Dry motor: The entire pump iust be pulled to 
replace the lower bushing. An allowance was 
made for this occurring every seven years. 

(2) Submersible: The pumps should be pulled 
annually to check the oil in the seal, and an 
allowance for replacing the mechanical seal 
every ten years was also included. 

5.6.3 Annual Equivalent Costs 

The a±xnüal equivalent costs are shown in Table 5-3. These 
are the sum of the capital costs on an annualized basis 
and the annual costs. 
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Item 

Capital Costs 
Annual Costs 

TOTAL 

. 

. 

Table 5-3 

ANNUAL EQUIVALENT COSTS 

5.6.4 Technical Risks 

Dry Motor 
100 ft TOE! 

$2,500 
2,100 

$4,600 

Submersible 
100 ft TOM 80 ft TDH 

$2,800 
600 

$3,400 

$1,600 
400 

$2,000 

The technical risks associated with either the dry-motor 
or the submersible angle pump are considered low. These 
types of pumps are in use in various industrial and mUni- 
cipal systems where pumping demands and. hours o.f operation 
exceed those anticipated for the SCRTD Metro Rail. Starte± 
Line. 

Rather than the pumps, the types of controls and 
particularly the level controls could be the cause of 
operation outages. There are at least 25 different types 
of level detectors on the market, some o which are 
specialized in nature (see Appendix E). Even discounting 
the specialized detecto±s, the variety of applicable 
detectors indicates the users are not entirely satisfied 
with the older versions. Rather than attempt an 
evaluation as was done for the pumps, the heavy Industry 
Design Section of KE was asked for their opinion. When 
the application was explained, their response was to Use 
either of the following for normal operation: 

A. Displacement-type liquid level controls similar to 
that shown in Magnetrol Bulletin: 45-115 (see 
Appendix F..) 

B. Conductive-type, equivalent to B/W Controls' 
electrode type (see Appendix F). It should be roted 
that this type may not be suitable because of 
potential methane gas infiltration. 

A less expensive float or tilt-type level switOh should be 
satisfactory for the redUndait hih level alarm. 

Further investigation of the controls will be done under 
WBS 16CAE1211 work. 

5.6.5 Availability 

The sump systems considered are generally available fOr 
delivery within 18 weeks. 
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.5.7 CONCLUSIONS. AND. RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.7.1 Conclusions 

The wet-pit SUxnp system using submersible vertical angle 
pumps with the quick make/break discharge connection and 
guide rod assebly is the most cost effective system. 

A. The dry motor vertical angle pumps require additional 
construction considerations.; are more difficult to 
remove and replace for repairs; are more sUsdeptible 
to bearing and shaft damage due to theit lonq drive 
shafts; and the motors are air-cooled which may 
require special ventilation of the pump room. 

B. The Dry-pit sump system requires excessive 
construction costs. 

5.7.2 Recommendations 

Kaiser Engineers recommends that SCRTD authorize the 
Systems designers and Ways and St-ructures designers to 
proceed with 'the wet-pit s'ntp system, using submersible 
vertical angle pumps with the quick make/break discharge 
connection and guide rod assembly, and with displacement 
type level cOnt±ols for normal operation as well as float 
or tilt-type letel. controls for redundant high level 
a 1 a rut. 

n 
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SCRTD RAIL SUBSYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA 
VOLUME IV 

SECTION 8 - 

MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEMS 

DESCRIPTION 
:..: - 

The purpose of these criteria 
equipment subsystems which do 
the parameters of other major 
deployed throughout the Metro 

is to describe Several special 
not fall conveniently within 
subsystems, and which are 
Rail System. 

The initial stage of the Metro Rail System (Starter Line) 
will comprise 18.8 miles running west and north from the 
Central Business District (CBD) to North Hollywood. The 
southeastern end of the route terminates at Union Station. 
The Metro Rail System (eventual system) will be a rapid 
transit network óonsisting of approximately 100 miles of 
grade-separated, double-track mainline with associated 
stations, electrically powered rail passenger vehicles, yard 
and shop facilities, auxiliary vehicles Md related 
ancillary facilities. 

The main storage yard and the shop facility will be located 
in the vicinity of the southeastern terminus. A smaller 
storage facility with limited service and inspection 
capabilities will be located near the North Hollywood 
terminal. Crossover tracks, storage tracks, artdpo.cket 
tracks will be situated at suitable locations to enable 
trains to turn back at both ends of the corridor and at 
selected ¶idline locations. These tracks will also provide 
temporary storage for malfunctioning trains, storage of 
trains at the northern end of the route, and reverse running 
during emergency situations. 

A Central Control facility;is planned in a proposed new 
SCRTD headquarters building in the downtown area near Union 
Station. The facility will contain the necessary displays, 
control consoles, communications apparatus, and operating 
personnel responáible for the overall safety and-security of 
passengers and for the daily operations of the trains, sta- 
t-ions, and all suppUrting wayside apparatUs, which include 
the miscellaneous mechanical/electrical subsystems covered 
by these criteria. 

The miscellaneous mechanical/electrical subsystems covered 
by these criteria, will include the following.: 

A. Gas detection 
B. Early warning 

. Early warning 

apparatus 
fire detection apparatus 
smoke detection apparatUs 
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SCRTD METRO RAIL SUBSYSTEMS DESIGN CRITERIA 
tv-B MISCELLA$EOUS MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEMS 

0. Manual fire alarm stations 
E. Fire protection system. monitoring apparatus 
F. Earth Movement Detection Apparatus 
C. Pumping apparatus 

The criteria will define the following parameters, *here 
applicable: 

A. 

B. 

C. 
I,. 

E. 

F. 

C. 

H. 

Functions 
Description of equipment 
Sensing/detecting features 
Location 
Power requirements 
Output signals 
Con t to is 
Warning/alarm features 

IV-8.2 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

The codes of Los Angeles City and CoUnty and the State of 
California will prevail, where applicable. Where no City, 
County or State codes exist, the following regulatory and 
advisoty agencies' standards will be followed: 

A. California Public Utilities Comission (PUC) 
B. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 
C. American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
0. Electronic Industries Association (EIA) 
E. National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) 
1. Association of American Railroads (AAR) 
C. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
H. U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT/UMTA) 
I. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
3. Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) 
K. 1978 National Electrical Code (NEC) 
L. State of California Electrical Safety Orders 
14. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (050k) 

(Federal and State). 
N. Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (.UL) 

0. National Fire Protection Association (NEPA) 
P. American Society for Testing and Materials (AflM) 
Q. American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCI) 
R. Insulated Cable Engineers Association (ICEA) 

Iv-8.3 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

The following general requirements shall apply to all 
mechanical/electrical subsystems: 

11-09-82. 
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SCRTD METRO RAIL SUBSYSTEMS DESIGN CRITERIA 
IV-8 MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEMS 

A. They shall be compatible with existing auxiliary power 
supply Sources. 

8. They shall be easily serviceable and maintainable. 

C. They shall have testing features such that they can be 
checked out: without triggering the alarms at Cent;al 
Control. 

D. They shall have built-in redundancy to ensure that they 
rentain operational Under all contemplated conditions. 

Functional requirements particlular to each mechanical! 
electrical sUbsystem are included in the description of each 
individual subsystem. 

IV-8.4 SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES 

The miscellaneous mechanical/electrical subsystems shall 
interface with the following subsystems: 

A. Communications 
B. Auxiliary Power 
C. Ways and Structures 
D. Stations 

. 

Iv-8.4.1 INTERFACE PARAMETERS AND REQUIREMENTS 

Interface requirements with the abovementioned subsystems 
are summarized in table IV-8-l. 

11-09-82 
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tV-B MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEMS 

TABLE IV-8-1 

SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES 

Mechanical/ Interf4ce 
Electrical 
Subsystems Coinmuni- Auxiliary Ways & Stations 

cations Power Structures 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

Gas Sensors - Signal -Power -Location 
transmis- require- -Conduits 
Sian & ments 
conditioning 
- Adjacent -Wiring 
emergency 
telephones 
- Central 
Control 

Fire t - Signal -Power -Location -Location 
detectors transmis- require- -Conduits -Conduits 

sian & ments 
conditioning 
- Adjacent -Wiring 

, Smergency 
telephones 
- Central 
Control 

Manual fire - SignSi -Power -Location -Location 
alarm transmis- require- -Conduits -Conduits 
stations slon & ments 

conditioning 
- Adjacent -Wiring 
emergency 
telephones 
- central 
Control 

Earth - Signal -Power -Location -Location 
Movement transais- require- -Conduits -Conduits 
Monitors siort & ments 

conditioning 
- Adjacent -Wiring 
emergency 
telephones 
- Central 
Control 
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SCRTD METRO RAIL SUBSYSTEMS DESIGN CRITERIA 
MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEMS 

TABLE IV-8-1 (Cont'd) 

Swap Pumps - Alarm -Power -Location 
signal requite- -Discharge 
transmis- ments piping . 

sion -Wi.ring -Pits 
-Central -Service 
Control shafts 

-Lifting 
beams 
-Conduits 

Scavenger -Power -Location -. 
Pumps require- 

ments 
-Wi ring 

0 
) 

. 
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tv-S MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEMS 

IV-8.5. GAS DETECTION. APPARATUS 

.1 IV-8.5.I GAS SENSORS 

Authmat.ic gas sensorS shall be inStalled in tunnels and 
stations, and shall be capable of detecting concentrations 
of any gas which may become dangerous due to toxicity or 
explosion hazard. Sns1ng shall detect trends in 
concentration while.still in a safe range, to ensure tiat 
adequate warning is given so that mitigating measures can 
take effect before a dangerouS situation can arise. Since 
this is a vital area of safety, redundant apparatus, 
including sensors, circuits and control elements shall. be 
employed, as necessary. 

the sensors shall be of thermal conductivity or infrared 
analyzer type, capable of continuous automatic measurement 
and monitoting (chemical reagents shall not be accepted). 
The sensors shall also be easy to install and require 
minimum maintenance. 

Iv-8.5.2 ANNUNCIATING EQUIPMENt 

dontinuous montoring shall be provided at Central Control, 
including immediate indication of any sensing apparatus 
malfunction. Hazardous gas concentration shall be indicated 

) for each detector. 

High gas concentration shall be annunciate.d on a display 
panel at Central Control. Detection of high gas 
concentration of a sensor shall trigger an audible alarm and 
activate an indicator that pinpoints the area of the 
emergency. The visual indicator shall be capable of 
displaying emergency messages from.,a minimum of four 
location simultaneously or .sequencially. The audible alarm 
shall have a manuEl override, but the flsual. annunciator 
shall remain activated until the emergency condition has 
subsided. 

Central Control will,take appropriate measures to initiate 
corrective action....- . .. . 

IV-8.6 EARLY WARNING FIRE DETECTION APPARATUS 

Iv-8.6.l FIRE AND SMOKE DETECTORS 

Automatic lire detectors and smoke detectors shall be 

. installed in all station concession areas, storage areas, 
ancillary rooms, and in other places where concentration of 
apparatus warrants early fire and smoke detector location. 

11-09-82 
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tv-a MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEMS 

Smoke detectors shall serve the function of redundant 
equipment for fire detectors in these areas. Fire detectors 
only shall be installed along all tunnelS. 

Fire and Smoke detectors shall not be required in areas 
where automatic sprinklers are installed and provided with 
waterfiow alarm signals .which fulfill the functions of 
automatic fire detection as well as their primary function 
of fire extinguishing. 

Smoke detectors shall be dual ionization chamber type, with 
adjustable sensitivity, functional test switch, and self- 
-check against false alarms. 

Fire detectors shall be of a type having a combination of 
fixed and rate-of-rise temperature senSing. 

Operating voltage for fire and sMoke detectors shall be 120 
volts, 60 hertz a-c. 

IV-8.6.2 &NNUNCIATING EQUIPMENT 

Fire and smoke detectors shall be connected to respective 
control panels at Central Control. Dectection of fire 

) and/at imoke shall trigger an audible alarm and activate an 
indicator that pinpoints the area of the emergency on the 
respective control panels1 The visual indicators shall be 
capable of displaying emergency messages from a minimum of 
four locations simultaneously or sequencially. The audible 
alarms shall have a manual override, but the visual 
annunciators shall remain activated until the respective 
sensors are rejet, or the emergency condition has subsided. 
Central Control will take appropriate action to handle fire 
emergencies. 

IVB.7 MANUAL FIRE ALARM PULL STATIONS 

Manual fire alarm pull stations shall be installed mall 
passenger stations at the following locations: 

A. platforms 
B. Mezzanines 
C. Concourses 

They shall be mounted flush in walls or columns, in loca- 
thins of easy access to the public and conspicuouSly marked 
Fire Alarm. 

The pull stations shall be break-glass-pull-handle type, and 
shall be connected to Central Control, where a control board 
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SCRTD METRO RAIL SUBSYSTEMS DESIGN CRITERIA 
IV-B MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEMS 

shall indicate when a pull Station has been activated. 
Annunciation hall consist of an audible alarm and a visual 
display that indicates which pull station has been 
activated. The audible alarm sha23. have a manual override, 
but the visu4l disply shallremain activated, until the 
respective pull station is reset. 

Central Control will clear all fire alarms and will have the 
sole responsibility of notifying the Fire Department and 
other agencies as required, and coordinating all activities 
required to cope with fire emergencies. 

IV-S.S FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM MONITORING APPARATUS 

IV-8.8.l WATER FLOW DETECTION APPARATUS 

Water floW sensors shall be installed inunediately 
downstream of t,he shut-off valve in each fire branch. The 
water flow sensors shall alert Central Control when water. is 
flowing into a fire line. 

Activation of the flow sensors shall trigger an audible and 
visual alarm at Central Control. The audible indicator 
shall have a manual override, but the visual indicators' 
shall remain activated until water flow stops. 

IV-B.8.2 POST INDICATOR VALVE APPARATUS 

A post indicat.orvalve (Ply) switch shall be installed on 
each shUt-off valve at eachfire branch! Th! PIV switch 
shall alert Central Control when the shut-off valve is 
opened or ölosed. Opening or 'closing of the valve shall 
activate an audible and visual alarm at Central control. 
The audIble indicator shall have a, manual override, but the 
visual indicators shall remain activated until. the valve' is 
restored to its original position. 

IV-8.9 EARTH-MOVEMENT DETECTION APPARATUS 

Earth-movement monitors shall be deloyed throughout the 
tunnels, indicating to Central Control any significant earth 
tremors. The earth movement sensors shall be installed at 
intervals and specific locations dictated by the system 
configuration and the type of.sensing equipment used. 

the sensing equipment shall be capable of filtering out 
routine vibrations caused by trains, and shall not be 
affected by electromagnetic interference from all sOUrces in 
the tunnels. 
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' Earth movement indication at Central Control shall conslst 
of a chart and brush recorder that shall indicate the 
intensity of the earth tremor. The chart shall be normalty 
static, activated only if an earth tremor of a certain 
predetermined intensity occurs. An audible alarm shall 
sound whenever the chart is activated. 

(The earth-movement.detection criteria will be further 
updated, and the recommendations defined during Subsequent 
design tasks, including incorporation of seismic design 
requirements.) 

IV-8.lO PUMPING APPARATUS 

IV-8.1O.l SUM? PUMPS 

Sump pumps shall be. located at low points in tunnels and 
shall be sized to handle water resulting from infiltration, 
weather, fire fighting operations, and other sources. Two 
pumps shall be utilized at each installation; each pump 
shall handle full anticipated load. Controls shall be such 
that, under normal conditions, one pump is operating and one 
is at standby. In order to equalize usage of each pump, 
control óircuits shall be designed so that pumps operate 
alternately. 

Sump pumps shall have permanent or automatic lubrication, 
and shall be designed to accomodate solids of: up tO two 
inches in diameter. Operating voltage forthe electric 
motors shall be rated at 460 volts, 60 hertz, 3-phase. 

Electric control apparatus shall be convenient to disconnect 
for maintenance purposes. Also, where automatic operation 
is involved, local controls shall facilitate manual override 
of the automatic controls to assist in performing 
maintenance. 

Pumps shall be activated by float switches. A high-water 
indicator shall be included to start up the Stand-by pump 
when the water level continues to rise with one pump in 
operation. An alarm indication shall be received at Central 
Control if water level continues to rise after the second 
plump has been activated. 

Sump pumps shall be equipped with hour meters to assist in 
Scheduling preventive maintenance and .for indicating.erratic 
operation of the control element. 

The pumps shall be installed in a pit. Dimensions of the 
pit shall be such that all parts of the pumps requiring 
periodic maintenance shall be easily accessible. 

11-09-82 



SCRTD METRO RAIl.. suasxsnns U!UN Lflhtt.flSt% 

tv-s MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEMS 

' Wherever feasible, access to the pumpS shall be póEsible 
without having to travel through the tunnels, bymeans of 
stairways or shafts opening to street level. Maintenance, 
installation,, removal and other repair operations shall be 
capable of being performed without interruption of reveflue. 
service. Mechanical lifting devices, such as fixed rings,' 
hooks,' etc., shall be installed in pit structures where 
appropriate, to aid in Iahdling the sump pumps. 

IV-8.lO.2 AUXILIARY PORTABLE PUMPS 

Self-priming portable pumps shall be,, transported on an 
auxiliary vehicle to ethergency locations that experience 
high-water level due to fire fighting, flooding, or other 
situations where the two Sump pumps are insufficient to 
prevent water build-up. 

The auxiliary portable pumps are included in these criteria 
as a reference only, and are described under the Auxiliary 
Vehicles Design Criteria. 

xv-8..io.3 SCAVENGER PUMPS 

Hydraulic pumping units with reservoirs of more than 20 
gallons capacity shall be installed in pits with floor 
drains. A scavenger pump shall be fitted to the floor drain 
to collect hydraulic fluid leakage and return it to the 
reservoir, serving the dual function of avoiding spillage 
an.d recycling hydraulic fluid. The scavenger pump sending 
line shall have a particle filter and a water separator. 
Scavenger pumps, shall be powered by 460 volts, 60 hertz, 
3-phase electric motors. 

. 
11-09-82 
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MEMO cit 

To: /"M. Burgess Dat: April 7, 1982 

From: w. Rhine wBS 

Subject: Design Criteria MEácelianeouS Mechanical-Electrical Systems 

Attached are preliminary design criteria for miscellaneous 
mechanical/electrical systems, please review and coent per 
bIBS task l3CAZ12. 

Cc: D. Gardner (w/o attach.) 

. 

. 
AP1 031982 

I/: 

Southern California Rapid Trnait District 
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8.1 

8.1.1 

SECTION 8 

MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

GENERAL 

PURPOSE OF CRITERIA 

The purpose of these criteria is to describe several 
special equipment systems which do not fall 
conveniently within the parameters of other major 
systems, and which are generally deployed, throughout 
the transit system. 

Such special electra-mechanical equipment includes: 

o Gas sensors 

o Fire. detectors (early warning) 

o Smoke detectors (early warning) 

o Earth movement sensors 

o Sump pumps and motors 

8.1.2 CRITERIA INTERFACES 

8.2 

8.3 

These five items will interface with the DTS and 
alarm facilities of the Communications Criteria. 
Sümp pumps and motors will also interface with 
Auxiliary Power Criteria and the Ways an4 Structures 
Criteria for sumps. 

SCOPE 

The auto tic function of each type .syätem wIll be 

described. Each unit wil,l serve as a particular 
alarm and control element, except for the sump 
pumps, which will function to pump according to sump 
level and initiate appropriate alarm signals for 
high water and flooding conditions. 

APPLICABLE. CODES, STANDARDS. AND REGULATIONS 

List LOS Angeles City and County Codes which are the 
governing documents. 

S&S-8.,2 8-1.- 



8.4. 

.__ 8.4.1 

a 

0 

8.4..2 

8.4.3 

8.4.4 

SPECIAL MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

GAS SENSORS 

A system of gas sensors must be deployed throUghout 
the tunnel system, capable of detecting concentra- 
tions of any gas which may become dangerous. 
Sensing must detect trends in concentration while 
still in a safe range to insure that adequate 
warnings is given and mitigating measures can take 
effect before any dangerous sitUation arises. Since 
this is vital area of safety, redundant apparatus is 
dictated, including sensors, circuits and control 
elements. Continuous monitoring shall be provided 
at Central COntVQ1, including immediate indication 
of any sensing equipment malfunction. 

Each detector shall indicate its location at Central 
Control, showing gas concentration. 

FIRE DETECTORS 

Early warning fire detectors shall be deployed 
throughout the tunnel system, indicating presence of 
fIre or flame at each individual sensor location.. 
Monitoring of' the system shall be coordinated with 
the fire protection system on a continuous basis. 

SMOKE DETECTORS 

Early warning smoke detectots shall be deployed 
throUghout the tunne.l systeth., indicating presence of 
smoke at each individual sensor location, similar to 
fire sensor above. However, smoke detectors often 
can detect a fire before flames erUpt and are there- 
fore a. priority vital element and should be 
installed as redundant systems. Continuous monitor- 
ing at Central Controls is essential. 

EARTH MOVEMENT MONITORS 

Earth movement monitors shall be deployed throughout 
the tunnel system, indicating to Central Control any 
significant earth tremors. These shall indicate 
magnitude and location so that Central Control 
personnel cart govern systems operations 
appropriately. 

S&S-8.2 8-2- 
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8.4.5 

S&S-8.2 

SUM? PUMPS AND MOTORS 

Sump pump locations and sumps will be identif:ied by 
the Ways and Structures Section. All pumps shall be 
installed in duplicate, and each pump shall be 
capable of. maintaining the designed sump level 
independently. Pump motors shall be designed for 
the particular duty and location with regard to the 
motor type and protection from moisture. Motor 
controls designed for the service shall call for 
operation of alternate pumps each time pumping is 
called for, and arranged so that under excessive 
sump levels, both pumps shall operate. Indications 
at Central Control shall indicate when any pump is 
operating and a special alarm shall indicéte any 
situation when conditions call. for both pumps to 
operate. 

Each sump pump motor shall b.e fed from a circuit 
dedicated exclusively for each pump motor, 
coordinated with the design criteria for Auxiliary 
Power Systems. 

It is recommended that provisions be included for 
use of a mobile pump brought to a problem location, 
by rail, when required.. Coordination with the 
dsign criteria for Auxiliary Vehicles is required. 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT 

DO NOT INCLUDE MORE THAN ONE 

. 
I 

SUBJECT IN THIS COMMUNICATION 
I 

DATE: October 15, 1982 

TO: DISTRIBUTION 
. 4j - WBS:. 12AAM 

V2.a 

SUECT Working Paper Seismic Cnteria Input Data_ 

The following presents information pertaining to the above 
subject. It identifies: 

° Failure Definition(s) 
Seismic Event Categorization 

o Listings of Failure/Event Categories 
for various Metro Rail system 
elements. 

1. Failure Definitions 

Catastrophic Failure - a failure that would result in 

, 
loss of life, and/or system loss. 

Critical Failure a failure that would result in severe 
injuries, severe occupational illness and/or major system 
damage. 

Marginal Failure - a failure that would result in minor 
injury, minor occupational illness and/or minOr system 
damage. 

Negligible Failure - a failure that would tot rernalt in 
injury, occupational illness arid/or system damage. 

NOTE: LOSS" is defined as a seismic event of 
signiicance that would render the system and/or 
its elements inoperative when they must be 
operational both, during and after a seismic event, 
for reasons of safety. 

"MAJOR SYSTEM DAMAGE" is defined as a saismic ewnt 
that would induce substantial system damage, but not 
cause loss of life. 

"MINOR SYStEM DAMAGE" is defined as a seismic event 
that would not significantly effect system operations, 
or not induce injury. 



2. Seismic Event Categorization 

I Category I - structures, cornpcnents and systems which 
perform a vital safetrre1ated function. 

3. 

Category II - structures, components and systems (not 
in. 1) which are required to maintain s.fety system 
operation. 

Category III - structures, èOmponents and systems (not 
in I or II) which are required for normal system, operation. 

The attached sheets represent a listing, prcvid.ed by the 
working group, for rtiew by Metro Rail staff. Upon 
completion of staff review, these listings will become 
an integral part of the submittal to Lindvall, Richter & 
Associates for their use in seismic analysis. 

These listings were prepared as follOwS: 

o Identify the failure conditiOn (a statement of 
the condition or problem) 

S 
° 'Identify its severity category, both to the 

system and hman life 
° Categorize it by seismic event 

EXM' TE 

ion 

I. Tunnel 

t 

1. Offset of tunnel while 
train close approachin 
or passing 

Severity Ca Seisma. c Evatt 

Upon completion of the above, and attadhed listings, it. is 
anticipated that all of this information would become an 
integralpart of our subthittal to Ltndvail, Richter & 

Associates. 



o 

o 

[1 

A meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, October 19,1982 at 1:30PM 
in the 6th Floor Conference Room (A). At this time it is antici- 
patedthat the attached will b.e delivered,in final form, to 
Lindvali-Richter & Associates. 

DISTRtBUTION R. Gallagher 
3. Crawley 
D.Low 
it. Beuerma±th 
D. Gardner 
M. Becher 
R. Wood 
3. Moss 
A.Ny 
C. Costa 
F. Purdy 
3. Rippa 

SCRTD/Metro Rail Project 
SCRTD/Ways & Structures 
SCRTD/Stations Design 
SCRTD/Systems Desifl 
SCRID/Systems Design 
SCRTD/Systems Design 
SCRTDISystem Safety & Assurance 
DM.YM/PBQD 
DMJN/ PB.D 
Kaiser Engineers 
Kaiser Engineers 
Hatty Weese & Assocites 



FAILURES IN SEISMIC EVENT 

jI. TUNNELS: :j :J;..I :. - 
I .. 1 

1. LINE TUNNELS- I 

I 

I 

I 
7 a Q'¼st '-&. kI 

"1 
_irtrI 

'E. I 
A. Lighting Fixtures Fall and Tunnels Left MARL/Ill 2 I CRIT./Ifl 

I 
Unlit : 

i 

I , I I 

.1 3. llapse of Zunnel tiner Permitting Soil I Qt./i j: CAL/I 
I !EtalockTunneloenyingPassenger .:j :1 
I 

Duergency Egress 

I 

I 

I 

C. Instability of Tunnel LIner Causing Distor- I CRIT./ I I cRn./i 
tion Such that Trains Cannot Pass I I 

I 
Thtouh :. I I 

I I 

1). Breakdown of Liner Waterproofing Causing I MARG./III I .MMG./Ifl 
I 

Wayside Train Control Equipuent Malfunction I 

I 

I E. 
1 

Loss of Stznp P(intp(s) I 

I 

MARL/I! I MARL/Il 
I 

1. F. 
I 

Minor teaks in Tunnel Liner not Causing I 

I 

NEG./I 1 NEG./I 
I Damage to Tracks ide Equipnent 

I I 

I 

.* C. Loss of Fire a ression Water Main 1 

I 

CRIT./I I 

I 

MliX./I 

I 

I 2. vzwr 
1 

sans/FI1ErCENCL EVACUATICq TMMays - I 

I, 
I A. 

I 

Lighting Fixtures Fall and Stairways Left I 

I 

MP./III I CRIT./Ifl 
I 

Unlit I I. 

I 

B. 
I 

Fracthre of Fire Main so that Fires cannot CRIT./II I CRIT./fl 
be Mitigated (Loss of Water) I 

I 

C. 
I 

Fracture of Pumping Mains So that Line I 

I. 
MAJ./II I MARL/It 

I 
Sumps Cannot be flnptied I 

I 

I 

I I 

I. D. Cellapse Of. Vent Shaft Structure Denying .1 CRIT./I I CAT./I 
Passenger Egress (cit Blocked) 

I I I. 

I 
E. Collapse of Vent Shaft Structure; flnergency I CRIT./I I OUT.,! 

I 
citing Maintained 

I 

I 

I 
I 

F. 'Ibtal Loss of Watertightness of Vent Shaft I MA./I I MABG./t 
Structure I I 

I 

C. 
I 

Minor Breakdown of Watertightness of Vent 
I. 

NEC.!! I t*Z./I 
Shaft .-. I I 

s&S-llb-13 -1- 



I CATORY . 

I 

'ltJNWELS: (Cont'd. 

I 3. cROSSOVERS/POCKET 

I 

I A. 
.. I 

Lighting Fixtures Fall Resulting In Unlit I 

I 

A./III I IT./IiI I 

I... Tunnel ....... 
.. 

I 

-t ; 
..., 

B. Fracture of Fire Main so that Fires cannot I CRIT./II r CRIT./tI I 

beSuppresSedd.thWater 
I 

: ..... I 

I C. Fractüre/Displácexnent of Tracks, Train I 

I 

MNk/II .. 
. I 

I 

MATC./II I 

I ntrol Cables or Contaöt Rail 
I . I . 

I 

I D. 
.. I 

Collapse of structure; soil enters blocking I 

I 

CRIT./I I 

.1 

CT./I I 

I 
Twinel which denies passenger energency I I I 

egress 
I I I 

I 

I E. 

I 

Breakdown in Watertighthess of the Struc- I 

I 

MA./III I 

1 

MARG./III I 

I 
ture Causing Loss of Trackside main I I I 

I 
Control (Flooding) I I I 

I, 

I 
F. 

I 

Minor Breakdown in Watertighthess of the I 

I 

1433./I I 

I 

NEC./I 
StructUre 

I 

C. 
I 

Loss of Fire SuppresSion Water Main I 

I 

I 

CRIT./II 
I 

I 

I 

MAFC./II I 

I '1. 4. CROSSPASSPGES- I .I 

I 

I 
A. 

I 

Collapse ofthe Structure; soil enters I 
yqs./j 

I CAT./I I 

blocking tunnel crbsspassage such the I I I 

I 
pássengir cannot egress in an emgergency I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

j 

I 
B. Collapse of the structure; Line Tunnel I CRIT./I I MARS./I I 

I 
Evacuation is Possible . I F I 

I 

I 
. C. 

I 

Lighting Fixture Falls; Thnnel Crosspassage I 

.1 
MNC./III I 

I 

CRIT./III I 

Unlit I I I 

I 

I 
D. 

I 

Total Breakdown of Watertightness of the I 

I 

MAJC./I I 

. I 

MARG./i 

I 
Structure I 

E. 

I 

Minor Breakdown of Watertightness: of th:e I 

I 

NEG./I I 

I 

NEC./I 
Structure I 

.. 

I 1 

I 

I 
F. 

I 

I 

Loss of Firesuppresslon Water Main I 

I 

I. 

I 

CRIT./II I 

I 

. I 

I 

MARC./tI I 

I 

s&S-llb-l3 -2- 



FAELURE DESCRIPTION I SYSTEM I LI 
* V I II. STATIONS 

I I *5j.rles rst case; structural co1lae causing I 

najor d&nage and/or eqiipnent loss 
I 

I I 

1. UNER3RO'JND (SUBWAY STATION) 
I I 

S I 

A. tralnroom/platform J CAT./I tZ I CAT./I 
i I 

B. Public Mezzanine Structure ' CAT./I I CAt/I 

C. Mcillary Equipuent Mezzanine Structure, CAT./! I CAt/I 
I . I 

ID. Cofrnunication CRIT./II cRIT./II 
I I 

E. Lighting 
I CRIT./II I OCT./11 

I. I I 

F. Auxiliary Power I GtIT./I.I I CRIT./II 
I I I 

c. Surface Concourse Pavilion I OCT./1 I CRLT./I 
I I I 

H. Entry/Exit Portal & SMft I OCT./1 I CRIT./I 
I I. I 

I. Traction Power CRIT./ I CRIT../1 
I" 

I I 

S j. Train Control 
I CRIT./I CRIT./I 
I I 

ic. Fire £quipttent I CRIT./I I CRtT./t 
I I I 

I I.. Dnergency Power I CRIT./I I CRIT./I 
. -".- 

M. aevator/Escalator I MARC./II I 

I V ----I 
I N. Fare Collection I MARG./II I MARG./II 
I .. I .1 

o. Gap ErCaker !4PBS./tI I 1 ./fl 
I I I 

p. Valves I MA./II I MA./II 
I I I 

Q. Bus Terminal MPJC;ffl- I MARG./II 
I I I 

R. Train Room-k/C I MPiRG./II I CRIT./II 
I .I I 

5. 'biIet Rooms/plumbing I MARG./fl I MMC./1! 
I I 

T. Blast afts I MRG./t I M./I 
I I, I 

I u. Battery Power S MARG./! I CR1?.!! 
I I I 

V. Entry %lkways I MMG./I I rarc./i. 

S&S-].lb-13 -3-. 



- . -- --- - ---. 

J. STATIONS (Cantd)* 
I I 

i 

-- p 

1. IJN'DER3ROUND (SUBWsY. STATION) Cont' d - 
I 

I 

I 

W.. Security 
I .1 
IMAPIL/I I 

I 

MARG./X -I 

X. 
-I 

Szzanine Guards 
I 

I MAR./I I 

:1 
rec.n 

Y Lump PEttps . A Mnc./I ... MARG./I S 
-I -:- 

I 

Z. Ejectorptrps., .1 
I r'tR./t- -I 

Pa. 
:1 

Ventilation Shafts 
1 

I MARG./I I 

I 

H 
I 

MPRG./x I 

AS. ncessions 
--I 

I NEG./I-II I 

I. 

I 

NEG./III 

AC. Staff Room 
I 

I NEG.!IIi I 

I 

NEG./flt I 

AD. Kiss and Ride 
I I 

I Nt./III I 

I 

N3./III 

At, Qjstodia]. 
I I 

I NEG./II I 

I 

NEZ./II I 

liP. Telephone 
I I 

1 l'EG./II I 

I 

NEG-./I-I I 

AG. Storage Room 
I I 

I NEG./II I 

I. 

NEG./II I 

) 

AR. Stairways 
I I 

I CRIT./I I 

I 

CRIT./I 
.1 

2. SURFACZ.$TATICN - 
I I.. 
I 1 

I 

I -1 
A. Platfotm 

I I 

I CAT./I I CAt./I 

B. Retaining WallE 
I I 

I 
CAL/I I 

I 

CAT./i 

-C-. O1rerhead Structures 
I I 

I CAt/I I 

1 

CAL/I I 

D. (Parking Garages Buildings) 
I I 

I cAT./I I 

I 

CAT./r - 

E. Traction Power I CRIT./I I CRIT./I 

F. Coirtrnjnications 
I I 

I CRIT./II I cRIT./II I 

C. Dnergency Power 
I I 

I CRrr./I I 

I 

CRIT./I. 

H. Public Concourse . 

I I 

I CRIT./I I 

I 

CRIT./I I 

I. Platform Canopy 
I I 

I crr./i i cRIT./I 

3. Stairways 
I I 

I 

1 

CRIT../I 

s&S-flb-I3 



K. Public Entry/Fcit 

1.. Bridges 

M. .Ttain Control .:. 

N. Fire Euipnerit 

O. Battery PowSr- 

P. Gap Breaker 

Q, Valves 

R. Fare Collection 

S. Security 

t Bus Terminal 

U. Lighting 

V. llnunications 

W. nergency cits 

X. Stry Walkways 

Y. Auxiliary Power 

Z. Elevator/Escalator 

PA. Stznp Pumps 

PB. Ejector Punps 

AC. Ontodial 

AD. 'Toilet Rooms/Flirting 

AE. Telephone 

A!'. Storage 

AG. Concessions 

S&S-llb-43 -5- 

I cRIT./I 

1 CRIT./I 

RIT:e/I 

-. 1 MA./II 

I MARG./tI 

I MARG./LI 

I MARG./II 

I MARG./fl 

MARG./fl 

I MARGi/Il 

I cRIT./ir 

I MAPC./I 

MARG./r 

I MARG./II 

I MR3./Ifl 

I MARG./IIt 

MARC./flI 

I NBS./fl. 

I NEG./II 

I NEC./II 

I NEC./'I 

I N./III 

I cRIT./I, 

I cRrr./z 

cRrr.n 

I cRIT./I 

cRIT./ifl 

I MARG./ii 

I. MA./fl 

I MARG./II 

I MARC./II 

I M 

I MNC./II 

cRIT./rI 

I cRIT.fI 

MARG 

I tPaG./it 

MARG./III 

NEt./II 

NEG./II 

NEG./fl 

NEC./II 

NECi/ItI 



I. STATIONS (Cont'd) 
I I I 

I 

SURFACE STATIONS (Con'td) 
I 

I 

I 

I 

AB.Xissandride .. 1c.nn:.. 1 Nah/In ..:í 

r 
'. 

I e I 
$ya 

A!. Staff Ibom I NEG./III I NEG./Ifl I 

A3.Trash 
, I 

. $NEG./flI 
I 

P 

I 

NEC.!!!! I 

.4,.-..' .. 
I. 1 I 

NC. ncourse MC 
I 

I NEC./flI I 

I 

NEC.,!!! 
H 

I 

.1 

.3. IiERIAL STATION- I I 

I 

ko 
I 

Elevated platform and Cuideway Structural I 

1 
CAT.,1! I 

I 

CAT.!! 
Systs I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

B. Mjacent parking Structures I CAT.!! 1 CA'r./I 1 

C. 

I 

Mezzanine floors I 

I 

cat/i I 

I 

CAT.!! 

ID. 

I 

Communications I 

I 

cRIT./II I 

I 

GRIT.!!! I 

E. 

I 

thiergency Power I 

I 

CRIt/Il I 

I 

Rn.!!! I 

F. 

I 

Cn Surface Public Concourse I 

I 

CRIT./Ii I 

I 

CR!?.!!! 

C. 
I 

Platform Canopy I 

I 

cRrr./I I 

i 

I 

GRIT.!! 

H. 

I 

Stairways I 

I 

GRIT.!! I 

.1 

GRIT.,! I 

I. 

I 

Public Entry/cit I 

I. 
CRIT./I I 

I 

cRn./I 

.L. 

I 

Traôtion Power I 

I 
CRIT./I I 

I 

CIUT./'I I 

1 

IC 
I 

Train Control I 

I 

OCT.71 I CR!?.!! I 

Ise 

I 

Fire Equipnent I 

I 

cRrr./I I 

I 

I 

GRIT/I 
I 

M. 

I 

Elevator/Escalator I MARG.7III I MARC.!!!! 
.............. 

N. 

- 
I 

Battery Power I 

1 

MAR3./II I 

I 

OCt71! 

0. 

I 

Fare Collection I 

I 

MMC./II I 

I 

MARC.]!! I 

P. Security S MAIC.!II I MArc1/n I 

S&S-llb-13 . 
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3. .AEtAL StATIONS (Ccnt'd 

4) 

1.1 ri. 

Q. Cap Breaker 

R. BUS Tenninal; 

S. Qistodial 

T. Thilét Rooms/Plumbing 

U. lephóne 

V. Storage Room 

W; Lighting 

X. ninun1cationS 

1. valves 

Z. Awcillary Power 

M. 9nergency bcits 

AB. aitry %'lkways 

AC. Concessions 

An. Staff Room 

AZ. Trash 

AZ.. Kiss and Ride 

Pt. Concourse - A/C 

?CCHANICAIJELECFRI CAL APPARATUS: 
(Other Than TractiOn Power) 

I 
1. .EVA'IRS - 

I A. Elevator Crushed Due to Shaft Collapse 

8. Elevator Stopped Due to Power Failure 

C. Elevator Wedged Due to Shaft Deformation 

s&s-llb-13 -7- 

MARG./II1i. 1. MARC../Ix I 

MA13./II - J MAIC./II -.1 

NEG./II I NEC./II I 

1. 
NBS./II I 

I 

I 

W./fl 

NEG./II I 

I 

NEG./fl I 

I 1. 

NEG./II I N./fl 
I. 

MARC.!' I 

I 

MARL/I 
I 

MARC./II I 

I 

I 

MARG./II I 

I 

MAIC./I I MARC./I I 

I 

MARL/I I 

: I 

MARG!/I I 

I 

MARG./I I 

I 

MARL/I I 

I. 

MAR./I. I 

I 

MARC/I I 

I 

NEC./flI I 

I 

NEC./Ifl 
I 

NEC./flI 
I 

I 

NDZ./tII 
I 

N!z./III I 

I 

NEG./III I 

I 

NEG./IIi I NEC./III I 

I 

NEC./flI I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

NEG./flI I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I. 

NEC./III I 

I 

I. 

I 

CAT./III 
I 

NEC./III I 

I 

CRET./II I 

I 

NEG./IIl I 

I 

cRn./In I 



I I CATDORY 
FAILURE DESCRIPTflI I. SYSTEM LIFE 

I 

1-I. MECIWnCAIJELEcTRIcAL APPARATUS (Cont'd) 
F 

I 

I 

I 

1. ELEVfl3RS(nt'd)- 
I 

I 

I I 
I I 

I 

I. ID. 
.1 

elevator Plunges DUe to Total Failure 1 NEG./I:It 
I I 
I CkT./II. I 

I 

E. 
-I 

Electrical Shock Due to Exposed Wires I rwc.,n 
I 

I 1 

I F. Fire Due to Shorted Wires I CRIT./II 
kI I 

I CAT./II 

I 

I 

2. ESCALATORS I H H I 

A. Escalator 011apse Due to Structural 
I 

MAs./flI 
I I 

I CAT./III I 
Failure I I 

I 

I 

I 

B. Sudden Stop, Passengers 'itiuble 
I 

I NEG./flI 
I 

I I 

I CRIT./III I 

I 

I 

C. Stop Due to Power Failure I NEG./III 
I 

I I 

I MA./III 

I 

p. Electrical Shock Due to E*sed Wires I MA./III 
I 

I I 

I CAL/Ill 

I E. Fire Due to Shorted Wires I CRIt/tIl 
I I 

CRIT./III 
I. 
I 3. FARECOLLETIQJ 

I I I 

I 
0 A. Stthcturai IDSage to Gates 

I 

I 

I I 

I. 

I I 

I B. Gates Malfunction Due to Power Failure I NEG./III I t.mx./ixI I 

I 

C. Electrical Shock Due to Exposed Wires 
I 

I a.ini I I 

I cn./nx 
I 

I ID. Pasenger Evacuation Hampered Due to Fail- 
I 

I MkIC./flI 
I I 

I CRIT./III I 

I safe System Malfunction I 

I 

I l 
I 

I 

S. Fire Due to Shorted Wires I rc.,rri 
I 

I 

I CRn./zII I. 

I I 

4.AIDtILDRYPCR I 

I I 

I 

F 

A. UPS Breakage, Peid Spill 
I 

I CRIT./II 
I I 

I MARG./II 
I 

B. panelboards llapse, Exposed Wires 
I 

I MARG./II 
I I 

I MAP,G./II I 

C. wer Failure, Lights OJt 
H 

I 

I CRIT./II 
I I 

I CRIT./II 
I 

I ID. Fire Due to Shorted Wired or Buses 
I 

I CRIT./I 
I I 

I CRIt/I I 

I 

S. Structural Damage to Buses 
I 

I MMG./II 
I I 

I MARG./II I 

I . F. structural Damage to Panelboards 
I 

I ./n 
I 

I 

I 

I NEc./ix 
I I 

I I 

S&S-lib-l3 -.3- 



'7 iii. 
I 

MECHANICP4/ELECTRICAL APPARATUS: (Cant! d) 

I 5. 

I. 
VEWtIIflIQJ EQUIPMENT 

I 

I 

I 

I 

A. Stops 
I I 

.CRIT./I 

I 

I 

B. Fire Due to Shorted Wtres I QIT./I I IT./I :.H'HI 
C. Cantrols flkluçe, Dampers Locked 

.. 

I CfiJ'F./ : CRIT./' 

I. 
P. Controls Failure, Fans Inverted 

.. 
t CRIT./I I CRIt./i 

IIV. TRAINWY: 
I I. 

I 

I 1. TRACKS 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I. 

A. Severed 
I 

MARC./I 
I, 
I CAT./I 

2. TRACK SWITCHES 
I 1 

I I. 
I 

I 

A. Damaged Switch Causing Vehicle Derailment 
I 

I MARG./I 
1 

I 

I CAT./I 

I 

I 

0. 
mpAatai .PQqER: 

I I 

1. MAIN ELECTRICAL PCWER FEEDER 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

A. Train(s) Stalled Due to Seisnic Event 
I 

I MP../II! 
I 

I NEC/nI 
%tich Distupts wer to the. 3rd Rail I 

(Assumes Duergency Lights, Connunications I I 

Working) I 

2. 

.. 

PC'IER.SUBSTATION 
I 

I 

I 

I 

A. Loss of Powet From Substation to 3rd Rail - 
I 

I MARG./flI 
I 

I NB./±ir 
Train Stalled I I 

B. Loss of Power From Substation to Countunica- 
I 

I MARG./III I 

I 

MA./III 
tions. tnergency Lighting, Ventilation I 

Fans, etc. (Assumes toublefeed) I I 

3. 

.1 
CONTACT(3RD) RAIL 

I 

A. Damaged .1 

I 

. I 

act.ilii i 

I 

I 

ctiixi 

. 
S&S-llb-l3 . 



FAt LURE 

TRAIN CONTROL 

1. ALJTQIATIC TRAIN CONTROL 
I I 

- 

I 
A. Train Control Automatic Train Protection I MARC.,! I NEC.!! 

or Automatic Train Operation Failure I 

I 
B. 

:1 
Misalignment o.f Track Such that Switch 

I CR1?.,! I CAT.!! 
shows "Lined and Locked" When Switch is I I 

1 
Actually Misaligned6. Causthg Derailment. I I 

I 

I 
C. 

.H 
Seismic Event Which Causes Loss of Wayside 

I 

MARG./iII 
I 

I MAIC./IIt 
I 

Automatic Train protection; Loss at 1 

I 
Central control of Interlockings 

I 

I 

I 0. 

I 

Loss of Wayside ATP (Circuit) 
I 

I NEG./III 
I. 

1 w./ni 
I 

I 

)VII. VERICLES/TRAINS 
I 

I 

I 

1 

I 

I 
1. VEHICLES/TRAINS IN REVENUE SERVICE 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
A. Train Collison/Jam Due to Seismic Offset 

I. 

I CRIT./I 
I 

I CAT./I 

I of Tunn4 ½hile Train is Closely Approach- I I 

ing or Passing 
I I 

B. Train(s) Derailed at Speed Due to SeiSnic I CRIT./I I CAT./I 
Forces; Traôk Intact 

I 

I 

I 
Ca train(s) Derailed at Speed Due to Tracks 

I 

I CRIT./I 
I 

I CAT.!! 
buckling/breaking in Earthquake Area I 

I 

I 
0. Train(s) Stalled Due to Seismic Event 

I 

I NEG./II 
I 

I NEC./II 
Inducing Wide Spread Power .stage; No Dis- I I 

ruption of thiergency Lights, Connunications I 

I 

I 

I I 

E. Train(s) Stalled Due to Seismic Event Which NEIL/I I CRIT./I 
Induces Power Oatage and Major Failure 

I. of Dnergency Lighting or Ventilation, or I 

I 
Orriunications, (Asstnes Panic ) 

I 

I 
F. Train(s) Short Out 3rd Rail Due to Seismic 

I 

I 
MARC./I 

I 

I MARG./I 
I 

Event Which Buckles/Breaks Tracks I I 

I 

I 
C. Train(s) Tipped ()ito Side by Seisnic Event I 

I 

MARC.!! 
I 

I CAT./I 
I 

While In Double-track Station (Assumes 
I I 

I 
Spacedtotlp) I 

. 
S&S-llb-13 -1.0- 



W'n. VEHICLES/TRAIN (Cont'd 

2. VEHICLES IN S'1tRPE 

A. Seisnic L\ient tich Causes Mjot Upset/ 
Damage to Vehicle Fleet 

WIll. CCINICNrIONS 

I 1. LOSSOF: 

A. Base Radio Antenna 

I 
B. hergency Telephone 

I 
C. Central control Gmputers 

I 
2. LOSSOF: 

I 
A. PABX Teleflone 

I 
B. Maintenance Radio Base 

C. Maintenance Telephone 

a. Yard Radio Base 

I 
E Closed Circuit TV(s) 

3. LOSS OF: 

A. Intercom 

B. Shop Conununications 

I 
C. Test Track Radio Base 

a 

cRtT./I 

NEG,/n 

NEG./II 

cRIT./II 

NEC ./11 

NEC ./11 

NEC ./11 

NEC./II 

NEC ./11 

NEC ./111 

NEC./lIl 

NEC ./111 

NEC ./11 

NEC./II 

NEG./II 

NEC./II 

NEG./II 

NEC./II. 

NFC./xI 

NEC ./II 

NEC ./111 

NEC./III 

NEC ./111 



Kaiser Engineers California 

a Kaiser EnUiñeers (Calif offlia) CStporalion 
A Subsidiary of Raymond Kaiser Engineers Inc. 
flS South Main Street. 6th Floor 
Lal Angeles, GailtoiniaG13 
(213)9724033 

It November 18, 1982 

MEMO TO: 
I 

w J. Rhine 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

P. M. Burgess 

Job #: 811-52-407 

ALTERNATIVES FOR MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL 

EQUIPMENT 

The alternative that is available to KE on the above subjedt 
is the fire detection system. This alternative is continuous 
wire fire detection. versus point of contact (sensor) f-i-re 

detection system (similar to smoke detectors). 

The remaining portions of the above subject, such as süxnp 

pumps, sewage ejectors, gas sensors and earth moving sensors, 
_) are a matter of pricipg of one manufacture versus the other, 

thus the technology differences are the same and do not need to 
be compared. 

XE recommends selection between contiuous versus point detec- 
tion during final design, rather than during the alternatives 
analysis. If you differ in.this recommendation please advise 
us p±omptly. 

PMB:pl 

cc: K. Rummel 

- 



/ 
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Kaiser Engineers Callibmia 

Kaiser EnginStra (Calilosnia) Corporation 
A Subsidla, of Raymóod KiltS Enginen Inc. 
425SáthMiin Sttset. 6th Float 
Los Angeles, California 900fl 
(213) 9134033 

SUBJST: SEISMIC DETECTION SYSTEM 

ATTENDEES. 

IC Fitz - Fitz Consultants' 
K. Beuermann SCRTD 
B. Dielman ' KinEmetrics, Inc. 

0 
JOB 1: 81152 
WBS 1: 14CAE12 

From: K. Fitz 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING 

P20 Janá 1983 

KINE1ETRICS mahufacturers several types of seismic instruments; 
each designed. for specific application. Following are highlights 
of the discussion. 

0 Strong motion accelerograph (SNA-1) is designed to 
measure vertical and horizontal movement, time and 
Sagnitude (% hour .f data at set-points) on photo- 
gräphic apets. This inst±ument is required by the 
L. A.Buildiüg Code on highrise buildings to record 
structural response from earthquakes. Price is 
$2,775.00. 

9 Strong motion acceleration system (SMA-3 with SF-1 
playback) is a multi-channel centralized recording 
magnetic tape syst designed to detect and record, 
strong local earthquakes. The magnetic tape playback 
systeth provides immediate visual playback capability 
of recorded data. System cost is $18,000. This system 
was provided for Venezuela's Metro System. 

o Seismic Trigger TS-3 (or 34 with internal battery) is 
a triaxial version of Vertical Seismic trigger and is 
offered for $1,800.00. 

These orthogonal transducers are individually adjustable 
and are mounted in a rugged watertight housing. As a 
seismic trigger, it can be applied for centrally located 
accelerographs or as a seismic switch for remote alarm 
indicators. This instrument was supplied for the seismic 
syst on the BART Project. 



/ 
MINuTE S 

0 20 January 1983 
Page Two 

o Elevator Seismic Trigger (EST-2) is to provide an 
iediate shut-down of elevator in the event of a 
potentially damaging earthquake, eliminating the 
damage caused. by continued elevator..operation after 
an earthquake has occurred. This triffer should be 
specified for the elevators and furnished by the 
elevator qupplier. Price is listed at $500.00... 

Kinemetrics offers a wide variety of services, such as to 
engineer and design any built-up modules to suit customer's 
needs as well as training program for testing and maintenance. 
They also. provide field Support for on-site. installation and 
propose contract maintenance and calibration services. 

RECO}NDATIONS for System Bases by .R. Beuermann: 

1.. ssunie three (3) recording devices for the different 
seismic zOnes, like the Valley-Basin,. the Santa Monica. 
fault and the Union Station. 

2. Provide TS-3 (or 3A) seismic triggers for the rest 
of the areas as required. 

3 Display, control and coand in Central Control only 
(indicators for stations are not required). 

CO)*NTS by K. Fitz (not discussed): 

1. C & 1 System Engineer to develop and recoend the 
most optimum system and then components could be 
selected. 

2. Special consideration should be given to the system 
design, which is a "SAFETY SYSTE". (Liability in the 
case of catastrophic event; legal questions, eta.) 

3. Close coordination with all safety systems is essential 
(design of coon RTV thijEt be feasible). 

4.. Design Criteria to be defined for: 
o sensing, . recording and alarming 
o sensing, local alarming and signaling 
o sensing and signaling only 
o extent of detector - locations in the tunnels 

(access and maintainability of most importance) 

5. System design shall be coordinated with Life-Safety System 
j . Engineering as well. 

KF/im 

cc: P. N. Burgess - RE/Los Angel 
K. Rumrnel - XE/Los Angeles 
C. C.osta - RE/Los Angeles 
D. Schuler - RE/Los Angeles 

2 
P. Mohapatra-KE/Oakland 
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KaiSer Engineers California 

SaiserEnçirtoSfl(caIlioSia)Corpnhiàn JOB 1: 811-52 
ASubsiOiSrYOtRIyfflofldK*iserEnginósrs Inc. WBS 14CAE].2 
425 South Main Street. 6th Floor 
Lbs Ariiilis Calitornia 90013 
1213) 9724033 

suBJEcr: GAS MONITORING sYsm1 :From. IC. Fitz 

.. .. - ATTENDEES: .. -.. 1-rebruafl7 -1983 

C. Costa 7ACaiser Engineers 
R. Beuetmaim - SCRTD 
K. F-itz - Fitz Consultants 
N. Bac-ile - ALISON CONTflLS 

Nick Bacile discussed the system's capabilities for the ALISON 
CONTINUOUS GAS DETECTION SYSTEM. A]4son uses a control system 
designed around the Bacharach thermal-conductivity type gas 
sensor. The following points were discussed. 

Alisori does not have any in-house information on the spacing 
of the methane probes. Geterally, special consideration will 
be given to: 

0 low points in the ttz3nel 
° gas st-ratification during off-hours 

Additional factors that will be taken into consideration for the 
gas monitoring system include: 

o the recoendations in the methane report 
o location and capacity of the exhaust fans 

Alisott was advised to consider 36 miles of train- tunnel with -gas 
detectiOn probes at 500' intervals. 

Nick stated that the Bacharach Catalytic type of probe, depending 
on the environment, may require monthly calibration and 
replacement of the detection module once every three to 36 months. 

Nick stated that with better system definitions, the gas detection 
system can be strea.thlthed to inclUde: - - 

o one controller at each statio±i 
o coiw-roller at stat-ion followed by smaller area panels 

The general concensus was that better definition of the system 
will permit optimized choice of components. 

J 



MINUTES 
1 Febx'uary 1983 
Page Two 

For comparative cost of the central system hardware; Nick 
suggested that we contact Ervin Ackkanen of Coral Electronics .. 
or Gerry Kujn of Grinnel Al.son is interested in total . 

System supply 'and would guarantee all. cOmponents even., though i:rr 

t1ey're from multiple sources. ,. . ... 

Nick recoeudstbatthe purchase. order should be awarded two 
years ahead of the required delivery date of the system. 

The following data and guidelines were furnished to Nick for 
his use to develop preliminary cost figures: 

0 Assimie 2,000 sensor points 

o A set of the station drawings and a 4rawing 
set of station profiles 

It's.exp.ected that Nick will send a response to Kaiser Engineers 
in three weeks. 

CC: 

4 

N. Burgess - ICE/Los Ahgeles 
Rumm el - KE[Los Angeles 
Costa - ICE/Los Angeles 
Jehuier - ICE/Los Angeles 
Phapit±'1Oaiciand2x 
Fitz - Fitz Consultants 



Kaiser Engineers Califbmia 

j) kaiser Engineers (California) Corporation 
A Subsidiary of Raymond Kaiser Engineers Inc. 
425 $âuih Maih$trlet, Sf11 Floor 
Las Angeles, California 90013 
(2131 9724033 

ciinrrrrn. hcrtuAtn', nr'rrr'rTrmT vc'rrtt 

nfl" 
pit' 

JOB 1: 81152 
WBS I: 14CAE12 

From: ;:D. P. MoMpatraA. 
"kLh4 tP t$t c'i 'r v'sar.ce ?&'. MINUTES OFaEE )CETING 

ATTENDEES 9 February 1983 

D. P. Mohapatra - Kaiser Engineers 
R. Beuertann . - SCRTD 
W. Yates - Bacharach Instntents 

Wayne Yates from BAçHARACH INSTRU?NTS visited thu office to 
demonstrate the Becharach Methane, Detection System. It is base4 
on a catalytic type of sensor 

'SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: 

The Bacharach system consists of the sensor assembly, amplifier 
and cailibrator housing and the controller. The controller has 
a provision for remote signal monitoring and a]arming for no 

e more than four probes. The contr011er flashes a yellow light. 
at 20% L.E.L. methane level and alarms at 40% L.E.L. level. 
Since SCRTD is going to have a DTS system, maybe the controller 
can be eliminated by incorporating the amplified signal into 
the MS system. 

COST: 

°. A preliminary cost fot 370 sensors, 370 amplifiers and 95 
controllers is $276,595. This is based on 36 miles of 
timnel and probes at 500 ft. intervals. 

o Inclusion of a long distance amplifier, along with a D.C. 
converter and step-down transformer will raise the total 
cost of $400,249. 

0 Deletion of the Controller will reduce the total cost, to 
$241,690. 

O None of the above cost figures include the cost of data 
multiplexing and connection to the Central Control Room. 

. 



MINUTES 
9 etrUay183 
Page TwO 

MAINTENANCE: :. 

Calibration of the probes and ..replaáEments of the stEor Lila- 
ment module 'is the only maLntënance that will be needed. w The;* 
calibration will probably be needed every three néntlis and, 
depending on the environment, replacement of filament module 
may be necessary every two years. 

Following Are some of the miscellaneous costs of the components: 

Fiiaxent module $ 66.00 
Filament module housing 66.00 
Amplifier 305.00 
Power supply transfOrmer 216.00 
Controller 1630.00 
Calibration kit 110.00 
Sample cylinder 20.00 

The sample cylinder will have enough gas for calibration of four 
to five probes. 

HISTORY OF APPLICATION: 

The Bacharach probes htve been used in coal mines in Vancouver, 
Canada and long distance installations in oil, fields in Saudi 
Arabia. Wayne is going to provide a detailed list of users. 

#11 
DPM/lm 

CC: P. M. Burgess - RE/Los Angeles 
K. Rummel - RE/Los Angeles 
C. Costa. - ICE/Los Angeles 
P. Sçhuler - KE/Los Angeles 
K. Fitz - Fitz Consultants 
D .MohE$&i 'KE/Oakland 

14CAE12 

0 



I4ISER 
ENGINEERS 

I NTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

I went through the alignment drawings with John Moss of DMJM, 
and following are static. heads for thefl low, spots in the ttnnel: 

ALIGNMENT LOCATION STATIC HEAD. '. 

55 FT. 

-187+00 75fl 
-22O +00 90 FT. 

'497+00 7OFT. 
337+00 75FT. 

383+00 SOFT. 
435 + 00 50 FT. 

526+00 6OFT. 

7(3+00 S5FT. 
qyoá2+oo 8OFT. 

For the alternative study, the total dynamic head of all the pumps 
will be assumed to be 100 Ft. at 500 gpm capacity. 

DPM/lm 

DISTRIBUTION: P. 
IC. 

C. 
G. 
J. 
D. 

. 

M. Burgess - RE/Los Angeles 
Rummel - RE/Lo.s Angeles 
Costa - KEfLos Angeles 
Trnka - RE/Oakland 
Moss - DMJM/PBQD 
Schuler - RE/Los Angeles 
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Kaiser Engineers Cafribmia 

S aw q.uIconIon wzs 9: ASubs(divyot Raymond Kahwnglnnta Inc. 
42SSOüthMaInStmet.Sthflocr .JUD f - - 
Los AngS GoWns 00013 

fl403$ 

25 FEBRUARY 1983 

f7 
t ';t - * ' 

MEMORANDUM TO W. 3. Rhine .c 4 
PiO1i: P. M. Burgess 

SUBJECt: WBS 14CAEI2 - ICAL/ELECTRICAL ALTERNATIVES 

At a meeting on Janua 17, 193, with C. Costa of our staff, 
K. Fitz of Fitz Consultants and R. Beuett it of your staff, 
the followirg mechanical/electrical subsystas were selected 
for analpis: 

Gas Sensors: Analyzer vs. sniffer 

2r"TFlow Detectors: Magflow vs. rotometer vs. 
orifice meter 

3V"iisWic. Sensors: Readout-type vs. recording-type 

4) Pump System: Dry pit centrifugal pimps vs. wet pit 
submersible pimps. 

The Design. Criteria states that continual fire detection in tunnels 
should be provi4e4. However, since this is not required by the 
Fire/Life Safety Criteria, nor is it installed in any U.S. transit 
systems, we would like to suggest that the Design. Criteria be. 
revised to agree with the FIre/Life Safety Criteria. If an anlysis 
is still required, however, we suggest an lyzing a series àf spot 
detectors versus thermister continuous detectors. 

Since the Fire/Life Safety Criteria allows the manual fire alarm 
fwtction to be performed by the emergency phones, it is also 
.reco=ended that the Design Criteria be changed to reflect the 
fire/life, safety approach. 

Please let us ów by March 1, 1983 if any of the above listed 
alteives should be modified. 

PMBM7i.m 

cc: M. C. Becher - SCRTD S R. Beuermann - SCRTD . a - 

K. Fitz - Fitz Consultants 
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Kaiser Engineers Califbrnia 
Minutes of Meeting 

Kaiser Encineers (California) Co,oration 
ASubsaiy of Raymond Kaiser Enginen Inc. D Confirnation 
Los Anóefn. California 90013 Telephone Conversation 
(213)9124033 

METRO RAIL PROJECT Trip Report 

DAT! & PLACE; TUESDAY, MARcH 8, 1983 DATE: 10 MARCh 1983 

KAISER ENGINEERS CALIFORNIA Wi 
: tLos Angeles Qfftce) flOM: 

PBflAB BY: D. P. MOIiAPATRA 

2 
AT: 

SUBJECT: MINETICS 
* 

.FUJE 1103. I4CAE12 

TT}IE: AM'. 

CALL FROM: : CALL TO: (If applicable) 

PAMCIPPflS: (Minutes of Meeting only) 

M. Costa - RE/Los Angeles ,C. 
t:Pohapatra .KE/LoS Angeles 
N. H. Parker - N.H. ParkerAssociates 

IDESCBIPTION 
) 

ACTION RESPONSThLE 

No Parker nô represents the Minetics gas 
detection and monitoring system and came down 
to familiarize himself with the SGRTD project 
requirements. 

Al Ketler from Minetics has provided us data 
f-ro their Pittsburgh office and from now on, 
Norm wàuld like to interface for any infor- 
mation we need on Minetics. 

Norm has promised to provide operation his 
of the. Miftetics within the next few weeks. 

) CC: p. N. Buress - ICE/Los Angeles 
K. G. Rue1 - RE/Los Angeles 



Kaiser Engineers California 

Kaiser EngineerS (Cailiornia) Corporation 
A Subsi4ia ol Pajmond Kaiser Engineers Inc. 
425 SOUTh Main Street, bib floor 
(as Mgs!eLCtiifOrnla900l3 
(21S 9726033 

METhO RAIL PROJECT 
fllJPB.N0. 81152 

Minutes of Meeting 

ci Confirnt ion of 
Telephone Conversation 

DATE & PLACE; WEDS.! MARCH 9, 1983; DATE: 

:.. .... .. ,.... ..: KAISER ENGINEERS CALIFORNIA ...,.J:'; 

I (Los Angeles Office) 

PflARZD Mi D. P. MOHAP4TRA 

[] Tflp Report 

,;. 

SIJBJZCTi METHAN E DETECTION & MONITORING SYSTEM 

PflE 108. 14CAE12 

TD: 4:00PM .. . 

CALL FROM: . : CALL TO: (It app].iäable) 

PAZTICIPANTS: (Miüutes of Meeting only) 

R. Wood SCRTD 
C. M. Costa - RE/Los Angeles 
p . P; Mohapatra RE/Los Angeles 
3. Moss - DMJMIPBQD (Los Angeles) 
W. Metsch - DMJM/PBQD (New York) 
Th E. Nosànov - E-S.Energy 
G. Magnuson - .ErSTEnergy 

I NO. I 
DESCRIPTION 

I ACTION I RESPONSIBLE 

E- S Engineering Science has been retained by 
PBQD to provide consulting service on thethane 
detectioü and monitoring during: 

Pre-coñstru ction phase 
Construction phase 
System operation phase 

The att4ched proposal describes the first 
phase of their 4rnrk and is estimated to be 
completed within two months at ãñ estimated. 
cost of $100,000. PBQD will be responsible 
for coordination of the efforts between E-S. 
Engineering and the participants in the 
meetii,g. ES Engineering %uill produce a 
monthly progress report.for circulation among 
the incerf.acirg entities. 

Cc: P. M. Burgess - RE/Los Angeles 
K C. RUmmel - KE1Los Angeles 
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. ENGINEERING-SCIENCE 

125 WEST HUNTINGTON DRIVE P. 0. BOX 538 ARCADIA, CAUEORNIA 91006 21 3/4.454560 

CABLE ADDRESS: ENGINI 
TELEX: 67.5428 

28ebruafl 1983 

H 3529.211 
Mr. Wehner Metsch 
c/o Parsons Brinckeflioff Quade Douglas 
Penn Plaia 
250 W 34th Street 
New York, NY 10119 

Subject: Southern California Rapid Transit District 
Wilshire Corridor Transportation Facility 

Dear Mr. Metsch: 

Thank you for your telephone call of 24 February 1983. This 
letter contains a brief summary of the work that we propose to 
perform in the initial phse of our work with your project team. 

-This phase is described in our letter of 15 February 1983 to Mr. 
Wood as "A fiel4 investigation to detect, identify,. and measure 

combustible gases, concentrations, and. pressures along the route." 
Based on your description of the project status we also recommend 
that we also addresS criteria development during this phase as 
stated in the Work Plan. 

You also indicated that we should prepare an estimate of the 
cost of the proposed. work.. The estixate is nOw being prepared, 
for the scope of work shown in the "Work P lan Outline and Coimnents" 
(Attachment A). The 'Work Plan Outline and Comments!' is brief but 
virtually completeexcept for final details, it is based on our 
present level of information but provides for an increase thereof. 

In response to your question about the scope of our solid. 
waste services i submit one copy of the supplemental brochu±e 
"Solid Waste Management and Resource Recovery" With respect to 
out mutual concern. referent. to air quality I submit one copy of 
the supplementalbrochure "Air Quality Modeling Services." 

We appreciate the opportunity to be part of this project and 
would be happy to provide further information and discuss this 
work plan with you. Please contact me or.Gordon S. Magnuson, 
DiviSion Vice President, at our toll free number (800)423-4991. 

Very truly yours, 

j 

N. E. Nosanov 



AttaOhment A 

) 

.WORR PLAN OUTLINE AND COZ'ffENTS 

Task 

1. Review' existing data including following: 

Geology reports 

° Substructure investigation report 

° Waste gas investigation to date 

o Underground utilities locations 

Design criteria for following: 

00 Underground rail structure 

2 
0o Underground stations 

00 Substructures for utilities and other purposes 

Determine data deficiencies and acquire (if any) 

2. 
° Prepare preliminary probe location plan 

Verify substructures location by surface survey 

° Revise probe location plan 

o Perform preliminary excavation at probe. (boring) 
location 

a Bore, place probes, gravel, backfill, and probe set 
cover boxes; at grade 

Identify locations for as-built probe plan 

3. ° Perform field sazpl3 ng in each. probe for both qzai 
tative (detecfon) an . quantitative (concentrations) 
for following cnaracteristics: 

0 Methane 

o Carbon dioxide 



& 

r 

I 
o Oxygen 

Temperature 

0 Pressure 

ffy4rogen sulfide (equivalents) 

b. Acquire samples in laboratory flasks for analysis 
by independent laboratory either "Truesdail Labs 
or Assbciated Labs') for following: 

a Bigher hydrocarbons 

o Methane 

o Carbon. dioxide 

o Oxygen 

Nitrogen 

o Carbon monoxide 

o Hydrogen 

Opinion as to source 

(Field sampling will be perforned not less than 3 

kc 
v°+tie5) 

(Acquisition of samples will, be least once at selec- 
ted locations) 

Probes are Initially proposed to be set in public right 
of way between the following limits: 

Wilshire Boulevard from Western Ave on the East and 
Fairfax Ave to the West 

Fairfax Ave from Wilshire Boulsiard on theSouth to 
Beverly Boulevard on the North 

The approximate footage 1i been staled, from a. large 
scale map, to be 35,000 feet. Based on analysis of the mi- 
tial investigation resultz,.the liae,fl boundary of the field,. 
will be estimated.If either tSi existing or acquired dat 
in7dicate thit the boundar ies s.ho,uld be extended this woPid 
be recoended. . The average probe set: i$ci±4 WdÜld be 500 
feet. If exactly 500 feet a total of 71 probe sets would 
be installe4; the deepest at either 40 feet or within a few 
feet above ground or perched water, whichever is closest 
to ground surface. ... 



4. As early as pcssile, after initiation of the field 
investigation, criteria win be proposed, for discussion, 

S Dto the client and client's consultants for compatibility 
with their safety, planning, and engineering concepts. 

5. Prepare an est4ta of fees for subsequent phases of 
work currently considered to be as follows: 

Assistance with development of engineering, design 
and conEtüction drawings, specifications, site work 
safety conditions, and cost estimates compatible with 
the basic rapid transit engineering of the prime 
engineering consultants. 

* Technical observation and resident engineering to 
assure compliance with the drawings, specifications, 
and site work safety conditions. 

Post-construction monitoring to assure continued 
efficacy of the gas migration control system. 

6. Prepare and submit a draft final report for: review and 
coent. Prepare. a final report. The final report will 
contain a description of the. services performed, the field 
data, an analysis of the field data, recOnended action, 
criteria for design, and an estimate of costs for both 

5) recoended design features and related future profes-. 
sional services. 

OUTSIDE SERVICES 

Outside services to be performed include hand excava- 
tion at drilling locations, drilling (boring), provision and 
placement of gravel for Probe locations, backfilling, place- 
ment of probe cover boxes, hauling away surplus excavated 
materials, independent laboratory services, and underground 
ervics Alert.- 

- 

SERVICES NOT flCLUDW 

Engineering-Science does not propose to provide archi- 
tectüral service, land surveying, construction staking, 
structural engineering, eletrical engineering, or civil 
engixeering. The provision of materials shall be limited 
to those nedessary for the field investigation and shall not 
include materials to be used during construction or Opera- 

5 tions of. the transit system or its apparatus. 

A-S 



/ Kaiser Engineers California 

Kaise, Er.;ne.rt cCalrlQrn,a) Corparalion 
A Su.bs'iary ot Piymont.Kaiser Engineers Inc. 
£25 Sotn Man Street. 6th Floor 
Its £n;eIes. CaI.Iorn'a 90013 
(213 97263)3 

SCRTD IETRO MIL PROJECT 

bATE & PLACE: 15 APRIL1983 
SCRTD CONFERENCE ROOM "B" 

PREPARED BY I K. C. 

MINUTES OF }ETING 

ElCONPIRMATIOI OF 
TELEPHONE COIWERSAT] 

o TRIP REP oar 
DATh: 20 APRIL 1983 

SUBJECT DESIGN CRITERIA REQUIRE}ENTS FUSE WES #16CAD1Z 

3:00PM 114CAE12 

CALL FROM : 
NJA CALL TO1 N/A 

(If applicable) 

CARTICIPANTS: (Minutes of Meeting only) 

M. C. BECHfl SCRTD IL A. KIVETT HWA I. SKAFIR - 
J. SANDBERG SCRTD P. M. BURGESS ICE 

IR. 

WOOD SCRTD K. C. RUI"2L ICE 

J. CLANG HWA D. P. NOHAPATRA ICE 

'0. I 
DESCRIPTION 

The purpose of the meeting was to resolve 
five isàues that the architectural staff 
had raised relating to design decisions 
affecting on-going station designs. A 
sixth subject was a briefing by D.Mohapatra 
On his recent trip to BART and the reEblü- 
tion of related items in the WBS "14" alter 
native analysis for mechanical/electrical 
alternatives. 

Station Space Regtirements 

The .fist issue raised by the architects 
was the nature and extent of the incoming 
feeders from the variouS utility companies 
and the related space. requirements in the 
statiOn area. Their concrn was related 
to the need to reduce ancillary space 
eqt4rements in the station box. and deve- 
opment of directive d±awings for conduits. 

The current státüs of the incoming service 
was teiterated to EWA by N. Becher and 
I. Shafir. which consisted of: 

x I /SCRTD 
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ip Report 

DESCRIPTION 

A) We need to retain the 40 x 40 space for the 
outdoor type switchgear until our ñego- 
tiations with the D.W..P. permit otherwise, 
i.e., a smaller space for metaic.lad switch- 
gear. 

B) We must assume, for the present time, that 
we will get the degree of, reliability! 
independency from the utility companies and 
thezefore, on-site. generation ptovisions 
need not be acknowledged. 

C) The issue of overiead or underground f 
cannot be resolved at this time. 

HWA was assured that SCRTD and RE are working 
agressively to resolve these issues... HWA ac1 
ledged that. the probern of space reduction was 
not as great now as it had beer!. since we had 
moved te substations to an at-grade location 
many of the stations and in many of the remain. 
stations, the substation location over the 
crossover area is not as critical. However, a 
reduction in room sizes frill result in cost 
savings. 

Train Arrival Waning System 

The matter of train artial warning system was 
discussed. HWA wanted the opinions of the gro' 
on proceeding wib a design involving platfOrm 
edge lights similar in concept to WMATA. They 
stated they believed tley could avoid the high 
maintenance ard electrical costs of the WMA.TA 
System and still achieve the high degree of 
safety that design provides. 

HWA would like to have a system where the array 
of lights would sequentially activate as the 
train progressed into the station. They were 
informed that. train control block design does 
not perit such discrimination with a response 
from HWA that perhaps photo-electrical sensors 
(or a similar system) which is self-contained 
could be utilized. .HWA was reminded that the 
Safett Criteria does not specifically require 
such a system and, therefore, its benefits in 
safety, or station appearance would have to 
justify whatever cots arise out of the design 
effort. 

Pa&e 2 ot 

ACTION RZSPOISIBLE. 

HWA to submit 
design. 
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- _t VcA-aI;J.ua 

Trip ?epert 

DESCRIPTION 

Station Attendatit'.s Booth 
The thatter of station attendants' booth function 
and equ:ipnnt requirements were reviewed. A 
preflóus meeting ha4 established a baseline 
design for Board approval which did not involve 
station attendant's booths and, therefore, this 
subject was inappropriate for further discussion 
Subsequent meetir%s have been schedule to resolv 
detailed issues of the facilities required in th 
station for station agents. 

Escalators 

the. mattet of escalator truss equipment housing 
was deferred to a later meeting. 

Fare 0 ilection Equipment 

Oi' the quantities of fare collection gates and 
vendors, 3. Sandberg reported that BAR would 
soOn be recalculating these values based on the 
latest patronage data -- due the week of '4118/83 

Kai.ser ngine.es took. trie opportunity at this 
rneetm . for a brief, trip report by D.Mohapatra 
on his recent visit to BART. The purpose of 
the trip was to review BART's seismic, gas and 
fire detection equ:ipent. Observations on the 
seismic an4 gas detection equipment were dis- 
cussed as they relate to the WBS "14" alter- 
natives work currently undeniay. The status of 
BAfl's examination of a continuous tunnel fire 
detection system was reviewed in terms of the 
proposed trial installation of an Alison heat 
sensor and in terms of BART's engineering 
concerns as to its potential applicationand/or 
problems. 

The matter of the scope of the WBS "14" alter- 
natives analysis was discusàed and it was agreed 
that XE should examine this continuous sensor 
system vs. spot detectors in, a 1000' tunnel sec- 
tion. This would be equivalent to a storage 
track length. 

Deba stated that the ongoing WBS "16" work can 
proceed for the ctirteht time without more 
specific direction on thç extent of application 
of seismic ga and fire detection requirements 
but that in the near future these requirements 
will have to be solidified. 

KGR/lLzn Li Li Li 

PaEe3__or_3 

ACTION BESPOZSflLE 

x 

x 

'C 

I for. 
meeting- minute 

KEto 
cOordinate Wi 
HWA. 

I 



DMJMIPBQD/KE/HWA 
A Joint Venture 

METRO RAIL TRANSIT CONSULTANTS 

3250 Wilshire BoulSvárd. Los Angeles, California 90010 Telephone: 213381-3863 

liES #: 16CAE12 
9 JUNE 198.3 

MENORAXQDUMTO: H. J.Chaliff 

FROM: P. M. Burgess 

SUBJECT SU12 PUMPS 

There will be sump pumps located at low spots in the Metro Rail 
Transit tunnels, to pup out drainage in the sumps. Normally, 
these pps would operate infrequently and will discharge the 
water at a predetermined point. The drawings prepared by the 
DMJM/PBQD staff, DRW MC-16AAA-C-103, show that the discharge 
pipes penettate the tunnel straight throught the rpof.. 

We have met with John l4oss (minutes attached) and discussed this 
at some length, and agree that this would be the best solution. 
However, we would like t.o point out possible problems assooiated. 
with this configtiratiOn: 

The disclwrge pipe might come Out at a point where 
adequate street drainage handling does iiot exist. 

These straight penetrations may come against the 
ground floor slab of existing buildings. 

For these reasons, we recommend that each of the sump pump loca- 
tions be analyzed carefully. We are proceeding with the 
asstptiOn that these discharge pipes will go atraight up. 
Should your analysi prove otherwise and reui±e a discharge 
line in the tunnels, the arrangement of equipment in the tunnel 
will have to be. addressed in order to accommodate this discharge 
line. 

Let us Ictow if any further discussion is required on this subject. 

PMB/DPM/ lm 
attachment 

cc: J. Moss - DMJN/PBQD 

a SJba..e4J._. V . ,. T:CanW1-A 
R. S. Rodda - RE .... 

0. Headley - DMJM 



7 7 Kaiser Engineers California 

t Kant. Ençir.e!rs (CaIifO!ial CotDo&tion 
L Sesitry ol Rayrnonc aiw Engrnees tnt. 
t25 South Marn$tr.et. 6th Floor 
Lcs Angeles. talif ãniE S0013 
(2131 9fl4Ø33 

SCRTD?TRO RAIL PROJECT 

DATE & PLACE: 6 JUNE 1983 
DMJM/Wiishire Blvd. 

PREPARED BY T. K. MCCRANIE 

SUBJECT : 51Th0 PUIQS 

tIl : 
1:30PM 

MINUtES OF }EEflNG 

DCONFIRTION OF - 

TELEPHONE CONVERSATION 

TRIP REPORT 

1 DATE: .T JtE 1983 

FROM: 

AT LOS AIIGELES 

FILE: WBS 1GCAE121]. 

CALL PROM : 
N/A CALL TO: 

(If applicable) 

RTICIPANTSt (Minutes of Meeting only) 

J. Moss - DMJM/PBQD CC: P. N. Burgess - RE 

.S. 
Khaled - ICE C. R. Fisher - KE 

T. K McCranie - ICE I. Shafir - ICE 
rr,5 Rodda. - KE4 

DESCRIPTION ACTION 

AC-16AAA-C-103; "Tunnel Standard, Low Point Stamps 
in Cross Passage Between Tunnels, Reinforced 
Concrete" (NOTE: Two drawings with same wnbet). 
Discussed arrangement and agreed: 

A) XE to recommend one stamp between tunnels, threE ICE 

submersible stamp pumps per sump, redundant 
level controls, vebtilation system for 
venting heavy hydrocarbons frpm stamps, and 
portable gas monitors for maintenance per- 
sonnel. 

B) Access to sump to be relocated out of emer- DMJM/ 
gency walkway, and handrail type barrier to be PBQD 
added to keep passengers from andering into 
stamp area. 

) DMJM/PBQD needs ICE's comments on the review ICE 

print submftted earl.ier. 

S. RODDA/ 
T.. K. McCR.A.NIE 

J. MOSS 

M. BURGESS, 
S. RODDA, 
et al. 



S. 

.3 

razaon oz xe.epoe Co3versation 

Trip Report 

DESCRIPTIQ1c 

AC-16AAA-C-103, "Metro Rail Starter Line, 
Tui\nälCtoss Passages-Location" (NOTE; Two 
drawings with same number.) 

John Moss pointed out that the location of sump 
pumps could easily be adjusted to correspond 
with the cross passages, the cross passages in 
soil cost $150,000 each and in rock $170,000 
each, separate rooms for sump pumps would cost 
similar amounts, and the cross passages can be 
enlarged sonewhatto include the sump pumps, 
but there is a mit - which is being approach 
with the arrangement shown On drawing .AC-16AAA- 
C-lOS of Item 1 above. 

AC-16AAA-.C-103, "Tunnel Standard, Subway 
Facilities in Tunnel, Tangent Track". 

Gsçteral discussion of arrangetuent. 

John Moss pointed out DNJN/PBQD needs KE's 
comments on this drawing. 

Page Zo: 2 

ACTIO! RESPONgIBLE 

NONE 

NONE 

RE N. BURGESS. 
q. FISHER. 
I. SHAFIR 

S.. RODDA 
T. NdCMIUE 



aRaymond 
telecon report . KaiserEngheers 

Pagelof 3 

date: 10 June 1983 job no: 81152 routIng; 

call to: Mine Safety Appliances Co. (MSA) 

600 Penn Center Blvd 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235 .. - 

412.273-5000 call from: T. K. MccranieoT7_ 
21 3138T-3663 ext. 631 

R.S.Rodda 

subject: LA Metro- Rail Project, Alternative Analysis Gas Detection System 

1. Discussed infrared analyzer system with R. Briar: 

A. Telcon quote of 3/4/83 to 0. Mohapatra for Model 3000 sensors in a single 
pcint typesystem; i.e., one analyzer per sensor. Will, also, need filters, 
pumps, etc., add $1000 per sensing point 

Not a realistic system for the Metro Rail. 

Multi-point system with maximum of 24 sensing points better for Metro Rail, 
but still expensivecompared with, say, thermal catalytic sensor type sys- 
tein. 

o Tubing to sensing points.; aluminium,Teflon (TM), or new coated Teflon 
(TM) may be o.k., instead of stainless. No co.st figures available.. 

o Maximum tun 600 - 700 ft.; therefore, only 5 or 6 sensing points per 
analyzer when spacing is 500 ft. 

o SPDT contacts for warning an.d alarm 

o Use $ 13 to $14,000 per analyzer for 5 or6 point systems., complete with 
filters, pumps, etc., without tubing and without instal1ation 

o Maintenance items: pumps, calibration, filters (2 types, $5 to $6 each). 

0. flmp%ifiers not needed if we use the DTS 

action required: 1. M_ McCranie: Complete alternatives analysis report. 

) 



J'contatio of Te1eptoe Co:versa.t iOfl 
" TELCON REPORT - MSA June 10, 1983 

Trip Repert 

DESCRIPTION 

o DelIvery: 120 days 

Pase i__of .3 

ACTION R!EPCSI3LE 

o Calibrate once per week initially; then set 
program 

.Disc4sscc( tAc.niJ eJc4/#.t sy.cerr, w.t4 Mr, /,,?. F4emaa' 

A, Sensing heads guaranteed one year, average replaceiient1 
say three years. Guarantee valid for all atmospheres I 

encountered so far; will be valid for Metro Rail as I 

well. Replacement heads $115; New heads $20O each. 

o Use same heads on coal mihing machines with a' 

power cutout if methane detected. False alarm 
rate is negligible. 

o Console modules are shock mounted in many mines 
where vibration may be a problem, add $100 per 
module;. 

o Add $50 per head for remOte calibration feature 
Calibrate once per month, allow four minutes 
per head for calibration if using platform anld 

remote calibration feature. 

o Calibration kits $236. Calibration gas either 
in 24 liter cylinders at $24 each, or 200 cu. 
ft. cylinders at $750 each with regulator., 
$425 each without. regulator. Use about 0.5 
liter per calibration. 

B. Quotation No. 870.5 of March 1, 1983. 

o Model 516-N portion includes relay housing in 
the 467446 monitor housing. 

o Proposing similar system for Pittsburgh Su*wqy 
system, With hydrogen sulfide sensors, also. 

o Can work with Catalyst Research Corp. (CRC), 
whOl4'owned subsidary of MSA, to develop other 
arra6gement.s such as direct to either RTD's 
computer or a MSA dedicated computer at CC. 
Have done coal mine systems up to three miles 
from sensor to control. 

o Liability for eqUipment will not be affected 
by arrangement, that is, whatever MSA furnishes 
will be covered by performance and material 
warranties. 

o Not sure if MSA has ever furni.shtd a sensor 
only type system, but for size .af Metro Rail 
would consider. 



/ C-4SCP Lh. .,ttI.a.M 

Coctir_.atlon of Telephone Co:tersatjon 
TELCON REPORJ - MSA June 10, 1983 

} Tri P.epert 

DZSCBIPTION 

o If hydrogen suit ide séñsing needed, double 
quotation 8705 price and add $200 per head 
(heads cost $400 each vs $200 for methane) for 
explos ion-proof. 

o.Hydrogen sulfide heads are eiectpo-chemical typ 
with limited shelf life, would stock in MSA LA 
warehouse. 

o Have hydrogen sulfide sensors in Penn Turnpike 
tunnels, coal mines, oil shale mines, salt mine 
etc. 

o Do not do installation, furnish only with ser- 
vice engineer for installation and start up 

assistance. 

o Recomended spares per year: 

5 - contPol modules C $460 es. 
.5 - relay boards @ 5117 ea. 
5 - metharwheadst $115 each 

3. Other 

A. Local rep; Don Hughes or Steve Hernand& at 213L 
375-29&5. Both on road often, call in daily; 

8. Toll free number: 1-8CO-MSA-INST. 

I, 

ACTION 

?a&e 3_ot 3 

F.fl?C;SflLZ 



eRakypnd 
telecon report Kaiters 
date: 13 June. 1983 job no: 81152 roUting: 

call to.: Mr. Tieman R. S. Rodda, 

Klien-Tieman Associates .. .. 
213/655-7178 '' ', WBS. 14CAE12 

call from: i.x. Mccranie 

LM netru ISaiI VIUJeLL 
Mechanical Electrical Subsystems subject: Alternative Analysis, Stamp Pumps 

Budget pricing for triplex pump system with alternating starting feature: 

Flyt Model CP3201 pumps, 29 brake hp, 1155 rpm, either 6 in. or 8 in. pump, 

high heath impellar, can handle 2 inc. solids. 

' Use $35,000 per set. 
Delivery within 4 to 18 weeks after approval. 

13 

action required: 1. K. McCranie - complete alternative analysis 



telecon report 

date: 14 June 1983 job no: 81152 

call to: Don Kriens -. RKE Oakland . 
415/271/4622 

call from: 1. K. McCranie 
213/381-3663, ext. 631 

L. A. Metro Rail Project, Mechánici 

Subject: Alternative Analysis, Gas Detection 

ta RSymond 
Kaer Engineers 

routing: 
R. S. Rodda 

WBS 14CAE 

ectrical Subsystems 

In response. to my request, Don gave the following prices from the Orange County 
Project: 

0 
Ford diesel engine pickup 

with high rail assembly $49,000 
with cherry picker $56,000 

Option for hydraulic platform add - $ 5,000 

Don also, advised that a technician must be accompanied when working in the tunnel.. 

action required: 1. K. McCrànie: complete the alternatives anal9sis.; 



.) 

telecon report 

date: 16 June 1983 Job no: 

call to: Joe Matoney/David Olsen 
Oakland 

415/271-4193 -4857 

call from: T.M. McCranie 

1 L.A. Metro Rail Project -- 

subject: Mechanical/Electrical SUbsystems 
Alternative Analysis - Gas Detection 

I tailed Joe Matoney,VP-Coal, to discuss ñethane detection systems used in coal 
mines. Joe referred me to David Olsen who suggested I talk directly with safety 
personnel with various coal mining companies, starting with Mr. Bill Perves, 

Director of Safety - Consolidated Coal, 412/831-4053. 

action required: 1. M. McCranie - complete alternative Analysis 



r 
eRayniod. 

telecon report KaiseEkers 

date: 16 June 1983 job no: 81152 routing: 

call to: Mr. Nick Sadie R. 5. Rodda 

.tson controJ Inc.:.- 
1556 Halford Avenue, Suite 145 WBS 14CAE12 

Santa Clara, Calif. 95051 

call from: 408/984-4818 
T. K.McCranie 

Page 1 of 2 Pages 

LA Metro Rail Pject 
subject: Mechanical/Electrical-Subsystems 

Alternative Analysis - Tunnel Fire Protection 

I called Alisoh Controls for revised pricing on their "ACI Proposal No. 21611 dated 

October 29, 1982. The revision is for 2000 ft. of car storage track. 

A.. Thermistor System 
Two zones of 1,000 ft. each 

1 - NEMA 12 panel 
-2 A. 1000 ft. - Model 9090 Sensor 

2 - Junction box 
500 - Sensor mounting clamps 

2 - Hot spot indicators, panel mtd. 

1 set - Local alarm, panel rntd. 

1 set Contacts for remote annuciation, panel mtd. 

TOTAL $25,000 
OptidA: Add $2,600 for average sensor temperature indicator. 

Owner furnishes: 

Installation: 

Wire - to sensors, 2 conductors, 16 g.ä.. per zone. 

- from sensors, 1 conductor, 16 ga., per-zone 

Conduit 
Power - 120 V, single phase, with 24 V dc backup. 

action required: 

. 

S 



/ 
Telcon Report, 16 June 1983 Page 2 of 2 Pages 
To: Mr. Nick Bacile 
From: 1. K. McCranie 

1. Ultraviolet System 

Based on one panel with Model 11700 detectors. 
Use $2,000 per detector. 
Add $500 for chart recorder used during startup testing 

Owner Furnishes: 

Installation 
Wire -. 3 conductor, 12 to 14 ga. 
Conduit for explosion-proøf installation. 

Figüredouble coverage (look back type system), 150 ft. spacing, on each 
side of cars. 

Clean lense Once a month. 



telecon report 
. Ra,mond 

Kaiser Engineers 

date: ii June 1983 Job no: 81152 routing: 

call to Mr. Jerry Schaffer At :.:;1R. S... Rodda 

Director of Safety ..::t 
Consolidated Coal WBS 14AEl2 
412/831-4053 

call from: i. K:. McCranie 

LA Metro Rail Prdject 

subject: Mechanical/Elecyrical Subsystems 
Alternative Analysis - Gas Detection 

As suggested by DavidOlsen yesterday, I tailed the Director of Safety, Consolidated 
Coal. Mr. Per'es has retired., Mr. Jerry Schaffer is now Director of Safety. Mr. 

Schaffer advjsed they use the wheatstone bridge type sensor (catalytic oxidation)ex- 
clusively on their mines and on their coal handling equipment. If maintained properly, 

e.g., calibrated monthly and diffuser inlet cleaned, the sensors functio. satisfactorily 

and without appreciable_or any, false alarms. Monitors are required in thle mines by 

law, and must alarm if 2% methane is detected. Many companies set the alarm/power 
shutoff at 0.5% methane. On coal handiin equipment, the detectors systems are often 

arranged to shut off pOwer if the methane level rises to the set point (O.5%, etc.). 
Mr. Schaffer was not familar with infrared analyzer systems. Mr. Schaffer suggested 

I contact Mr Bill Miller, Safety and Technical Supervisor, Cardinal River Mines, 

Hinton, Alberta, Canada, 403/692-3763. 

aátion required: 1. K. McCranie - complete the alternative analysis. 

. 



. 
) 

Raymond 
telecon report KarEinees 

date: 17 JUne 1983 Job no: 81152 routing: 

call to ..Dr. James Stanko .. ... . S Rndda 
Safety and Industrial Relations 
U. S. Steel - Coal Mining Division WBS 14CAE12 
412/533-6798 .. . 

call from: 1. iC t'lcCranie 

L.. A: Metro Rail Project 
subject: Mechanicl/E1.ectrica1, Subsystems 

Alternative Analysis - Gas Detection 

Dr. Stanko advised they use the whleatstone bridge type detector exclusively in 
their mines and are satisfied with the operation. Other type equipment, which may 
be the infrared type, is used only in their laboratories. He sugflsted I talk with.: 

Mr. Bernard Roy, 
Ainax 
Greenwich, Conn. 
203/622-2970 

Director of Safet9 

Mr. John Murphy, Research Director 
U. S. Bureau of Mines 
412/675-6601, or 6400, or 621-4500 

action required: 1. K. McCranie. - complete the alternative analysis. 



telecon report 

date: 17 June 1983 job no: 81152 

call to: Mr. S. Hernandaz 
Mini Safety Appliances Co. 
800-672-2222 

call from: T. K. Mccranie 

LA Metro Rail Project 
Mechanical/Electrical Subsystems subject: Alternative Analysis - Gas Detection 

pL 

routing: 

Rodda 

H LIRS 14CAF1P 

Mr. Kernandaz will develop a users list for ultraviolet analyzers, moIstly used 
in process industries, have been used in parking garages. Mines Use thennal cata- 
lytic system most often. Other methods used are thermal conduitivity type and a 

sOlid state type. The thermal conduitivity type are more expensive, MSA's Model 
3 costs about $1,000 per head. The solid state type are sensitive to hunfidity, 
carton dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide and some others which affect ac- 
curacy and reliability. 

Set: up meeting with. Mr. Hernandaz for 2 PM June 20, 1983 at 425 So. Main Street 
Office. 

action required; 1. K. McCranie - complete alternative, analysis 

S 



tetecon report 

date: 20 31314K 1983 jab no: 81152 

call to: MR. JOHN MRPHY, Director of Research 
U.S. BUREAU OP MINES 
Pittsburgh, PA, 415/675-6601 

call from: 

s Raymond. 
Kaiser Engineers 

routing: 
R. S. RODDA 

'subject:. CHANIcAL/ELECflICAL SUBSYST S - OS AGfl2S- }TRO RAIL 
ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS - GAS DETECTION / 

Mr. Murphy ad+ised: 

S Catalytic type sensors are used in U.S. coal nines primarily, European 
mines have used central analyzer type systems extensively.. Some 
changeover in Europe to catalytic sensors to get quicker response (long 
probe run) and eliminate the possibility of probe leakage. 

e Ptp maintenance probably the primary maintenance item On central systa 

"Poisoningt' by Silicons potential problem with catalytic sensors. Con- 
firm atmosphere before selecting. Make sure silicon products are. not 
used for cleaning of tunnels or sensors. 

If approved for use in mines, detectors are intrinsically safe. Knows 
of no approved detactors with a history of causing fires or explosions. 

o Check with catalyt-ic sensor euppliers for remote calibration attachment 

May be able to increase.sensor/probe spacing by measuring air flow. 

° Will discuss the Metro Rail Syst with his staff and advise of their 
comments. - 

action required: T. K. MÔCR.ANIE --. CO?LETE ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS. 

. 
/llm 
06/21/83 
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Kaiser Engineers California 

Kaisir Enginari (California) Corporation 
A Subsidiary of Raymond Kaiser Enoineers Inc. 
425 South Main Strut, 6th FkOor 
Los Angeles, CalifornIa 00013 
(21319724033 

SCRTD METao RAIL PROJECT 

DATE & PLACE: 21 June 1983 
,-ICEC Office 
425 So. Main 
Los Angeles, CA 

PREPARED BY : T.K. NeCranie 

SUBJECT. : Mech./Elect. Subsystems 

?IINU ES OF 1ETING 

DCONF IRMATION OF 
TELEPHONE CONVERSATIO 

0 .TR±P REPORT H 

DATE: 21 June 1983 

FROM: T.K. McCran,,,,,,,. 

AT : LA (So. Majn) 

FILE: WBS 14CAE12. 

4PM 

CALL FROM N/A CALL TO: $/ 
(I.f applicable) 

PARTICIPAiTS: (Minutes of Meeting only) 

W.C. (Bill) Tieman, K1einTieman Assoóiates 
t't! :Mc, T. 

NO. DESCRIPTION 

Discussed the featuraof Flygt subwer.sikie pumps, 
(Flygt Corporation, a subsidiary of ITT), Flygt 
is the originator and world's largest manufacturer 
of heavy duty submersible pi.nps. 

Features of Flygt submersible pttps include: 

o Inlet screen not recoended, ptmips can 
generally handle particles up to discharge 
I.D. size. 

o Machined .discharge flange, cantilevered- sup 
port and guide system designed so that 
ptnp/motor can be lifted without tnb.olting. 
Need to attach hoist line only. 

o Ptiv'p to motor seal tungsten carbide in. oil 

Ô 
. bath. 

o Routine maintena ce is to check oil annual- 
ly, depending on service. 

o If mQtor rotation reversed, pump/motor not 
damaged. Pinp capacity affecte4 



Minutes of Meeting 

,Zfl Confir_ation of Telephone Conversation 

I Trip Report 
Page j__of 2 

DESCRIPTION ACTION R3S?OKSIBLZ 

o Can run dry without adverse ffects. 

o Motor has. circulated water cooling jackel 

OStator press fitted which will increase 
rewind costs, 

o Bearings "lubed for life" type, adequate 
lO Life (not sure of figure). 

o Motor air gilled type - fewer losses 
than oil filled type. 

o Feeder sealed, Feeder terminals sealed 
and separated from motor. 

Mr. Tieman left various pieces of literature 
about Flygt pnps and sttps. He will furnish 
budget pricing for triplex ptp sets in the 
near future. 

TK:dm 



v Raymond 
telecon report 

date: 21. June 1983 jab no: 81152 

call to: Reliance Electric Co, 
714-527-0105 

call 

roUting: 

R.S.. R.odda. 

1CAE12 

su b j e c t: LA Metro Rail Proj ect 
Mechnical/Eiectricl Subsystems 
Alternative Analysis - Stmip Pumps 

Requested budget pricing for 25 Hp, 1800 rpm, 480V, Sph, 6,0 HE motors 
from Mr. Tom Meyers who advised: 

b TEFC $630. 

0 Explosion proof $840. 

0 Do not make vertical; hollow shaft motors. 

action required:. T.IC. Mecranie - Complete alternative analysis, 

r 



KBiL' Engineers Cal ifbrnia a W) Kaiser Enginien (caiIfomnl$ Coipora lion 
Inc. MINUTES OF MEETING 

LS Anqeies Calif omia 00013 
a724033 . . COEM4TION OF 

METRO RAIL PROJECT tELEPHONE CONVER SATIOI' 

- 
- DTR1PoRT 

DATE & PLACE: 22 JUN E 198.3 DATE: 23 JUNE 1983 
RE OFFICE - LOS 

PROM: T. K. 

PREPARED BY : T. K. McCRANIE AT LOS AIGELES 

SUBJECT : MEcHANIcAL/ELEcTRIcAL FILE: 14CE1 
SUBSYSTEM GAS DETECTION 

TIME : 10:00AM . 

CALL FROM N/A CALL TO: 
(If applicable) 

PARTICIPANTS: (Minutes of Meeting only) 

S.Hernandaz,Mine Safety Appliances Co. CC: R. S. Rodda 

,\T 
.K...McCran.ie-ICE t 

S. 

NO. I - DESCRIPTION ACTION 

1 INFRARED SYSTEMS 

Model 202X, eplpsipn proof. Cost $5100.00 each 
acid about $10,000. for filter, pumps, cabinets 
and valves. 

o Figure l5fps gas velocity using 3/8tt stainless 
steel tubing. 

0 Use stainless steel tubing because Teflon will 
harden, alumintn and copper will oxidize. 

o Figure 2 to. 3 ft.3/min, of calibration ga.s for 
3 to 4 minutes for calibration. 

o Calibrate once per week. 

o Need 3-way valve for purging line and cleaning 
probe inlet filter. 



2 

3 

Confutation of telephone Conversation 

Trip Report 

Power requirethents analyzer 500 watts, 1/3 hp 
ptp and 3/8'! solenoid. 

o Maintenance: :Line filters, change once per 
use $12/month. Leak check every Sbt 

months Replace ptp diaphrarns every aix 
months, $10/set. 

o Disadvantages: Time lag for gas to travel to 
analyzer. If analyzer is out of order, relat 
probes are, also, out. Installation cost and 
interface, both electrians and pipe filters 
required. Probe purge requirements, need 
portable air compressor. Calibration gas 
requirements.. 

MODEL 516 SYSTEM 

o A present, not Class I, Diyision I, Group D 
housing but.:Mr. Hernandez will, discuss with 
home office. 

o Can permanently mount sensing head adapter 
to sensor inlet:; then run tube to convenient 
location for calibration. Remote calibration 
asseb].y not required if two technicians are 
available. Senaing head adapter will, also, 
help with air flow into the sensor by 4apQninJ 
the disturbances caused by the trains. Can 

nylon or teflon tubing for calibration gas 
even though life is about five years, because 
of short run and no couplings required. 

SERIES 512 SYSTEM 

0 Explosion proof control unit monitors one 
catalytic oxidation type sensor, tost with 
sensor $2,253 per set. 

o Requ.i.ràs power (110 Vac, l2Vdc, see brochure) 
and three 2-wire signal cables (one each f or 
trouble, warning and alarm contacts) to contro 
Unit, and four wire cable to sEnsor. 

Sensor same as Model 516 System. 

May reduce wir-ing and conduit costs. 

Explosion proof design already part of MSA's 
products. 

Powe.r consption, about 100 milliwatts per 

Page 2ot 3 

ACTION RES?Ot'SIBLE 
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..base ..,a. sa%e 

CoDflr=ation of Telephone Conversation 

Trip Report 

o Calibration gas available from local distri- 
butors. Use $200 for empty 25 ft.3 pqrtab1e 
bottle, and $85 for gas.costs. 

o Thermal Conductivity Analyzer System. cost 
$5,170/unit, system arrangement End.cost 
similar to infrared system (xeed p'xps, etc.) 
slower response than infrared, not normally 
used for methan& detection (see brochure). 

Tfl'l/ll.m 

''I 

Page 3of 3 

ACTION RESPONSIBLE 



telecon. report 

date.: 22 Jime 1983 job no: .81152 

call to: .McKenna Engineering & Equipment Co. 
Mr.Cerry Allen.. 
213-775-2613 . 

call from: 

subject: SCRTD Metro Rail Project 
t!echanicfl/Eiectrica1 Subsystems 
Alternative Analysis - SumpPumps 

g Fymond 
Kaiser Engineers 

roUting: - 

Eric, :jCRS. Rodda 

].4CAE12 

Mr. Allen advised: 

Alternation control for triplex pitp set, 25 hp motors, wtth. 
3-hand/off/auto switches, pilot lights, magnetic cIrcuits, 
clock Operatod alternation, NEMA. 12 housingt Estimated cost 
$4,800 each. Dimens:ions about 3'W X S'H X i'D. 

Mercury bulb type level switches, about $70 each. 

action required: T.K. McCranie - Complete alternative analysis. 

. 



telecon report 

date: 23 Jime 1983 job no: 81152 

call to: John E. Thompson 
Fire Protection and Safety Inspector 
WMA.TA 
202-637-1563 

call frorn?e.7 

ubject: SCRTD Metro Rail Project 
Mechanical/Electrical Subsystems 

- 
Alternative Analysis - Stp Ptnps 

Mr. Thompson advised 
to a blockage of the 
to .stp pp failure 
(The flood level rea 
extensive damage to 

-'p 

n 

i Raymond 
Kaiser Engineers 

routing: 

R,S. Rodda 

John Moss 

WES 14CAE12. 

that. the ttmnel flooding WMATA experienced was due 
drain from the track area to the stp; and not due 
as had previously been thought. 

:hed the third rail causing short circuits and 
eight miles of track.) 

action required:. T,IC. Mcçranie - Complete alternative analysis. 



g1 Raymond 
telecon report KaiserEngineers 

date: 23 June 1983 job no: 81152 

call to: John Moss 
DMJM/PBQD-T&TC 
213/381-3663 Ext 434 

call 

routing: 

R,S. Rodda 

John Moss 

WBS 14CAE12 

WBS 16CA212 

tubject: SCRTD Metro Rail Project 
MechanicaltElectrical. Subsystas 
Alternative Analysis - Stp Pps and Gas Detection 

Mr. Moss advised that (1) consideration was being given to specifying 
a leakage rate of 0.3 gpd/100 ft2 of linear area., however this was 
barely in the discussion stage; and (2) either Bud MaDuke or Frank 
F'ortunato should be contacted about the E-S Engineering Science contract.. 

I advised Mr. Moss that. contrary to our previous discussion (see. Minutes 
of Meeting, 6 June 1983), KEC may not be recommending triplex .stp pi.cps 
because the WMATA failure aS. due to a blockage of the line to the sp, 
and not a sip ptp failure (see Telcon Report, John E. Thornpson - T.K. 

McCranie, 23 June 1983). 

action required: T.K. Mocranie - Complete alternative analysis 

. 



Kaiser Engineers California 

ICase! Engineers (California) Corporation 
A Subsidiary of Raymond Kaiser Engineers Inc. 
425 Sóüth Main Strict. Girt Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90013 
(213) 9724033 

SCRTD METRO RAIL PROJECT 

DAtE & PLACE; 30. JUNE .1.983 
OFFICE OF R. S. RODDA (KE) 

PREPARED BY ; T. K. McCR.ANIE 

SUBJECT : MECH/ELECT SUBSYSTEMS 
Alternative Analysis Fire Detection 
TIME : 9:30AM 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

DCONFIRM&TION OF 
TELEPHONE CON VERSATIO} 

0 TRIP REPORT 
DATE: 5 JULY 1983 

FROM: T. K. McCRANIF. 

AT : LOS ANGELES 

FILE: WBS 14CAE12 

CALL FROM : N/A CALL TO.: 

(If appl:icable) 

PARTICIPANTS (Minutes o.f Meeting only) 

flTH KUSm4ER, Sales Rep., GRINNEL FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS CO., INC. 

NO. 

U 

Li 

GRINNEL FIRE PROTECTION 
.564 Mateo Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 

SYSTEMS COMPANY, INC. 

213/687-9990 

GRINNEL DESIGNS SYSTEMS FOR, AND REPRESENTS OTHER, 
MANUFACTURERS BESIDES BEING A MANUFACTURE . R THEMSEL1 
PRODUCTION INFORMATION RECEIVED AD PRODUCTS 
DISCUSSED WERE: 

theotech heat compensated, fixed point fire 
detectors manufacturered by Fire Device Company. 
Cst $50 to $60 each. Requires two conductOr 
tignal wire for contact closure signal. Explosion 
proof model available. Other manufacturers have 
similar products as well as uncompensated type 
fixed point fire detectors. Heat compensation 
helps prevent temperature overrwl problems exper- 
ienced with uncompensated type, e.g., set point at 
13SF, but uncothpeüsated type have been imown not 
to respond until 400F because of the heat rise 
rate. 



4jnutes qf Meetiag 

'1 Confirmation of Telephone Conversation 

Trip Report 

N. 

2 Nottfier fixed teinperature only, a4 combination 
fixed temperature and rate-of-rise heat detecto; 
by Notifier Company, Rnhnt. Electricat/Electroni 
Group. Cost $15 to $16 each. Requires two (2) 
conductor sital cable fOr contact closure type 
signal. Uses fusible.l4nk for fixed temperature 
detection and air filled, flexible metal bellows 
for tate-of-rise 4etection. Entire unit must be 
replaced if fusible link melts. Npt temperature 
compensated. Other manufacturers .havesimilar 
products with heat. compensation. 

3 Pyrotelctor infrared fire detector by Pyrotector, 
Inc., subsidiary of Grinn . 1 Fire Protection 
SystEms Co., Inc. Cost about $600 each. 
Requires two conductor signal cable for contact. 
closure type signal, two conductor power cable 
for 18 to 30 Vdc power, and two conductor test 
cable for 18 to 30 Vdc power (six conductors 
total). Faster response than most other types, 
must. Se fire, includes compensation for .welding 
arcs, sunlight and other causes of false alarms 
in other infrared and ultraviolet detectors, has 
integral, test light for checking lense condition 
explosion proof, unusually small lense for this 
type detector. Other manufacturer have similar 
pro4ucts without compensation costing about $200 
each and up. 

4 Linear thermal detector cable manufacturer eithe: 
Protector Inc., to be confirmed. Literature 
to be sent later. Cost about $15/meter plus 
$4000 for control. Cont-inuous line type detecto: 
adjustable annirnciating temperature setting, 
senses heat and causes alarm if one meter or mon 
at cable exceeds set point, oén and short cir- 
cuit circuit supervision, about 0.011" Q.D., 
circuits up to 10 kilometers long. Not as 
sophisticated as thermistor system by Alison. 

Mr. Kushner advised that he is aware of, but has 
handled neither any pnetati.c tube type systems 
no* fusible thermal wire type systems. Grinne,1 

is presently working with Alisgn Control on a 
thermistor system for an MW plant. 

Mr. Kushner will send literature on new systems. 
' from Europe. 

TKNfllm 

Page Zof 2 

ACTION RESPONSIBLE 



APPENDIX D 
CALCULATIONS 

. 
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p 
APPENDIX 

S CALCULATIONS 

pARAMETERS OP ECONOMIC ANALYSES 

In the tables, all costs are based on1983 dollars. 

Annual Equivalent cost ACC + AOC + AI4C 

ACC = Annual Capital Cost 

(1 + i) X i 

.ACC xCC 

(1 + fl - 1 

. 
CC = initial capital cost 

1 = 12% interest rate 

n 32-year life 

. 

ACC = 

(1 + 0.12) 
32 

x 0.12 

(1 + 0.12) 
32 

- 

AOC = Annual Operating Cost 

x CC = 0.12328 x CC 

Based on an average cost of electricity at $0.07/kwh. 

AMC = Annual Maintenance Cost 

14C?1E1211/ANAL -e 
7/29/83-ti 
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. APPENDIX % 
PROBABILITY OF GAS CONDITIONS, 

ADAPTED FROM p.184.18,. TITLE 8, 

CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE COQE 'k 

NONGASSY 

Applied to i:ntervals where there is little likelihood of 

encountering gas during the construction of the tunnel. 

POTENTIALLY GASSY 

Applie4 to intervals where there is a possibility of encountering 

-flammable gaE or hydrocarbons. 

GASSY 

Applied to intervals where it is likely that gas will be 

Incountered. 

EXTRABAZARDOUS 

Applied to intervals with serious danger to the safety of 

employees 

14CAE1211/AI4AL 
7/29/83-ti 
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APPLICABILITY AND CAPABILITIES OF COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE METhANE SENSORS 

FOR FIXED-POINT It4TRINSICLLY-SAFE UNDERGROUND COAL, MINE MONITORING - 

. :!1 ! 

enbe2... 

:H ABSTRACT 

Optimal values for methafle sensor characteristics required by the 
Bureau of Mines intrinsically safe mine monitoring system are presented. 

A list presenting the input current and voltage requirements for 
.:commerclally available catalytic sensors for ithane detection has been 
compiled. 

The lowest cürréñt methane sensor available requires 60 mA, twice that 
required by the Intrinsically safe mine monitoring system, but. satisfies 
interim sensor requirements for this system. 

The stability of the low-current sensor, especially of a newer model, 
meets requirements, assuming a monthly calibration schedule. Other 
characteristics of this sensor, yet tO be Investigated, are expected to 
meet the Intrinsically safe mine monitoring systS methane sensor 
rëquiremSnts 

INTRODUCtION 

At present, Title 30 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 75' (30 CFR 
75), Mandatory Safety Standards, Underground Coal Mines, requires 
intermittent pre-shift and on-shift exwninations and once a week 
examinations of potential mine, hazards. These include methane (CH4) 
measurements in idle workings, in the return of each air split, and in 
the main return. Except for machine-mounted methane monitors (30 CFR 
75301) and thermal fire detectors, no automatit remote monitoring Is 

required by Title 30,CFR. 

Physicist 
2Supervisory Research Physicist 
Both authors are with the Pittsburgh' Research Center, Bureau of Mines, 

Pittsburgh, PA. - 

. 



Automatic remote environmental mine monitoring improves both safety 
and prodUction 'i) For instance, methane transducer modules4 
appropriately located within the mine could be. used to accUrately 
measure methane concentrations throughout the mine and trant1t the data 
to a central control system aboveflound. This input, along with ' yx 
continuous ventilation data (air quantity and air velocity), determined 
with appropriate air velocity transducer modules, would provide 
continuous information about the safety of the mine with t'egard to 
methane explosions. Early detection of a trend toward buildup of the 
methane concentration, in conjunction with the associated ventilation - 

data, could result in early warning and prompt correction of conditions. 
conducive to an explosion. Compluters could be used for rapid 
recording and analyzing of data. 

THE 5CM FIXED-POINT ISMMS 

Fisher and Uhler (5) have proposed a multipurpose 1514145 for 
underground mines. Fower to the monitoring system is supplied 
aboveground from a commercial power system, independent of mine power. 
In evêflt of commercial power failure, backup is provided by a battery 
supply capable of operating for 4 hrs, after which a motor generator set 
would be used to operate the system indefinitely. Syst& components.are 
modular, for ease of expansion and maintenance. A microprocessor 
controller., used in conjunction with an intrinsically safe power supply 
under development, supplies power t.o an.d bidirectional camnunicatlon 
with remotely located sensors (up to 10,000 ft from the entry) via 4 
trunk drivers over a 4-conductor cable of special design. Each trunk 
power supply provides 18 Vdc at up to 800 mA. To maintain intrinsic 
safety, current is limited to 800 mA by a fast-acting electronic switch 
which cuts system power when current exceeds the 800 mA limit. Since 
the system Is intrinsically safe and powered from the surface, 

aunderlined numbers in parentheses refer to the Items in the list 
of references at the end of this report. 

4A transducer module. is defined here as that standardized and 
interchangeable functional component of a fixed point remote monitoring 
system which is locàtèd at the point of measurement and connected 
direttl to the system from which it obtains its power, and to which it 

delivers standardized output signals unambiguously related to the level 
of the variable being measured. Transducer modules usually contEst of a- 

sensor element andsignal-and power-conditlohing circuits in an 
appropriate enclosure. For the Bureau's intrinsically safe mine. 
monitoring system (ISMMS), the transducer module also contains the 
Conspec Controls Ltd. Acçessor5 circuitry used by that system to 
identify tte particular module. The Accéssor also converts the internal 
analog signal to an apprOpriate digital format and outputs that signal 
upon request. - 

5Use of cothpany of trade names is for identification only and dos not 
imply endorsement by the Bureau of Mines. 
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monitoring would be continuous In the event of mine power failure or 
shutdown. A prototype bf the monitoring systen i.s being installed at.. 
the Bruceton Safety Research Coal Mine of the Pittsburgh Research Center. 

Because the trunk current (equal ; the sum of the current required by 
the transducer modules cnaectS to that tmnk) is limited to 800 mA, 
the current requirements of the individual' modules determine the maxImum 
number that. can be connected to a given trunk. The current. required by 
the methane transducep modules available today Is determined by the 
äurrent required by the methane sensor itself. In July 1980, the lowest 
current of a commercially available transducer module. was 375 mA. With 
this level of current, only two methane transducers could be 
actonunodated by one trunk. 

In consequence, the Bureau has embarked on research and development to 
provide methane transducer modules requiring a considerably lower 
operating current. Specifically, the present goal is to enable a trunk 
to accommodate 20 methane. transducers. This means 40 mA per module, 
assuming that no other transducer modules (airflow, carbon monoxide) are 

be accommodated. The first st.ep was to conduct. a search for 
commercially available methane sensors having a low Input current and 
satisfying other characteristics required by the ISMMS. The 
applicability and capabilities of conm'e rctally available methane sensors 
for the ISMMS is the subject of this report 

METHANE SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS !0R!ED_P0INT MINE MONItORING I 

The most important sensor requirement for the ISMMS is low current. 
current of 40 mA per module would be t.he upper limit, but current Is 
also required for the sensor and electronics voltage regulator 
(approximately 7 mA), for the electronics used to amplify the sensor 
signal to the required level (approximately 4 mA), and for the Accessor 
to convert the, analog output to a digital signal (approximately 4 mA). 
Assuming that some current reduction could be' made in the voltage 
regulator, accessor, and amplifier, the sensor current remaining to 
operate the sensor is approximately 25 to 30 mA. 

The list of sensor characteristics and the quantitative and/or 
.4ualitative requirements associated with the jensor characteristics for 
tflé ISMMS' are listed in Table 1. 

METHANE. SENSORS 

Sensitivity of methane sensors to concentrations of methane below 5 pct 
is defined as the change in output signal, usually mV per 1 pct CM4 
concentration change. Some manufacturers clatm a sensitivity of 30 mY 
per pçt CH4 Generally, any concentration-dependent property of methane 
gas can be the bas4s for principle of sensor operation. Thus, 
instruments based on thermal conductivity, sonic velocity1 infrared 
transmission, refractive index, density (of gas), pressure change, and 
catalytic combustion have been constructed. In addition to these 
principles, the historic Davy lamp which uses the gas height and color 
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TABLE 1. - Methane. sensor for lntrfn.sicilly safe 
mine monitoring systern(O-5 pa CH4) 

Sensor characteristic Value regulred by 1514115 

Power 

........................................ (1) Input current..............- 20-30 mA 

(2) Input voItage............... -5-6 Vdc (1511115 can accept 8-18 Vdc) 

Output signal . . 

(3) Sensitivity..... ........... . >15 rnV/1.pct 014 

(4) Sensor output signal. ....... . Proportional to pct CH4 in air In 

rAnge of detection 

(5) Total drift................. Zero drift/month and span drift! 

month together must be less than 
+0.20 Pct 014/month at 1.0 t 

tH4; less than +.20 pa 014/month 
at 20 pa CH4fless than +0.15 pct 

014/month at 0.25 xt 014. 

(6) Accuracy in mine ......... ... Allowable variations (CR30, Part. 22.7) 

Methane in Minimum. Maximum 
. mixtures, indication, indication, 

pa pa pct 

025 (110 040 
.50 .35 .65 

1.00 .80 1.20 
2.00 1.80 2.20 
3.00 2.79 . 3.30 
4.00 3.70 4,30 

Accuracy must be maintained when 
exposed to range of ar velocities 
found in U.S. coal mines (0-1700 fpn). 

(7) Speed of response .......... Less than 60 sec to reach 90 pct of 
final reading (for a step change in 

concentration). 

(8) Specificity ................. .. U affeéted by presence of other 
combustible gases, output signal 
should be infail-safe direction; 
sensor.output should not be largely 
affected by CC, CC2, or water vapor. 

ItThe most important detecton.and measurement range. for early methane 
detection and explosion prevention is 0-5 pct 014. To date, methane 
dtti is most often based on catalytic-oxidation principles. For post- 
disasterand methane drainage, applications, 5-100 pct methane detection 
Is often based on the thermal conductivity principle. 
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TABLE 1. - Methane sensor for intrinsically safe 

mine monitoring system (0-5 pct CH4)1 - continued. 

Sensor characteristic Value regtMred by 151411$ 

(9) Poisoning....L............. Sensors must be protected against 
gases and vapots that may be found 
in the mine And which temporarily or 
permanently affect sensor response 
characteristics (zero and 
sensitivity); silicone vapors are 
known to poison catalytic CU4 
sensors. 

(10) Exposure to high methane Momentary exposures of 5 pct CU4 or 
concentrations, continuous exposures of 1.5 pct CH4 

must not permanently affect sensor 
response characteristics (zero and 
sensitivity). 

(11) Air velocity ...... . .......... Sensor must be operational between 
0-1700 fpm and accuracy requi rement 
must be met over this range. 

(12) Calibration: 

(a) Procedure... ............ . A standard procedure should be 
specified by the manufacturer. 

(b) Calibration kit.......... A calibration kit shall he available 
from manufacturer. 

(c) Ease of calibration ...... Calibration requires less than 15 
mm by a qualifled person. 

(13) Minimum maintenance: 

(a) Inspection ............... Performancle inspection no more 
frequent than once per week unless 
sensor 1.s clearly inoperative (fault 
condition). 

Performance inlspection: Check accuracy 
at zero gas and at 2.5 pct CM4. If 
response is out of specification, 
recalibrate. Labor and material for 
Inspection, less than 1 pet: of unit 

- transducer module cost. 

. (b) Ease of replacing sensor. Less than 1/2 hr by qualified 
maintenance personnel.. 
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TABLE 1. Methane sensOr for Intrinsically safe 
mine monitoring system (0-5% CH4)1 - continued. 

characteristic Value required by ISIIMS 

Environment of operation E(16)-(21}]. 

..:.(14) Range of detection......W. 0-5 pct H4 tn air. 

(15) Intrinsic safety ..........;.. Must meet MSHA approval requirements 
for intrinsic safety. 

(16) Mthient temperatures......... Must be operational between -20° C 
and +40° C within the accuracy 
requirements; must Survive storage 
temperatures between -40° C and 

- +50°C. 

(17) Relative humidity ............ . Operational at 30 pct to 100 pctRH. 
[Ref. (2)]. 

(18) Atmospheric pressure ......... Cailbrätable and operational between 
.9.7 and 19.7 psi. [Ref. (2)]. 

(Low pressure equivalent to 
10,000 ft above sea level; high 
pressute equivalent to 10,000 
below sea level) 

(19) Corrosive enviroflmént......... Functional after acidified salt 
spray test 5 pct salt concentration 
p.R of 3.1 to 3.3 [Ref. (2)]. 

(20) Shock ........ .. ............... Survive drop test at maximum height 
36 in. (for machine-mounted equip- 
merit); sawtooth impulse shock of 
40 g for 11 msec duration 
[ReL (2)]. 

(21) Sand and dUst t'tist be operational at dUst 
concentration 10 mg/rn3, up to 
velocity .1750 fpm (ac fine dust 
classed from Arizona Road Dust). 
[Ref. (2)]. 

(22) Sensor life ............... >lyear. 

(23) Sensor cost. .......... . ....... Dollar cost <$100 (1982). 

(24) Size, Shape, and weight ....... Minimum weight and si2e consistent 
- with sufficient ruggedness to 

endure mine environment. 
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above the flame, as an indicator of gas concentration has been used. The 
most commonl9 used principle for methanesensors has been catalytic 
oxidation (combustion). s used here, the ten catalytic sensors 
includes both filament (platinum, platinum-rhodium, or other alloys of 
platinUm) and catalytic-bead sensors (including pell-Istors,. pellements, 
orpeflementtype). 

,: 

THE BASIC PRINCIPLE 

CATALYTIC METHANE SENSORS 

The heat of reaction released. by a gas when It burns (oAidlzes) on a 
filament or in the presence of some other heated catalyst can be used to 
detect combustible gases in air. Sufficient oxygen (>10 pct) must be 
present for combustion of methane to be complete (see -fig. 1). 

I 

. 
B 

METHANE, pct 

1014 

FItt . - t,tamLe a( resØonse of catalytic filament Sensor for 

methane (catalyttc Wad type). 

Combustion raises the temperature (and thus the resistance) of the 
filament, as compared to an inactive reference filam ent. The reference 
and active filament forms two arms of a Wheatstone bridge. The amount 
of unbalance of the bridge gives a measute of the concentration of the 
combustible gas. To a first approximation, the bridge output voltage is 
directly proportional to the combustible gas concentration (3) over a 

small but usable cloncentration range (0-5 pct.). The catalyttc 
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combustion principle is useful for detection of CH4 between 
approximately 0 tO 5 pct but not much above 5 pct. Owing to lack of 
oxygen, the bridge output versus methane concentration relation (see 
fIg. 1) @) shows the continuous decrease of output with increasing 
:methane concentrations above 10 to 15 pct cH4 in air. 

TH EFFECTS OF COMBUSTIBLE GASES OTHER ThAN METHANE ON CATALYTIC SENSORS 

In coal mine explosion prevention there is an advantage if, in 
addition to methane, the sensor responds to cSibustible gases such as 
hydrogen and ethane. In such cases, the, sensor output voltage is larger 
than for methane alone, and provides a conservative measure of the 
combustible gas level. The presence of other flammable gases, called 
Interferents because their presence interferes with the accuracy of 
rneauring the methane concentration, are given (1) to Within +25 pct by: 

H 

where 

S = sensitivity on open circuit (V per pct gas concentration by 
volume.) 

H a heat of oxidation of the gas (kJ/mole); 

N = molecular weight of the gas, for M not more than approximately 
100. 

According to Baker (1), readings given by an instrument calibrated in 
percei't methane woulZ be 1.0 IA 1 pct of etflane or hydrogen but would be 
0.3 in 1 pct of CO. 

SENSOR CAtALYST POISONS 

The catalytic elsent of early combustible gas sensors was a coil of 

platinum wire, connected to a voltage supply1 and electrically heated to 
approxImately 10000 C. A combustible gas, in an atmosphere containing 
oxygen, is oxidized at the platinum wire (a cEtalyst). This oxidation 
raises the temperature of the platinum wire, resulting In an increase in 

coil resistance. HoWever, at these elevated temperatures, platinum 
evaporates. The result of this evaporation is poor zero stabilityand 
short platinum coil (catalytic element) life. 

The development of catalytic coatings, such as mixtures of palladiu in 

and thorium supported on a substrate. surrounding a small platinum coil 
(4), results in a catalytic bead with the ends of the coil connected as 
before to a voltage supply to provide the necessary temperature for the 
oxidation (combustion) of the gas. With such catalytic coatings, 
methane can be oxidized at approximately 550-700° C. Zero drift of Such 

. 
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catalytic bead elements due to evaporation is much less than for 
:.unbeaded platinum wire calls. An inactive catalytic bead element is 
similar to the active one, except that it is poisoned or made. inactive 

:afld acts 'as a reference elsent to compensate for changes of humtdity, 
temperature1 and pressure. 

These lower operating temperature gas sensing elements (catalytic bead 
types such as pellistors or pellements, etc.) can lose sensitivity in 
the presence of atmospheres containing silicone vapors fran silicone 
containing compounds. Silicone vapor Is a poison to the catalytic bead 
(7). Other'catalyst poisons are sàlfur compounds, such as H25 and 
phosphate esters used as corrosion inhibitors in oils. Pure platinum 
coil filaments, operating at much higher tsperatures than the bead 
type, are. not poisoned by silicones. 

COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE. CATALYTIC SENSORS FOR METHANE DETECTION 

Considerable experience In coal mines has been logged with 
catalytic-type sensors. For the present study, this general sensor type 
will be the only one considered for 0 to 5 pct methane detection. For 
detection of methane in the 5 to 100 pct range (methane drainage 
applications or postdisaster needs), catalytic sensors are 
inappropriate, and the thermal conductivity of gases Is often the 
operating principle use4. SUch 5 to 100 pct CH4 concentration range 
:transducer modules are not now a part of the ISMMS1 

Table. 2 lists the operating current and voltage for catalytic 
combustion-type methane sensors and the manufacturers contacted. It 

represents the best information obtainable, but its accuracy or 
completeness is not guaranteed. The sensor with the lowest operating 
current is manufactured by Scott Aviation and requires 60 mA at 5.5 V. 

Althougfl these Scott sensors have not been Subjected to In-mine use., 

they have been widely used in the chstcal and oil industries. The. 

Bureau has performed zero and span stability tests on one of these 
séAsors (Scott Aviation 40008560).. 

Fig. 2 shows a Scott Aviation sensor and detector assembly. 
Concurrent with laboratory testing of the sensor, J-Tec Associates, Inc. 
redesigned its methane transducer module to Incorporate the Scott 
AviatiOn sensor for possible use in the first iteration of the ISMMS. 

PRELIMINARY LABORATORY TESTS ON SCOTT AVIATION METHANE 
SENSOR FOR USE IN THE ISMMS 

One Scott Aviation methane sensor and associated bridge circuitry was 
tested over a period of 5 months at the Bureau. With the. exception of 
about 16 hours, power was applied to the sensor continuousJy for the 
5-month test periad. 

. 
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Table 2. - Operating current and voltage, for methane sensors 
(catalytic combustion principle) 

S 

Sensor manufacturer Sensor Sensor 
current voltage 

(mA) (V) 

Appalachian Electronic Ihstruments.......... 250 6.0 
100 5.0 

Bacharach Instruments Co. 
(Subsidiary of United Technologies) ......... 195,260 6.0 

Bendix Corporation 
(Environmental and Process Instruments Div.). 280 2.2 

Control Instruments Corp.................... 1050 1.2 

CSE Mine Service #102 .......... .... 400 2.4 
#140......... ....... ....... 35_p 2.4 

DelpMan Corp. (sold with system) ........... 170 6.0 

English ElectricYalve 
VQ1., VQ4, VQ11 ........................ '375 2.0 ti 

VQ2, VQ9, VQ1O .............. -180 2.0. 1, 

VQ8, VQ3 ................................... 
4pp 2.5 

'1Q16 .................................... -350 2.5 

ERDCO Engineering Corp ...................... 1400 -2.5-3.0 

Gas Tech, Inc. 

j610101 .................................... 250 6O. 
#620106 ................................... , 400 2;2 

Gastronics, Inc. .............. 200 3..o 

Can make .............. -100 

General Monitors, Inc.(sold with system).... 300 5.0 

. 
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Table 2. - Operating current and v&tage for nthane sensors 
(catalytic combustion lncip1e) - continued 

H Sensor manufacturer Sensor Sensor 
current voltage 
mA V 

tñtèrnational GAs Detectors (IGO)....... 360 . 2.6 

2001 2.0±.1 

Mine Safety Appliances Co ........ . 765 2.0. 
375 2.6 
400 1.88 

National Mine Service Co ................ 360 
300 
115 

2.4 
2.0 
2.0 

Rexnord Gas Detection Products 
(formerly Dictaphone). :340±10 3.0 

300 2.5 

ReAnord Safety Products 
(formerly Biomarine). 400 2.0 

Scott Aviation Corp. - 

(Davis Instruments Division) - 60 

Teledyne Analytical Instrument Co 300 6.0 

tJntversal Sensors & Devices, Inc 270 1.0 

CERCHAR(Spelna, Inc.) ................. 500 2,5 

U & S Sleger, Ltd. (Type 710 sensor) 200 5.8 

Lab Model under developuent ........... 80-90 1.0 

NOTE: Each entry under same manufacturer is a different sensor model 
tnlot yet available 
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LEGEND. 
I/f 

. /Plpeplug 
UI : 2DSeótonody 

'.4o._Ut ,'. 3' Sensor i!pkicemem kit 

O&'a. "4 Outerguard 

-% SSetscrew;. 
6 Rain and weather shield 

'.,. -. 

7S 4 

(cO 
. 

FIbURt 2. - Scott Aviation detector assenby: Gas Inlet (side pipe) 

repi ices screi. S) aen determi 'ii ng gas flow dependence 

of sensor output. - 

Results from these tests on the Scott. sensor showed: 

(a) An appreciable. Initial sensitivity decrease (total dr1ft. 
equivalent to 0.25 pct CM4) occurred during the first continuous 
(30 hr) exposure of the sensor to 2.44 pct CM4. after running In 
air for approximately 10 days (on each of these days, the sensor 
was exposed for 7-8 minutes to 2.44 pct CM4 in air). 

(b) Subsequent to (a), continuous exposure of the sensor for 4 days to 
2.44 pct CM4 appears to change the zero. The effect, though 
smafl, will be studied further fl the Bureau. 

(c) After (b), continuous exposures of the sensor to 1.5 pçt, 2.0 pct, 
and 2.44 pct 014 for periods of from 3 to 6 hours resulted In 

negligible sensitivity decrease. 
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(d) With. gas flowing into the side plpiofthe detector assembly (gas 
inlet replaces part, 5 (screw of fig. 2) to the sensor In 

accordance with the manufacturer's Suggested calibration method, 

the sensor output for a given methane concentration in air is 
slightly gas-flow dependent,. thcreasing with flow rate and 
reachln9 a plateau at SOOto 1000 cc/mm. A slmilar,.though not 

identical, effect Is observed with gas introduced from the bottom 
end of the sensor via an opening into a snug-fitting hol4er (shown 
Inflg.3). 

. 

Io1 

r 

in 

FLGUR 3. - Schenatic drawing of test arrangeiient in imich gas is 

Introduced through a pert at 'bottom of sensor. 

(e) The average zero drift (increase in zero) of the sensor in the 

first month was less than 0.10 pet CM4; it was less than 0.05 pct 

CH4 equivalent per month In the 4th and 5th month during which the 

sensor was not exposed to methane. 



Recently, an improved version of the Scott Aviation sensor, a 
prototype with increased 4iffusion path) has been tested by the 
manufacturer. It ii Identical to the standard Scott low-current sensor 
with regard to current and voltage requirements, but has approximately 
2/3 the sensitivity of the standard Scott sensor. The uanüfacturer 
found the total drift (zero drift #span drift) at 2.5 ptt cH4 in air. 

over a 6-mo nth test period (1 hr CH4 exposure per week.) to be fO.55 pct 
CH4, approximately half that of the standard.sensor whénsitnllarly 
tested by the snüfacturer. Methane transducers with the standard Scott 
sensors will be used in early field.testing of the ISMMS. Meanwhile, 
the prototype sensors will be eAteflsively tested in the laboratory. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A list of sensor characteristics and requirements for use in the 
fixed-point 1511(15 were developed. 

A compilation of cQiunerclally available catalytic combustion sensors 
for methane detection was assembled, and the input current and voltage 
requirements were. obtains. The methane sensor with the lowest current 

4 requires60 mA, which is at least twice the value required for the ISMMS 
but can be used satisfactorily in the interim. At this sensor current 
leveL ten J-Tec methane transducer modules can be placed on a single 
trunk line. The stability (total drift) of the sensor, especially of a 

newer model looks very good) assuming a monthly calibration schedule. 
Additional testing In the laboratory, for linearity and sensor-to-sensor 
unifonntty and stability, is In progress. In-mine stability tests will 
also be performed. Thi search fOr methane sensors requiring <6DM 
current is continuing. The next step is to investigate technical 
approaches to methanE sensors that will enable the 25-mA goal to be 
achieved. 

. 
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4.4.1.3 Hollywood Syncllr,e 

The axis of the Hollywood syncline (downtold) trends east-west and roughly 
parallels the alignment fran the intersection of Fairfax and Fountain avenues j? 
tO the intersection of Sunset and Cahuenga boulevards (Drawing 1). The syn- 
dine defines the Hollywood ground water basin. 

4.4.1.4 Santa Monla Mountain. Antici me 

The Santa Monica Mountains are structurally an anticline witn an east-west 
axis plunging to the west. Throughout late Pleistocene to recent time, this 
rapidly rising anticline has produced large amounts of debris which havel 
pushed the Pacific Ocean shoreline west and south and formed interfingering 
marine and nonmarine deposits. 

4.4.1.5 Sen Fernando Val 1ev Basin 

The San Fernando Valley Is an asynnetric syncllnorkmi (basin) deVeloped 
chiefly In Miacene and ylOunger rocks that Mve been deformed by late Quater-1 
naèy folding and faulting, especially at the northern margin, and b4' thrusting 
1àlong the Santa Susana and Sierra Madre faults. 1. 

- 4.4.2 Faults 

The proposed Metro Rail alignment crosses several Mults (Drawing 1). T 

faults are listed below in the sequence they occUr along the alignment 

downtOwn Los Angeles to North Hollywood. 

MacArthur Park fault ) 

: 
I 

: 6th Street fault 
° 3rd Street fault 
0 

San Vicente fault " 
Santa Monica fault (zone) 
Hollywood fau!+ 

° Hollywood Bowl tault I 
° Unnamed fault (north of Boring CEG 32) t 

; 
Unnamed fault (north of Boring CEG 32A)' 

o BenedIct Canyon fault 
Unnamed fault (north of Boring CEG 36)t 

o Unnamed fault (north of Boring C,EG 38). 'Z 

4.4.2.1 MacArthur Park FaULt 

The. MacArthur Park fault, east side down (Drawing 2) relative to 1 

side (near-vertical fault), is inferred in the Puente Formation (Lamtt 

This fault is not known to be active or potentially active. Neither 11 

ical condition nor the widthof the fault is known. Since the 9U1 

crosses the alignment at right angles, it would not follow any fl 

(Dtawlng 1). Artesian flow fromBor1n CEG 11 may Indicate .tpe ta: 

barrier to ground water, as well as a trap fr gas and oil. The MgI%) 

water contaIns 19,570 total dissolved solids (sea water Is about 35j 

'suggesting an origin deep in an oil-bearing formation. 
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t4.4.2,2 6th Street Fault 
... 

y: TM fault Is near-vertical with north side up relative It the south side and 
is in the Fernando Formation (Drawing 2). The fault location (Drawing 1) Is 

based on Salt Lake Oil Field data (Crowder, 1961). It is not known to be 
active or potentially active, but It is probabl9 a trap for gas and oil migra- 
tioh. During our seismic prOfiling, two ananalies cónmonly associated with 
faulting were observed in the area underlying Lines 5-38 and 5-39 (see Appen- 
dix C, Volume II. Figure 0-25 for location, and Figures C-6 and C-I for 

results). These alianailes probably represent the 6th Street fault from 60 to 
80 feet below the ground surface. The fault is crossed Nice by the align- 
ment, but If the track grade is no more than about 80 feet deep, the fault 
should not be penetrated. The fault is judged not to penetrate the San Pedro 

--. sand or Old Alluvium overlying the Fernando Formation (Drawing 2).. The phys- 
Ical properties in and adjoining the fault are nOt known. 

4.4.2.3 3r4 Street Fault 

Displacement on this fault is north side up relative to the south side and is 

in the Fernando Formation (Drawing 2). This fault is also located based on 

Salt Lake OIl Field data (Crowder, 1961) and is not known to be active or 
potentially active. Neither the physicla! condition nor the width of the fault 
is known, but the fault is likely a trap for gas and oil. The fault trace 

.T crosses The alignment at nearly, right angles by Boring CEG 22, thus would not 
follow any excavation for more than a few tens of feet (DrawIng 1)-. The fault 
should not be encountered if track gtade Is less than about 140 feet deep. 

4.4.2.4 San Vicente Fault 

This fault is also north side up relative to the south side (Drawing 2). The 
fault location is based on Salt Lake Oil Field data (Crowder, 1961) and is ii) 

the Fernando Formation (Drawina U. This fault is not known to be active or 
potentially active. Nelther tRe physical condition nor The width of the fault 

:.-i 
is known, but the fault is likely a trip for gas and oil. The fault trace 
crosses the alignment at about a 

450 angIe near Boring CEG 23 (Drawing 1). 

The fault should not be encountered If track grade is less than about 200 feet 

below the ground surface. 

4.4.2.5 Santa Monica Fault (zone) 

The near-surface location of the Santa Monica fault zone is nOt well defined. 
The location shown on Drawing 1 is based on oil well and water well data, CEG 
borings, seismic profiles, gravit't data and ground water information. Inter- 

pretation of gravity survey (Figure 3-3, Appendix 0, Volume II) suggests a 

location at Fairfax High School near Boring CEG 23A but could not conclusively 
Confirm location of this fault. However, Gravity Profile 4 (Figure 0-4, 
Appendix o, VolUme II) near Boring CS 27 appears to have located the Santa 
Monica fault in the Hollywood area; i.e., about 150 feet of vertical offset 
along a 50° north-dipping reverse fault (north side up) with bedrOck thrust 
Over. Old Alluvium. The fault is judged to be potentially active, and the 
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fault trace crosses the proposed alignment at an angle of about 350 near the 

intersection of Meirose and Fairfax avenues (Drawing 1). Based on our inter- 
pretation, the Santa Monica fault displaces Old Alluvium (A4), as Iltus- 
trated on Drawing 2. A summary of information and opinions reported by other 
Investigators not associated with the MetroRali Project Is as follows: 

° The near-surface location of the Santa Monica fault in the Beverly Hills- 
Hollywood area is defined by a zone of differential subsidence (Figure 
4-9), coincident with a ground water barrier in the Pleistocene sédi- 
.ments (Figure 4-10). This interpretation iniplies that movement along the 
Santa Monica fault extended into part of the Pleistocene. Holocene move- 
ment 111,000 ybp (years before present)i cannot be precluded on the basis 
of current knowledge, and based on micro-earthquake activity,, the Santa 
Monica fault appears to be actively undergoing strain accumulation and 

release (Hill, 1979, pp. A-3, 8-4 and B-il). 

The Santa Monica fault Is a distinctly separate structural feature fran 

the Hollywood fault; i.e., the HollywOod fault lies at the base of the 

Santa Monica Mountains and is separated frdn the Santa Monica fault by the 

Hollywood synclirie (Drawingi). The Santa Monica fault is also distinct- 

ly'. separate fran the Raymond fault, although it is on the same trend 

(Converse, 1972). 

The basement surface is upthrown on the north more than 7,500 feet. The 

base of the upper Miocene is upthrown about 6,500 feet. The base of The 
lower P1 iene is upthrown about 3,000 feet. Left-lateral of f set is also 

suggested (Yerkes, 1965, p. AS)). 

4.4.2.6 Hollywood Fault 

The Hollywood fault is located at the base of the Santa Monica Mountains 
(Dravings I and 2). The proposed alignmefl will penetrate this zone, whiôh 

appai'ently has two branches in the Cahuenga Pass: the Hollywood fault between 

Borings CEG 28 and 28A and Gravity Profile, Figure 0-5, Appendix 0, Volume II; 

and the Hollywood Bowl fault at Borings CEG 30 and 31 and Gravity Profile 

Fiure 0-6, ApØendix D, Volume II (see Hollywood Bowl fault desoription UI 

subsectIon 4.4.2.7). The Hollywood fault is judged to be active bIased on 

lnt*pretation of Borings CEG 28 and 28A (Drawings 1 end 2), Seismic Refrac- 

tion; Survey Area 4 (Drawing 3) and micro-gravity profile 5 (Figure 0-5, 

Appendix 0, Volume II), the principal reason being the appórent 270 feet of 

vertical displacement (north side up? of Young and Old Alluvium (Drawing 2). 

The Ifault and/or fault zone should have minor influence relative to broken 

rock and/or ground water inf lows on the anticipated mixed-face tunneling 

conditions. Opinions by other investigators, not associated with the Metro 

Rai.1 Project, are: 

Based on geomorphic evidence, a fault is present along the south edge of 

lhe Santa Monica Mountains and caused post-P!eistocene uplift of the Santa 

Mon ica.Mountalns causing tilting of the Santa Monica Plain (HoOts, 1930). 
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' Based on offset alluvial sediments and other geologic evidence, the.Holly- 
wood fault is Judged to have been active during very late Quaternary 
(IncIudFng Holocene) time (Weber, 198Q p. A-3). 

° East of the Los Angeles River, in the Atwater area at Los Angeles, a s H 
ries of gentle south-facing breaks in slope 2 to 3 m in height apparently 
represent scarps along the principal, most -recently active ttace of the 
zone. The Hollywood fault zone is primarily expressed at the ground sur 
face by scarp-llke features in older and younoec_alJvial deposits. These 
sediments, lying at a depth of about 35 meters on the north (upthrown) 

side, are displaced downward about 35 meters on the south side (Weber, and 

others, 1980 p. 8-58). 

There is no subsurface evidence that the Hollywood fault crosses the Los 

Angeles River alluvium in the Atwater area, Judging frau a 1-mile diam- 

eter, continuous undisplaced clay layer located about 100 feet below the 

ground surface (defined by 60 borings). The clay layer is believed to be 

t30,000 years old, according to paleoclimatic age-dating of redwood tree 
remnants obtained in the clay layer (cànverse Davis Associates, 1972). 

The Hollywood fault is classified as pqtentially active (no recognized 

historic activity, but may move again in the near future). (Yerkes, and 

others, 1977, p. 7). 

Data from wells drilled nOrth of Beverly Hills indicate the existence of a 

number of a north-dipping fault zones with a minimum of 1,500 feet of ver- 

tical Separation at the base of the Modelo Formation (Lamar, 1970, p. 38) 

The .Hol lywood fault extends along the southern edge of the Santa Monica 

Mountains and at depth serves as the northerly edge of the Hollywood 

Basin, one of the ground water basins included in the coastal Plain. The 

Hollywood fault truncates the northern flank of the Hollywood synci me and 
is a canpiete barrier to ground water movement to the norttu an4 east (Cal- 

ifornia Department of Water Resources Buiietin 104, 1961, p. 88 and 95). 

4.4.2.7 Hollywood Bowl Fault 

The Hollywood Bowl fault was encountered In Borings CEG 31 and 32 and Is 

interpreted tobe present in Gravity ProfileS (Figure 0-6, Appendix D, Volume 
II) and seismic line S-SI (Appendix C, Volume II: Figure 0-16 for lnterpreta 
tion and Figure 0-28 for location). This fault does not appear to have offset 
alluvial deposits and is steeply dipping (±80), with the north side displaced 
Upward relative to the south side (see Drawing 1 fOr location and Drawing 2 
for interpretation). The amount of displacement and the age of last displace- 
ment is unknown. However, the fault is not known to be an active or poten- 

tially active fault. The fault is judged to represent a zone of discontinu- 
ities several hundreds of feet wide and be a likely source of ground water 

inflow to any tunnel construction. 

.4.2.8 Unnamed Fault North of Boring CEG 32 

An unnamed fault occurs at the contact of Topanga Formation sandstone and 

basait at the location shown on Drawing 1. This fault, mapped by Hoots 
($930), Is nearly vertical, with the north side down relative to the south 
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side (Drawing 2). The fault is not known to be active or potentially active. 
The fault trace crosses the alignment at nearly right angles and should not 

follow any excavation for more than a few tensof feet, but it is likely to be 
encountered. MWD's 1940 Hollywood Tunnel -(Sect ion 6.4), encountered a rnoder- 
àtely blocky arid seamy area about 80 feet wide and a two-day inflow of 600 gpm 
at this fault location. 

4.4.2.9 Unnamed Fault North of Boring CEG 32A 

An unnamed fault. In the near-vertical dipping Topanga sandstone and conglorr 
erate is Inferred fran Interpretation of aerial photographs, faulting enäoun- 
tered in the Los Angeles City Sewer Tunnel (Section 6.3), Hoots' 1930 Geologic 
Map; and surface geomorphic expression (Drawing 1). This fault may be encoun- 
tered in the alignment. The Los Angeles City Sewer Tunnel, during construe- 
tion, encountered a maxithum inflow of about 200 gallons per minute (fOr a few 

days) fran tht.s fault contact area. "Heavy" ground pressures were reported in 

the Los Angeles City Sewer Tunnel in this area. The fault is not known to be 
active or potentially active. The fault trace crosses the alignment at nearly 
right angles and should not follow, the project line for more Than a few tens 
of feet. The north side is down relative to the south side' in this near- 

vertical fault (Drawing 2). 

4.4.2.10 Benedict Canyon Fault 

The proposed alignment could penetrate the Benedict Canyon fault If tñack 

grade is deeper than 40 feet below the ground surface (Drawing 2). The 'fault 

k not known to be active or potentially active. The location of the fault is 

based on topographic expression on the north flank of the Santa Monica Moun- 

tains and confirmed by our seismic profiling (Appendix C, Volume II.: Figure 

C-18, seismic line 28 for interpretation, and Figure C-29 for location). The 

Benedict Canyon 'fault location, as mapped by Hoots (1,930), cuts' diagonally 

across the Santa Monica Mountains northwest of Beverly Hi I Is. However, accor 
ding to Hoots, the fault terminates west of the proposed alignment. The fault 

has been projected northeastward across the alignment (Drawing 1), based on 

works of others (Los Angeles City Geologic Map Sheet No. 94, 1970; Hill, 1979; 

and Weber, 1980). Tertiary movent along this fault zone appears to have 

resulted in a horizontal offset of several stratigraphic units fr a distance 
of' approximately 1.5 miles (Hoots, '1.930). The fault shows nearly 2.5 km of 

left-jateral slip separation at the contact between upper Cretaceous rocks and 
Paleocene rocks (Weber, 1.980,). Gravity gradients suggest a zone of .steep 

north-facing gradients that plossibly express two faults, the more southerly 

being the Benedict Canyon (Weber, 198.0), p. B-52). Gravity data indicates 

that rocks along both faults are down relatively on the north, which is 

co-npatible with geologic evidence to the west' in the mountains (Weber, 1950, 

p. B-'52). If projecfed eastward near the abrupt bend fran east to south, of 

the Los 
Angeles River, water-well data suggeSts that the bottom of the allu- 

vial basin is displaced downward 170 meters On the north side (Califorcnia 

WaterRi.ghtsBoard1 1960 cross-section M-M' on Plate 5E, and p. 111-7 to 

111-B). 
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4.4.2.11 Unnamed Fault North of Boring CEG 36 

The location (Drawing 1) of this ØostUlóted fault Is based on surveyed elev- 
ation change data along the south edge of the San Fernando Valley, as inter- 
preted by J.H. Bennett CWeber, 1980, p. B-99, and 'Plate I), suggesting an 
east-trending fault in the viinity of the Ventura Freeway. The fault Is not 
known to be active or potential ly active, nor act as a ground water barrier. 
Th!s postulated 

fault is expected to have little or no effett on the Metro 
Rail Project. 

Unnamed Fault North of Boring CEG 38 

iYThe location (Drawing 1) of this postulated fault Is based on an apparent 
elaSt-n4rtheast ttendlng, south-facing, linear break in topography discern- 
ible on USGS quadránglemaps published In 1901 and 1926, suggesting a pes- 
sibie fault. In addition, elevation change data, by J.H. Bennett (Weber, 
1980, p. 8-99, and Plate 1)suggest a zone of subsidence to the south. These 
relationships. suggest that youthful deposits of Tcjunga Wash may be offset 
downard relatively to the south in recent time (Weber, 1980). The fault is 

± not known to be active or potential ly active, nor to act as a ground water 
barrier. This postulated fault is expected to have little or no effect on the 

I MetrO Rail Project. 

4.5 GRQJND WATER BASIPS 

4.5.1 General 

The proposed alignment will traverse four hydrologic units, each having dis- 
tinct characteristics with respect to storage and transmission ot ground 
watèr. three of these units are considered ground water basins. The fourth 
is the Santa Monica Mountain mass (Figure 4-11). These units, starting from 

downtown Los Angeles to North Hollywood, are: 

° Los Angeles Forebay Area (Central Basin) 
H HollywOod Basin 

o Santa Monica Mountains 
San Fernando Valley Basifl (Drawing 1)o 

4.5.2 Los Angeles Forebay Area 

The Los Angeles Forebay area Is in the Central Ground Water Basin, extending 
southerly and westariy in an irregular semi-circular fashion fran the mouth of 
the Los Ageles Nérrows near downtown Los Angeles (Figure 4-11). The 
area jncludes the area traversed by the proposed alignment from 

flgeles to the Hollywood Basin. The term "forebay" reters to at 

where substantial infiltration of surface water Into the basi 

This concerit is a gross simplification. Several aquicludes of 

loIw transmissivity occur locally, permitting perched ground wat 
Simi tar to those shown oh Drawing 2 along the alignment. Where 

Foreba 
downtown Los 
intake area 
can occur. 

sufficiently 
r conditions 
he aquiclude 
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H 
is missing, the aquifers are in direct hydraulic continuity with he surface. 

.0 Ground water occurs in Young Alluvium and Old Alluvium and other underlying 

T* pervious Pleistocene sediments. The known water-bearing sediments ebctend tO 
T2depths Of 1,600 feet below the round surface in the southern parts of the 

:t. Forebay. The Tertiary sedimentary rocks beneath the basin are essentially 
nonwater-bearing. Coastal Plain ground water contours for shallow aquifers, 

November1973, are shbwfl on FigUre 4-12. 

Hollywood Basin 

This basin extends frau the southern margin of the Santa Monica Mountains 
.:.southerly to the Santa Monica fault (Figure 4-10). Many water wells were 

present in the Ho.Iywd Basin around the turn of the century, but most of 

these have Since been destroyed as land use has changed. Most of the water 
wells were located in the deeper portions of the basin corresponding to the 

H. Hollywood synclinal axis near the Santa Monica Mountains (Drawing 1). Sedi- 

ments containing known aquifers tend to a maximum depth of 650 feet and 

include alluvium and Pleistocene sediments. In general, aquifers in the 

Hollywood BasIn possess relatively low transuissivity rates. A zone of dif- 

ferintial subsidence, coincident with the Santa Monica fault, on the south 

side of the Basin (Figure 4-9) is attributed, in large part, to ground water 

1 

:: withdrawals. This subsiden4e is judged not to impact the Metro Rail Project, 

1provided there is no more heavy pumØ I ng and attendant water level, dec11 ties. 

Coastal Plain ground water contours, November 1913, are illustrated on Fig- 
Ure4_12. 

4.5.4 Santa Monica Mountains 

This mountain range does not constitute a ground water basin, but rather a 

mass of Tertiary sedirnelntar9 CTt) and volcanic (Tb) rocks (Drawing 1) and 

other alder crystalline rocks wjth a limited capacity for transmission of 
water. The term "nonwater-bearing" has been used by others but is meant tb 
mp.Iy that these materials yield relatively limited quantities of water to 

wells, not that the materials contain no water. Wells that intersect exten- 

slve joint and fracture systems can produce ground water In fairly sizable 
quantities for short periods of time. Such joint and fracture systems are 

Significant in tunneling. A case in pOint occurred, during construction of 
Mc's Hollywood Tunnel in 1941 (Section 6.4). At that time, flash flows of up 

to approximately 600 gpm were encountered, lasting for a few hours CMVO, 

.1942).. Watelr pressure tests in Borings EG 30 and 31 indicated that the 

bedrock in these locations is highl9 perneable. Pressure tests cctnpleted in 

borings that encountered geologic Unit C show the bedrock be relatively 

'Pneable' (see Table A-41 Appendix A, Volume II). 

4.5,5 San Fernando 'tel ley. Basin 

This basin lies on the north side of the Santa Monica Mountains, in this 
basin, ground water occurs chiefly IA the Young and Old Alluvium that, in 

Places reach depths of 1,000 feet. In this area the water-bearing sediments 
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are about 600 feet thick. These sediments are permeable and freely yield 
water to wells. In general, water levels in the San Fernando Bash have 

* declined markedly, in sane cases 100 feet or more, since the mid-forties in 

response to heavy pumping. Efforts by both the City of Los Angeles and the 
Los Angeles County Flood Control District to replenish the basin with imported 
water seem to have arrested this decline. San Fernando Valley ground water 
contours, April 1974, are presented on Figure 4-33 (LACFW, 1975). As shown 
on Figure 4-13, there is a relatively dGep 150-foot ground water depression 
about 4 1/2 mites east of the Metro Rail Project near the "bend" In the Los 
Angeles River. A rapid rise in water levels at this depression,, due to wet 
winters or supplementary recharge, is judged to be capable of raising water 
Ite.I atthe project area several -tAnc nf cflt in yer 

4.6 GROJPC WATER QUALm 

With very few exceptions, water quality along the alignment is poor (Table 
3-i, Appendix A, Volume II); I.e., exceeds 500 parts per million (ppm) total 

: dissolved solids CThS), which Is the U.S. Environmental Protectiàn Agency 
drinking water standard (TOdd, 1980). ChlorIde, sulfate and total dissolved 

1?- solids contents are very high, as is conductivity. The itS of the artesian 
7 water from Boring CEG 11 Is extremely high, i.e. 19,670 ppm, as were waters 

fcom Borings CEG 6 (20,230 ppm) and 19 (15,425 ppm). Mineral springs were 
common In the Hollywood area at The turn of the century. Above-normal concen- 
trátions of certain tons are to be expected where ground water is asseci- 
ated with oil and gas. However, high total dissolved solids (105) were also 

encountered in the sulfate-type water in the San Fernando Valley, ranging 
fran a low of 732 ppm in Boring CEG 36 to a high of 2605 ppm inBorin CEG 35; 
averaging about 1,000 ppm fran seven boring samples. More specific discussion 
ad results of ground water quality analyses are presented in Sections 5.1.6 
and 10.6, and Appendix G, Volume II. 

4.7 OIL. AND GAS 

4.7.1 General 

Oil was first discovered in the Los Angeles Basin in 1880, and the Los Ange- 
les City Oil Field was discovered in 1892, based on oil seeps at the surface. 
Oil is produced chiefly fran thick deposits of lower Pliocene and upper Mio- 
cene strata. About 58% of recovered oil has cane fran the lower Pliocene rOcks 
and about 42% from 'upper Miocene rocks. In relation to area, the Los Angelas 
Basin is the most prolific of California's oil producing districts and is one 
of the most prolific in the world. A unique combination at factors and timiig 
Of evrits accounts for the productivity of this basin. The petroliMrous sed- 
iment accumulated rapidly in stagnant cool water more than 1,600 feet deep 
4uring the advancing and 'maximum phases of the last marine transgression. The 
'flitialty high orqanic content of the sediment was preserved because of poor 
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aPilings 
Pilings were used for all elevated structures to minimize pro-. 
blerns with dtfferential settlement. The depth of piles and - 

the number used were designed for local soil conditions (Moore). 

Granular Base Material 
I 

A granular base material was used for the Trañsbay Tube to spread 
the Tube structure weight. evenly over the soft Bay bottom mud. 
The. use of this material minimized the effects from differential 
settlement (Moore). 

IMPACT FROM ACCELERAtED WEATHERING 

4.7 - The exposure of Orinda formation Soils alone thd northern 

4ccelerated weathering occurs when soil or bedrock is exposed 
directly to the effects from air, wind, andwater. In the case 

0 of cut slopes along Highway 24, the very unstable Qrinda soils 
were exposed to these elements. flu. s exposure produce:s chemical 
reactions that weaken the soils and increase their propensity 
to slide and erode. Such slides, if they are severe enough, could 
damage Highway 24 and the included BAfl facilities (Heyes). How- 
ever, because of the complex interrelationships between weather- 
ing, soil structure., groundt4ater, and other factors in determining 
the occurrence and severity of lAndslides it has not been possible, 
tthin the scope of this.study, to determine the extent of the 
danger from major slides on Highway 24 that can be directly re- 
lated to accelerated wathering of Orinda formation soils. 

IMPACT FROM SEISMIC ACTIVITY 

mn&.jlqng..the resf .cIflits length. thtjysçe will be aftected 
b)cThUttCihovemenE_frm sattjiqiakes' 
therefpre;Thñ the ir-t..oDTBARt engi arii,..tonze-reffectp - 
onaSmiCfictjystpn-BART facttiesThe-Ehree-character- 

A' 
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Shear Zone Movement Along Faults 

Tunnel Section Tying 

Lcflgtfla±etrthcBefke1iy:EjflrtuiiiI_ thcllpyward fault. 
dssctually .a t. 000 .fdoCibiie of pulverized bedrqØc Thrpugh 
this-.aactaon .the BART tunneL wasconstncted omconcrete 

7 nngsbCtion2-l/Z. feet wide;ZLTf mov&ment:shoialcLpccur 
1otrjaul; :1w 1ÜY direction.tiçe -BecttOffr4n..easily 
eta 

were 

3:ty 

the 

-Mere 

Tunnel Separation 

The Berkeley Hills tunnel IL; actually comyedof two separate 
tunnels spread apart by as much as 1,000 feet in the center. The 
purpose of this separation is to minimize .darnage to both tunnels 
should mtvement along the fault occur. At the portals to each 
tunnel where they come together, crossover tracks have been 
installed So if one tunnel is damaged trains from both directions 
can use the other tunnel (Moses). 

CroSs Tunnels 

the two main trackway 
every 1,000 feet along 
will allow maintenance 
any location and serve 
train be located in on 
(Moses). 

tunnels ar/interconnected by passageways 
the four mile route. These passagéways 
personnel access to both tunnels from 
as alternate exitways Should a BART 

e tunnel when earthquake damage occurs 

Fault_Deflec tiorfMe ters 

I Afau1tudeflection..meerharbeIenjnstalle41to dete4t:zEesLightest 
movement along the Haywar&Jai]t Thwnieteris sept1ve-to any 
tmoementt along.ths fault Cincluding &os&wIncyoul& not be 
visTht&(Moses). 0.14 .- - - 
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I . 
Ground Shaking . 

H 

4ith-sirnplepauzpns;nictifcthcgparbensarenotintegrafly 
tted tQ sh& pier._bcpncoxintVedto_the pier cap by a six 

Siaãiflre riot"tontinaous ..over the. 
W'- dthe4efqnia t bndtEüty.iifeEtecflqtthin 2iaits 

ckrja caratut yerflai'ggttcement aoore) 
Liuef action . 

Liquefaction is a phenomenon whicboccür:s in some very. find 
soils during seismic activity. During liquefaction soils which 
are normally firm become "liquid" causing structures to shift 
out of plumb. The only areas wiçhin the ;BART syStem with sotis 
subject. to liquefaction are tis Oakland portal and bed Of the 
Transbay Tube. A granular material was used as a base for the 
Transbay Tube to mitigate possible effects from liquefaction 
(Moore). 

* 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The extensive Scavations required to expand Route 24 from six 
to eight lanes altered existing landforms, caused lAndslides 
and erosion in areas with uris table sMis. While some visual 
impacts Were created by these landslides, the excavating di4 
môt have sigflificant effects on BART:operations, freeway cape- city or residents in Surrounding couaunities. 
The one major impact, a. massive landslide which occurred during 
early stages of construction on Route 24 in 1965, was mitigated 
by alterations in freeway design and excavation of loose matertal. 
Since 1965 no major landslide has directly affected: the freeway 
oBART operations. . 

no signS.-. 

BAfl had little effect on soils or.geologic resources, in areas 
of flat terrain, because of the extensive use of aerial struc- 
tures and the limited requirements for grading. Since most 
of the System is located in existing urban corridors with little elevation change, no special geologic .features, and 
limited areas where slope stability is a potential problem, 
there were negligible impacts on soils and geologic resources. 

heseiiüiëCliaVéThièiiOëft 
or other 'Tgtotnid 6iinèñ1f%th1 

tflnTaVSfleVe±e. daiáiaM 

I 
p. 

srt.tpaoyetqj.ensute. £ARtCil- 
eamr±rofn :movemethfltflate 
civcrliowevéf iéismic activity 
èxcèids these built-in -limits 

Lsruptiorr toTthe BART. system.. 
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IMPLICXrIONS 

The primary effects of a major engineering project like BART 
on Eoils and geulogic features are, visual changes resulting 
from massive ernvation and grading. These impacts are exper- 
ience4 as changes to the natural shape of the hillsides, but 
the effects are softened over time by the growth of ground 
cover and other plant material. 

Other effects' ilude BART-related changes to landfoi-m s which may 
be potentially arnnging to surrounding land uses. Adverse effects 
from these conditions for example landslides, ground consolida- 
tion1 subsidence, etc., can be minimized through, appropriate 
engineering practices. To date the practices adopted by BART 
planners have prevented signil-icant impacts both to soils and 
geologic resources from BARI. construction and from soils and 
geologic cOndid,.ons to the BART..systa 

lit other cities where mass transit systems will be planned, the 
geologic conditions may be different from those in the Bay Area. 
In these cases, other engineering practices-will. be required 
to minimize impacts from àoils and geologic resources. 

p 
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SEISMIC SENSING AND ALARM AT BART 

ABSTRACT 
4 

Several recognized critical earthquake faults cross or are 
n close prox3flSty to the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit System. 

'sàismic sensing and alarm devices have recently been installed in 
eight key st4tions to give an early indicaUon of the' severity and H 
location of seismic disturbances. Alants are sent to the local station 
agnt and Central. At Centxa:. the information is recorded via a 
teleprinter. Central Control evaluates the information and. train 
operation is, adjusted accordingly. 

INTRODUCTION 
Earthquakes have long been associated with California, but: 

jn addition to San Francisco and Los Angeles, there are several other 
major cities in North America that are susceptible to seismic damage. 
Atlanta, Boston, Cleveland, Montreal, Toronto and Mexico City are 
located in, or in close proximity to risk zones where seismic disturb- 
ances may cause moderate to major darge. 

The San Francisco Bay Area is slismically active and has 
experienced severe earthquakes in the past. The Bay Area Rapid Transit 
Sistrict (BARTD) was designed to operate within thi environment. 

) However, in addition to the provision provided in the structures to 
minimize the ,effects of seismic shock, it has been considered prudent. 
to have an earthquake identification and reçtion program. 

Initially, BARTD relied only upon a telephone counication 
from the University of California's Seismic Station. BARTD is advised. 
of earthquakes in the Bay Area having magnitudes grEater than 4.0. 

Because the length of time to be notified is at least 15 minutes (hours 
in some cases), it was decided that this approach alone was not adequate 
for a quick response in seismic emergencies. To satisfy a criteria 
of determining with a degree of certainty and speed the location and 

theverity of a seismic, disturbance, BARTD has installed its own Seismic. 
Sensing and Alarm System. 

DISCUSSION. 
Earthquake Terminology 

The following is a brief review of certain terminology 

'associated with earthquakes: 

. 
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seismic is an adjective pertaining to earthquakes The. 

epicenter of an earthquake is the point on th'e surface of 
the earth directly over the earthquake source or focus.. -. The 
seismic d.isturbancà travels away tram the epicenter in shock.::.. 
waves. The primary "?" wave is a compressional body wave, 
the speed of which depends upon the terial. (1). (0.3 
to 2.5 Jan/sec. - unqonsolidated sediments; 3.0 tot 5 kU/sec. 
rock.) A secondary fl5fl wave follows at about 1/2 Speed of the 
Upfl wave, and is a shear wave. Long "L" waves travel along 
the :earth,Is surface. I.nertia.. instruments known as, seismo- 
graphs can be used to record the seismic waves. 
- 4 t . - 

The magnitude of an earthq ake s a. measure of the energy 
at its source, ind.eendent of the places of observation, and is 
taken from the largest amplitude on a seismograph. (2). Magnitude 
is measured on the Richter Scale, which is logarithmic. Each 
increase of one whole number is a 10 fold increase in the value 
and a 31 times increase in energy. Therefore, as an example, an 
8 Richter magnitude earthquake has a size 10,000 times as great 
as a 4 Richter magnitude earthquake. The energy release of an 
8 magnitude is about one million tirnels greater than that of a 
4 magnitude. 

Intensity is a partly subjective measure of the severity 
of ground motions observed and the. damage effects at any point 

) 
influenced by the earthquake. The most widely: used measure is 

th e Modified Merdalli (1956) and varies from t to XII. After 
an earthquake, information is solicited from persons in the 
affected areas, and from this data, isoseismal lines can be 
plotted on a map through points of equal intensity. The modified 
Mercalli scale makes it possible to estimat.e the intensity of 
earthquakes that . occurred in history where there were no 
inEtruments, but where eyewitness accounts have been noted. 
Intensity diminishes generally with the distance from the source, 
but topography and geological conditions cause wi4e anomalies 
in this atteñüation rule. 

Ground motions of earthquakes occur as a series of non- 
periodic aciceleration pulses. The amplitude of the pulse, or 
the maximum acceleration is often used to indicate the severity 
of the ground motion or intensity. The duration of the pulses 
is roughly correlative to the magnitude, or energy release, 
at the focus. 

Figure No. 1 shows a tough relationship between magnitude, 
intensity, acceleration and. damage. . 
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San .Francisco Bay Area - Earthquake Activity 

The San Francisco Bay Area is located in Ntimber 4 seismIc 
risk zone which is defined in the Uniform Building Code (3) as an 
area which may experience major damage as a result of its proximity 
to a major earthquake fault. 

Over the last 150 years, the Bay Area ha; experienced 
numerous earthquakes that today would be viewed as severe. Between 
1836 and 1954, seventeen (17) earthquakes causing moderate to major 
damage were note4 or recorded within 150 miles of San Franàisco'. (4) 
Earthquakes in t3 Bay Area tend to be shallow focus (near surface to 
10 miles deep); with a few in the 8.5 magnitude range. . The most 
historic, of course, was the 1906 earthquake, which, with the 
resultIng fire, ôaused the loss of hundreds of lives, 'and did hundreds. 
o millions of.dollars worth of damage. 

Based upon. this. history, future earthquakes can be expected.. 
Figure No. .2 is a map of the San Francisco Bay Area and shows the 
BARTD System, the bay, key cities and earthquake fault systems in area. 
The San Andreas fault is the largest and best known and at its closest 
point, is situated in Pacific ocean, about three miles from the 
Daly City Station. The Haard fault runs the length of the East Bay 
and crosses BARTD in the Berkeley Hills tunnel. The Calaveras fault 
runs through Contra Costa County and crosses BARTD close to Walnut 
Creek at the #680 Highway overcrossing. In addition, the Concord fault 
crosses the BARTD line just north of the Concord Yard. Most of the 
major earthquakes in the Bay Area are associated with sudden movement 
along these faults. 

BARTD History : . 

The EAST District was formed in 1962. Design started in 
1963, under the guidance of Parsons-Brinckerhoff-Tudor-Bechtel (PB-T-B) 

who were retained as general consultants.. A design criteria was 
prepared for use during the detailed design phases. Special sections 
addressed seismic considerations for aerial and Eubway strctures and 
speóific criteria were developed for design of these structures.. 
Standards and Codes such as the Uniform Building Code were us.ed for 
less critical areas. Special designs were also engineered to handle 
several uniqUe situations. As an example, special joints were designed 
to allow differential movement between the trañsbay tube and adjacent 
ventilation structures. At the point where the Hayward fault crosses 
the Berkeley Hills Tunnel, an enlarged tunnel cross section and 1/4 
length timber ties under each rail will allow special realignment of 

.the 
track to, compensate for the, gradual, creep along this fault. The 

rate ofthis movement is aboUt 0.2 inOh per year. 
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Host of BARTD was constructed between 1964 and 1973. Revenue 
Service started in September 1972, and was completed with the opening 
of transbay service two years later. During the construction period, 

*wo 
seismic sensing schemes were considered by the District and its 

onsultants. The first provided for an alarm only concept, and the 
second provided for an initial alarm at low seismic levels and train 
stoppage at higher seismic levels. 

.4 

The necessity, methods and merits of 
the system's train control was a controverSial 
light of other critical train control problems 
time. Therefore, a phased program was decided 

an actual link with 
issue, especially in 
being resolved at that 
upon. 

pasz I ' -. Operational response without benefit of 
proprietary seismic sensing and @arxas. 

PHASE II - Operational response, based upon proprietary 
seismic sensing and alarms. 

PHASE III - Depending ion. the experience of Phase II, 
- 

a possible aUtOmatiO link between seismic 
sensing and the control of trains.. 

Seismic Sensing IflSt41latiOn 

The total cost to implement Phase II has been approximately 
- 70,000. This includes the cost for equipm ent, the services of a 

consultant, BAR TD personnel and a contractor. 

Woodward-Clyde Consultants were retained to make recoixunendations 
on equipment selection and installation locations. The essential 
elements of their recommendations have been f011owed. 

BAflD's staff performed the design and developed a äontract 
for competitive bidding. After the doñtrãct was awarded, BARTD's 
Staff. provided the construction management. BARTD's maintenance forces 
provided the hardware interface connection between the Seismic Sensing 
System and the existing active equipment. Finally, BARTO's engineer- 
ing department performed the necessay software changes, final ôheckout 
and testing. 

- 

Howell Electric was the successful low bidder on the contract. 
Equipméñt 'ias furnished and installation was complete in the fall of 
1977. 

Seiti.c.1Sensiñg.- Equipment Location 

SThe Seismic Sensing and Alarm System employs seismic 
strong-motion accelerometer type triggers located in eight selected 



- 

;. 

stations, audio alarms in the stations for the local agents; a 
transmission system to Central axd vi?ual and teleprinter alams 
atCentrál. H.. 1± .. 

The eight stations, (Daly City, nbarcadero, El Cerrito 
Del Norte, Rockridge, Bay Fair, Fremont, Walnut Creek, Concord), were 
selected because of their proximity to the major fiults (Figure No. 2); 
and they represent reasonable system coverage. The seismic triggers 
are mounted in the train control rooms (excEpt. for Dnbarcadero) to 
provide, controlled personnel access, conttolled environment, close 
proximity to interface equipment, ess'ential power and monitoring of 
key train control 'é4uiprnent. . At Emba±caderb, the only subway 
station monitored, the seismic trigger is located iii a room at the 
lower platform level to be as close as possible to the bottom invert 
foundation. At other stations, the seismic triggers a-re bolted to 
the concrete floor of the train control room. (Figure 'No. 3.) The 
seismic triqgers are protected by locked security enclosures about 
foot locker size. (Figures Nos. 4 & 5'..) ., . . 

Seismic Sensinq - Equipment Description 

Each strong-motion accelerometer sensor, contains three igge 
oriented to sense in vertical and in longitudinal and transverse 

P. 
horizontal directions. The operation of each trigger is based upon the 
output of a. coil mass supported by a spring mOving in a magnetic fieid. 
The trigger signal is amplified and operates a relay. The relays are 
designed to "trigger" or "trip" when the Signal from the spring-mass 
system exceeds a certain threshold value. The triaxial triggers have 
a field adjustable range of 0.025 g to 0.25 g. The triaxial trigger 
output is a timed relay contact which is field adjustable from 6 to 
20 seconds. The seismic triaxial triggers are KinemEtrics Model 
TS-3A. (Figure No. 6.) These triggers are used on strtctures such as 
dams and atomic generating plants worldwide, and, have an excellent 
reputation .fot reliability. Usually they are operated with a self- 
contained 12 VDC battery supply and recording sejsmograph. BARTD'S 
installation has its own vital power supply and does not use the 
recording devices 

A test button is mounted in a separate box adjacent .to the 
seismic triaxial trigger within the security enclosure. This test 
button simulates a seismic aàtion. (Figure No. 7.) 

The seismic triggers are adjustable by a Field Calibrator 
purchased from Kinemetrics. The triggers are set to trip at -0.10 g 
which is the point just below the dama ge threshold for specially 
designed structures. (Figure No. 1.) 
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seismic Sensing - System Description 

Figure No. B is the block diagram epresenting thu syètem. I 

The seismic triaxial tri4gers are powered from the vital 12. 
Volt DC power supply of the train cont±ól equipment. A Wabco vital 
relay provides the interface signal for alarming Central and the local 
station. Normally closed cdhtacts are used so that a seismic disturbance 
de-energiZes the Wabco relay. This relay is located in the train 
control cabinet with the. other vital relays. Wiring from the seismic [ 

switches to the vital relay and beyond was placed in conduit and/or 
existing cable tray within the train control room. 

De-energization of the vital relay sends two signals through 
separate contacts. The first activates the station code call chime 
system. A clode of six chimes is sounded over the station public address 
system, so that the alarm will be received wherever the agent is working. 

The second vital relay contact controls an input to the 
digital transmission system (DTS) and iE forwarded to Central. The OTS 
was the existing conun unication link for the train control system and., 
there was sufficient spare capacity for the Seismic Alarm Systemo 

At Central an alarm passes through the computer and initiates 
the following action: 

1. The Support Facilities Console annunciator panel 
flashes "Seismic Disturbance". (Figures Nos. 9 & 10.) 

2. Afl Amber "T" for the appropriate station flashes on 
the. Support Facilities Display Board. (Figure No. .9.) 

3. The message "Alarm - Seismic Disturbance Station. 
Number" prints on the Support Facilities Teleprinter. 
(Figures Nos. 10 & 11.) . 

4. Depression of the Support Facilities Console's 
acknowledge button causes the console and display 
board signals to change. to steady lights. 

5. When the seismic alarm signal stops, the message 
"Clear-Seismic Disturbance - Station Number" prints 
on the teleprinter;. (Figure No. 11.) 

It is to be noted that the system has a degree of redundancy. 
Each seismic sensot has three triggers aM a major disturbance is. 
expec to trip more than one sensor. Finally' the agents at. each.. 
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instrumented station are alerted and are expected to advise Central. 
over the regular communication channels. 

Alarm Response - 

The reaction to the alarms will depend upon the number of 
stations reporting, the order received and the speed at which they 
are recorded and cleared. This information, call&'from station 
agents and/or traih operators and theperception of the earthquake 
by Centrlal personnel, will allow assessment of the èeverity. As 
an example, a single"alarm from Daly City would probably mean a 
mild seismic disturbance on the San Andreas fault. However, alarms 
from numerous stations eminat:in in sequence from Daly City woUld 
probably mean a severe seismic disturbance on the San Andreas fault. 
The same logic and schemes would apply to the Other faults.. 

Upon determination of a seismic disturbance, Central implements 
an. earthquake response procedure. All trains are stopped, except trains 
in tunnels or the transbay tube are moved to tlie next. station. Main- 
tenance, BARTD Police and Public Information are alerted. If, during 
the hold period (five minutes) there is no reported damage or abnormal 
conditions, Central, at its discretion, may initiate an inspection 
conducted from the revenue vehicles in the slowest automatic mode 
with passengers aboard. Any report of abnormal conditions would 

) I result in inEpections in a manual mode without passengers. During 
hon-revenue hours, Central would oversee the inspection by maintenance 
fOrces. . 

C.ONCLQSIONS 
To date, none of the Strong-motion seinic sensors have 

tripped for cause. However, when the Bay Area experiences i next 
earthquake of conseqUence, BARTD's alarm system will give objective 
information so that the EARTD operational response may be fast an4 
accurate. Information from human obsenation, of course, is invaluable 
and necessary, especially dUring response implementation; but duritg 
the.first oritical minutes, correlation of Euch verbal input is a 
major task in itself. The teleprinter readout of inforat.ion shOuld 
avoid much of the confusion which might be expected in a major earth- 
quake. . 

After experience has been gained with t.his alarm system, the 

Phase III decision wifl be made on whether to tie the seism ic sensing 
into the train control system. Also, experience will help determine 
the adequacy of the sensing levels and if there are sufficient seismic 

riggers. ,.. 
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EARTHQUAKE MEASURES 

COMPARISON 

Th 
Magnitude (4). Intensity (4) Acceleration (5) Damage & Remarks (4) H 

Riàhter . Modified . 

', Scale Mercalli G 
Maximum ..y.. 

t% 
Pg 

Epicenter 

2 . I - II Usually detected only by 
instruments 

3:. xii Felt indoors - similar t .... . light trtck passthg 

4 Iv-v .02 Feltbymost-siinilart 
1 . . 

heavy trtickpassing. 
/ .. : . 

Damage: Unstable objects 
- 

cvertrn 
5 VI - VIZ .04 - .125 Felt by all - Structure 

. damage: Specially design 
Negligible Ordinary 
Substantial - Minor to 
Moderate 

6 . VII - VIII .125 .250 Structure Damage: 
Specially designed-Sligfr 
Ordinary Substantial - 
Moderate; Poorly Built 
Major 

7 ..IX - K .50 Structure damage: 
Specially designed - Maj 

8 + X - XII Structure damage: Major 
Total 

I . 

FIGURE Nb. .1. 

S 
H. 
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SHOWING LOCATION OP MAJOR PAULfl AND SEISMIC SENSORS 

0 PEG.NO. 2 
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3115 8:12:39 ALARM KOWDO2 1000 V DC BREAKER TRIP 
3/15 R:12:43 CLEAR XOWDO2 1000 V DC BREAKER TRIP 0 
3/15 08:31:17 M-LINE FAN V19 EXHST 
3/1508:31:26 P1-LINE FAN V2OEXHST 'a 

3/15 08:39:02 ti-LINE FAN V.19 OFF 
3/15 08:39:08 M-LINE FAN V20 OFF 0 
3/15 8:43:03 ALARM AZD LOCAL STATION CONTROLS ENABLED 'a 

3/1.5 9:07:00 ALAR1 AID TROUBLE PARX - 0 
3/15 9:25:3g ALARM MYP LOCAL STATION CONTROLS ENABLED 

3/15 9:25:49 ALARI MXP CONTROL POWER TROUBLE 
3/15 9:26:48 ALARM Mb 

. TROU3LE. ESSENTIAL POWER 
3/IS 9:26:57 CLEAR P710 TROUBLE ESSENTIAL POWER 7 

3/15 13:13:55 ALARM P116 SEISMIC DISTURBANCE 0 
3/15 10:15:04 CLEAR M16 SEISMIC DISTURBANCE 
3/1.5 10:16:31 ALARM R50 SEIStIC DISTURBANCE 0 

3/15 10:17:02 CLEAR 0 SEISMIC DISTIJRPANCE 
3/15 10:17:3! ALARM C40 SEISMIC DISTURBANCE 
r3/j5 10:18:02 CLEAR C40 SEISMIC DISTURBANCE 0 
3/15 10:20:54 ALARM ClO SEISMIC DISTURBANCE - 3/1.5 10:21:04 CLEAR ClO StISMIC DISTURBANCE 0 
3/15 10:22:27 CLEAR AZD LOCAL STATION CONTROLS ENABLED V 

3/15 10:23:42 ALARM ClO SEISMIC DISTURBANCE 
3/15 10:23:54 CLEAR CEO SEISMIC DISTURBANCE 

3/15 10:24:?3 ALARM ClO SEISMIC DISTURBANCE W 
3/15 10:24:36 CLEAR ClO SEISMIC DIST!JRRANCE 
,-3/15 10:26:13 ALARM A50 SEISMIC DISTURBANCE 
3/15 10:26:24 CLEAR A50 SEISMIC DISTURBANCE 

3/15 10:2g:17 CLEAR MXP LOCAL STATION CONTROLS ENABLED 
3/15 lO:?8:42 CLEAR MXP CONTROL POWER TROUBLE 0 
3/15 10:30:07 RRKR COMMAND: MYP-DOl CLOSE 
3/15 10:30:23 BRXR COMMAND: MXP-D01 TRIP 
3/15 10:30:35 BRVR CcrMAND: MXP-D02 CLOSE 'a 

3/15 10:30:51 BRKR C04M4ND: MP-DO2 TRIP 
3/15 10:39:37 ALARM C6O SEISMIC DISTURBANCE 
3/15 10:39:53 CLEAR C60 SEISMIC DISTURBANCE 
-r3/15 10:46:03 ALAR1 P190 SEISMIC DISTURBANCE I 

3/15 10:46:20 ALARM. C20 01 SOR COMPUTER I FAILURE 
3/15 10:46:21 ALARM 023 02 SOR COMPUTER 2 FAILURE 
3/15 10:45:22 ALAR C2b 5CR SPEED RESTRICTIQN 
3/15 1O:4C:34 CLEAR C2OO1 SOR COMPUTER 1 FAILURE 
3/15 10:46:34 CLEAR C20 02 SOR COMPUTER 2 FAILURE 

-3f15 10:46:53 CLEAR- f190 SEISMIC DISTURBANCE 

TELEPRINTER PRINTOUT 

Figure No. II 
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FIGUREA-5 

- 
IGNITION SOURCES FOR RAIL RAPID TRANSiT FIRES 

Ignition Incidentiifliflioi tot All 
Source Vehicle Miles I4ciden; 

(UNDERCAX PIUS) 

traction notor 1.3 24.5 

resistor grid 0.54 l0.2 

defective brake contrOl 
hndbrake not fully released 0 44 8 

rwitch failure 0.32 6.0 

battefl able short 
C S $ metallic object lodged under car 

corSsor 0.15 2.8 

controller 0.14 2.5 

jomSl 0.06 1.1 

fuse 0.0$ 0.9 

COCCUPANT COZWAI22T PIRES) 

arson 0.02 0.4 
cigarette arson J 

BVAC 0.06 1.1 

defective lighting unit - 

W.Y$IDE IQ4ITION PIflS) 

steel dtst 0.12 4..3 

67.7 

Undetermined and miscellaneous I_________________ 32.3 

________________ Ipp_p 

SVojlda]s Drop Objects on Track, Equipment Cover on flEck. 

Source: of the Fire Threat in U.S Department of 
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FIGURE A-4 

RAIL RAPID TRANSIT FIRE/SMOKE INCIDENT RATE (1978 DATA) 

INCIDENT/MILLION VEHICLE MiLES $a. 
p r r e r 0 a. 

I 

.,,, 

.? - -. I 

'AU. (range 0.59 to *L03) 
f L I 

0.73. to 18.10) 1.65 

ON MOTOR (range 0.31 tot.7)t 1.30 

)R.GRIDSJ(range 0.68 to 1.42) 
I 0.54 

NEt9 (range 0.70 to 2.17) 

j (range 0.44) 0.32 

J(range 0.04.0.62) 0.21 

I CO?WRESSORS 
I (range -t22) 0.15 

CONTROLLER 
(rang. 0.18') 0.14 

.4 

I (range 0.18') 0.16 

IsTif I. DUST 
_icrang. 0.16') 0.12 

JOURNAL 
(raige 0.09') 0.06 

PUS_Es 
(range 0.08') 0.OS 

IIVAC 006 (range 0.06 to 0.08) 

VANDALISN/HUILIAN AaION 
(range 0.27') . 0.02 

in Urban Transit Vehicles, U.S. Department of 
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This edition of NFPA 72E. Standard on Automatic The DitectSs, 
was prepared by the Technical Committee on Detection Devices. 
released by the Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems, and 
acted on by the NationalFire:Protection Association Inc. on May 18, 
1982 at its Annual Meeting in San Francisco, California. it was 
issued by the Standards Council on June 8, 1982, wIth an effective 
date of June 28. 1982. and supersedes all previous editions. 

The 1978 edition oithis standard wa.approved.by the American. 
National Standards Institute as an American National Standard. 
Thisedition hasalso . beensubniittedfor similarapproval. 

This edition contains contains some revisions for clarificildon and 
a newTable S#5.1.2, which addressesspacing of beat detectors on 
high ceilings. 

Changes other than editorial are. indicated by a vertical nile In the 
margin of the page.on.which they appear. These linesare Included as 
an aid to the user in identifying changes from the previous edition. 

Origin and Development of NFPA 72E 

This standard. was written to assist in the proper ui of lutornatic 
fir detectors. Technology has produced a large number of devices 
which respond to some phenomenon of fire. To operate effectively 
these devices. must be located properly within the protected space. 
There are.various types of fires - fast or slow, flaming or smoldering 

but eachis:a specific product of thetype and form of fuel It feeds 
onand the physical size and shape of the space in which it narta. An 
lutomatic fire detector should be selected alter identification of both 
thetype and size of lire to be detected and the response required. 
These detectors shouldbe locatedin that space so that they areprop- 
erly responsive to these.fires. 
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The committee recognizes the need for additional fire restate 
The Fare Detection Institute is expected to perform these needed 
tasks The current edition of this standard is based on the best infot 
mation known to date. The standard will be refined as results and 
additional information are received and studied. 

The first edition of this standard was submittedand adopted ass 
tentative standard in May 3972. The standard was adoptedas.anof. 
facial standardin 1974. The 1978 edition contained a complete veil 
sion of Chapter 4, Smoke Sensing Fire Detectors. a new Chapter 6. 
GasSensing Fire Detectors, and.otherrrvisions. 
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NOTICE: An aateriàk(i following the number or letter .1S-atlmg a 
paragraph indkaies aplanatoty mutual onthat paragraph in Appendix A. 

Infonuatlonon referencedpublications can be found in Appendix C. 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

I-I Purpose. 
1.1.1 The purpose of this standardis to provide basic minimum re- 
quirements For perfonnance of automatic fire detectors to emuie 
timely warning for the purposes of life safety and 1nuperty protec- 
don. 

1-1.2 This standard is intended for use by persons knowledgeable 
in the application of fire detection as pan of fire protection systems. 

14 Scope. 
1-2.1 This standard coven minimum performance, location, 
mounting, testing, and maintenance requirements of automatic fire 
detectors for protection of the occupant. buildin;. space, structure. 
area, or object to be protected in accordance with the stated pair- 
pwe, - 

1-2.2 This standard is:intendedto be used with othet NFPA stan- 
dards that deal specifically with fire alarm. extinguishment orcon- 
trol. Automatic fire detectors add to fire protection by initiating 
emergency action but only when used in conjunction with other 
equipment - 

1-2,3 -The interconnection of detectors, the control configurations. 
the power. supply or the output systems-responding to autamatit fire 
detector actuation are detailed in NEPA 71. Central Station Sjnal- 
ingSystems; NFPA 72A. Local Protective Signaling Sjtstenss; NFPA 



iLtrO AU1OMAfl C FIRE DEltCrOg5 N GENERAL 7*1! 
720. Auxilány Thotectà'e Si.gnalâtg Systems; NEPA 72C1 Remoj, I Station Protective Signaling Systems; -NFPA 720, Proprietary Pm II tective Signaling Systems; NFPA 74, Household ?Ite Warning 

J 
Equstnnens; and othen. 

it2.4 Nothing in this standard is intended to prevent the use of new methods or devices p ding sufficient technical data are submjtte to the authority having jurisdiction to demonstrate that the new method or device is equivalent in quality, effectiveness, durability and safety to that prescribed by thiastandard, 

Chapter 2 General 

Fire is a phenomenon which occurs when a substance upon 
reaching. a critical temperature reacts chemically, as for example, 
with oxygen, to produce heat.flame. light, smoke, watervapor, car- 
bon monoxide, carbon dioxide, or other products and effects. 

An autprnatic fire detector Is a device designed to detect the 
presence-of lireand initiate action. 

2-1 DefInitions. : 
Approved. Acceptable to the 'authothy having jusisdlction." 
NOTE: TheNationallire Protection.Auociationdoes ums .,n.n. biped 
or certify any iñatóllations.1procedures. equiptnent..ot mateslab not doss lIsp' 
prove or-evaluate testing laboratories. Indetenninhig the acceptabiflty of In- 
stallations or procedures, equipment or materials, the authoetty having 
jurisdicdon may base acceptance on compliance With NFPA other ap' 
propnate standanla. In the absence of inch standards, said aushosisy may it' 
quire evidence of proper inatallatlon. procedure or use; The authority having 
jurisdiction may abc refer-to the listings-or labeling practices of an organist 
S.. tnnetwhe wtbprottt r.tasknn ,!ntch Is tam ,*tiI..,., to datennhte 
compliance with appropriate standard. for the current production .1 listed 
item.. 

Authority Having Jurisdiction. The '"authority having 
jurisdiction" is theorganization, office or Individual responsible for 
'approving" equipment. an installation or a piocedure. 

NOTE: The phrase "authority having Jurisdiction" Is used 1st NPPA 
documents an a broad manner since jurisdictions and "approwar agencies vail 
as do their responsibilities. Where public safety Sprisnary, die "authority 
having jurisdiction" may besfederil, state, teal or other regional department 
or individual such as a fire chief, fire nianhal. chief Of a fire pseventloti 
bureau, nor depanmeut. health department. building offidai,elenhlcal in' 
ipecto., or othen having statutory authority. For Insurance salt,' 
surance Inspection department. rating bureau, or other Insurance ipany 
representative may be -the"suthorlty haling jurisdiction.' In rny cir- 
cumstances the properly owner or his designated-agent aesumes she role of the 
'authority having jurisdiction": at g tentirstsllstiosis, the commanding 
officeror departmental official may bethe-"suthorlty having juthdktlon7 

Ceiling. The upper surface of a space, regardless of height 
Areas with a;suspended ceiling would have two ceilings, one visible 
from the floor and one above the suspended ceiling. 

Ceiling Height. The heighi from the continuous floor of the 
loom to the continuous ceiling of aroom or space. 
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Combination Detector. A device that either (a) responds 
more than one of. the- fire phenomena calssified in 2-2.1.1 throu 
2-2.1.5 or (b) employs more than one operating -principle to set 
one of thesephenoinena. Typical examples-are (a) a combination 
a-heat detectS with-a smoke-detector, or (b) a combination rated 
rise and fixed temperature heat detector. 

Labeled. Equipment or materIals to which has been a 
label, symbol or other identifying mark of an organizatic 
able to the !authority having jurisdiction' and concernedt 
uct evaluation, that maintains periodic inspection of prat 
libeled-equipment or materialsand by whose labeling the. 
turer indicates compliance with appropriate standards or 
ance ins specified manner. 

Listed. Equipment or materials included in a list p4lished h 
an organitation acceptable to the "authority having jurisdiction" and 
concerned with product evaluation, that maintains periodic inspec- 
tion-of.production of Iistedequipment or materials and whose.listb1 
states either: that-the equipment or material meets appropriate stan dart or has been tested -and found suitable for use in a specified 
manner. 

NOTE; The nesm for bóemifØug listed equipment may vary For eseb 
oirganiutiao ctmed- with. product enhStIon, rne of which do. not 
resgnise e.Jui)nentEn Hated u.S it Is aIao:labeied. The "authority havinj 
juthdiction' should utilize the system employed -by the: listing. organization to 

Identifyra listed product. 

Shall. Indicates a mandatory requirement. 

Should. Indicates a recommendation or that which i advised- 
but not required. 

Spacing. A horizontally measured dimension relating to the 
allowable coverage of fire- detectors. 

2-2 ClassifIcation of Fire Detectors. 
2,2.1 For the purpose of this standard. automatic fire detectors ate 
classified as listed below: 
-2-2.1.1 Heat Detector. A device which -detects abnormally high 
temperature or rate-of-temperature rise. 

2-2.1.2 Smoke-Detector. A device which detects the visible or in- 
visible particles of combustion. 

2-2.1.3 flame Detector. A device which detects the infrared, or 
ultraviolet, or visible radiation produced by a fire. - 

GENEPAS. : flE-1l 

t#t.4 fire-Ga. Detector.- A device which detects gases produced 

- - 

g4l-.5 Other Fire Detectors. Devices which detect a 

nomenonother than heat, smoke. flamç,-or-gases produced by a 

2-2 2 Types of Detectors 

+21.1 Line-type Detector. A device in abich detection Inon- 
along a path. Typical examples are rate-of.tlse- pneumatic 

tubing detectors, projected beam smoke detector,, and heat-sensttive 

cable. :: 
- .:-- -. 

242.2 S11*4ype- Detectot. A device whOle. dSlli'jilesnent Is 

concentrated at - a particular location. Typical . ezampies ate 

bimetallicdetectors, fusible alloy detector', certlin pneumatic rate- 

of-rile detectors, certain smoke- detectors and thermoelectric detect 

tots. 
- r &%: - 

24.2.3 Air. Sampling-type navan. A S 4t'/p$ -detector 

consists of piping or tubing distribution fran the detecior unit to the 

nez(s) tobeprotected. An air pump draws sir fran the protected 

srea back to thedetectorthrougb the air sampling- ports and piping- 

or-tubing. At.the detector, the air is analyzed for-fire products. 

2-2.3 OperatIng Modes. -YT:- - 

2-0.1 Nonrestorable- Detector. A device whole anslttj element 

is:designed tobe destroyed -by the process-of detecilnga lire. 

2-212 Restorable Detector. A device whose lénsiig element Is 

not-ordinarily destroyed by the rocess of detecting a lire.- Restora- 

don may be manual or autotnattc. - - -; -- - 

2-3 Shapes of Ceilings 
2-3.1 The shapes of ceilings are classified aafoftonç- 

2-3.1.1 Level Ceilings. Those that are actually level or have- a 

slope of 134 in. (40 mm) or less per ft (0.9 m). - - 

2-32 SlOping Ceiling'. Those -having a slope of more than 1½ 
a. (40mm) per ft (0.3 m). SlopIng ceilings are:furthet classified as 

follows: 

(a) Sloping. Pedked Type. Those in which the ailIng slopes In 
two directions from .hebighest point. Curved or domed ceilings may 
be considered peaked with the slope figured.as the slope of the chor, 
from highest to lowest point. (See Figure A.3..4.I is Appendix A. 



(b) Slops'Sg+Shed fl,pe. Those in which the high point is as side with the slope estending toward the opposite side. (See F 4-3-54.2 Os Appendix A.) 

24 Ceiling Surfaces. 
24.1 Ceiling surfaces referred to in conjunction withihe of fire. detectors are: 
24.1.1 Beam Construction. Ceilings having solid structural d solid nonstiuctural members projecting down front the ceiling mjs lace more than 4in. (100 mm) and spaced more than Sit (09 center to center. 

24.L2 Ghdeni Girders support beams orjolsts. and.run atiigbt angles to thebeams or joists. When girders are within 4in..(100.mr4 of the ceiling, they area factor in determining the number of 4étec' torsand are to be coSdered as beams. When the top of the girdesh niorethan 4 in. (100 mm) from theceiling, it is not a factor indCtec. tot location. 

24.1.8 Solid JolstConatrucdon. Ceilings having solid or solid nonstructuril members projecting down from the face a distance of niorethan 4 in.(100 nim)and spaced at ft (0,9 m)or lets, center to center. 

2-4.1.4 Smooth Ceiling. A surface uninterrupted by contiiuóW projections, such as solid joists, beams, or ducts, extending moit than 4 in. (100 nun) below the ceiling surface. 
NOTE: Open inn constnictlo,u are not considered to Impee the flow at Site products unheathe uppermeinber Incontinuow contact withihe Sting projects below the ceiling more than 4 In. (tOO mini. 

2-5 Contact Requirements. 
24.1 Approval. 
2-L1.1 All fire detection devices shall be listed or approved for the purpose for which they areintended, andihall be installed in confor inky with this standard. 

2-5.1.2 When required by the authority havin? juTisdiction, com- plete information regarding the fire detectors, including specifica- dons and floor plans showing the location of the detectors, shall be submitted for approval prior to installation of the detectors. 

2-5.1.9 Before requesting final approval of the installation by the authority havingjurisdictlon, the installing contractor shall Furnish * written statement to the effect that the detector, have been installed in accordancewith approved plans and tested in g,ordance withthc manufacturer's srcificationj. 
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2 MctptanC Test. Upon cotnpletlon of the hstallstlon a 
sfactory test of the lire detectors in accordance with Chapter 8 of 

ibis standard shall be inadeiri the presence ola reptrstfltstifl oftbe 
authority having jurisdiction. 

:: .... 

z4instaflstlon. H': 
241 Where subject to mechanical damag detectors shall be - 
tided. 

242 Detectors shill besuppotted. In ll cases, independently of 
their attachment to thecircuit conductors. 

248 Detectors skaHitot be recessed Inbàj way Gita the inuntlng 
surface 4tnless they have been tested an4 listed for such recessed 
mounting. ... 
244 Detectors shall belnstalledIn all irèi heS%stqulTS b$' the 
appropriate: NRA standard or the authority having. jurIsdiction. 
Where total coverage isrequired this-shaM Include aU rooms, haMs. 
storage areas basements, attics, lofts, spaces above suspended all. 
lags, and other subdivisions and accessible spaces, and Inside all 
doss, elevator shafts, enclosed stairways, dumbwaiter shafts and 
chutes. Inaccessible areas which contaln.coinbsistiblc mteØthshpil 
be made accessible and protected by detector(s). 
fse.$ion No. I: Detectors may be omitted fins combustible 
wosd spacsswhen any of th. following conditions pnslL 

(a) When the ceiling is attached directly to ME sgnderMie of the 
nJ'portfttg beams of a combustible roof or floor deck; 

(b) When th. concealed space is entirely filled with a ,- 
bwlibte.insuliition. In aoiid.joisted constn,csion the insulation need 
flU only she space from the ceiling to the bottom edge of the joist of 
the roof rn-floor deck 

(c) When there are small concealed sacn ot*rrOOnsS Jnotided 
any sftace Os question does viol exceed 30 sq/S (4.6 m') in area. 

(d) In spaces formed by sets of facing studs or solid joists in math, 
floors or ceilings where the distance bdween the jiscing studs or soul 
jristsislessthandin.(150mff0. 
Exception No. 2: Detectors may be omitted from below open grid 
ceilOigs when all of the following conds . ..pt'il: 

(a) The openings of the grid are ¼ Os. (6:4 mm) or larger Os the 
last dimension. 

(b) The thickness of thematerial does not exceed Use least dimen- 

(cJThe openings constitute at least 70 percent of the arJa of the 
eeilósgmaterüsl. 
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2$.5 Detectors shall also be required underneath open loadj 
docks or platforms and their coven, and for accessible underfl 
spaces of buildingiwithout basements. 
Rxception: BypennAu of the autherityhatasgjuttdicuo,, gfg 
toj-j may be omitted when all of the following conditions prntza 

(a) The space lanai accessible for storp purposes or en: ranceg 
unauthorâed persons and is protected against accumulation of sitS 
bans. debris. 

(b) The space contains no equipment such as steam pipes, eleci,* winnj shaflmg, or contwyon. 
(c) The floor over thespace is tight. 
(d) No flammable liquids are processed, handled: or stored on th floor above. 

24.6 Wheiecode,,standar.js laws, or authorities having jurisdie. 
lion require the protection of selected areas only, the specified situ 
shalt be protected in accordance with this standard. 

a 
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ChapterS Heat Sensing Flit D.c4a&,fl 

Heat is added energy that causes substances to rise in temperature 
and, also, the energy produced by a burning substance, 

3-1 General. t 
3-I. I The purposeand scope of this chapter 1, upravide stindarãs 
for location andspaclng of fire detectors which Senseheat produced 
by burping substances. The detectors are usually referred teas heat 
detectors. 

3-I.E Heat detectors shall be installed là ill fleas where requited 
either by the appropriate NPPA standard or the authority having 
jurisdiction. 

3-2 OperatIng Principles. 
3-2.1 FizedTemperatureDetector. . 

S-LI.1 Aflxed temperature detector Is a.devIeewhlch will respond 
when its operating element becomesheatedto apiedetenulned level. 

3-2.1.2 Thermal Lag. When a fixed temperature dSceoperates 
the temperature of the surroundin? air will.always be higher thsn the 
operating temperature-of the device itself. ThIadliference between 
the operating -temperature of the device and the actual air 
temperature is commonly spoken of as "thermallag," and Is propor 
tional to the rate at which the temperature is rising. 

3-2.1.3 Typical namples of fixed temperature sensing elements 
are: 

(a) Bimetallic. A sensing element comprised of two metali 
having different coefficients of thermalexpansión arranged.so that 
the effect will be deflection in one-djrectionwhen heatedand in the 
opposite direction.when.cooled. 

(b) Electrical Conductñity. Aline-type.or spot-type sensing ele- 
ment whose resistance varies as a function of temperature. 

(c) Fusible Alloy. A sensing element of a special composition 
(eutectic) metal which melts rapidly at the:rated temperature. 

(d) If eat-Sensitive Cable. A line-type -device whose sensingele- 
ment comprises, in one type, two current-carrying iim held 
separated by a heatsensitive insulation which loftens at the rated 
temperature, thus allowing the wires to-make electrical contact. In 



another type a single Wire is centered in a metallic tubeand the 
tervening space filled with a substance which, at a tilt 
temperature, becomes conductive, thus establishing electrical 
tact between the tube and the wire. 

(C) Liquid Fàponsion. A sensing element comprlilng a llq 
capable of marked expansion in volume In response to temperS 
Inclease. 

3-2.2 Rate Compensation Detector. 
8-2.2.1 A Tate compensation detector Is a,device which Will res 
when the temperature of the air surrounding the device reac 
predetermined level, regardless of therate oftemperature rise. 

3-2.2.2 A typical example is a spot.type detector with a tubuis 
casing of a metal that tends to expand lengthwise as It Itheated,and 
an associated contact mechanism that will close at a.certain point Ii 
the elongation. A second metallic element inside the tube exerts si 
opposing force on the contacts, tending to hold them open. lix 
forces are balaneedin such a way that on a slow rate:oI temperatun 
rise, there ls:more time for heat to penetrate.to the innerelemee. 
which therefore inhibits contact closure until the total device ha 
beenheatedtoitsrated temperature level. However, on a fist rated 
temperature rise, there isnotas much time for. heattopenetratits 
the Inner element, which therefore exerts less of aninhibiting effect 
so that contact closure is obtained when the total device has ben 
heatedtoa lower level. This, in effect, compensates for thermal lag 

3-2.3 Rate-of-RiseDetector. 
3-2.3.1 A rate-of'risedetectoris a device which will respondwhe 
the temperature rises at a rate exceeding a predetermined, amount. 

3-2.3.2 Typical examples are: 
(a) Pneumatic Rate-of-Rise Tubing. A line-type detector cnn 

prising small diameter tubing, usually copper, which Is installed® 
the ceiling or high on the walls throughout the detected area. Th 
tubing istenninated in a detectorunit. containing diaphragms and 
associated contactsset to actuate at a:predetennined pressure. 'fle 
system is sealid except for calibrated vents which compensate tot 
normal changes in temperature. 

(b) Spot-type Pneumatic Rate-of-Rise Detecior. A device coil- 
sisting of an air chamber, diaphragm, contacts, and compensating 
vent in a single enclosure. The principle of operation is the same as 

that described in 3,2;L2(a). 
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increase hi electric potential in response to an Increase in 
temperature. This potential is monitored by associated control 

equipment. and an alarm ii initiated when the potential incvçasfl at. 
sn,ibnonnal rate. 

3-3 Temperature Classlflcatlon. 

3-3.1 Heat detectors of the flzed.tetnpenturt or rate-compensated 
spot-pattern type. shall be classified as to the temperatureof opera- 

tion and marked with the appropriate color.code. (See Table 3-3.1.) 

Table 8-3.1 

Temperature 
ClassMkadon 

Temp. Rating 
RAngç P 

Mis. Ceilln 
Temp. O 

Color 
COde 

Ordinary 135 to 174 100 Ulcolored 
Intermediate 175 to 249 :150 White 
High 250 to 324 225 Blue 
Eltra High 325 tO 399 300 Red 
Very Extra High 400 to 499 375 Greet 
UltraHigh 500to575 475 Orange 

Vet St Units: C - ¶1 (°V -52) 

3-3.1.1 Where the overall color oft detector lithe same a the col- 

or code marking required for that dCtec tor, either one of the follow- 
big arrangements. applied in a contrasting color and visible after in. 
stallation, shall be employed: 

(a) A ring on the surface of the. detector. 

(b) The temperature rating in numerals at least % In. (9.5 mm) 

3-4 Iacadon 
3-4.1° Spot.type heat detectors shall be located 4°! tbecellsng 
not iessthan4 in..(100 mm),Irom theside.wall oron thesidewahisbe- 
tween 4 in. (100 mm) and. 12 in. (300 nun) from the ceiling. (See 

Wgure 4-34.1 in Appends A.) 
£xcej,tion No. 1: lit the case of solid ,foist COIUtrUCSIs. detectors 
shalt be mounted at the bottom of the joists. 
Exception No. 2: In the caseof beam construction where beams are 
,, is. (3Q mm) its dept's and less thon ifi (2.4 m) °n 
center, detectors may be Stalled on the bottom if beams- 

(c) Thermoelectric Effect Detector. A. device wlxee sensing tie 3-4.2 Line-type heat detectors: shall be located upon the Sling or 
mentcotnprises:a thermocouple or thermopile unit which products 

J4 
on the lide walls not more than 20 in. (500 mm) from thecelling. 
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3-4.3 High Temperature Areas. Detectors .havina fixed 
temperature or rate compensated elements shall be selectedin accrn 
dance with Table 3-3.1 forthe maximum ceiling temperaturetba, 
can, be expected. 

3-5. SpacIng. 
8-5.l Smooth Ceiling Spacing. One of the following rules shE 
apply: 

(a) The distance. between detectors shall not exceed their listed 
spacingand there.shall be detectors within adistance of one-half the 
listed spacing. measuredata right angle, from all walls or partition. 
extendtng to within lB in. (460 mm) of the ceiling; or 

(b) All points on the ceiling shall have a detector within a distance 
equal to 0.7 times the listed spacing. This will be useful is. 
calculating locations in corridors or irregular areas. 

3-5.1.l Irregular Areas. For irregular shaped areas the spacing 
between detectors may be greater than the listed spacing, provided the 
mazimum spacing from a detector to the furthest point of a side wall 
or corner withinits zone of protection is not rater thano.7 times slit 
listed.spacing (0.7S). (See Figure 4-3-3:1.1 its Appeisdsx-A.) 

3_tl.2S High Ceilings. On ceilings 10 ft (3m) to SOft (9.1 iii) 
high, heat detector spacing shall be reduced in accordance wish 
Table 3-5.1.2. 

Table 3-5.1.2 

Ceiling Height (It) Percent of 
Above Up To Listed:Spacing 

0 10 100 
10 12 91 
12 14 84 
14 16 77 
16 18 71 
lB 20 64 
20 22 58 
22 24 52 
24 26 46 
26 28 40 
28 30 .34 

This! Unil.: I Ft = 0.305 in; 

Exception: Table 34.1.2 don not apply to the following detecton 
which rely on the integration effect: 

HT 
(a) Line type electrical conductility detectors. (See 3-2.1. 3(b).j 

(6) F',s.umdtic rate-of rise tubing. (See 3-2.3.2(a).) 

(c) Series connected thermoelectric effect detectors. (See 

in these cain, the manufact uteri recommendations shall be 

fâ(lowed for aflroft7tate alarm point and spacing. 

.5.2° Solid Joist .construction The spacing of healdetectoil, I 

when measured:at right-angles to the solid joists. shall not exceed 50 

percent of the smooth ceiling spacing allowable under 3-5.1 and 

:S.5.l.1. (See Figure A.34.2 in Appendix:A.) 

gas Beam Construction. It shall be treated as a smooth ceiling if 

the beams project no more than 4 in. (100 mm)below thecelling. If 

the beams project more than 4 in. (100 mm) below the ceiling. die 

spacing of spot.type*heat detectors at right angles to the direction of 

beam travel Ihall be not more than two-thirds the smioth ceiling 

spacing allowable under 3-5.1 and 3.5.1.1. If the bEams project 

more than 18 in.. (460 mm) below the ceiling, and are mon than 8 ft 

(2.4 m) on-centers, each bay formed by thebeams shall be treatedas 

a separate area. 

3-5.4 Sloped Ceilings. 
34.4.1' Peaked. A row of detectors shall first kspced and 

located at or wIthin S ft(O.9 m) of the peak of the ceiling..mrastared 

horizontally. The number and spacing of additional detectors, if 

any, -shall be based on the horizontal projection of the.celling In ac' 
cordancewith the type of ceiling construction. (See-Figure 4-3.3.4.2 
asAppendixA.) 

3442 Shed. The shed shall have a row of detectors locatedon 
she ceiling within Sit (0.9 m) of the high side of the ceiling measured 

horizontally. spacedinaccordance with.the type of construction. lie- 

snaining detectors, if any,shall then be-located in the remaining area 

on the basis of the horizontal projection of the ceiling. (See Figure 

4-3-3.4.2 Appendix A.) 
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Chapter 4 Smoke Senuing Fire Detectors 

Smoke Is the totality of the'airborne visible or Invisible 
combustion. 

4-1 General. 
4-1.1 The purpose and scope aLibis chapter law provide standani for location and spacing of fire detectors which sense smoke pm ducedby burning substances. These detectors areusually referred is as smoke detectors. 

4-1.2° Smoke detectors shall be installed in all areas where it. quired.ehher by the appropriate NFPA standard, or by the aut hotly hiving jurisdiction. 

4-2 Operating Principles. 
4-2.1 Ionization Smoke Detection Principle. Smoke detecton utilizing the ionization principle are usually of the spot type. An ionization smoke detector has a sinallamount of radioactive materisi which ionizes the air in the senslngchamber, thus rendering it'con ductive and permitting a current flow through the air between two charged electrodes. This gives the sensing chamber an effective Sec. trical conductance. When smoke particles enter the ionization ares, they decrease the conductance of the air by 'attaching themselves to the ions, causing a reduction in mobility. When the conductance S less than a predetermined level, the detector responds. 

4-2.2 Photoelectric Light Obscuration Smoke Detsdon Print]- pie. Smoke detectors utilizing the photoelectric light obscuration principle consist of a light source which is projected onto a photosen sitive device. Smoke particles between the light source and the 
photosensitive, device reduce the light reaching the device, causing the detector to respond. 

4-2.2.1 Projected Beam Smoke Detector. This is a line-type obscuration smoke detector, where the lightbeamis projected.acrou the area to be protected. 

4-2.8 Photoelectric Light Scattering Smoke Detection Principle. . Smoke detectors utilizing thejihotoelectricllight scatter- ing principle are usually of the spot type. They contain a light source and a photosensitive device so arranged that the light rays do n 

normally fail änto the photosensitive device. Whenirnoke particles 
enter the light path. light strikes-thepatticles and Is scattered onto 
the photosensitive device, causing the detector to respond. 

4-2.4 ResIstance Bridge Smoke Detection Pritclple. A smoke 
detector utilizing the resistance brlde principle is.usuafly of the spot 
type. It responds to a combination of smoke particles and moisture 
vhkh falls onto an electrical bridge grid. As conductiveiubflances 
fall on 'the grid. theylncrease'the conductance of the grid and cause 
the detector to respond. 

4-ti Cloud Chamber Smoke Detection Pr! sciple. A Snake 
detector utilizing the cloud chambS principle is usually of the 
sampling type. An air puinp.draws asampleOf air from the pro- 
tectedareás into a high humidity chamber within the detector. After 
the.air lain the.humidlty.chamber. the pressure Is luwc.cd slightly. If 
smoke lardcles are present. the moisture In the air condenses on 
them fonning.a;cloud in the chamber. The density of this cloud is 
then measured by a photoelectric pr1ndpte When the density is 
greater than a predetermined level1 the detector aci.puuds. 

4$ Location and Spacing. 
44.1' General. The location andapacing of srnoirA detectonshafl 
result, from an evaluation based, on enØneering Judgment sup- 
plemented by the guidelines detailed in this standard. Ceiling shape 
and surfaces, ceiling heiØit. conflpsration of contents, burning 
characteristics of combustible material present, and ventilation are 
sonic of the conditions that shall be considered. 

43.1.1 WheretheIntent is to protect from a ipecilic hazard, the 
detector(s) maybe installed closer to the hazard In a posItion where 
thedetectorwlll readily interccpt thesmoke. 

4-3.1.2° StratIfIcatIon. The posslbleeffect of smoke stratification 
at levels below theceillng shall also be considered. 

442 Spot-type smoke detectorsshallbe located on the cell!ng.not 
less than 4 in. (100 mm) froma sidewall to the near edge. orlif on a 
sidewall, between 4.in. and 121n. (100mm and 300 mm) down from 
the ceiling to the'top of the dtecur (See F%ure 4-3-4.1 it alflen- 
divA.) 
Exception No. 1: See 4.3.1.2.' 
Exception No. 2: In the case of solid joist constructwn, detectors 
ihall be mounted at the bottom oftkejos. 
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Exception No. 3: in the case of beam construct ion Ihere beasts at, 
less than 12 at. (300 ram) it dEpth and, less than Rft (2.4 m) on 
center, detectors may be installed on the bottom of beams. 

I 
4-.3 Projected beamiype smoke detectors shall be located with 
their projected beams parallel to the ceiling, and not more tItanic 
:gfl (500mm) below the ceiling. 

Exception' No 1: See 4-3.1.2. 
Excsjitien No.2: Reams may be installed vertically, or at any angk 
needed. to afford roteceion of the hazard involved. (Example: vet- 
gscal beams through the open shaft area of a stairwell where there is 
a clear vertical space inside the handrail,.) 

4-3.3.! The beam length shall not exceed the maximum permitted 
by the equipment listing. 

4-3.3.i.IS Where mirrors are used with projected beans., ihe total 
IistedIength *1 thebeams shall be progressively redéscet by 5554 per' 
cent foreachinirror used. (See Figure 4'4-3.1.1 sit Appendà 4.) 

4-3.3.1.2 Beams shall be adjustable for total light cutoff vahies 
ranging from 5 percent on up to at lent 40 percent.Settings of ii 
percent per ft (0.5 rn), or less (more sensitive), shall be used wherever 
conditions permit. 

Not morethan 60k (18.5 m) o[beasn length shall be considered in 
determining percent cutoff per ft. While the.cutoff Is not linear since 
each increment of beans length affects the next increment, linear 
calculations maybe used for purposes of this'stahdard. 

4-3.4 Each sampling port of a sampllng.type smoke detector shall 
be treated as a spot-type detector for the purpose of location and 
spacing. 

4-3.5 Smooth Ceiling Spacing. 
4-3.5.! Spot-type Detectors. On smooth ceilings, spacing of Soft 
(9.1 rn) maybe used as a guide. In all cases, the manufacturer's 
recommendation,. shall be followed Other spacing may be used 
dipending on ceiling height, different conditions at response re' 
qusrements. 

43.5.2* Projected Beam-type Detectors. For location and spac- 
ing of projected beamtypedetector,. the manufacturer's installation 
instructions shall be followed;.(See Figure 4.4.3.5.2 in Appendix A.) 
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#3.6° SolId Joist Construction. 

#3.6.1 Ceiling construction w joists areS in. (200 mm) or less 

InLdepth shall be considered equivalent to a.smooth ceiling. 

436.2 lijoists exceedS in. (200 mm) In depth, the spadng of spot- 
type detectors in the direction perpendicular to -the joists shall be 
reduced. If the projected light beams of line-type detectors nan 
perpendicular to the joists, no Spacing reduction is necessary; 
holiver. ii the projected light beams are parallel to the joists, the 
spacing between' light beams shall be reduced. 

44,7 Beans Construction. 

447.1 CeIling construction:where beams are 8th. (200mm) or.le 
indepth shall be considered equivalent to a smooth ceiling. 

437.2 11 beants are over 8 in. (200 mm) in depth. the-spacing at 
spot-type detectors in the:direction perpendicular to the.beams shall 
be reduced. The spacing of line-type detectors run perpeisdiSarly 
to the beams need notbe reduced; however, if theline.type detectors 
rerun parallel to the beams the spacing:shallbe reduced. 

4-3.7.3 lithe beams exceed 1$ in. (460mm)indepth andare more. 
than S-it (2.4 m) on centers, each bay shall be treated as a separate. 
area:requiring at least one spot-type or line-type detector. 

4-L8 Sloped Ceilings. 

4-3.8.1 Peaked. 'Detectorsshall first be spaced and locatedwitbin 
5 ft (0.9 m)of the peak. measured horizontally. The number and 
spacing of additional detectors, if any, shall be based on the:horizon- 
tal projection of the ceiling. (SEeFigure 4-3-5.1.1 ii Appendix A.) 

4-3.8.2 Shed. Detectors shall first be spaced and located within 3 
ft (OS rn) of the.high side of-the ceiling, measured:horizontally. The. 
numberand spacing of additional 4etectom, if any, shall be based on 
the horizontal projectionol the ceiling. (SO Figure4-3-5,4.2.in Ap- 
pendixd.) N 

4-9.9 Suspended Ceilings. (See 24.1.) 
4-LAO Partitions. Where' partitions extend upward to wIthin 18 
in. (460 mm) of the ceiling, they will not influence the spacing. 
Where the partitiOn extends to within less than 18 in. (460 mm) of 
the ceiling, the effect of smoke.travelshall be considered in reductldn 
of apacing 



4-4 Heating. Ventilating and MrCondition(ng (RVAQ. 
4,4.1 brooms, buildings, etc.. whereforced ventilationis psi 
detectors shall not be located whereair from supply diffusers 
dilute smoke.before it reaches thedetector Detectorsshallbelc 
tolavor the air flow toward return openings This may require 
tional detectors, since placing detectors only near returnair opi 
may !eavethe.bafance of the area withinadequate protection 
the air handling system Is shut down. The detector manufai 
shall be consulted before installation of detectors. 

I -u In alon-s;ing areas which are designed as common retuyj 
for HVAC systems, the air circulating through them isusuallyat a 

higher velocity than would be prevalint in the room below. For this 
reason, detector spacing shall be reduced. (See 4-3.11.) 

4,4.2.1 Detectors placed in the areas used to handle environments] 
air shall notbe used as a substitutefor openarea protection because: 

(a) Smoke may not bedrawn into the area when theventiladrij 
system is shut down. 

1!. I (b) Thedetectorwillbelessresponsivetoafireconditioninroom 
of fire origin dueto dilution by clSn air. 

4-5 SpecIal Considerations. 

4-5.1 General. The selection and Installation of smoke detectois 
shall take into consideration both the design characteristics of the 
detector and the areas into which the detectors will be;installed so as 

to prevent false operation ornonoperationafter installation. Someof 
the considerations are as follows: 

4-5.1.1 Projected beam-type detectors and mirrors shall be flnn 
mounted on stable surfaces, so as to prevent false or erratic operation 
due to movement. The beam shall besodesigned that small angulir 
movements of the light source or receiver do nosprevent operation 
due to smoke and do not cause false alarms. Ordinarily., movement 
of ¼ degree shall be tolerated (34 degree circular included angle). 

45.1.2 Since the projkZmed beam-type unit will not operate for 
alann (but 'will give a trouble signal) when the light.paih to the 
receiteris interrupted or obscured the ligln.patb shall be kept clear 
of opaque obstacles at all .tirnes. 

4t5. 1.3 Smoke detectors havinq a fixed temperature element as 

pan of the unit shall be selected in accordance with Table 3-3.1 for 
tbe:maximum ceiling temperature that can be expected in service.. 

-. 
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44.1.4 Smob.e detectors shall not be Installed in veal when the 

normal ambient temperature Is likely to exceed 1OOF (58°C) or fall 

below 52°F (0°C). unless they have been ipeciftcally listed for in. 

nillation .at higher or lower temperatures. 

4.5.1.5 The Installation shall take Into consideration any normal 

urca. such as rnanufacuring processes. which may produce 

smoke, so astoavoid possible false alarms. 

45.L6* High Rack Sioragv. (See 1%ures 444.1.6(0) and 

4.4.5:1.6(b) in Aflendix 41 Detection systems are often:installed 

in addition to suppression systems. Where smoke detectors are in- 

salted for early warnint in high rack storage areas It shell be 

necessary toconsiderinstalling detectorsøt several levels in theracks 

to ensure quicker response to smoke. Wher detectors are installed to 

actuate a suppression system. see NFPA 25 IC. Standard for Rack 

Storage of Materials. 
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chapter 5 flame Sensing Fire Detectors 

flame is the column of gases,. made luminousby heat, emanating 
from a burning substance. flame from some substances (e.g.. 
hydrogen) may not be visible to the unaided human eye. 

5-I General. 1' 
5-1.1 The purpose and scope of this chapter is to provide standards 
for.location.and spacing of fire detectors which sense flameproduced 
by burning substances. These detectors are usually referred to a 
flame detectors. 

5-1.2 Flame detectors shall beinstalled in all areas where they are 
required either by the appropriate NFPA standard, or by the 
authority having:jurisktion. 

5-2 OperatIng Principles. 
5-2.1 Flame Detector. A device which responds to the appearana 
of radiant energy visible to the human eye (approximately 4000 to 
7700 Angstroms) otto radiantenergy outsidethe Eange of human ti 
sion. 

5-2.1.1 Flame Flicker Detector A photoelectric flame detector 
including means to prevent response to visible light unless theob- 
served.light is modulated at a frequency characteristic of theflickef 
of a flame. 

5-2.1.2 Infrared Detector. A device, whose sensing element b 
responsive to radiant energy outside the range of human vision 
(above approximately 7700 Angstroms).. 

5-21.3 PhotoelectrIc Flame Detector. A device whose sensin? cIt 
ment is a photocell which either changes its electrical conductivity or 

produces an electrical potential when exposed to radiant energy. 

5-2.1.4 Ultraviolet Detector. A device whose sensing element b 

responsive to radiant energy outside the range. of human visM 
(below approximately 4000 Angstroms). 

FLAMZ snanto flR& DZTECTOSS . 

54 Fire CharacterIstIcs. . 
7 . ,! SM-? 

.54.1 Flame detectors art senaltiveto glowing etnbefl. tSIb,*att 
paal.flames, wbichradlate.to the detectors energy of sufficient hnth 
sityand spectral quality to initlateaction. 

, 

54.2 The detrctor(s shall arM:SthevadIitIo6frS* *Wf*ä 
of.flre that is to lie detected. This usuallyinvolves expertapplicatlan 
engineering. Thetime in whicha fin nuast be detected and heavers 
or intensity thereof may have to be related to the tapabilitles of 
assoclated'extinguishlng media and equipment. 

5-4 SpacingConsiderations. 
5-4.1 Except as otherwise permitted herein, flame detector, shall 
not be spaced beyond their listed or approved masimums. Cheer 
spacing shall be utilized where the structural and other 
characteristics of the protected hazard would otherwise impair the 
effectiveness of the detection. 

5.4.2 Flame detectors shall be so designed and installed' that their 
field of'visionwlllbe sufflclentto assuredetection of a specified area 
offire. 

5-4.8 Where conveyance of materials on chutes or belts, or in ducts 
or:tubes, or otherwise, to orpast a detector is! involved, spacing con'. 
siderations will not govern, but strategic placement of detectors Is re 
quired. toassure adequate detection. 

54 Field of View Considerations. 
5-5.1 Since flame detectors an essentially line-of-sight devices, 
special care shall betakenin applying them.toassure that theitabili- 
ty to respond to the required area of fire in the zone which is to be. 
protected will not be unduly compromised by the presence of in- 
terveningstructural members or other opaque objeéts ormaterials. 

.5.5.2 The overall situation shall be reviewed frequently to assure 
hat changes in, structural or usage conditions that could interfere 
with fire detection capabilities areremedied promptly. 

5-6 Other Considerations. 
5-6.1 flame detectors shall have' such spectral and.optical response 
capabilities that they will initiate action from the speclficspectral 
emission which occurs when the particular Fuel(s) of the protected 
hazardis afire. 
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5-6.2 Detectors shall be designed, protected or riced so thaths terference with rcception:ofradiadon will not occur soas to prev operatioü. 

5-6.3 Where necessary, detectors slall beshielded or othenvl.e1. rangedto prevent action from unwanted radiant energy. 

5-6.4 When used in outdoor appllèatlons. detectoès shall be shii' S in a fashion to prevent diminishing sensitivity by rain, snow, S., and yet allow a clear field of vision of the hazard area. 

I 

on srcic flat orncrofl 

1' . ':1 ,' ;.i ,,stPIl I:l,t-ji 
r,p4;qjeIii 

t.,p '-i hi,, ,.jfl,J, ,ili 
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Chapter 6 GasSensing Wite n-t.4 :.,,.t$;w% 

Gain, which aremolecules without cohetlon, are produced.by a 
burning,substance and may be oxidizable or reducible, 

General. Y:Z1; 
6-l.1 The purpose and scope of this chajher Is to prdèlàe:itan 
duds for location and spacing of fire.detectors wbléh sense gases pro- 
duced by burning substances. These detectors. arehereafter refrrrkd 
to simply as lire-gas detectors. 

6-I.E Fire'gas detectors shall be installed In all areas whéreje' 
quired eitherby theappropriate NFPA standards or by the authority 
having jurisdiction. 

64.3. FIre-gasditectors shall respond to one or more of the gases 

I producedbyafire 

5-1.4 Although some fire-gas detectors are capable of dEtSthi 
combustible gases or vapors prior to ignition, such applications art 
not within the scope of this.standard. 

6-2 OperatIng Principles. 
6-2.1 SemIconductor. Fire,gas detectors of the. semiconductor 
type respond to either oxidizing or reducing gases by creating dcc- 
IrpI changes in the semiconductor. The subsequent conductivity 
change of the semiconductor causes actuation. 

6-2.2 CatalytIc Element. Fire-gas detectors of the itlytIc tie- 
Inent type contain a material which: in :itself.remalns unchanged:but 
accelerates the oxidation of combustible pies. The resulting 
temperature rise of the element causes actuation. 

6-3 Location and Spacing. 
6-3.1* General. The location, and spacing of firctgas detectors 
shallresult from an evaluation based on engineering judgment sup. 
plemented by the guidelines detailed in this standard. Ceiling shape 
and surfaces, ceiling hei3ht, confuquration of contents, burning 
characteristics of combustible matenal present, and ventilation are 

me of the cond it ions that shall be considered. 
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1 6-3.1.1 Where the intent is to:protect from a.speciflc hazard, the 
detector(s) may be.instalfed closer to the hazard ma position when 
the detector will. readily intercept the fire gases. 

64.1.2 Stradflcatlon. The possible effect of gas stratification at 
levels below the ceiling shall also be considered. (See 4-4-3.1.21 

4 Appendix A.) 

6-5.2 Spot-type.fire-gas detectors shall be located on the ceiling not 
less than 4 in. (100mm) from a.sidewafl to the nearedge. orifon.a 
sidewall, between4in..and 12 in. (100 mm.and 300 mm) downfrom 

tce!&tothet0P01thtdetect0r5flFUte43.41 in4ppen. 

ExceptionNo. .2: Seed-3.1.2. 
Exception No 2: In the case of snial joist construction, detectors 
shall be mounted as the bottom of the jo4ts. 
Exception No.3: In the case of beam cons! nw! ion where beams art l than 12 M. (300 mm) th depth and lea than 8ft (2.4 m) es 
center, detectors may be installed on she bottom of beams. 

64.3° Each sampling port of a sampling-type fire-gas detector 
shall be treated as a spOt'type detector for the purpose of location 
and spacing. 

6-3.4 Smooth Ceiling Spacing. 
6-3.4.! Spot-type Detectors. On smooth ceilings, spacing alSO ft 
(9.1 m) may be used as a guide. In all cases; the manufactures's 
reconrnendations shall be followed. Other spacing may be used 
dending on ceiling hEIght, different conditions or response it- 
quiresnents. 

6-3.5 Solid Joist Construction. (See 4-4-3.61 Appendix A.) 
6-34.1 Ceiling construction where joists are Sin. (200 mm) or len 
In depth shall be considered equivalent to a smooth ceiling. 

6-3.5.2 lf.joists exceedS in. (200 mm)ln depth, the spacing olspot- 
type detectors in the direction perpendicular to. the joists shall be 
ridüced. 

6-3.6 Beam Constnsctlon. 

6-5.6.1 Ceiling construction where beamsare 8. in. (200 mm) or less 
in depth shall be considered equivalent to a smooth ceiling. 

GAS SENSING flit DETECTORS TEE SI 

6-3.6.2 If beamsare over tin. (200 mm) in depth, the spacing of. 

spct.t)pe detectors in the direction perpendicular to the. beams shall 
bereduced. 

6-3.6.3 if the beams exceed 18 in. (460 mm) in depth and are more 
than 8 ft (2.4 m)on centers, each bay shall be treated asia separate 
area requiring, at least one spot-type detector. 

6-3.7 Sloped Ceilings. 

6-3.7.1 Peaked. Detectors shall first bespacedand located within 
Sit (0.9m) of the peak, measured horizontally. Thenumbet and 
spacinof additional detectors, if any, shall be based on the horizon. 
talprojection o(the ailing. (See Figure 4;3.54;J its.4pfnndix A.) 

6.3.7.2 Shed. Detectors shall first be spaced and located wiihins 
ft (0.9 m) of thehigh side of the ceiling, measured horizontally. The 
number and spacing of additional.detectors. if any, shall bebased on 
the horizontal;projection of the ceiling. (See FYgure.4-3-5.4.2in Ap. 
pendicA.) 

6-3.8 Suspended Ceilings. (See 2-6;4.) 

649 PartItions. Where partitions extend upward:to.whhin 18 in. 
(460mm) of the ceiling, they *111 not influence thespacing. Where 
the partition extends to within less than 18 in. (460 mm) of theceil. 
ing the effect on gas travel shall be considered In reduction of spac. 
ing. 

6-4 HeatIng. Ventilating, and Mr Conditlonlng(HVAO. 
6-4.1 In rooms, buildings, etc. where forced ventilation Is present. 
detectors shall not be located where air from supply diffusers could 
dilute the fire .gases before they reach the detector. Detectors shall be 
located to favor the air flow toward return openings. This may me- 

quire additional detectors, since placing detectors only near return 
air openings may leave the balance of the area with inadequate pro. 
tection when the air handling system is shut down. The detectr 
manufacturer shall beconsulted before installation of detectors. 

- 6-4.2 Detectors placed in, arEas used to handle environm ntal air 
shall not be used as a.substitute for open area protection because: 

(a) Gases may not be drawn into the area when the ventilating 
system is shut down. 

(b) The detector will be less responsive to a fire condition In the 
room of fire origin due to dilution by clean air. 

I. 

t 1; 
F:: 
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6-5 Special Considerations. 
6-5.1 The seJectron and installation of fire,gas detectors shall tate intoconsideration both the design characteristics of the detector and the areas into which the detectors will be installed so as to prevent false operation or nonuperatlon after installation. Some of the con. siderauons are as follows: 
6-5.1.1 Fire-gas detectors may alarm In nonfire situations due to certain human activities. The use of some aerosol sprays, and hydrocarbon solvents are.examples. Accordingly, considerable care shall be employed when installing firegasdetectors. They shall not be installed where, under normal conditions, concentrations of detectable gases may be present. Agarageis not a place to use lire- gas detectors for lIre alann purposes because the concel?tlation of carbon monoxidemay behigh enough to trigger an alann. 

641.2 Fire-gas detectors having a med temperature element si pan of the unit shall be selected in accordance with Table:S-5,1 for the maximum ceiling, temperature that can be expected in service. 

6-5.1.5 Fire-gas detectors shall..not be installed in areaswhere the normal ambient temperature is likely to exceed lOO°F(38°C) or fall. below 32°F (O°C):unless they have:been speciftcatlylisted for installa- tion -at higher or lower temperatures. 

I2E- OTHER FIRE DETECtOfl5 

Chapter 7 Other Tire Detector 

Detectors in the classification:of "Other Fire Detectors" are those 
which operate on principles differing from those described in 
Chapters 5,4, Band 6. 

7.1 General. 
74.1 Detectors in theclassificadon of "Other Fire Detectors" shall 
be installed in ill areas where they are required either by the ap- 
propriate4NFPA standard, or by the authority having jurisdiction. 

.7.1.2. Facilities for testing or metering or Instrumentation to assure 
tdeqtsate 'initial sensitivity and adequate retention thereof, relative 
toiheprotected hazard, shall be provided. These facilities shall be 
employed at regular intervals. 

7-2 Fire Characteristics, 
7.23 These detectors shall operate when subjected to the abnonnal 
concentration of combustion effects that occur during t.fltt.:such as 
water vapor, ionized molecules, or other phienomenafor which they 
are designed. Detection is dependent upon the size and intensity of 
fire to provide the necessary amount of required products and 
selated thennal lift, circulation, or. diffusion for adequate:operatiofl. 

742 Room sizes and contours, air-flow pattern, obstructions, and 
other characteristics dl the protected hazard shall be taken Into ac- 
count. -. 

74 Location and Spacing. 
74.1 Thelocation and spacing of det ctors shall be based upon the 
principle of operation and an engineering survey of the conditions 
anticipated in service. The rnanufacturer'stechnicaibttltetifl shall be 
consulted for recommended detector uses and locations. 

7-3.2 Detectors shalliotbe spaced beyond their listed or approved 
tnttunn. Closer spacing ihall be utilized where the structural or 
other characteristics of the protected hazard warrant. 

74.3 Consideration:shall be given to all factors which bear upon 
the location and sensitivity of the detectors, This includes reckoning 
with structural' features such as sizes and shapes of rooms and bays1 
their occupancies and uses, ceiling heights, ceiling and other 
obstructions, air-flow patterns. stock piles. files, and fire:hazard loca- 
boos. 
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7-3.4 The overall situation shall be renewed frequently to alauje 
that changes in structural or usage conditions that could anteife,, 
with fare detection are remedied. 

7-4 SpeckI Gonsideradons. Conditions which could foster I 
operation or nonoperation of detectors shall be considered when 
stallation of detectors in this group is.being planned. 

MAINtENANCE AND tultcu fltse 

A .1.1 'nt. jab 
-. '.r:1\;\ -!t 

ChapterS MatntenanceandTenlng a aa-cr.,I. 

4gj:( !ze 
i4 j u? 4 

8-1 General. . . ;.;t Ht .1lTQk:1a%l;, 

84.1 Each automatic detector shall be rnalsssdt (dtdádbh. 
operating condition. Periodic inspections and tests shall be snadé to 
assure proper maintenance as speëified herein. 

84.1.1 Maintenance and testing shall he In accor ánce with thi 
stasdard supplemented by the manufactureVsInstructlons and those 
of the authority having jurisdiction. 

. c 

8-1.2 Detectors shall be under the.supervlsloh of a .ayouJble per. 
son who shallcause proper tests to bemadeatspedfied intervals and 
have general charge of all alterations and additions. 

84.3 In any tests, all persons who wouldautornatically receive an 
alannihall benotified, so that an unnecessary response shall not take 
place. 

84.4 After installation, a visual inspection of all detectors ihall be 
made to besure that they are properly located. 

8-Lb Alter Installation, each detector shall be checked to ensure 
that it is properly connected and powered in sccordinct with the 
manufacturer'srecomynendations. 

8-1.6 Any method or device used for testing In a hazardOus at- 
mosphere or process shall be suitablefor use within the hazardous at- 
mosphere orprocess. 

84.7 A pennanent record of all test results shall be kept on the 
premises for at least five years for review by the authority having 
jurisdiction. 

8-2 InItial Installation Tests. 
8-2.1 Heat Detector.. 
8-2.1.1 A restorable heat detector shall be tested with a heat 
source, such as a hair dryeror shielded heat lamp, until it responds. 
After each heat test, the detector shall reset. Prrcaution shall be 
taken to avoid damage to the. nonrestorable fixed temperature ele- 
ment of a éombination rate.of-risefFaxed temperature detector. 
Exception: A pneumatic tube line-type detector shall be tested 
either with a heat source (if a test chamber ü in the circuit) or tested 
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pneumatically with a pressure pump. The manufacturer's hsflm 
lions shall be followed. 

8-2.1.2 Line- or spot-type nonrestorable fixed temperature hey 
detectors shall.not beheat tested, but shall be tested mechankaflye 
electrically for fire alarm function. Line4type detectors shall ha 
their loop resistance measured to see if it is within acceptable. limits 
for the equipment beingused. The loopreslstanceshall'be recorded 

F for future reference. The record shall be maintained on alit 
premises. Other tests shall be:perfonned as required by the manufu. 
hirers. 

8-2.1.8 Detectors with a replaceable.fuiblealloyelement shall be 
tested by: 

(a) removing the fusible F element to detennine that the detectd 
contacts operate properly, and then 

(b) reinstalling the fusible Element. 

8-2.2 Smoke Detectors. 
8-2.2.1 To assure that each smoke detector is operative, It shaltbE 
tested, .in place, in.accordance with the manufacturer's instructiOns. 

8-2;L2 DEtector sensitivity shall be.determlnedusingelther: 
(a) A calibrated test method, or 
(b) The F manufacturests calibrated sensitivity test Instrument, s 
(c) Other calibrated sensitivity test method acceptable to the 

authority having jurisdiction. 
Detectors found to be outside the approved range of sensitivity 

shallbe replaced. 

I 
Exception: If th, detector U liâfed as fleW adjunable, it m l's 

I either at weed to brâag it rShñs an approved range or replaced. 

8-2.3 flame Detectors. fire-Gas Detectorsand Other Fire beset- 
ton. Flame detectors, lire-gas detectors and other fire detecton 
shall betested for operation in accordance withinstructions supplied 
by themanufacturn or other test methods acceptable to the authozi- 
ty having jurisdiction. 

8-3 Periodic Tests. 
8-3.1* Detectors shall be tested as described in the following 
paragraphs. Themethod of test shall be as outlined In SectionS-2. 
The authority having jurisdiction may accept testing at a greater Of 
lesser frequency. 

$.3;2HeatDettctoTU. .,....., F 

e.3.2. I For nonrestorable spot-type det&wn., after the fifteenth 
,ear at least two detectors out of everyhundie&or fraction thereof, 
lsll be removed every five yeirs and sent to a testing laboratory for' 
nts. The detectors that have been removed shall be. rejilaced with 

new detectors. If a failure occurs on any of the detectofl remond, 
additional detectors shall be removed and tested as a furthe check' 
on the installation untilihere is proven to eidsteither a general prob- 
leminvolving faulty detectors or a localized problem involving only 
one or two defective detectors. 

FOr restotable heat detectors ( rceptpneunsatIc lIS-t7pe), 
one or-more detectors on each-signal-Initiating cfrcult ahailbE tested 
at least semiannually and different detectors shall be selected for 
each test. Within fiveyears, each detector shall have been tested. 

8-3.2.8 All pneumatic line-type detectors shall be tested for leaks 
sod proper operation F at least semiannually. 

I -: 

8-3.2.4 Nonrestorable line4type fixed temperature detectors shill 
be tested for alarm function at least semiannually. The loop 
resistance shall be measured, recorded and compared, with that 
previously recorded. Any change in loop resistance- shall be In- 
testigated. 

8-LI Smoke Detectors. All smoke detectors shall be tested at least 
niiannually. 

0-3.4 flame Detectors. FIrt-GasDeiectotu and Other Tire Detec- 
wrs All flamedetectors, fire-gas detectors and other fire detectors 
shall be tested at least semiannually as prescribed by the manufac 
turn and more often if found to be necessary for the: application. 

0-4 CleanIng and Maintenance. Detectors require periodic clean- 
ing to remove dust or dirt which-has accumulated. Thefrequency of 
cleaning will depend upon the type of detector and the local ambient 
conditions. For each detector, the cleaning, checking, operation. 
and sensitivity adjustment shall be attempted only after consulting 
the manufacturers Instructions. 

8-5 Tests Following an Alarm. All detectors shall be restored to 
service as promptly as possible after each.test or alarm, and-shall be 
keptin normal condition for operation. Detectorsrequiring.resetting 
orreplacemrnt shall be reset orreplaced aspromptly aspbssible after 
each test or alarm. All detectors exposed wa fire shall betested. 



8-6 Inspection Forms. 
8-6.1 An inspection form shall be provided and include the buoy 
ing information on initial tests: 

(a) Date. 
(b) Name of property. 
(e) Address. 
(d) Installer/maintenance company name,. address. and represcu. 

tative. 
(e) Approving agency( lea) name, address, and representative. 
(1) Number and type of detectors per zone for each zone. 
(g) Functional test of detectors. (Sn Section 8-2.) ( Warning: Sn 

aho8-J,J.) 
(Ii) Check of all smoke detectors, (See 8-2;2.l.) 
(i) lap resistance for all fixed temperature. line'type detector,. 

I (See82.1;2.) 
(j) Other tests:asrequired by equipment manufacturers 
(Ii) Signature of tester and approval authority representative. 

8-8.1. Aninspection bonn shall be provided and include the follot 
ing information for periodic tests: 

(a) Date. 
(b) Test frequency. 
(c) Name of property. 
(d) Address. 
(e) Maintenancecompany name, address and representative. 
(f) Approving agency(ies).nazne, address, and representative, 
(g) Designation of the detector(s) tested (tests perfonnedin accm 

dance with Section 8-8). 
(h) Functional test of detectors, (See. Section 8-2.) (Warnaig: See 

aLso 8-1.3.) 
(i) Check of all smoke detectors. (See &22.I.) 

) Loop resistance for all fixed temperatureline.typeheat detec' 
ton. (See 8-2.1.2.) 

(k) Other tests as required by equipment manufacturers. 
(I) Signatures of tester and approval authority representative. 

sPECIAL APPLICATIONs 72ES9 

Gbapter 9 Spatl Applicationi 

fl Duct Detectors. 

9l.1 General. 
9.1.1.1 The function of air ductimoke detectors is to detect smoke 
forthe primary purpose 0 controlling airmovemstbyair cond!- 
timing mi vCntiladng systems in an attempt to pre*tst polsible. 
panic and damage from distributionof smokeand gaieuus:pruducta. 

91.1.2 An air duct smoke detector installation shailnot ) media' 
a substitute for open area protection because: 

(a) Smokemay not ibe drawn fromopen areas when air condition.! 
in5 systems or ventilating systems are shut down. 

(b) Dilution by smoke'laden air from other parts oftbebulldlng, 
or dilutionby fresh air Intakes, may allow highdenaldts of wnckEln 
a uncle room with no appreclablesmokein the duct at the detector 
location. 

911.3 Detectors shalllbe within the duct, or-prodUdbbrwihe 
duct, or mounted In a housing with sampling tubes protruding Into 
or traversing the duct, 

9-1.1.4 Air duct smoke detectors, Including housing Sd sampling 
tubes where used, shaft be listed or approved for the range of air 
velocities which may exist in service. 

911.5 Airductsmoke detectors shailbe suitable for the maximum 
temperature which may exist in service. 

9-U ApplIcation of Duct Detectors. 
H 

9.1.2.1 Air duct smoke detectors shall be provided as required by 
NFPA 90A, Standard on An Conditioning and VentAstâag stenss. 

9-1.2.2 Airduct smoke detectors used only to initlatecontrol of air 
movement and not connected to a fire protective signaling system 
shall be listed or approved as suitable for releasing deviceservice. 

9-12.3 AIr duct smoke detectors cOnnectedlinthe slgnäl.actuating 
-circuit of a fire protectivesignaling system shall be listed or approved 
for this application. 
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9-1.9 Testing sad Maintenance of Duct Detectors. 
94.3.1 Due to the quantity of anokethat may berequlred, an b 
servlcetest of an air duct smoke detector inatallitlon is not practiS 
Reference shailbe madeto Chapter tforthe "Initial" and "Periodic". 
tests which may be conducted. 

9-1.L2 Cleanlngfrrquency of air dut smoke,detecton will dejeáá 
on local ambient conditions. Following placement in service, ln 
stallations shall be inspected as necessary to establish a cleanh 
schedUle. Refer to Section 8-4 for further details on cleaning. 

9-2 De5 for Smoke Damper Rejoin Service. 
9-2.1 Where.contrul of smoke dampers is not initiated by afire 
alarm system which includes automatic smoke deteqipn devices in 
the area served by the related dUcts, the control shall be initiated b7 
either of the Following methods: 

9-2.1.1' Preferably by open area-type smoke detectors listed orap- 
proved' for releasing service located For protection of the area(s) acre- 
eel by therelated ducts. 

9-2.1.2 fly listed or approved duct-type smoke detectors located.ln 
the related ducts. 

9-3 High Ale Movement Areas. 
9-3.1 General. The.purpoee and scope of thissectlon is to provide 
lOcation and spacing from smoke detectors in high alt mOvement 
areas. 

9-3.2 AptancrCriteria. Detector response shall be determined 
by the authority having jurisdiction who may utilize the detector 
manufacturers recommendations. 

9.3.3 LocatIon. Smoke detectors sball:not belocated near airsup- 
ply registers. 

9-3.4' Spaclnç Smoke detectorspacing. depends Upon the:mo,e- 
mciii of air within the room (including both supplied and recir- 
culated air) which canbe designated as minutes per air changror air 
changes per hour. Except where. othenvise accepted by the authority 
having jurisdiction, spacing shall be in acéordince with Figures 
49-3.4 (a) and(b). 

9-4 Smoke Detectors for Door Release Service. 
9-4.1 Smokedoor release not initiated by a fire alannsystesn whidi 
includes smoke. detectors protecting the areas on both sides of the 
door affected shall be accomplished by smoke detectors applied a' 
specified in this section. 

SPECIAL APPIJCAflotes 

9-4.2 Smoke detectors listed or appnntl aciskeirtS :tm 
release service shall not be used for open area protection. (See 14.:)) 

A smoke ditectot used concurrently for doot nlcSe otSt*'sd 
open area protection shall be acceptable If listed or a _ uwd for 
open area protection sndlnstaUed in accordance Mdi tCptet 461 
thisstandard . 

i 
-IF?,. i.''.I: r 

9-4.3 Smoke detectors may be of the phott*leèttfc dt iotiltAfIS 
type or other approved type. 

9.4.4 Number of Detectors RequIred. - .'. I. 

9-UI Where doors are to be closed In resóItiae to snake flowing 
in either direction the following rules apply: 

9.4.4.1.1' Where the depth of wall section above the door 1.24 In. 
(610 mm) orless. one ceiling-mounted detector:shaII be requlredon 
onesidC of the doorway only. (See hures 4.9-44.1.1 0 and C in 
Appendix 4.) 

94.4.1.2 Wherethe depth ofwall srcflonEabàvE the dooris greater 
than 24 in. (610 mm). two ceiling-mounted detectors shall be re 
quired, one on each side of the doorway. (See Figure 4.-fl.4;LI Lan 
Appendix 4.) 

9-4.4.1.3 Where the depth of wall section above the door Is 60 In. 
(1520 mm) or greater. additional detectors may be required as in- 
dicated by an engineering evaluation. 

9-4.4.1.4 Where a detector is specifically lined for door frame 
mounting. or where a listed combination or integral-detector-door 
closer assembly is used, only onedetector is required when installed 
in the manner recommended by the manufacturer. 

94.4.2 Wheredoor relCaseis intended to prevent smoketrassnis' 
ion from one- space to another in one dir ction only. one detector 
located In the space to whkhsmoke is to be confined shall suffice 
regardless of thief depth of wall section above thedoor. Alternatively. 
asmokedetector ëonforming with 9-4.4.1.4 shall be used. 

9-4.4.3 Where there are multiple doorway, additional cellinw 
mounted detectors shall be requited as follows: 

1-4.4.3.1' Where the separation between dOorways exceeds 24 in. 
(610 mm), each dow-way must be treated separately. (See Figure 
4-94. 43.1 Em 4ppendix 4.) 

9-4.4.3.2' Each group of three doorway openings mist be treated 
separately. (See Figure 4-9-4.4.3.2 A in Appendix 4.) 
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- i rt 9-4.4.9.8 Each-gtoupofdoonnyopenlngswbicbexceeds2OItØ 
isr m) in width measured at Its overall extremes must be tresS p ,r- .rL !I4?:I. separately. (Sn FIgure 43.4.4.3.3 of Aflnndix 4.) 

t,.:. 
- 

.-- --I 9-444 WbrethnearemultpledoorwaysandlutMdoorfrais Appendix A 
mounted detectors or where listed couiblnation or integral- detecta 

': ..-. door closer assemblies are used, there- shalibe one -detector for tao 
single or double doorway. 

APPI4S u.sos a pan of the rsqtanmlnP of this MPt'A 4oai4nS. .. MiS Ss. 

sedforrnformauon.rarPorno* 9-4.4.4.1 A double doorway is a single opening that has no 1k 
tervening wall space or door trim separating the two doom. (S.' 

9-4.5 LocatIon. 
9-4.5.1 Whereceiling-mounted smoke detectors are ISbe Insialled 
on a smooth ceiling for a single or double doorway, they shall be 
located as follows (seeFiguresA-9-4.4.3.I 4,8, and CinApbendi 
A): 

e_-4 '---1 
ft. (a) On the centerline of the doorway, and 

I 

flOOflhli%I 

"'C.K4 and 
I 

N%-3Ct 4b.. 
(c) NocloerrthanshowninPiguresA944l lB. fl andF 

ft 9-4 5 2 Where ceiling mounted detectors are to be Installed in con N listS' 
J.... ditions other than those-outlined-In 9-4.B.L engineering judgment Is 

I required. 
m,atom.a.r snd 

* NOTE. 
Mn.i.___n*ithOST!flt0tS 

5* 

flgine-A-S-4.I Spot-type dcwd.n-. 
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A-S-LI Maximum linear spacings on smooth ceilings for spot-type 
heat detectors are determined by full-scale, fire tests. These teas 
aSume that the detectors are to be.installed.ln a patternol oneot 
more squares. 'each'slde of which equala:the maximum spacing ast... 
termined in the test. This is illustrated, in Figure A-S-5.I(a). lIt 
detectorsto.be tested are..pliced at one cornet of the square1 which h 
the furthest distance it can be from the fire andatill be within the 
square. Thus the distance from the detector "D" to the fire 'r i 
always thetest spacing multiplied by 0.1. and can be set up in fit 
following tables: 

Tin'Spsclng Maximum 
Tat Distinct frees tint. Deteetor.(.7 x D) 

50 x Soft 55R 
40x40ft 28ft 
SOx30.ft sift 
25 x 55ft 17.5 ft 
ZOxZOft lift 
iSx..ISft I0.Sft 

For SI Uàits: I ft a 0.305 in. 

Once the correct maximum test distance has been detennined, 
then'it Is valid to (nterchanp the positions oldie fire "r and the 
detector. 't." The detector is now in the middle of the square, and 
what the listing actually says is that the detector is adequate to detect 
afire that occurs anywhereiiihinthatsquare even'out.to the.fur- 
then corner. 

In laying out detector installations, designers talk.in terms of rec- 
tangles; because building areas are generally rectangular in shape. 
The pattern ofheat spread from a:flre source, however, Is not rec- 
tangular in shape. On a smooth ceiling, heat will spread out in aN 

directions1 in anever.npanding.circle. Thus.the coverage ofa detec 
tor is not in. fact a square. but, rather a circle, whose radius is the 
linearspacing multiplied by 0.7. 

a 
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For SIUnks::J ft - 0.105 m. 

flqureA4J4(a) 

I_U. 
tft ;Ztr Soto lOopcoof. Pan locatedapproxhnM* 

S - Indicates normal sprinkler spacings an ID-ft 434$ schedules. 
D - tndlcStse,normsl detector spating on nvtous spacing schedules 
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This is graphically Illustrated in Figure A-3.5.l(b). With the 
dnector a the center, by rotating the squateatl.iflIlflIttflfltflbtT of 
squares can belaid.out. the canton of which willplot.a circle wbse 
radius is 0.7 dines the listed spacing. The detector wIfl.conr any of 

and consequently any point within the coifinesof the 

.4 

I 

C 

B B I 

C B 

IlgwsA.14.I(b) 
I 

So far this explanation has considered squatS and cIrcIeLiuptac- 
I 

tical applications, very few attn tUftS Out tO be tU, 
tuagar attn art ran Indeed. Designen deal generally with tee- 
tangles of odd dimensions. and comes of its or.areas1fonned by 
usil intercepts, where spacing to one we1t Is Less titan onelisif the 
ked.qsaelng. To aImpl1f' the st of tbb.ezplanatlOn. 4e.the 
weofadctectorwlthaflsttdepaClngOlSOftbYSOft(9.l 

I 

In). The pdvsdpta tilved MU be equally applicable In iwlr 
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hdIUIIMA. JVs4'a4wiq.ft. 
5IV.aWsss.q.n. 
C Was?' - 740sq.*. 
o - 2t.34' SSOsq.fi. 

Uasç..j.,,, 3O'aW9OO.qS 

10' 

Pa.:sI UnIts; 1 ft - O.505.tn. 

tints *-a-a; I(S) 

Figure A3.5.l(c) Illustrates the derivation at thld conoept. A 

4 gtectorb placed In the. centetof a circle with e radhs aft) ft 
.P (0.7k SOft) 16.4 m(O.7 x LI in)). AserIesofrectMflgSwlthJ 

assi than thepermissible maximum of SOft (9.1 s4S 

comatnacted within the circle. The following conduslons can 
1I1 ,.. -.. 

- 

I. As the smaller dimension decrease, the Lr. dirnesodalt. 
be increased beyond the linear maximum spacing of the detector. 

with qo loss in detection efficiency. 

2. A ilngle detector will cover any area that Wilifit wi lathe dr- 
de. Pm a rectangle, a single properlylocated detector will suffice If 

Spacing the diagonal of the rectangle does not exceed the diameter of the cir- 

5. Relativedetector efficiency will actuallybèhi..a4. beatae 
thearea.coversgelnsq ft Is alwqi less than the 900 sq ft (83.6 &) 
pennlsslbleltthefullS0ftbySOft(LIm x 9.Iip)squarewere!obe 
stilled. The principle Illustrated here aflows - ll....r spicing 
between the deiector and thefire, with no .5Jdon kriSeftCct 
of reflection from walls or partitions, which in narroW .uOesl at cot-. 

ridors will be of additional benefit. For deticton that are not 

centered, the longer dimension should aiwaysbe used In laying out 
the radius of coverage. 

Areas so large. that they exceed the rectanáulat dimensions glwn: 
St figure A-S-5J(c) require additional deteccon. Olsen proper, 
placement.of detectors can be facilitated by brenhlagdown the area 
into multiple rectangles of the.dlmenslons that fit most añnuyflatt* 
Ii. 1ee Pb.gun 4.3.5.1(d).) For example, see flgure A.3+5.I(c).. A 

corridor 10 ft (5 in) wide and up to 82k (25 m) big an be covered 
with two 51)-ft (9.1-ni) detectors. An area 40 ft(12.2m) wide and up 
to 74 ft (22.6 m) long can be covered WhIt four detectors. Irregular 
areas will take more care*al planning to make sure that nospoton 
the ceiling is more than 21 ft (6.4.m) awayfrom a detector. These 
points, can be detennlned by striking ara front the .uwte corner. 
Where anypart oLdie area lies beyondthe circle with a radius of 0.7 
dines the listed spacings, additional detectors are required. 
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Pm$l Units: Ift --O.SOSni. 

Flgvn A-sajj 

1 

AflW(DIZA ?2t43 
Al.2 both paragraph and Table 35.12 are 4.ta.4 to 
provide Seutially the equivalent detector pvr&iauanoe on bighet 
cdlings(to 30* (9.t.m) high) to that which would Sat with tin. 
wnonalolt(Lm)hlgbaillng.(5n4fl.ndtt) 

mOW. Detection hsst*ut. m. Test Repon (an C4 1). used as a 
basis for Table 34a1.2 don not Include data on lntegntIon-tpe 
detectan. Pending development of mach, data, the manufactureCa' 
retomniendadons provide guidance. 

a Fans -4ins 44 
*..SSofld Jotaté 

x. 0 

Detectors 
*5 

Ratios of 

$ - Usted Spacing 

HsSDulsdmv'v'% Lapses -'3. 

flgun A-52 

T 
ins 

.1 

.4: 

ins 

-4. 
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it 
Detector - icMg - Ship (pelted tn.) 

Là SI UuiiS: I ft = tSQSm. 

Ligate A-3a4.I 

4 

AWV45*Z A 72E-S5 

ktsl $78 
5-Dfloflelug -7 

0-Cited.'. 
Ditactar - weai - - - - (died tiltS 

PorSi Units: I ft - O.5O5n 

ligate 444.4,0 it: 

A4l.2 The penondsigning an installation ISUId hap In mind 
that In order for a smoke detector to respond, theSekC mis trawl 
front the;poirn of origin to the detector. in evaluating any partIcular 7 

bulldingor location, likely fheilocations should firnbedetSmlned., 
From each of these points of origin; paths of smoke travel should be 
detcnnlnedo Wherever practical. actual field teas should be con- 
ducted. Tbernost desired location fin smoke detectors would be the 

mmon points of intersection of smoke travel from lire locations if 
throughout the building. 

NOTE: This is one of the neecia that specific spacing (snot n4'4 by the 
indeg laboratorin to snake detecton. 7 

7, 

M-Ll All types of smoke detectors depend fà 09.1st upon 
smoke entering the sensing chamber or light bath. WIIS sufficient 
oncentra don present, operation I. obtained. Since she detecton 
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are usually mounted on the ceiling. response time depends upon the natureofthefire Ahotfirewilldnvetbesmokeuptotheceiling rapidly A smoldering fire, such as in a sofa, produces little heat; and thereforethe time for smoke to reach thedetector will be increased. 

*4-3,1.2 S*ntWcation. Stratification of air In ,s room may hinder air containing smoke panlcles.ot gaseous combustion - 
ucts front retching ctiling-mountetsnsoke or fire-gas detectors. 

Stratification occurs when air containing smoke particles w gaseous combustion products Is heated by smoldering or burning material and, becoinmgless dense than surroundlng.cooler air, thu until it reaches a level at which there. is nolonger a difference in 
temperature between hand the surroundingair. 

In installations where detection of smoldering or snaIl fir,. h desired and where the possibility ofstratillcatlon exists, considers- don should be,glventomoundng alternate detectors below thectil. log. (See ?ikurr 4-4-3.1.2.) SpecIfic designs foe such an alternate 
detection system should be based upon an engineering survey. 

The effect of stradulcaiion 11w delay detection of smoke or gaseow 
combustion products by ceiling mounted detectors. 

SmoOch dptsctots at oSlins 

o il 0 Ô o 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 

.0 0, 0 0 0 S 

rAI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S 

dstsctort betas ailkig 1 
t Minimum 

Hbt,c,iUflg 5,0* SsttlouAA 

For 5I.UOftL lit - O.$flm. 

Sen A4.Ii:9 
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Air heated by smoldering or small fires may have Sufficient ther- 
mal hit to overcome the stratification effect. As fire size increases, 
therising columnof contaminated air will be at higher icaynature 
and will overcome stratification.. Detection should then take place. 

Three conditions are known to accentuate stratification: 
(I) When a layer of hot air exists under a poaly !naulAted roof 

heated by the sun, air of lower temperature will aUadfy below the hot 
sir layer at the ceiling. 

(2) When a layer of cold air, exists under a sdy.Sábttdf roof 
cooled (roan the outside by cold sir, the heated air Is cooled as It 
retcbes this cold air layer. 

(3) When an HVAC system creates anificlal hater cold layers In a 
room, one of conditions (I) or (2)above may oceur. 

naacnDflstass.._ - 

I . tnt-in 
1. : 

I at-i.e.. ;:- 
a-ia, - SRM MSMLt LThOTh OP I Limo ,n Pitt It' UII 

T-o _.. S. ON '33 PUt. 

PSIUnIu: 1 ft - OSOSm. 

Figure A.4.LtI.I 

A-4-L3.2 On smooth ceilings, a spacing of n'iiore than 60 ft (Its m) between projectedbeams, and not more than one4Ialf that 
'pacing between a projected beam and a sidewall (wall paraDe to the 
beam travel) may be used as a guide. Other spacing may be.deteT. 
mined depending on ceiling height, air flow characteristics, and 
response requirements. 

hi sume cases, 'the light beam projectorwill be mounted on one 
end wall, with thelight beam receiver mounted on the uypwlte wall. 
However, It Is also permlssibleto suspend the projector aqdrecelver 
from the ceiling ata distance from the end wills not aceeding one- 
platter the selected spacing. For an illustration of this, see Figure 
A4.3.5.2, 
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Ptojector Reosiver 

%SI I.%S 

0 

Maxini*nn distanc, that caIIIngsuspended 
Hr actot racily, amy S. 
positlonso tram ena wail Is 
%sSectedspeclngt" 

Figure A-44S2 

A-4.9.6 Detectors are placed at reduced spaclnpat right angles to 
iolsts or beams in a attempt to ensure that detection time is 

equivalent to that which would be experienced on a flat. ceiling. It 
takes longer for the combustion pmdücta (smoke or heat) to travel at 
right angles to beams or joists, because of the phenomenon wherein a 

plume from a relatively hot fire with sIgnificant-thermal lift tends to 
fill the-pocket between each beam or joist before moving to the next 
one. 

Though-it.is,tnselthat this phenomenon may not be significant ins 
small smoldering fire, where there is only enough thermal lift to 
cause stratification at the bottom of the joists, reduced spacing is still 
recommended to assure that detection tbne is equivalent to that 
which would exist on a flit ceiling, even in the hotter type of fire. 

*4-5.1.6 IUgIIRRC1C Storage. For most effective detection of fire 
-in high rack storage areas, detectom should belocated on-the cSlh 
above eaëh. aisle and at intermediate levels in the ricks. This S 

necessary to detect smoke, which may betrapped in the racks at U 
early stage of fire development, when InsufficIent thermal energy I' 
released to carry the smoke to the ceiling. Earliest deiection of stho&t 
Is achieved by locating the intennediate level detectors adjacent is 
alternate pallet sections as shown In FIgures *45.1.6(a) and (b). 
Detector manufacturer's recommendations and engineering judg' 
ment shoOld be followed for specific installations. 

Elevation 

Plan 

APPWVIZA 1'RE-59 

Typical Closed Rack Storage 

o ttttctois CII 
o DETECTORS ONRAC1tS 

IUPPfl INTERMEOIARYISVEU 
DETtCTORS-O$ RACKS Ft 
IWWER INTERMEDIARY LEVEU 

11n. *4-5. 1,1(s) Va. saUd stage In wblth trsasns aS longItudinal flue 
see tnegutse eq nonezlstast, asic. slatted or solid sbslnd flange. 
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Elevation 

Plan 

Typical Open Rack Storage 

o DETECTORS ON CEILING 
DEcro )NRAC*S AT UPPER 

INTERMEDIARY LEVEL 

3 OE1TORS IN RACKS Al lOWER 
INTERMEDIARY LEVEL 

Vlgun A-44.I .6(b) for. psiledred saigi or no shelved storage In which rqidfl 
transvern and kagitudlaul flue cam are maintained. 

APPENIN*A .722-SI 

*41.1 Manygnes may be pToduced by a fire. Flregss dvt.tu.e 
areinstnsments ahlch are triggered into alarm by:one ormore-fire 
gain. Fire,gas detectors need. not be able to differentiate among the 
various fir gases. Depending upon the material bela1 bunrd and 
the-available oxygen supply. thequantity and comptistionOfgues 
given off can vary greatly. If ordinary celluloslc niaterisl such as 
wood or paper is burned with an abundance of uaygvu. the;gascs 
given 6ff are primarily caébon dioxide andwatér vapor1 1f,b......, 
the same material I. burnedor smolders with a limited supply d-oxy 

a hon of additional gssnwill be evolved. 

*441., :Firetgas detectors depend upon flre.gaseO reaching the sen- 
ang elenient. When sufficient concentration "r' peratlon h 
obtained. Since the detectors are usually mounted on or near the 
ailing, rayonse time depends upon the naturt of the fire; A bet fire 
will drive fire pinup to the telling mote rapidly. A smoldering ft 
produces little heat and therefore the detection time will be In- 
creased. 

*4.3.3 Gas transport to the sensor of a fire-gas dctnt.-. ma, occur 
by diffusion whereinigration results from concentration gradients or 
bysamplingif pumps, fans or aaplratori are employed. 

*4-3.1 Regardless of the type of detectors In we, fl following 
detectossshould either bertplated or representativesamples sent to 
a testing laboratory or theminufacturer for testing: 

(a) Detectors on systems that are being restored to service aftera 
period of disuse. 

(0 Detectors that are perceptibly corroded. 
(c) Detectoratha;havebeenpaintedintbef%eld.unlSdieyareof 

a type found by the testing laboratory to be unaffected by painting. 
(d) Detectors that have been cleaned of paint. 
(e) Detectors that have been subjected to mechanical Injury or 

thnllar abuse. 

(1) Detectors on circuits that have been subjected to surges by 
over-voltages or lightning damage. 

(g) Detectors thatare subjected to other conditions that mayper- 
manently affect their operation, such as grease or other deposits or 
corrosive -atmospheres. 

Smoke dettcton located in the open ateaja) are picCnn4 
to duct.type detectors because of the dilution effect In air ducts. 
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Appendix B 

1 
I1 Spacing and Sensitivity 

1 

P This Appends is via apan of Me nquinvnenus of This PaPA dacwmint. . .6.j a 
idvdrdforinfonnztionjnirfroses ov4 

B-I 

I g i.i A detector wilt ordinanly.operatesooner In detecting the fire 
if it is nearer the lire. 

H 
i. 

8-1.2 Gjnerally. height is the most important singli dimeSori 
where ceillngheights exceed 16 ft (4.9 m). 

fits Msmokeand.heatrisefromaflre;iheytendtospreadinthe 
general form of an inverted cone. Therefore, the concentration 
within theconevariesinversely as a variable exponential function o 
the distance from theiource. This effect is very signlrscantin.ihe ear- 
lystagesof a fire asthe angle of thecone:iswide. Ma fire progresses 

1 I in intensity,:the angle of the cone narrows and the significance of the 
effect of height is lessened. 

8.1.4 HIgh Ceilings. As the ceiling height increases, a larger size 
lireisrequired to actuate the same detectorin the sante time. lnvfrw 
of this, it is mandatory that the designer of a fire detection system 

4 I calling for heat detectors consider the size of the fire and rate of heat 
release which may be. pennftted to develop before detection is 
ultimately obtained. 

84 5 The most sensitive detectors should be employed which are C1 
0 suitable forthe maximum ambient temperature at heights above 50 

f 
ft(9.l in). 

8-16 'Spacinj' recommends by testing laboratories for theloca- IL?i; 
don otdnecton.M.an indication of their relativenndtMty. Thba- f: 

4' 
t plies witheachdetection principle; however. detectoisoperating on 

'V various physical principles have different:inherent sensitivities to dif- 
it ferent typesOf fires and fuels. 

B-I.? Rçduction of listed spacing may be required for any of the 
P FollowIng purposes: 

I (a) Pasterresponseofthedevlcetoafire. 
(b) Response of the device toa smaller fire. H 

U. (c) Accommodation-to-room geometry. . 

(d) Other special considerations, suckasairmovement, or ceiling 
or other obstructions. 
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Appendix C Referenced Publications 

C-i This portion of the ppendix lists pub icadons referenced 
within this NRA document, and thus is considered pan of the re 
quirements of the document 

C-l.l NFPA Publications. The following publications th 
available frn. çht National Fire Protection Association, . Bat. 
terymarch Park, Qtiincy. MA 02269. 

NRA 71-1982, Stonkrd for Central Station Signaling Systems 

NFPA 72A-1979, Standard for Local PvotecSe Signaling Systems 

NFPA 728-1979. Standard for Auxiliasy Th' dat Signaling 
Sj,Etems 

NRA 72C.1981. Standard for Remote Station PrOtective Signal- 
Mg S$idenu 

NRA 72D.l979, Standard for Proprietary ProtectS Sig!sal$tg 
Systems 

NFPA 74-1980. Standard for Household FOe Warning Eqt 
ment. 

NRA 90A-1981, Standard for the Installation of 4ir Condition- 
ing and Ventilating Systems 

NFPA 231C- 1980, Standard for Rack Storage of Materials 

Cr2 This portion 1 the Appendix lists publications which.are in- 

cluded in this NRA document for infdrxnátion purposes only, and 
thus is not cônthdeted pan of the requirements of the document. 

Cr2.1 Other Publication. The following publication is aviablc 
from the US Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20002.. 

Heikenad, G. and Delichatsios, M. A., "Environments of Fire 
Detecton 1; Effect of Fire Size. cçiiing Height and 
MateriaI, The Fire Detection Institute Fire Test Report, Volume II - Analysis' (NBS-GCR 77.95) 
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AUTOMATIC FiRE DETECTORS 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Scope 
General 
Heat Detect6rs 

s'e Dtectóm 
Plain Oetectoea 
OS-Sensing Fire Detectcm 
testing of Firs Detectors 

This data sheet describes the basic types of 
automatic fire detectors and presents general 
guidelines for spacing and testing. These detectors 
are the signal initiating devices In the alarm and 
signaling systems described In other loss prevention 
data sheets. 

GENERAL 

Mi important factor in the reduction of loss from fire 
is:reiiabie and prompt detection. Automatic fire detec- 
tors can provide early detection and warning of fire or 
smok. mey may be used to activate extinguishing 
systems or to Initiate an alErm, or both. Automatic fire 
detectors have rn ny applications In commercial, In- 
stitutional, and Industrial properties and for residen- 
tial use. Although fire detectors can be a valuable part 
of a property's fire protection system, they are not 
considered a substitute for automatic sprinklers or 
other automatic extinguiShing systems. 

An automatic fire deteCtor is a device whiCh senses or 
detectors the presence of fire and initiates action. The 
foui principal classes of automatic fire detectors are 
heat detectors, smoke detectors, flame detectors, and 
fir -gas deteOtors. 7M three prlqpipie types are spot 
detectors, line-type detectOrS, and air sampling detec- 
tort A spot-type detector Is one In which the detect- 
ing ietnent is concentrated at a particular spot or 
Iocation.A line-type detector is one in which detec- 
tion is cofltinuous along a path. An air sampling type 
detector consists of piping S tubing distribution from 
the detector to the protected area.. An air pump draws 
air from the protected area to the detectOr whetS It is 
anai'zed for fire products- 

The Factory Mutual Approval Guide lists the auto- 
matiè fire detectors approved by Factory Mutual. in- 
formation and specific recommendations for unusual 
or ham dous occupancies are given in the appropriate 
FaCtory Mutual loss prevention data sheets covering 
the particular occupancy or equipment InvOlved. Fire 
detedtOrs shouid be connected tO protective signaling 
circuits In accordanca with the applicable slgiiaiing 
system data sheet. 

ci ¶ta Mutual EJ*nCeØIIQ Carp. 

The dimensions used to indicate the allowable 
coverage of the detector are caned the spacing. The 
spacing may be stated as the horizontal distance be- 
tween detectors, expressed In feet (meters). for heat 
deteOtors, and as the maximum coverage, expressed 
in squEre feet (square meters), for smoke detectors. 
The Spacing figure mentiOned by recognized testing 
laboratoties for detectors.Is an Indication of their 
relative sensitivity. However, detectors operating on 
various physical principles have different sensitivities 
to different types of fires and fuels. FirS may be fast 
or slow burning, flaming or smoldering. The rapidly 
dO4Oloping fire is more likely to be encountered In in- 
duatn', while mOst residential fires start as the s!ow- 
burning type. in most cases, the selection of detec- 
ton should be based on the type and size of fire to be 
detected and the response required. 

HEAT DETECTORS 

A hat deteOtor senses abnormally high temperature 
or rate of temperature rise. Heat detectors can be 
classified according to their operating principle as 
flxed4emperature detectors, rate-compensation detec- 
tors, and rate-of-rise detectors. 

The fl*ed-twnperiture deteCtor Is designed to operate 
when the temperature of its operating element 
reacheS a predetermined value. Since there Is a ther- 
mal lag, the temperature of the surrounding air Is 
higher than the operating temperature of the detector 
itself. The fixed-temperature sensing element. for a 
detector may consist of two metals having different 
coefficients of thermal expansion (bimetallic), an elec- 
trical resistor whose resistance varies as a function of 
temperature (electric conductivity), a special composi- 
tion metal which melts quickly at the rated tempera- 
turé (fusible alloy), twO Current-cariying.wlres 
separated by heat sensitive Insulation which softens 
at the rated temperature so that the wires make elec- 
trical contact (heat sensitive cable), or a liquid 
capable of expansion In response to the increase in 
temperature (liquid expansion). 

The rate-compensation deteCtor Is designed to 
Operate when the temperature of the air swrOunding 
the detector reaches a predetermined value, regard- 
less of the rate of temperature rise. This device is In- 
tended to reduce the effect of thermal lag that is pre- 
sent In a fixed-temperature detector. 

A typical rate-compensation device has a tubular cas- 
Ing of a metal that tends to expand lengthwise as it is 
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heated and an associated contact mechanISm that 
will close at a certain point in the elongation. A sec- 
ond metallic element inside the tube exerts an oppos- 
ing force on the contacts, tending to hold them open. 
The forces are balanced In such a way that on a slow 
rate of temperature rise, there is more time for heat to 
penetrate to the iflfler element Which restrains con- 
tact closure Until the totai device has been heated to 
Its rated temperature level. On a fMt rate of tempera- 
ture rise, there is not as much time for heat to 
penetrate to the inner element, so that contact 
closure is obtained when the total device has been 
heated to a lower level. This condition, in effect, tends 
to compensate for thermal lag. 

ThC rate-of-rise detector Is designed to Operate when 
the temperature of its operating element rises t a 
rat! exceeding a predetermined amount, regardless of 
the temperature level. Usually the rate rate is 15 to 
25F (8V to I3VC) per minute. A rate-of-rise detec- 
tor may consist of small diameter pneumatic tubing 
Ihich is terminated in a detector unit having cali- 
brated vents, diaphragms, and contacts arranged to 
actuate at a predetermined pressure. The detection 
sistem is sealed except for the calibrated. vents whIch 
compensate for normal changes in temperature. A 
réte-of-rise detector can also consist of a spot type 
unit with an air chamber, diaphragm, contacts, and 
vent contained in a single enclosure. .A third type of 
réte-Of-rise dOtectór Is the thermoelectric effect type. 
iii this type the Sensing element consists of a thermo- 
cOuple or thermopile unit which prodUces an Increase 
In electric potentIal In response to an increase In 
temperature. An alarm is Initiated when the potential 
Increases at an abnormal rate. This Is subject to a 
lOwering of sensitivity by corrosion. 

Heat detectors may empIoy more than one operating 
principle, Such a unit could be a combination fixed- 
temperature and rate-of-rise heat detector. The fixed- 
temperature device in this combination detector 
operates in case the temperature rises tOo siowiy to 
operate the rate-Of-rise device. 

Anonrestorabie heat detector has a sensing element 
that is destroyed when a fire is detected. The sensing 
element in a restorable dOtéctor is not ordinarily 
destroyed when a f Ire is detected. Some detectOrs are 
automaticaily self-restoring as the sensing elemen t 
returns to normal. 

Anapproved heat detector will operate at least as 
quickly as an approved, comparably degree-rated 
automatic.sprinkler on 10 by 10 ft (3.05 by 3.05 m) 
spacing under the same conditions Of heat exposure. 
An apprbved dEtector is also designed to operate 
within 3% of its intended fixed temperature In ¶ or, 
if of the rate-of-rise type, to operate at an ambient 
temperature increase of between 15 and 25Fjt3 
and 13.et) per minute. 

Fixed-temperature and rate-compensation spot type 
heat detectors ire rated to operate at.temperaturós 
ranging frOm about 135 to 515F(57.2 tO 30i..7t). 
Table I gives the temperature ratings of detectors 
than can be used forvarlous maximum expected ceil- 
ing temperatu ret 

TablO 1. SelectIon of detoótOr tspes'stUre riling. ( 
TempErature REting Maximum Expected 
Range of Detector CeIlIng Temperature 

color 
'F c F (t) Code 

135 to 114 (512 to 15.9) 100 ( 318) None 
115 to 249 ( 794 to 120.6) 150 ( 65.5) White 
250 to 324 (121i to 162,2) 225 (107.2) Blue 
325 to 399 (lets to 203.9) 300 (148.9) Red 
400 to 499 (204.4 to 259.5) 315 (190.8) Green 
500 to 575 (2$00 to 301.1) 475 (248.1) Orange 

Het detectors should be properly installed or pro- 
tected so that they are not subjectto mechanical 
damage. They should be supported ormounted in-. 
dependent o their attachment to the circuit wiring. 
Heat detectors of the spot type are generally located 
on the ceiling and not less than 4 in. (102 mm) from 
the side wall. A less desirable location Would be on 
ihe side wail between 4 and 12 in. (102 and 305 mm) 
from the ceiling. (See rig 14 Une type heat detectors 
are generally iocated on the ceiling. A less desirable 
location would be on the side wall not more than 20 
In. (508 mm) from the ceiling. For joisted construction 
the detectors are generally lOcated Ofl the bottom of 
the joists. 

The spacing guide for actoryMutuaI approved heat 
detectorson smooth ceilings varies from 10 by 10:ft 
(3.05 by 3.05 m) maximum to 30 by 30 ft (t14 by 9c14 
in) maximum. The recommended spacIng of heat 
detectors depends on the sensitivity of the specific 
detector, the ceIling construction1 the onnal room 
temperature, and the occupancy. 

The distance from a detector to the rearest Wail or 
partition should be one-half the distance between 
detectors (Fig. 2). FOr lrreguiatiy shaped areas with 
smooth ceillng, the distance between detectors may 
be greaterthan the iisted spacing, as long as the 
maximum distance from any point on the ceiling to a 
detector is not greater than 70% of the listed spacing. 
For joistS ceilings, the spacing of. spot-type heat 
detectOrs, as measUred at rIght angles to the joists, 
should not exceed 50% of the detectOr's smooth ceil- 
ing spacing (Fig. 3). Closer spacing ma9 be necessary 
in many cases because of the particular type of con- 
struction of the of the protected area (Ag. 4), possible 
drafts, heatIng systems, and other factors, such as 
the occupancy and moneta,y values. 

Closer spacing should also be considered when faster 
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F* 1. Recommended lócatldn of spot-typ. heat Stictors. Measurements she WII 
are to the closest edge of the detector. 
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Fig. S Maximum suggested spacing of heat deteótors on a smooth clling. 

response Is desired. Rate-of-rise devices may give a 
qulckf alarm than fixed-temperature detectors, par. 
ticularly In highly combustible Occupanices, In 
Unheated bilidIngs In the Winter, and in cold storage 
areas. An alarm may also occur When tCmporaty 

heaters or an interruption of refrlgentlon occurt 
Fixed-temperature devices may be more reliable in 
detecting slowly developing fires, and they usually re- 
quire less attention to prevent false alarms. 

1. 
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Fig. 4. Spacing of spot- pa beet defectors under sloped ceilings (shed 
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SMOKE DflCTORS 

A smoke detector senses visible or invisible particles 
of combustion. Smoke detectors can be classified ac 

N cording to their operating principle as Ionization 
detectors, phOtoSiOctric dOtectors, and air sampling 

Z detectors. 

The Ionization smoke detector contains a small 
amount of radioactive material WhiCh Ionizes the air In 
special chambers In the detector. This makes the air 
conductive.. When particles of combustion enter the 
sensing chamber In the deteótor, the normal ioniza- 
tion current Is changed and a Signal is initiated. 
Usually, ionization detectors are the spot type and 

mounted on the ceiling of the protected area, 
although they may be specially designed for Installa- 
tion in air ducts. 

The photoelectric smoke detector may be a beam type 
or a spot-type deVict in the beam-type photoelectric 
detector, a ,09bt source Is projected across the pro- 
tected area into a photoelectric (photosenaing) cell. 
Sufficient obscuration of the light beam by smoke 
reduces the light intensity reaching the cell and a 
elgnal is initiated. The spot-type detector Incorporates 
the 11gm source and photoelectric cell In the same 
unit. A signal Is Initiated when the smoke, which has 
entered the unit, causes ref lOctOd light tO strike the 
photoelectric cell. 
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Combination smoke detectors have been recently 
introduced. These detectorscomblne the principles of 
lónizátlon detection and photoelectric detection ifl a 
single unIt. Since each unit will respond to either the 
products of car bus Ion or the lJght obscuration of 
smoke, smoldering fires as well as fires producIng 
very littie sn'ioke could be readliy detected. Units are 
also avaIlable which wili require both Inputs before in- 
kiating a signal. 

The cloud chamber smoke detector Is usually the air 
sampling type. An air pump draws a sample of air Into 
a high hUmidity chamber. Moisture In the chamber 
condenes on the smoke partIcles, forming a cloud. 
The density of the cloud Is then measured by the 

I 
photoelectric principle. 

Some fire detectors respond to both smoke and heat. 
They are usually selected for venouS application ac- 
óordlng to the Sting of their fixed tempöratUre ele- 
ment for the ceiling temperatures than can be ex- 
pectS. These combination detectors are often used 
where either a flash fire or a smoldering fire could oc- 
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cur and where rapid detection Is desirable. 

Appréved smoke detectors are designed to respond to 
spOclf led soUrces of imoke before the light obscura-. 
tion Bxoeeds 4% per ft (13.2% per m)- 

Smoke detectors of the spot type are generally 
located on the ceiling and not less than 4 in. (102 mm) 
from the side wait, while detectors of the line type 
(beam type) are generally located on the ceiling. A 
heat barrier may form under thigh ceiling which 
could pre4ent smoke from reaching the ceiling, in 
buildings with high ceilings, the d8vices are Usually 
located at the ceiling level and also at least 3 ft (0.92 
m) below the ceiling (Fig. 5). 

Smoke detectors should be properly installed or pro- 
tected so that they are not subject to mechanical 
damage. They should be supported or mounted In- 
dependent of their attachment to the circui wiring. 
The light beams to photoelectric detectors shOuid be 
located, enclosed; or arranged sothat the movement 
of any objects will not cause a false aiarm. 

Smoke detectors at ceiling 

Smoke detectors below ceiling 
I I I I - 

3'Mln/ 
High ceiling area Section A-A 

Fig. t Location of smoke detectors in high ceiling areas to minimize the elf ects 
at gas stratification.. Note: 1 ft = 0.305 m. 

To obtain a signal from a smoke detectOr, the smoke 
must enter the detectOr unit itself, or the smoke must 
interrUpt or obscure the iight beSm. Although the pro- 
tected area may appear to be filled with smoke, 
smoke is sometimes prevented from getting to the 
detector because of stratification, or because air cur- 
rents carry smoke particles away from the detector. 
Other factors that influence the ability of the smoke 

to get to the detector In sufficient quantIty to activate 
it are the location of venti!ation Inlet and exhaust 
openings In the protected area, rate of air change, 
room furnishings, and structural beams or other 
obstructIons. 

The response speed of the detector to a given fire Is 
alsO dépEndOnt upon the nature of theproducts of 
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combustion and the extent of thermal lift that may be 
produced, In addition to the speed at Which the smoke 
builds up. Some products of combustion are much 
lighter than others and, because of thermal lift, these 
lighter particles rise more rapidly. Other larger, 
heavier particles may rise more.siowly, drift horizon. 
tally, and tend to stratlfr, partIcularly if there is little 
thermal lift or other air cUrrents. For exampls, tests 
have shOwn that the products of combustion Of 
polyvinyl chloride inSulation for electrical wiring rise 
slowly and the detector response is apparently slower 
than when other lighter gases orasrosols are in- 
voived. 

The sensitivity of a smoke detector can also be at. 
foOted by the COlOr of smoke. Some 8pot-type 
photoelectric detectors are mlore responsive to light- 
Colored smoke than to dark-colored smoke. 

The ceillng height, shape of ceiling, arrangement of 
contents, burning characteristics of the stored com- 
buStibles, and ventilation are some of the variables 
that should be considered in determining the spacing 
for Smoke detectors in various appiiOatiOns. An 
Onglneering evaluation of the particyiar installation 
supplemented, if feasible, by field smoke tests is 
often necessary. However, some spacing figures, 
which may be used as a guide, are given In the follow- 
ing paragraph. These spacings are subject to 
modification depending upon the aCtuli conditions. 

FOr Spot-type smoke detectors on smooth ceilings 
with no forced air flow in the room, a maximum 
coverage of 900 ft' (83.6 m1) per detector or a spacing 
of 30 ft (9.15 m) between detectors may be used as a 
guide. A maximum coverage of 200 ft' (18.6 m') per 
detector may be necesiSry where the rOom air Is 
changing at a rate of 20 air changes per hour r 100 
ft/mm (0.5 rn/sec). For beam-type photoelectric detec- 
tors on smooth ceilings with no forced air flow In the 
roOm, acceptable detection can usually be obtained 
with the light beams installed 30 ft (9.15 m) or less 
split with one-half or loss that spacing to side walls. 
Faster response cAn resUlt with closer spacing of the 
detectors. 

Approved smoke detectors are valuable for detecting 
firS in occupancies highly susceptible to smoke and 
witer damage, and especially thOSe occUpancies sub- 
ject to slowly developing fires Where a rapid alarm is 
desirable before the operation of sprinklers. Such oc- 
cupanices would inClude fur storage vaults, aid 
hops storage, computer installations, and electronic 
equIpment life test facilities. Approved smoke detec- 
tors for room or area protection can be expected to 
operate more quickly than an approved heat sensitive 
deuce exposed to a slowly developing fire. 

SmOke detectors are also used to monitor air condi- 

tiOning and ventiiatlng systems, and to superviSe and 
control fans and fire dámpers, especially In areas 
where positive controi of smoke is essential. Air duct 
smoke detectors are specially designed and approved 
for this purpose, but should not be used as a 
substitute for open area protection. 

In order to avoid false tripping of a Halon 1301, car- 
bon diOxide, or pre-action sprinkler system for a corn- 
pUter room, smOke detectors shoUld be cross-zOned or 
other iso connected in a matrix. WIth this arrange- 
merit, alternate or adjacent detectors in an area are 
on separate circuits and only an alarm is obtained by 
the operation of a single detector. Discharge of the 
agent does not occur until an adjacent detector or 
one On a dlfferent.circult also operates. Cross-zoning 
or matrixing is desirable in order to minimize false 
operation of the extinguishing system and the 
resuiting waste of the extinguishing agent. This ar- z 
rangement is also advisable wherever the environmen- Z 
tal cOnditions may be expected to cause an occa- 
siOnal false operition of the detector. 0 

FLAME DETECTORS 

A flame detector is sensitive to inf red, viable, or 
ultraviolet radiation produced bye fire, orto specific 
ranges of radiation that are moduiated at character- 
istic flame flicker frequencies. 

Flame detectOrs are essentially line-of-sight devIces 
and are usuaily designed to resnd to a fire Within 
the detectors cone of vision in approximately one 
second oriess. However, a signal from the detector 
may be delayed up to 60 seconds, depending on local 
conditions. 

The infrared detectOr contains a sensing element that 
is responsive to radiant energy at Waveiengths beiow 
the range of human vision. This is usuaiiy above ap- 
proxImately 7700 Angstroms. A very high speed infra- 
red detector which senses a portion of the infrared 
energy of flame is available. This device responds In 
less thin 5 millIseconds to produce a voltage suffl- 
dent to release an extinguishIng agent and sound an 
alarm - Normally, the device is used to actuate an ex- 
ternal explosive-operated release to discharge water 
or other extinguishing agent through associated 
equipment. The overall system prOvides speciaiized 
prOtection for hazards such as rocket fuei manufac- 
ture, where OktrOmeiy fast fire detection and applica- 
tIon of Water is needed. 

The ultrIviolet detector contains a sensing element 
that is responsive to radiant energy above the range 
of human jision. This is UsUally below approximately 
4000 Angstrdms. 

The photoelectric flami detector contains a sensing 
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comprised of a photocell which either Changes its 
electrical conductivity or produces an electrical poten- 
tIal when exposed to radiant. efler9y. 

A ftàini flicker detector consists of a photoelectric 
flame detectOr Including a iineas to prevent respnse 
to visible tight Unless the observed light Is modulsed 
at a frequency characteristic of the flicker of a flame 
(430 Hz). 

The specific locations and spacing for flame detec- 
tors should be based on an enginOering sUrvey of the 
asiticipated conditions in the area to be protected. The 
detectois shoUld be installed .so that their field or vi- 
sion wiil bq adequate to assure detection of a speci- 
fied area of the fire. Test flames are sometimes 
necessary in order to determine the proper detector 
locations. The protection of an area can be improved 
by the overlapping of areas of cone coverage from the 
detectors. flame detectors should be arranged or 
shielded so that they are not actuated by radiant 
energy sources that could produce false alarms. In- 
tiered lambs, matches, cigarette lighters, and sunlight 
may result in an unwanted alarm from an infrared 
detector. False alarms from ultravigipt detectors may 
be produced by germicidal lamps, X-ray machines, 
welding arcs, and arcing from ilectrical mOtors. 

Flame detectors may be used In a variety of fire 
detection applications. Applications include sur- 
veillance of conveyor housings, yard storage, and 
chemical plant yardS; auxiliary to smoke detectors in 
cross zone sy8tSmS; and automatic trIpping of moni- 
tor nOnles uSed In large scale flammable liquid 
storage appHcations. 

Infrared or ultraviolet flame detectOrs are. often used 
for actuating extinguishing systems for protection 
against fuel spill fires beneath the fuselage and Wings 
of aircraft In hangars. 

GAS-SENSING FIRE DETECTORS 

Gas-sensing fire detectors, also known as fire-gas 
detectors, sense and respond to one or more of the 
gases produced by burning substances. 

The semiconductor type fire-gas detector responds to 
either oxidizing or reducing gases by creating alec- 
tflcai changes in the semiconductor used fat actua- 
tIon. 

The catalytic element type contains a material which 
accelerates oxidation of combustIble gases.. Actuation 
is caused by the resultant temperature rise of the ele- 
ment. 

èhape and surfaces, ceiling height, arrangement of 
confents in the area, burning characteristics of the 
combustible materials, ventilatiOn, and so forth. 

SpOt-type detectors should be located preferably on 
the clUing no lees than 4 in. (102 mm) train the 
aldetali, Or if on the sidewall, betWeen 4 and 12 In. 
(102 and 305 mm) below the ceiling. On small ceilings, 
in general, a 30 ft W15m) spacing may be used as a 
guide but other spacings may be needed depending 
upon ceiling height, different conditions, and 
response requirements. 

Where forced ventIlation is present, do not locate 
detectors where the fire gases could be diluted before 
rBaching the detector. 

'To preventfaise operation, selection of fire-gas detec- 
tors ehoUid take Into consIderation the design of the 
detector - the normal environment of the area to be 
protected. They shouid not be installed where, under 
normal condItions, concentrations of dOtectabie gases 
are present. For instance, some aerosol sprays and 
hydrocarbon solvents may reSult. In false detector 
operation. 

TESTiNG OF FIRE DETECTORS 

Periodic inspections and tests should be made of 
automatic fire detectors in order to insure that they 
are in.reliable operating condltlon..Persons normaily 
receiving an alarm shOuld be stifled in athSflce of 
the tests. 

Heat Detectors 

For restorable spot-type heat detectors, at least one 
detector on each signal-initiating circuit hould be 
tested semiannually. Different detectors shouid be 
chosen for each test The detector can be tested With 
a heat source, such Os a hair dryer or shielded heat 
lamp untIl it responds. The detector should reset after 
each test. 

Nonrestorable spot-type heat detectors dO flot need to 
be periodically heat tested because the sensing ole- 
men woUid be destroyed by the test. The alarm cir- 
quit should be tested semiannually for electrical con- 
tinuity. 

Pneumatic rate-of-rile line-type heat detectors should 
be tested for proper opOratlón and leaks semIannual- 
ly. The detectOr can be tested with a heat source if a 
test chamber is availabie I the signal circuit, or 
pneumatically wIth a pressure pu.nw In accordance 
with the manufacturers Instructions. 

As 11th other types of detectors, the location and . Fixed-temperature line-type heat detectors should 
epaâlng of firs-gas detectors should be based upon have their loop resistance measured semiannually. 
Of101neering judgment and consideration of the ceiling 
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Sma&e Detectors, Flame Detectors, end FirSOes 

The various types of smoke detectors, flame detec- 
tors, and flre.gae detectors should be tested semlan- 
nully in accordance wIth the manufacture's Instruc- 
Dons. 

IOnization and photoelectric smoke detectors may 
quill Per!od:S1lri9 to remove accumulated dust 
md diii. The frequency re uired depends upon the 
operating environment. 

Flame radiation detectors are also adversely affected 
Z by alight accumulations of dust or other coatings on 

the lens or sensitive element.. Aglin, the frequency of 
cleaning depends upon the operating environment. 

. 

. 

FMELPC Mar 1980 
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A great many US electric generating 
plaits. both utility and privately owned, 
are smack up against a problem that is 
steadily growing more serious. Except 

r nuclear generating plants, where 
equate fire-detection systems are man- 

dated by the Nuclear Regulatory Corn- 
misslén. most gCnerating plants are 
woefully underequipped to sense and 
promptly extinguish certain types of 
fires. Yet at the sami time. restive 
power capacity has become so slim for 
many utility systems during much of the 
yr. and individual stations so large 
and/or so critical, that a few major fires 
could place a significant part of a state 

or several states in a near-crisis position 
on electric power. And in the case of 
privately plants, any significant 
fire in the steam or power generating 
station puts the entire plaát out àí 
production until repairs can bemadc. 

For a variety of reasons many of the 
fire-hazard sources within generating 
plants have inéreasti. For example, 
many plants are now forced to burn coal 
that it more dusty, more abrasive, and 
more prone to combustion than the coal 
for wbic. the plant was dtigned. The 
result: More problems with convóyôr 
bearings overheating, plus fire hazards 
throughout the handling system. 

How has the industry arrived at this 
undesirable position? Anyone in the field 
can cite several reasons, but I think the 
underlying cause is the fragmentation of 
responsibility that has been inevitable in 
the design of the modern power plant. 
The miétiánical-engineering staff has 
been primarily concerned with optimiz- 
ing the ion and -extinguishing 
means in the fuel-handling, boiler, and 
stack areas. The electrical engineers 
have been concernS with doing the best 
possible job of protecting the generator. 
buswôrk, main and auxiliary transform- 
en, and critical motors. But, except for a 
few unusual utilities, no one has been 
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Continuous thannal sonic, 

responsible for integrating the entire 
tire-detection system, or of thaking sure 
that every possible combination of events 
that might result ma hazardous condition 
registers a wirning or alarm condition at 
the point where effective action can be 
akeñ. 

Some manufacturers of fire-detection 
equipment hae been trying to bring 
about a change in this pattern, both via 
papers at technical conferences and by 
offering to take the responsibility for 
selecting, the oSimUm sensing devices 
and Locations, and integrating all fire 
and overternperatur dctedtidn iflto a 
single system, monitored from the main 
station control rOom. Qen' rEl monitoring 
is generally recommended, even though 
it may be advantageous to have local 
monitOring as well at special or isolated 
areas. 

The essence of a good system is to use 
the right sensors in the right places and 
to have a staff trained to take the right 
corrective measures promptly. This arti- 
cle describes, without an9 athmpt to be 

expanding shell 
(under tension 

Stainless steel 

3 4 ftj long) Heat sensitive 
\ insulation 

Tapi foi - 
mecllanlca 
protection 

Outer 

Spot censor Fusible thermal Wire 

exhaustive, some examples of good 
modent practice. 

Seven types of sensorS 

A thorough discussion of all the vari- 
eties of thermal sensors available wduld 
just about fill a book. In fact, the 
National Fire ProtectiOn Assn. does 
publish such a book. But the:severe duty 
and types of hazards involVed in generat- 
ing-station protection are well covered 
by the following seven basic typO Of 
detectors: 

CI'S (continuous thermal sensor). A 
continuoUs linear thermistor, consisting 
of a thin, flexible, usually heat- and 
corrosion-resistant outer tubing, with a 

concentric inner conductor, insulated 
frbrn the shell b5' a variable-resistance. 
tightly compressed ceramic powder (sim- 

Far in construction to mineral-insulated 
cable). Resistance of the ceramic 
changes from that of a nSr-insulator to 
that of a conductor at the critical 
threshold temperiturà. 

Many options are available. Tempera- 

Optical cci so' 

ture sen itivitics (and metallUrgical with- 
stand capabilities) can 'vary from below- 
zero temperatures to 2000F or above. 
The type shown in the photo with 
control box/transmiiter, is able to mea- 
sure temperature at any point along the 
length oithe thermistor. The CTS end- 
cap can be removed and the ther- 
mistor extended. Some are approved for 
use in hazardous at'mosph'eies. The 
central monitor can be set to alarm at 
diffefent and adjustable. temperatures 
along a single length of CTS. 

FTSS (fixed-temperature spot sen- 
son. Essentially an on-all thermostat,. 
usually nonadjusCable. designed for se- 
vere duty, with the contacts protected 
from the environment. Pipe-thread 
mounting is common practice. Units can 
be shilldéd from adjacent nofrnal heat 
sources if desired. Bimetallic strip-type 
thermostats may gn'e false a,layrps near 
the critical-temperature point under sev- 
ere vibration: snap-action disc types 
(usually for surface mounting) are less 

susceptible to false alarming: This type 
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PrOducts-of -canibustlon unit 

fl 

r 

1 
tubing througflout 

protected area 

Bellows with contact 

r- Vent 

Rate-of-rIse system 

provides econdmical, durable protection 
for areas where hazard sources arc defi- 
nitely known. It can be wired back to 
monitor individually, in parallel, or 
multiplexed when numbers are large and 
runs 

S fl'W (lusible thermal wire). This 
sensing device (also known as thermo- 
stãtic cable) is. a fixed-temperature 
detection means in which twisted steel 
wires (illustration) are held in tensidn, 
while insulated from each other by a 

hëat-sànsitive plastic cdating with a. 

specific melting point. The cable is typi- 
cülly ½ in. in diameter. After don'tàct 
(alarming), the section of the cable in 
which the insulation bas melted must be 
replaced. This type is economical for 
cOvcrage of widespread areas with multi- 
plicity of hazard spots. It is not adapt- 
able for temperature indications or 
multiple adjustable alarm levelsonly 
overtemperacure alarming. It is difficult 
to shield'against mechanical abuse with- 
out reducing sensitivity. 

OS (optical sensors). These units are 

dS ShaMS Steof 

primarily optically aimed ultraviolet sen- 
son, which screen out heat sources other 
than the UV output of flames. They are 
not adaptable for overtemperature- 
warning applications. Extre'm'ely fast 
sensing, they can be programmed to 
disériminate against most Ibcalized UV 
sources, such as arc welding, high-inten- 
sity lighting, etc. The ara of cOverage 
for each sensor is limited optically, so 
they are useless when obstruátions occur. 
but are free from some limitations of 
other heat-sensing m&thods. Long- 
distance sensing capability is feasible. 
but dan be susc'eptible to false alarming, 
particularly in outdoor locations. 

.0 POC (products of combustion). 
These sensors are used where smoke or 
other particulate emissions can be 
expected before the actual outbreak of a 
fire. They are modest in cost..and require 
little attention except for testing at 
recommended intervals. They require 
power (either battory or line enemgiza- 
tion) for operation, and, to be effective. 
must be located in the smoke (or ioniie'd- 

the generating area.A lire in the tUrbogenerstor damaged the 
crane, leSngihe'plant almost helpless to begin repairs to the 
génerator.:.:UnSr-type overtetnperatUre .sensoà':pretly 
!pIfle:0flhjflrfla and 5jJfl:ffi Ø(flflJfr 

W; could hate ener9lred thea ed,friButontticSfrto9etft out 
ot4heflw'sheett' ''-- 

fadurere 

gas) flow path. While capable of 
warning long before an overtemperature 
condition bteaks into a fire, they may 
cause false alarms because o the 
presence of nearby exhaust or other irrel- 
evant sources of particialate.emission. 

S PRRS (pneumatic, rate-of-rise sys- 
tem). This type of sensor is made in 
several widely different configurations, 
one of which is illustrated. Sealed, flex- 
iblé tubing is mounted wherever over- 
temperatures are expected. A tiny vent 
bleCds.off slow changes in internal pres- 
sure, characteristic of ambient-tempera- 
ture shift's,but fast rises due to over- 
temperature anywhere along the tubing 
will cause the diaphmagm to expand and 
alarm contacts to close. This system can 
fkl to alarm if a hOt spot is very small, or 
if heat is offset by a coincident wide- 
ipread drop in temperiture in other 
parts of the tubing. Other types of rate- 
of-rise detectors include double-ended 
diaphragm types, large single-bulb de- 
vices, and dual-thermocouple units, with 
one element exposed to ambient changes 
and the other used as, a reference. 

STD (series thermal detectors). 
Small fixed-temperature detectors (each 
of which can be matched to the hazard 
temperature involved) can be mounted at 
any desired spacing along a thin. eas)'-to- 
mount cable. Operating temperatures 
are typically IOOF to 300F. Monitor 
circuits can report which sensor is in 
alarm cOndition. These units are eco- 
nomical and easy to mount, but limited 
in applic'ation. The c'able mutt be 
mechanically protected in harsh environ- 
ments. Edited by G C Quinn 

syenis need a "systSi-not-4unctIonlng alarm on an,ppen 
ratherthanj shonItóoàdftIoft .; 

It Biware.the bi -nnóndlás a,teinper.t.aar agmgmer- 
moccuplelOnsor systems. -An hnerestut7$allet to Win ca' 

& happen using sidi ystetnstff youpsA youffestln the ratdper- 
j&&itcr;a,oiiMad.in the oven, your a,.'tsdy t--'---cr.. 1 

roxlmate1y.2490at one 
my 140Cr Qnstead of the normatit 

aW 
nt WW:becQfliS.toated withEl fllni: 
iLd'at .sootiO)dsposftsjS lii': 

perature sensing. On one iob,fOr.' Instancs,the cdthpressor' CSS pàctice). Oliring ü 
maker protected:the be byaenslng:. lUbe-olI'reeervol r the temperature reached ajapi 
temperature. But the reservoir' had so mucircapacity that" ,tor while atanother II was 0 
tinder some: COnditiOns, .a.beStng oval-test tofauurez%1il0oPmsonnesnperatzge 
before temperature nsa In the reservoir caused an alarm almost totally destroying It,' 

'tRemember.thát then Inc all-purpose sWIiOtA well-designed its maj,tske.Ti dàcsde, biti 
ystern often neddsiaw4da array . of sensofl:fOr OlIthl%UTh MatanSiS around a power pla 

protectIon. Aprgducts-of-combustion.sensór mayseem: Ideal of combusdblo,niatedsOos 
loi' detecting smoldedngflrea Inside a wooden structure (e.g such a posalb4llty'exlats, u 
scootIng tower or A proceasuntt) but these units are typically components Just as If the atrt 
so aènsitivethatS ,wfU respo S .ioextiaüst.smoki train 'it whS locSg.:uttraviaS 
nearby trucks or tugboats. Or. It Is possible fl-tM the lansing 
elements can become contaminated from the buildup of pollu- 
tants passing throUgh the structure,, with eventUal loss Of 
sensltMt,t. 

IC. In thi majority of systems, breaks In the Interconnecting cable 
area tar greater lIkelihood than are short drcultt Thus,' such 

vy ti, 
avwage l#i'*"#!° (! 

unusual bMU of troObtes,',. 

..aMth3$flba4o eptod;. 
J,1 

remember. that any reflective metallic eStee. could be.the 
sourceota falseindlcioif.that.possibl Ily exIsts, It inty be 
essential to use a coinblflaUon of tJV and thSmal sensors. 

14, Always - for growth anøchangj when laying out a system.' 
Øe$Ut, bth are It makes - to install systems 

:that wi be ready, ch ngsd,.extended , flCW : 
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- 16. Abstract 

The purpose of this manual is to provide a comprehensive source of design 
information on storm water pumping stations for highway facilities. HOwever, 
users are cautioned to use proper engine. .ring judgment and must themselves 
be entirely responsible for any interpretations and applications of the 
data and opinions set fOrth herein. 

An initial field survey was conducted to determine the present practices 
and experiences in several States, which proved to be extremely varied, 
with some. basic dtfferences in design concepts. All States were invited 
to submit information on their installations ad most did so. Some of.the 
data presented have been taken from these submittals, and some from relevant 
literature. Some have been drawn from manufacturers' catalogs. Examples 
from actual pumØing stations have been Incorporated whenever possible, by 

reproducing photographs or construction drawings in simplified form. 

Various types of pumping stations are.discussed in the early chapters, wit 
guidance as to which might be expected to be most suitable for various conditionls. 

LatEr chapters deal with station machinery and features, including electrical 
systems. A number of appendices cover specifications, construction cOfls, 
energy economics, and maintenance. 

17. C.y Voids IS. Dst.jbuaioa Stoessoac 

Pumping Stations, Collection Systems, 
Discharge Systems, Machinery, 
Specifications, Costs, Maintenance 

This document is available to the public 
through the Superintendent of Documents, 
u.s. Government Printing Office, 
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2-G et-Pit Example: Circular Pit ) Two, or 
ree, Vertical nun Engines (LPG). 

2-H. Wet-Pit Exam tructure, with (1) Two or (2) Three 
Screw-type Ps, Electric Motors. 

2-J. W it Examples: (1) Two, o ltiple Submersible 
umps, in Circular Caisson or Rectangu it. 

5-C. STATION CRITERIA 

It is difficult to concisely and uniformly express diverse station 
design features in the form of criteria, but the following is 
a listing of features to be considered. The listing should be 
of assistance in making comparisons and selections. 

The three categories, (a), (b) or Cc) are intended to convey a 
high, medium or low condition respectively, and apply to all 
features except 22, which is a gathering of generally unrelated 
special featu±'es whidh must not be overlooked, even 'if none is 
found to be applicable. 

1.. Station Design 
Capacity 

2.. Station Design Head 

3. Storàge Upstream of 
Pumps 

4. Quality of.Water to 
be Pthnitd 

S. Inflow Rate 

6. Weather Conditions 

(a) Maximum exceeding 300 cfs 
(b) Maximum between 100 and 300 cfs 
(c) Maximum less than 100 cfs 

(a) Over 35 feet TDH 
(b) Between 15 and 35 feet TDH 
(c) Less than 15 feet Tm! 

(a) For velocity reduction, settle- 
ment of solids, minimizing 
equipment 

(b) Utilized if available 
(c) Not required or available 

(a) Turbid and sand-laden inflow 
(b) Moderate, contamination 
Cc) Minimal contamination 

(a) Rapi4 increase 
(b) Normal hydrograph 
Cc) Slow increase 

(a) Extreme cold in winter 
(b) Moderate winterä 
Cc) ild winters, no freezing 

5-3 
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7. Discharge Conditions (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

8. Stthp Dewatering (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Long rising outfall from each 
pump 
Short free outfall from each 
pump 
Limitation of discharge rate 

Sump pump required 
Vacuum truck preferred 
No provision 

9. Electric Power (a) Completely dependable - dual service 
Reliability (b) Very dependable - single service 

(c) Undependable - frequent outages 

10. Natural Gas/LPG (a) Completely dependable - dual service 
Desired as Fuel (b) Very dependable good storage 

(c) Not readily available - supply 
unreliable 

11. Station Siting (a) Good access from frontage road or 
similar 

(b) Good access from highway 
Ic) Pooi access, alongside highway. 

12. Soil Conditions (a) Rock 
Ib) Hard, steep unshored cuts 
(c) Clay or soft soil 

13. Foundation Conditions. (a) Acceptable beating strata 
(b) Piling required for bearing. 
(c) Extensive dewatering with piling 

required because of uplift 

14. Above-Ground 
. (a) 

StniOturC (b) 
(c) 

15. Structure Visibility (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Large acceptable 
Modest preferred 
Smallest possible desire4 

Large structure acceptable 
Modest structure desired 
Minimum only acceptable 

16. Initial Cost (a) High capital cost acceptable 
(b) Moderate cost acceptable 
(c) Lowest cost mandatory 

17.. Maintenance Capa.- (a) Excellent with complex machinery 
bility (b) Reasonably good 

Cc) Mediocre 

5-4 
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18. Operating Cost (a) High cost aceptab1e 
(b) Moderate budget desired 
Cc) Lowest budget desired 

19. Equipment Handling (a) Elaborate type considered essential 
Devides-Built2'ih (b) Simple type acceptable 

Cc) Minimum or none required 

29. Equipment Handling (a) Use preferred for all requirements 
Devides-Mobile (b) Used to supplement built-in 

Cc) Not required due to elaborate 
built-in 

21. Trash Handling (a) 

Dévidés (b) 

Cc) 

22. Special Features "(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

Cd) 

Ce) 

if) 
(g) 

ih) 
(i) 

SELECTION PROCEDURE. 

Elaborate built-ins preferred 
Simple built-ins found adequate 
Vacuum trucks preferred 

Pre-screening of debris from 
inflow 
Vulnerability to hazardous spills 
Epoxy coating and lining of pumps 
Grease lubrication for pumps 
Galvanizing of steelwo±k 
Manifold to pressure discharge 
Sediment and hydrocarbon removal 
from disOharge 
Emergency generator 
Supervisory control (telemetering) 

In the 'section of type of station and equipment,tkf designer 
will expef$qnce a number Of inputs from variousfidirteIs in 
developing tfl&<riteria. 
First are the siès.oflstraints, in othe&4ds, the items over 
which the designer h little or no qpdrol. These would 
mainly be the items 1i'ed in 5-C 3*der: 

1. Statio De gn Capacity 
2. Station sign Head 
4. QualiYof ater o be 
5. Inf3ø Rate 
6. Wther Condit ns 
7. ,Sischarge Condita s 

hr Station Siting it. Soil Conditions 
/13. Foun4atioi Conditions 

5-5 
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GUIDE TO LEVEL DETECTORS 
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Senior Associate Editor INDEX TO GUIDE '-y at' 
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Beam 5t 4$:t!t 
Presented here in tabular forth Bubble , t 6O 

4' 't - r. 

a Wide àriety of level detecting t' Capacitanc' 
instruments designed to operate in Conductive 62 '? .,xJSt e 

the many applications in the -: ' Diaphragm 62 y 
chemical processing industries Differential Pressure '' " 63 'Z-- ; 

.. 

Since there are so many Displacer ' 65 ....a r 
applications the job of selecting Float 65 '' " 'vC -.':. ''C..k ....... , 3L'- "a- 
the appropriate instrument for the rloat and Tape 67 - re.. 

job Ørimarily becomes one of fitting Glass and Magnetic Gauge 67 
the detector to the particular Hydrostatic Pressure ... . . 67 
requirement in mind Inductive 67 CL. 

There are additional factors of Infrared - 68 
course, and these are also covered Microwaye 
in the guide. These factors include Optic Sensor ........... 68 
type, advantages, temperature and Paddle .... . :.... ..... 68 
pressure range, accuracy, Pressure-Sensitive . .. . .69 
intállàtion, and features. R-F Admittance . ..... 69 '$ 

Every effort. has been made to Radiation ....... ... .. 69 
make the guide as complete as Sorc Echo ..... . . 70 
possible, Where there re blank ': Strain Gauge ..... . 71 

spaces the lack of data signifies Thermal 71 

that either itis not applicable, . Tilt ................ 71 

available or it is not meaningful Vibration 72 
without providing much nore Weight and Cable ...... . 72 
information that is beyond the ', 

scope of this guide. 
Additional ihformation is provided -.. .. ,, '?' 

inthereviewofman'ufacturèfs .:: 
literature that immediately follows 
this guide. The reader can obtain a 
copy of any brochure listed by 
circhng the appropriate reader 
service number on the card 
adjacent to the inside back cover . -________ 4. 
of this magazine. The numbers in 
the review section coincide with -': '-': _____________ 
those in the guide itselt 

For a reprint of this guide, circle ______________ 
number 339 on the card opposite 
last page. . . ____________ 

) 

,..'c 
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Conitclolron Corp. . 210 BrA t002 IbIrit-level sensing Senses most -Os to eno - em -To ½ro' Any way No sràe*,g pitt, Meal. Lit. S.d.. 206 -. rnatsdals with- 235W aid. lot los a tg, i.,s. 
o.Awdad - 

- Cuatwa Co.toIs Co., bit. 211 Lewel Lance LSd. grssdai No moving lb 1000W tb t0 ± W% FS My wa, Twa-iát tinvjt,ja c 
Level Lance" brA pitt. etly Wi- - ceibrtói a4usbiiems at 
Sides 5 elaflatlon katsmfttsr 

Delsv.li Eledionice, InC. 212 1%pCC It Uq*Ms sod eons No moving To 2000W 2500 psig Greats, Ve.ticsi Contam .14 no.e.t 
1W. 'C' lrensrrdtteve parIc, top- than 025% . . Sensors ermflablo 

nitumi 
lion 

Delta Controls Corp 213 Sides ICC GsnsrSpuipos. USia stabS -100 to 15 to ¼% I'S Any way No 00ar required On 
Settee ICC pith 

. 

. It kensydasten and i000p 10.000 pslg made elect.oriic models 
. 

elwmcfflq,Adlev- 
eli 

-Endas. + Haunt 211 ENC 1320 LiquId level No moving lip to 31% My way lnwm,i*y to buM-ic on 
FtC ¶320 : It pans or tubes woow probe. rio special catiea 

to tool need.dbetween probe 
- 

. sidetedjonics 

Magnetrol mta.nauonal, Inc. - 203 &d 50-145 L4Ada. dry tutu . Signal dIrectly -40 to Any way Analog or uSgAsi dIsplay. 
Sides 62 transmItters . materials proportional to 160W . probes tolbO long. 

- . level changes 
. probe-mountS or rente 

Monitor Manutactudng 204 Model E lit L)iiid level sins- Two-idja In- - -20 to To 10 BAA Point level Any soy A,mote'anmted PC cani 
leaSE . kig s5latlon 170W withcormediontoheat. 

twu*igaacsstelwMw 

Pop. Scientific, tat, 
- -. 

206- . BrA 55-49 . Liquid hn term Selections on NormS Nonnal lab, O.l'Con Any way Mann swltd.. poser "- 
Lab Mofltor.IV .. -. perattn, .n'um probe. built-In lab. Indus- Industrial mercury csptade.with L'doetor 

- --. or pmssure, tow Sam, Set thennome- lights 

tar 

Robblns & Myers 256 BrA 13Th Fics detection . Pierems 210W WttIcal lb pwt button, dec- MttI --. --. pmçaliorn 
nmnWgd.y 

Rob skew Controls Co Pitoduct Stidw. . Readt -40 to 30' VAt to . ±2% Wrttcal. 0h.dty mounted at 
Level-Tat MDI. tOY .- -- Spec Mdl products Uvough probe 180P 2000 pal slant sensing probe 

-: 161 . coatings - 

0-- 
Maii-TiI Md let 256 Product SlIdq viscous ito, reatgs - -lob 30' VAC to ±2% rt1cal, Reade iito.etihig ipto 

- SpecMd products .__ tonc oops elicit lso'tromeassi 
-161 - piobecoetkig . 

- Level-Tsr Mdl 3DM --.- 250 Ptd. Genes purpose Simple oaJbra- . ± 3% My soy Standard adlustable dflter- 

Spec Mdl lion antis! and tIme delay 
3DM 

- - 

aIe3lo :.; 300 Piothd - Genenlpurpos. - Remount, -40W 3UVACIo ±3% Anyway StttsdadlustdlW-. 
SpeoMd raflhiQi*b ICCW 2000pal entlalwtdth,tedela%r 

.? -, 310 150 

Lswl-TokMdlhO2C ..... . 330 pj . 

Spec Mdl 
. NisiwAqiS 

maks-tc eitea 
A&toniatlom- 
caltratlon a 

-lOb - 

150W 
SUVACIO 
2000 psI 

±2% Qft5flfl 
processor based 

162 product veiles 

Level-Tsr Mdl 3148 . 331 Ptoduct Two bidsperdenl Reeds through -40 to 30' VAC to ± fl ttioal. V&e a4tsbosd ritige, 
Spec Mdl set-polreslor duel - CCath-igs 160W 2000 elan etu.table krwdlal at 

1 3118 use eadtaat-nt 
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T. 
Differential Pressure 

. .i 
cbs l.Stea- Chiet Tanip Pnsaur. 

COeIptIy &Ptoduct No. 1w! 40plIcatIo.E. *dvantags,: ,wgt lang.: Accuracy tattoo: ft*iiite.: 

oset.nchsswwaca.p. :-: 301 - Sic Waterlevilde- Shtcteloun. 4Otp lSto22spsl ±2%FS Mysey Eectron1con-ollctd 
(act! Eye .-1 09-2)00 tection low Coal 180W 09tOfl.POttleU WI'Th 

nint 

nsr Coinrol. 302 1e General iiq.Jld level Low irtataflaflort -2010 Up to 720 ±0.25% ol Vertaa Extemafly accentle. 
1pe .1151 LI. frwwrter I16lL. tU mordtori-ç cost. tTdr*num 200W palg calibrated hodrontel span and zero a4tiat- 

itiodi end span nsds. CM FM .9- 
vexation cited, grovel kit safety tS 

Tb. Fathom Cootpany 303 eto 4-314 clean. ranlsoous Wide range of -40 to Vacuum to ±0.5% P.e- Wide maifli selection. 
14db .134 fpnaumetl4 3191 fluJIdL 09W Of teiflpflUTas 250W 2)00 psi (134) ITtOtiflIed bigienu slability 
623DP (electmt) tad dosed teaseS and pressure (134); to ±02% 
transmitters 3000 psI (8230P) 

(8230P) 

130141'. (130141' flosnilt- ; 303 -- 8.0 431* Pteswtz.d or Eliminates wet -35 to OSS pals to ±0.5% Flush (a. temp anon x Mid 
ten 

.: 

:- 1:: eveajated vessels end Wy tags 550W One 600 flange System. rni*mjni Cl 
and neidb mslnsnge. H-:- - 9ete 

13F (metanalic). E!TDM: . 303 Ero 4-31* Conosla. viscous Ms range CI -40 to Juni to ±0.5% Flush Wide.matsrlal asledlon 
(electronic) b5ISTSn 

. .,". 3/SI tlqtiioa end stools, process mate- SCOW flange rating mounting lot. conoalve epØicellona 
rlslsandtenip tiptoCIan tovessel 
endpressures SOOANSI *llh 

hnga 

Honeywell Inc. -. 304 . Heterwice Wined or pin- Stattit). w4de . -40 to 150 to 0.2% to P**-coriri.cIed. Wige- 
One 41 flnflfl- -. .. 8414-Ia swtzed tanks range ci e4ust- 350W . 0.6% remand or itrd 3- - . da 

Twyto..tnsttunutco. 305 8w 08228 TaM level ins,- --Good 800wacic -40 to To 850 H2O . ±0.25% Universal Eny locetbrate. wIde 
MCIe34I0T.(elec*onlc). luiemem wldsea- 300W 
3IQTfl4QTpr'tatC . . 

. 

- tiOft ordos.dtaNlbTtIs 
frsnsrmttera v 

Courcntreis,Inc. .... 3oe --- ccsau. p.xtable.outdoor Nolosaofek 45to OtoSU ±0.050 Wttal, Vt*aonw1duvi. 
cCS2IA. ... 

j... 

.:. -:: . .H8 Solatsdtss . . ISCOWas W,C.Inpul. stint . ra,cordudirsmsôs 
ccsalttdeksctcn tOI3OPsl 

Rosiount Inc. .. 307 .-- But 2282 prj t.na Wide dtoice ci -40 tO 0-25 H,0 ± 035%. My way . Flush or extended S. 
Mdl 1151 LU H. $fl fl4flIO. .300W Itt. 0-100 calIbrated 

. Ittsgme. external Span 
. ____ - .--p.. -- --- 

flon 

Leeds & Northrup Co. 342 CM 473 LiquId level mu- Uses flange;- -30 to pitrerentlal ± 25% ci *nlcal, Has 4 to 20 mA oS4 to 
Plaice OP balttrrilftet ..- V . H euremeot in tanks eThi*,xtei bells 250W ssure is span typically mn,ote recatrers 

-: . .. . . 
tr_ ... :.--: .- .- cobjmnto 
l2SrWC 

- For addftlonat Infonnatlon on any of the detectors described above, Ieaa. circle the 
appropriate Reades Service numbes on the card In the back of the magazint A tree reprint 
of the entire Guidi to. Level Detectors Ii available by circling 339 on the Readerservice 
Card. 
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S S 
Float 

g. .>aiAL;dtrci.. 18W. ctd.t Prnsu.. IIIIW- 
Comp.ny I Pmdud .' Na. liars qp&.flon; Advantage.: ranó.: iia.: Accuracy latlon Feature.;: 

c..-. flT.NeDonnell & Miller : '241 Bid ttecc Uquid to Waste Pneunidlc op. 48F 250 pug Wfllc& For hawdow Un las 
ncoontis isis arson .- roSearicelseMc. 

r noed.d;d.edorun- 

0 
VCandws 342 &4LI1.s Lflwd,tolndlcate Upto3 408W 2SOpsIg Vertical Canbetop-orsid.- 

C ,Wvel .wltch..laeS rnowfleduslngct.aztt 
acosateoormz 

Jo.evodia.Mc.:243 :' Cm12 Uquldutomitil- Cencat.... -383to anto ±W HodzofllSl A4tSibleflisnW.s 
3 Midst A co.tcl(8.v,n nnepeogtd otmounting 400W SOQpd plo.Jonjxodflerig. 

ote deacited bi catalog) ....,..:,:r .-' 
0.5 mounting aniable 

Kmltn.4m1q$ceb.c. i. ,,244 EM-flAt . Uquldiliet. Taipeqabn-b.. O5%oIFS Wilical HlghleSvIeSMS 
WA-2emeter . depeSeit . - 

Ci' Bwltchlyetamtln,, ,T.>,cr.245::., Mercwy . Thi*eurwllancs . Easytofltafl Th150W ±5% tiocttootal ABSlheLtinprer.cad 
tA&u*MaPW EQ 4 Moaorbnt arid contrc4 

ares :'" 

inrle.Dew.frrk-.:i2 
1 

8.0 : I&t/oadrd*e- RaUabl1Itt- 33t 3000pslg On.movtgpwth.- 
o..n s.n.e. Ow Lij 1433.4813 1% * d*m%ca}3 alacy 400W ITINICSIy naiad reed 

UquL.aIntbtss t .:c> c..:t::' ... 
. . 

WiiIbn Pump & 4i4awM:i .3I3.L csao.o . PurTipandsystorn High reflabjiltic To 250W . 250 pelg Vertical 8.sdeam.g floats Mi 
c01 I n adlon r- - ll 

'chDMaiaA8Wo44ib4 
Cap. 

.. 0b140W .Toflop& . Wa 
-. .4jt; linac tuft, rear- Miabte awitS liquid, rinds no mafls' ..... . 

Palest Cc.*ds , 311 But 81 7 LiquId hit du- lb 680W lb 700 psIg N/A used sWi sna 
Sins. Pt snarl ,,,L Pt tuthon i an types 7728 ortlal colts a s;.tt civassa :- . ,., .. 

. Thotw. 

$55flfl5 flSjj4Jfl tue. 4:,:. ": 
. H. Id 4100 ii.. btierTSd or con- . Easy to kIataL .' Bes-Susoc linac ui*- 

Qiadc.ubcb M 4100 - ,' 3, - dnjous Issel Iflat bra mahile- - 
a C mzw.wl Iwic to uow-ds.sty 11W 

., ... . ... .-. . .- . . . .. 

tassanfla DIflIoa, -. 317 Did EU Invantoty and UnsHaded by -35010 lb 2500 lb ±100% Hodzon- mo-wI's tisninidlic liii- 
McOzsw Edison Ce. ? 50005 taKe contsd reasonable 850W tat wedt- pie catiation procadirt 

lid 121t3 hit 1...41.. , i buM-,4, a - useable cortol .a,& 
c- cr 

stall or ape- 

tuSbtdc0lWfliCt.:i3S5.. 'VflusIIlDAJ Sclncrdlor. 8ynrvooiuid 
C' 1120A'At 

Messy Plodicta, his, .: H . .',: sc sines e000 or . . 

lid 6000 aautis a ci mitl4m* rsdn - I DMslon I G C 

-I ,L . ceasodes aaL and 0 hazardous lace- Th. I able - 

'I 



.'-.rtj '. ----4-.--- f ,a:.:. -, .-c_. __.....C..s.... 
.v.:,._..___r- 

óz S S 
float and Tajo. 

aid. thara- DiM Twip Fissure Inatal- 
Cc.np.ny & Priduct: No. hi,, spplkatlon:. Advantqn: rang.: rang.: Accuracy IrIow 

345 lipe803lfl tag.florsgs Longhl. ClaIrE CtoSpsI ¼%FS Vedla4 miI*edots&Wfl%. i - tw 

PLC. stS.tnc. : . 
1121a Chwntd.rdp. Hiotiacairicy -2Oto OliolSOpal .010b1 Wttic& .*Js9dM.ctsbyt- 

US 1121 gjg liloI.511 StOffle IWF ICC' Urly cxftwa, dull .. 
. me 

a-na. flns.Nttw 

Laupdd & Slvsn., In.. -248 GuI 12 St.sm gaiglng. thng-t.nn 0 to N/A ± .02 of HC&OOt& Eay In-Reid thing. ci 
Tipe R.-11 recorder .-. . giotrid .t* stud- unattended op. Got/ac to head chart speed arid record- 

. 7 . S. .n 
45'C Iwidedop.rn- 

talc Cantata h.. -. : 24) Bra 2100 R.po.thc hyals of 2-abe co.runu- Oplional OØo..al ± It My aoy IMaotna adiveis csp.bl- 
Mdl2lOOtsr*gaugkç -:C . . - soragetsi*s rôcatIonetn ±%i. tea. ito- ......... ---. . .. alown pro .ssoriob.cormg- .. 

Goass and Magnetic Gauge 
cust Litre- Chit, Trap Pressure 

Coac.ny & Ploduø: .::. ..... . petica: Mvantaga: isatat rang,: . Accuracy Stico: F.stima: 

PUnbStJiyHSJdIIIIS . -c - 8i12l00 Patflryand -ScOtt . ToG000psig Vision WitS UrdIsaidaSsIotdde 
Ohacliuding liquid liarsU dn*al proc... ci WTIPI(ItLVfl 

C:. 
gaig. - .. t ... . . big 

Oats hidhistla by. 341 e.g Rapid visual fri. MI liquids .p- 75&P 4W p.c ko.....J b0tOate 
flow Products CIvts1on DFP-364a1 dicatSi ci Oquld pew black In i teed 

R.tS.gaug. - 
1t, 

lid hchco.*sstto 

ii 4 

Itydrostati& piissure 
cud. Litre. CIil,t Trap Pressure 

:c: No.. .- tin appliatlon: Advardagit .fl: ring.:. Accuracy Stan: -Patinas: 

t::-Y NosPro&d.Cs..;J5i:>. hvep.nsh. 401O . OGOpslg ¼%tOtt% 
us. 191.1 111(1 ) r - Svd irenw.apsl non-b* 350E sitigli. wiflidlcc I 1 .:::1Y:: : . typ,s.nsa 

... --t . .-. . . . 

Unductie4\pi 
c4 as. utre- cN& Prisms lasts. c&Pmtcts: -: N. p-"' tpØcstlaiu : Adi...t.,.a: iVig.: rings: Accuracy Stan; Patina.: 

*sdg.41o1 Co 252 O.g 8234 lb dated titliciA SSladSied -25 to Nd tor p...- s 000V My n.y Iaç Oa. sold-atm. 
77._s .4Jb.. jc .. costa iw1.' ci sun 7r0 , i cmos. In AC .CC 

moduts 

: 



. ,Y..:.,. .:r 
: ict:L.4&c. 

Infra.d 
. 

- CbSs tJl.rs- alit Presto,, until 
Courpsny & odud: No. 1w, agpllceton; . Advantage.: rungs; range; Accuracy litton: Features: 

-..-. E.wstjlst. . 33 PcI HIØ.flIqM SetI-d.d'Jng Itrizontal hIsistaty sate 
M 1148911 IrS sIwa 1748.911 slam, . ITS? a vertical 

Onto. Inc. 34 . . CorItatwe uqa .2o 0 - n.ax. Best than Any WS Solid-a. corWol W 

2 LsvS. 510. sa act Ngh-pcslr llquldt pasts. compacl 2WF 
. S ctitic conoslomaslstvit, 

in ito, o :- .. 'ct, consumption -owe 
E.bchOtvlslwi, Aikanwead 255 Ed My IkpM con- RiISe,t -s to lb 200 psI My wey Sensiivay sSStITWIl. 
Co, 

. 0973'510- mov'eçpfl 70-C 'bjelptobet 
ZIW3ortol 

Salt.. 258 Bul Pt.ca1lslhg ap- Al soW-stale -Solo N/A VwtIcal No 010mg parts, easy 
0717/3000 plIcetions Tot level adjustment 

Microwave .,. 
Orci. UI.,. . clalci Wznp Pressure lrwtil 

Ccmp.ny& Product: No. tore ipp4Icellcn: Advantages; rings: rings; Accurecy tallow F.aftnis: 

Dsbvsn Eleclroolsi, t,,c. 257 B,o ISOM . Ifl conoitw Unattsoted . a W HorIzontal No rortig parts, self- -. 
tMcwasvs lrps i . '67g . materIals no ussr license proylig lees,sck loop S 

needed NØi 

OpUq Sensor 
. :- 

Circle LIIet Chl.l:. pjw, laME- 
Company & Product: ., NO. lure pplsi1c: .. 

. Advantage.: rang.: range: Accuracy lotion; Features: 

Dover Co'po.sllon/ 255 NP-OtiS Storage and liens- Solid-its. -40 to Aimoepheric Response wdlctI No nioflg mt,ln 
D#w ui-Sic., -. port ci pstiolstr.- lacIc of Sedil- 158? to low pm.- lii,, It ½ mwn- petit COOIeLeIy sit. 

Optic uqdd mu monha . bait prodtns cal energy it sins see, mended d,sdth'g. CSA end FM- 
storage porn- it, certtlled end eppttvqdss 

. 
sate 

PaddIe--:.H 
- 

ckcJ. tile... . Chief PTISIWS ktstM 
Censny & Product: No, lure -ippllcalfow- - Advantages: . ag; range: Accwscy thou: F..tupn: 

Gould tO. Der&ten fli Spec sheet iboonliol lee1g Presents over' ore usc Needs only ±2' VertIcal Ctisedpidce 5sf, it- 
MdCS88G .. c518o cthoppirs,awg. MTh,g.lSsrffll- r-ounc.op- frlo-asrpcortbi- 

bIns, dnsns, and 
. 
ic Or material, stating bee ucue NEMA A800 swItch 
waste 

MonItor Marwifacturtag 35 BrA 129 FOil lid d. . LOW coal. easy -57 to VIcIWl to Feint level My way A4intsUe ss.isItk'*% 

BinOMatic . : WdiOndIeiWSb' 3OpuI Ooalkçirdorms'd. 
lug - staSsessteef*etted 



.. S . 
Pressure/resistive 

ørcl. Uteri. Chits Tmnp Prasur. Jnetil- 
Cosnpw,y. Ptoduct: Ho. tur. application: Mvantagn: range: range: Accuracy .lMIon: Faturn: 

M.tdiap, Inc. 280 8.4 IJT4FC ClientS mid pa. No 1110*9 -20 to lOiwi' Wrficai On. penatralion me*tWi. 
lype LIIAFC nmor tole,si, terM. parts. access)- 225? ifient. al-Teflon outer Stir- 

So lion, tart laces. intrtnsicaly tote 
top 

Amfl& Control. Otetelon -26t 8.41481 Water level man- be%p.naM, 33 to 5 to 300 psi ± 3% Ehynbutes need icc bet- 
MS 510 SerIes eqermrlt .to*tt mid ac- 150? bIe, systems 

- curate 

RadiaticA H: 
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National Mine 

Service Company 

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY DIVISION 
355N Old Steubenyplie Pike 0 Oakdale, PA 15071 Phone 412-7884353 TWX 51 O-6974O65 

February 10,,1983 

0. P. Mohapatra 
Metro Rail Project 
425 S. Main 
6th FloOt, Añnéx B 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 

Dear Mr. Mohapatra: 

F,.. 

4% 

.J a 

Thank you for your Interest in National Mine Service Company and 
our products. 

Enclosed is a product. bulletin covering the R5000 Fixed Point Monitor. 
The R5000 is a uhique approach to monitoring systems.. Its ability to 
acdept Signals from 4 to .20 mifilamp or 10 to 50 milliamp transducers. 
significantly broadens the application for this wiit. Now you can 
monitor combustible gases, ogen concentrations, pressure, temperature, 
etc. with the same iiEfrument. This approach decreases spare part 
inventories, simplifies training of technicians, and allows your safety 
department to Justify systems needs based on the R5000's many uses.. 

The 115000 has three completely independent control and signaling relays 
for each channel. They are standard! This ektra capability allows a 
tremendous flexibility in alarms Ond control design applications of the 
system. 

"One-man" system calibration is another important feature of the 115000 
System. The Systems Test áñd Calibration (STAC) Unit simplifies system 
calibration and lowers routine maintenance cost by allowing one person 
to calibrate a system. 

* 
.-,tMwj. fwwvca. 
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Information is also included on the 200 Series Portable Instrumnts 
manufactured by National Mine Service Company. If additional litfor- 
matlon Is needed, please contact your loCal National Mine Service Company 
distributor or National Mine Service Company at the above address. 

Sincerely, zr 
SaleS Representative 
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY DIVISION 

/dh 



Mlii 

Sink. Cotpnp 

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY DWISION 
355N Old Steubenvile Pike, Oakdale, PA Phone 412-788-4353 TWX 510-6197-4085 

SUGGESTED 
- 

- INSTRUMENTS . f 

: 

LIST PRICE 

1810-0003 CD21O Digital Methanometer $ 288.00 
1810-0016 LD220 Digital LEL .T 

. 288.00 
1810-0024 0X230 Oxygen Monitor 392.00 
1810-0198 MX240 Combination Methane/Oxygen Monitor 696.00 
181.0-0230 MX241. Combination Combustible/Oxygen Monitor 696.00 

CHAGERS '.;. H 

1810-0115 Five Unit Instrument Charger, 115V .. 206.00 
1810-0123 Single Unit Instrument Charger, 11SV 94.00 
1810-0297 12VDC Instrument Charger 94.Ot 
1810-0305 Single Unit Instrument Charger, 23W 98.0O 
1810-0362 Five Unit Instrument Charger, 230V 206.OQ 
1810-0412 Economy Charger 47.00. 

ACCESSORIES 

.) 1810-0131 Leather Carrying Case,200 Series 28.00 
1810-0180 SP200 Sampling Pump 198.00 
1810-0354 Leather Carrying Case, SF200 35.00 
1701-3145 SF200 In-Line External Filter 8.50 
1810-0248 AD200 Audio Driver 74.00. 
1810-0313 AD200 Audio Driver w/Earphone 96.00... 
1700-6933 Calibration Cup, 200 Series 2.55 

REPLACEMENT SENSORS 

1700-3740 CD21O Detector Block Assembly 71.70 
1700-3757 LD220 Detector Block Assembly 

. 78.00 
1701-2451 LEL Detector Block Assembly, Remote 98.00 
1701-0810 MX LEL Detector Block Assembly 84.00 
1701-9282 Oxygen Sensor Assembly, Electrochemical, MX 108.00 
1700-4698 Oxygen Cell w/Load, OX230 127.00 

) PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WfTHOUT NOTICE. 

PL3 7/15/82 Page 1 of 2 



SUGGESTED 
CALIBRATION KITS LIST PRICE . 1810-0149 Calibration Kit w/o Gas, w/Regulator $ 78.00 
1810-0156 Calibralion Kit containing non-returnable cylinders 117.00 

of propane at 25 & 50% LEL and a pressure regulator 

1810-0222 Calibration Kit containing non-returnable, cylinders 117.00 
of 1 and 2.5% methane and a presmire reilator ,ao-mni 

CYLINDERS, CALIBRATIONGASES .*: 

1810-0164 
r-.,j''t.41.''4.'.r -: ........ - ::.- 

Clinder., Cal. Gas, 25% LEt. Propane 
7' 

24.00 
1810-0112 Cylinder, Cal. Gas, 50% LEL Propane 24.00 
1810-0206 Cylinder, Cal. Gas, 1% Methane 24.00 
1910-0214 Cylinder, Cal. Gas, 2.5% Methane 24.00 
1810-0289 Cylinder, Cal. Gas, 19.0% Oxygen 24.00 
1810-0271 Cylinder, Cal. Gas, 20.9% Oxygen 24.00 
1810-04.53 Cylinder, Cal. Gas, 2.5% Hydrogen 24.00 
1810-0461 Cylinder, Cal. Gas, 50% Hydrogen 24.00 
1810-0479 Pressure Regulator. Calibration Kit 39.00 

FIXED SYSTEMS 

1810-0040 R5000 Central Control Station 2,585.00 
1810-0057 R5000 Central Control Station, Wall Mounted 2,850.00 
1810-0065 Remote LEL Sensor Module 282.00 
1810- 0073 Remote Methane Sensor Module 282.00 
1810-0081 Remote Oxygen Sensor Module 324.00 
1810-0099 Remote Power Supply, Intrinsically Safe 124.00 
1810-0107 Systems Test a Calibration Module, STAC I 318.00 
1810-0495 Remote Visual Alarm Module 128.00 
1810-0503 Junction Box, 3 Hub, w/Terminal Block 42.50 

GAS BADGE 

1890-0092 Organic Vapor Monitor Kit 1-9 83.50 
10+ 71.00 

1890-0076 Analysis/Collection Kit 1-9 42.00 
10-49 37QQ 

50+ 33.60 

1890-0068 Replacement Elements/Box of 10 .1-49 24.60 
50+ 22.00 

1890-0498 Replacement Elements, Dust Shields and Labels 35Ü.00 

Package of 200 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

PL3 7/15182 Page 2 o 2 
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o 
WARRANtY POLICY 

Bachsncb In utv,muit Company, lXvlaion of AXEAC Industries, Inc. 
warrants that this proàct win perform prcperly In the °pp"Uoa for 
w$* it Is tMrwiad. and that It Is free of defeCtS In medM and rk- 
n.blp. This wEtranty Is applicable fOr one year fain the date of 
purchue by the original User. We will repair or replas the product, 
when returned to us with traaspQrtaUon paid and, upon am4IHtfl, it 
wváS to be defective abused, mi ed,altered or g4am 

This warranty does not apply toprothscts or parts which are expendable 
In mal use or hoe a limited shelf 111., as liwHaated In the related 
Operaitj!nstrnctmnni. This warranty uajatSfl the till etent of our 
intended ll.J41'ty, and may aot.be construed as verUE removal or 
Splanstint costs, or contingent expense of any other nature. 

Filters, 1m'np, taps, etc. beIg expendable jtmnn, are tuded 
£bn the tarts of this warranty. 

n 

. 



SECTION 1 

S DESCRIPTION 

0850 POUR-CHANNEL GAS DETECTION AND MON1TORINGSYSTEM 

The Bacharach CDISO Gas Detection and Monitoring $'stem 
onnq4n of fair conabuotible gas detectors anda foür-cKams1 control unit. 
Detectors can be located In four sepaflte area in 'Stitch combUstible gases 
or vapors way be a laraid. The control unit, cannon to all fair of.the 
detectors, may be located In a remote safe area, where It operates to 
process gas analog s'e1 from the detectors. The control unit responds 
to gas Mgnsls with pe±Ceflt Lower Explosive Limit (L.E.L.) meter gas 
&ttatIon raaMnga, and with front panel warning and alarm 14g4t* to 
signal the preséflee of vintgOrCus cOncentrations of gas. If detector or 
detector circuitry failures render a channal temporarily thopezflftve, this 
also is signaled for each ahfltnal by a front panel failure lnMntor light.. 
Internal relays ecu ated by a1ng, alarm, and failure signals may be 
used to switch external ammnctators and to control gas and fire control 
devices such as blowers, valves, and deluge systems. 

The faI-rbatel gas detection and monitoring system may be operated In 
either of t modesfl auto mode in which the percent L.E.L. meter and 
recorder respond to the Individual detector that has the strongest signal; 
or a matnial " selection mode In which meter and recorder monitor 
the area selected by means of a ,na.mal control switch. 

DETECtOE AND DETECTOR AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY (figure 1-1) 

Each of the four detectors of the CD8SO system containa a matched pair of 
resistor filaments; one coated with a catalyst that wddlzes combustible gases, 
and the other uncoated, upo a Which no oiddalion Of combustible gases occurs. 
The two resistor ftlnnrnts, coated ("active") and uncoated ("reference"), 
are connected In series across a 6-volt power supply. So connected, the 
coated and uncoated resistor filaniants divide the applied voltage equally In 
proportion to the equal resistance values. A third lead connected between 
the tWO resistors dArfles the voltage at this point (3 volts 11 no combustible 
pa is at the detector) . to an amplifier öIrcUit, which is housed In a Junction 
box to which the detector là attacSd. A second input 

-2- 
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t. 
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SPAN (amplifier 
gain) adjusts; 
for an1thrah5 
i'eoase to \ 

nlplg pa 

Detector/A inplifier 
Qit*at Test Points 

Detector may be aePsntedL' 
from stnpl!fIsr assembly 
by tsp to 100 feet of"ilt, 
with ""'sm loop restetence 
of 1/2 ohm, Including both 
supply aM rain leads. 

DETECTOR 
AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY 

OOfl-7392 
(aSiwn with cover removed 

from outlet. boz) 

SCREW, #4-40 z 3/16 
Pflad 

0001-6846 
WASHER, Flat, #4, 

W4"tgsa Scot 
- 0102-4096 

'&\ PLATE I ii 1 0023-4762 

ZERO djuater for 
zero my output 
across DETECTOR 
OUTPUT test points 

COMBUSTIBLE 
GAS DETECTOR 

(model 0023-4012 
shown. Other 
models may be 
used.) 

figure 14. CD85O Detector and Athpltfler 
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DETECTORS (conHnned) 

to the amplifier fruw a voltage divider on the amplifier printed circuit board 
provides a s"nd 3-volt reference voitage with which to compare the sig- 
nal voltage from the detector. In the absence of combustible gas at the detec- 
tot, the 3-volt detector signal voltage equals the 3-volt voltage divider 
reference voltage at the operational amplifier Inputs, so that the ámpliflór 
produces no oUt$t signal. 

When combustible gases or vapors appear at the detector, the electrical sig- 
tale from the detector c1''ge In ps-uportion to the concentraUon of gas or 
vapor. Combustible gas is oxidized on the catalytic coaHng of the detector 
"active" 11m" S Sat ad consequently Increase the resistance of this 
Rio mant Now the constant 6-volt power supply voltage applied across the 
series-connected active and reference ftla"enta In the detector divides, 
not equally asin the no-pa condition, but In prtpertlon to the dlffiring 
resistances. The more gas, the mOre heat from oxidation on the antalytic 
filament, and the higher the resistance of this filament. With higher 
resistance cornea alarger voltage drop across the resistance, so that the 
voltage at the signal lead between the Caspled resistors becomes less. 
Consequently, the signal voltage and the sthiietard reference voltage at the 
two Inputs of the operational amplifier differ, resulting in a signal output 
from the amplifier. The amplifier output signal, an electrical analog of the 
concentration of combustible gas at the detector, is conducted to the remote 
syStem control unit for further processing. 

CONTROL UNiT PLUG-rn MODULE (flgun 1-2) 

The 0850 control unit containa componanta and cfrc'Afry for processing 
detector sitnals, for Indicating InstrUment operating state, for IndIc°4ng 
gas conditions at the detector, and for switChing external devices in response 
to warnlng4evel, alarm -level, and fellure4evel signals. 

In operation, the signal emanating from the amplifier In the remote junction 
box Is applied to a second amplifier within the control unit, where it is 
compared with a reference voltage. Any, signal present is applied to ehannal 
selector circuitry to tUru On. a channal indicator lamp serving either the 
detector with the strongest signal (auto mode), or the detector selected by 
the mannal selection switch (nia.tnnl selection mode). The amplified sig- 
nal Is also utilized to drive the percent L. E. L. meter located on the control 
unit front panel and to provide an output signal to drive a recorder or other 
high-impedance exterMl analog device. The Rania amplified signal is also 
compared to reference voltages In a warning trigger circuit, an alarm 
trigger circuit, and a failure trigger circuit. When signal strength exceeds 
reference voltages, these circuits turn on channel indicator light-emitting 
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Printed Circuit Board 
Assembly 

S 

Alarm Level 
Trigger PolnL._ 

Adjuster 

Warning .eel 
Trigger Point 

Adjuster 
ALARM light (Red); 

and alarm and waning 
RESET Pushbutton 

WARN light (Yellow); 
TEST Pusthutton 

FALL light (Blue) 

as I 

Jr ssI 
MM. 

/s 
Channel Selector Control 

Knob 

% L.E.L. (Lower 
(INpiosive LISQ) 
fndicatng Meter 

Meter Readout 
Canel Indicator 
Lights (Green) 

Alarm ChRISSI 
Indicator Lights 

(Red) 

Waruthg Channel 
IMitator Lights 
(Red) 

Failure Chcnnal 
Indicator Lights 

(Red) 

'ower-on Pilot Light 
(Green) 

FIgiãe 1-2. P1)850 Plug-in Module Assembly 0023-4869: Front paj Indicators, Controls, and Adjusters 

-S. 
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PrO Pane 

CDS6O Plug-tn Module Aesembly 0051-7094 
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_ 'TI'S,,, __ srreihSVi 
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diodes for nhannsl idnnHflCQUpn, and larger, brighter, panel lights 
for signaling gas warnings and alarms or detector circuit failures. An ' oscillator circuit operates to blink the WARN and ALARM front panel lights 
unH! a front pimni RESET pushbutton Is pushed, whereupon the lights will 
go cut if hazardous gas cofl'TMtiona have cliired at all detectors, or remain 
on steadily without bitidring if halt conditions confinne at any of the 
det8ctors. A sthsequnt bifl-gas..concenfrS a isignal frow any of the 
detectors while a Mgvial light is steadily on will cause th. light to retarn 
to the blinking ste$. 

INDICATORS (Figure 1-2) 

PILOT LIGHT (Figure 1-t A greOn, light-emitting diode, located at 
right Dear the bottom of the control uflit front panel, glows to Indicate that 
eternal power is applied to opeçate the control unit circuitry AC or DC 
power applied to dsaign'd terminal a). 

(Lower 
2k The percent LI. L. 

near the top of the control 
unit front panel, is sealed to indicate combustible gas or vapor at one of the 
detectors In concentrations from 0 to 100 percent of the Lower Explosive 
Limit. In auto mode, the meter responds to the detector sending the 
strongest a4gns1signlylng the hlghnt concentration Of gas. In the mmml 
operating mode, the meter responds to the detector channal to which the 
ynannal mode selection switch is set. 

CHANNEL INDICATOR LIGHTS (flEure 1-2). A horizontal row of four 
green, light-emitting diodes, located on the control pl immavHaMly below 
the percent L. E L. meter, serves to Indicate by mirnher the detector to 
which the meter is responding. The nnnher above the glowing light Indicates 
the detector at which the highest concentration of combustible gas exists if 
the mode selector switch is set to AUTO, or the ethannnl to which the 
selector switch Is set if Other than AUTO. 

ALARM. INDICATOR LIGHTS. (Figure 1.2). An ALARM indicator light with 
red lens cover, located at left of the horizontal red band on the control unit 
front panel, glows red While alarm-level OOncóñttatiOfls of combustible gas 
are present at any of the detectors. One or. more of four red light-emitting 
diodes also glow in the red horizontal band to Indicate the detector chnnnst]z 
In which the alarm aign$ esta. The larger, square4ens alarm light at 
left blinks until the lens cover/RESET pisthuton is pushed, whereupon the 
light goes out if the alarm signal is no longer present In the circuitry, or 
glows steadily rather than Intermittently if the s%nal persists. 

St 



INDICATORS (continued) 

WARN. INDICATOR LIGHTS (Figure .1-'2). A WARN indicator light with 
yellow lenS SVer, located at th left end of the horizontal yellow hand on 
the control unit front mci. glows yellow to indicate warning-level signals 
from a of the four detectors. One or more of four red, light-emitting 
diodes also glow In the y,llow horizontal band to Indicate the detector 
c"'-"l(a) In which a. wafling level signal exists. The WAR.NligM.bllaks 
tmHl the ALAR)QRESET lens cover/puaPMuttoa is pushed, whereupon the 
WARN light gOes out if the warning signal Is no longer present In the cir- 
adü% Or glows steadily rather than lntertttenuy lithe signal persists. 

FAIL INDICATOR LIGITS (Figure 1-2). A FAIL Indicator light with 
blue lens cover, lórnta4 at left of the horizontal blue b4 on the control 
unit freat r"'. glows blue to In'cV lectrical malñznctlone in w of 
the detector circuits. One or more of the four red, light-emitting diodes 
ID the blue horizontal hand also glow to Indicate the detector or detectors 
having sensor clement or circuit nsThinttons. The FAIL light will con- 
Hnia t glow natil the maltinction is corrected. 

METER/RECORDER SONAL OUTPUT. A signal output is provided across 
terni4nal 16 and 17 of control unit terminal board TB-i (labeled GNAL 
OUTPUT, + and -, Figure -9) to operate aá external remote meter or ' recorder If desired. Unless otherwise specified, this output Is factory. 
set for a zero to 1-colt. Sage, although other ranges are available on 
special order. A Curt nt output ranng from 4 mA (zero level) tO 20 mA 
(till-scale level) is also available If so ordered. 

CONTROLS (Figure .1-21. 

CHANNEL SELECTOR (flgure 1-2). The channal selector contrtl ]Utb, 
located üboftom center on the control module frOnt panel, may be turned 
to AUTO position to switch to the automatic mode In which the detector 
ehannal with the strongest stnsl Is monitored with the percent L. E. L. 
meter and signal output. Or the control knob may be tuEned to select 
mnnrnliy azq one of the four channals for Individual monitoring. (Wan- 
ing, alarm, and failure signal lights and c)Snnal Identification lights 
Continue to respond to condiftODs in individual channals.) 

TEST PUSHBUTTON (Figure .1-2). The TEST pusthuton operates a sth located behind the yellow WARN light lens cover (labeled WARN! 
TEST), which also serves a the pushbutton. When closed, the TEST 

0 pualtutton switch ImposeS a voltage equal to till-scale percent L. E. L. 
1 meter deflection (100% L. E. L..) on Signal processing circuitry. 

-9- 
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WARN and ALARM lights also respond t this test by blinking U control unit 
processing circuitry is functioning prcperiy Optionally, the TESt' switch can ' be wired to prevent warning and alarm Slays from operating In the test mode 
Øy clipping jumper from "fl" to 'TV' between large. resistor BioS and CR32) 
U so specified. 

RESET PUSHBU'flON (Figure 1-2). The RESET pusthutton operates a switch 
lo'ed behind the red ALARM light lens cover, which also serves as pusitufton. 
The RESET pusthutton switch acts to open the relAy latching circuits for the 
WARN and ALARM lights and Oternal warning and alarm SannS5 U In- 
stalled. The switch Is used &fter lncondng warning or alarm aignnln or opera- 
tion of the TEST pisthutton. have turned On WARN and ALARM lightn and 
external annuncistoca. U warning and alarm aignala have disappeared from 
all cha.nls, the WARN light, ALARM light, and exterSl an moistor s will 
be switched off by operation of the RESET pus thutton. If Warning Or alarm 
level signals *em- " at iwy of the detectors, the WAPJ4 and ALARM lights Will 
not go off, bitt will stop blinking and c'-ge to a steady glowin response to 
operation of the RESET switch. A subsequent hlgh-gaa.concentratin signal 
from any of the detectors while a signal light Is steadily on will cause the light 
to return to the blinking state and necessitate the reuse of the BESET pusthutton. 

An optional Smote, externally operated. pus thutton switch may be Installed 
as described Ifl paAigraph 

* OPTIONAL EXTERNAL. ANNUNCIATORS AND CONTROL DEVICES 

'The 3C550 conti'ol module containa relay cira4t output teral,tsla for switMng 
oØional external horns, buzzer., lights, fans, or solenoid contrOl switches, 
etc., drawing c*Lnnta not exceeding 3 imparts (non-lnduutivv load). The 
jnternal relay switches may also be used to switch ls.r eternal Slays to 
ópente or turnoff equipment such as air blowers or process control moWn 
that mAy require greater-than-3-empere currents. Common to all of the fcr 
phn.mala of a control mosle are terminals provided for One normAlly ° 
sad one normally asS external circuit for nznizig, alaz'm, and failure 
signal outputs. Four additional Snnnsl high-stars signal output terminals 
sn also provided to which external relays may be connected for individual 
slarm signals from each abnnal viin load at these termii1s Is 80 mA. 
(400-ohm device) at 24 volta energized In alarm condition. 

- 10 - 



DETECTOR MODELS 

Different Oflvtromnents freqsntly riquire diffarent detector housings and air 
sampling techniques. Three detector models are avs4lMe to meet thase 
varyi noes. (Up-to-date Fanbay 3tztml and Candtnn 85 Associ- 
ation lisHnga are available from the n.anufaoturer.) 

Catalytic sensor elements In all models have flnmnearrestor cape to 
preSflt IgnitiOn of conzbUgdble gases In the air. Each detector assembly 
has a 5-layer mesh nianal screen Oncloolag the plUg-In set4g element, 
providing rethandant flams-arre,thg protection. 

Detector model O023'4O12: remote mGmntlng, exploston-proo4 weather- 
poof detector hous1; dithaslon sampllng approved for use In hazardous 
areas as deansdby National Electrical Code (N.E.C.), Class 1, DivIsion 
1, GrOups A, B, C, and D. 

Detector model 0023-4014: duct-mounting, xplosion-proof detector 
houslng diffitMon sampling; approved for use In N.E. C. Class 1, DIvision 
1, Grasps A, B, C, and D hasardOul areas. Benae the moUnting plate 
may nct always be a suitable intertce between Division 1 and less hazard- 
ous areas, the 0023-4014 detector Is app.,.M for use entirely within a 
Class 1, DivIsion 1 area, or thr Insertion into a Class 1, DivIsion 2 area. 

Detector model 0023-4017: remote mounting detector housing with Integral 
Sr. aspirator for continuous saiple drawing. &mple gas Is transported 
to the sensor tbrcugb a length of tubing from enclosed areas, tn', and 
vessels nct otherwise accessthle; frua high-Velocity gas streams; from 
areas coSn4iv4ng more dirt or moistire than desirable for diffimathn samp- 
11; from aitrcgen-ISrted azcSpMns where air blending Is required; 
from elevated-temperature areas (20O F or Mghar); or In any sitmadon 
where sample conditioning is required. (e. g: U flash point of combustible 
niatarlal is greater than 7r F, e"ple ibis and detector must be heated 
to above flash point.) Approved for use In N.E.C. Class 1, Dtylsion.i, 
Groups A, B, C, and I) hrnl"dous areas. 

C] 
- 11 - 
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SHIELD ASSEMBLY 
0023-4095 

#6-32 SET SCREW 

(800-080. 

323-117.00 

0-RING 
'0005-5007 

3/4-14 NPT 

0023-4019 

S. 

.10 for Methane and Natural Gas 

.20 General-Purpose 

.40 for Hydrogen 
50 for Olefins (Ethylene, Ethylais Oxide, 0th.) 

3.875" 
(8.57 cm) 

Detector Model 0023-4012 Exploded View 

2.500" - 
(6.23 cm) 

* 

GREEN or 

IAI 

THREAD 
PROTECTOR 
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Detector ModeL 0023-4014 Exploded View 
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MALE BEANCR TU 
03-1919 

-$2 nTscBzW 
)0O2-01$7 

fl-32 3ETSRZW 
0033'4787 

SEALING CAP 
23-4099 

UI CONNECTOR 
0003-1823 

OUTLET TUBE 
23-4088 

Detector Model 0023-4017 EIoded View 
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HOLE IN 
FALSE CEILING 

- -s. 

High inatallations--for lighter-than-air gases 

NEAR VALVES, 
FLANGES, GLAND8, 

ETC. 

FOOD 

Low installations--for heavier-than-air gases 

DUCT-MOUNTED 
DETECTOR A 

INDOOR 
OR 

OUTDOOR 
WITH 

DRIPSHIELD 

CONDUIT 
TUNNEL 
INSTALLATION 

Typical Location Points for Detectors 

$Iii 
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SAMPLE DRAWING 

Typical Through-bulkhead Inatallsdoca. 
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4 

MIIth%gopuona: 
t. DrIll .218 clearance hole for #10 screw with nut. I 

1. Or drill 159 (#21) and tap for #13-32 eas LwC , ii. 

3. Or drill fOr #10 sheet metal screw. 

To locate holes (4 places): se 
front pnl of pit mount assmbly 4çL. - 

*aIflpIate. 

9-3/8" ___ I I I 

Aasømbly 
0023-7359 

Panel 

- 37514 
#loscrew 
(4 req'd) 

1 

Nut, #6 
- J(4eachtfld) 

CD8SO Enclosure 
and Power Sapply 

N j 

% 

I Assembly: 
Zncloeun 0023-4881 
Power Slwly 0023- 0850 PlUg-tn Module 

4872 PrInted Circuit Board 
BflZ' Ptf101 023 and Front. Panel Assembly 

4878 0023-4869 

Instrument PaSt Installation for One 0850 Control unit 
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Mandard 19-Inch Ins 
0023-7397 

4? 
'32 

S/otto c/ear 
sf0 screw 

Blank 
Cover 

Paiwl 
(for 

Inatallath 
over 

- umased 
epson) 
0023-7398 

Rack Adipter 

Rear 
Panel 

Assembly Enclosure Subassembly 

Cl89 Enclosure and 
- 

wer Supply 

j00934881 

Assembly 

Screws ,6-32 
A .,C'stflk Nd. (4 

module) 

\ 
Power 

Supply Aesemb 
0023-48 

,e:CD850 Ptug4n Module PrInted Circu 
Board and Front Panel.Asaembly 

0023-4869 

Standard 19-Inch lAstnamcnt Rack Adapter for Up to Four CD8$0 Control Units 



:.Hot 
g j Opuonal Remote RESET 

J Pushbutton Switch (Clip Blue 

1 
wire frOm terminal of RESET 

I 
switch at roar of control, unit g' front panel.) 

.5 S 

Optional devices: external 
8 Normally ff external device CS 

St Nonnallyaexternai device S $'OI / (horn,buzzer,ben.falhllght1 
( deluge System, orexternal, 

Unit Control relay for Currents exceeding 3 

/ TB-i TBe2 Sp8 rflISU - toad) 

Hot Whit 

b -Hot 
'S set 

eu bzrt 

esm . - Detector4 
5 : __-$' 

I e 
-I- W 0$ Wfl$+Ø 

-. ir Detector3 7t 

- 

II = Fuses 

itt -tJ;1/ 
OptlonalChnnnel 
ALARM signal + 
Relays 

- Detector 2 

Optional 24V 
________ AC StandbyBa ery 

Cord Optional Recorder 
or Meter Detector 1 

CD850 rstem Electrical Interconnections 
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S 
RECOMMENDED WIRE SIZE FOR POWER LEADS (12V, 't"aai "-") 
FROM CONTROL UNIT TO REMOTE DETECTOR PJWLInER 

RECOMMENDED 
WIRE SIZE 

RESISTANCE IN 
OHMS PER 1000 Ft. 
zrCCirfl. 66C15rF) 

MAXIMUM DISTANCE 
OPWIIIE RUN (ONE WAY) 

AT U'C tIt'fl 

MAXIMUM DISTANCE 
OF WIRE EUN(ONE WAY) 

AT 66°CflSO°V) 

018 6.51 7.55 UPTO 900 FT. UPTO 750 Ft. 

#16 4.09 4.74 900 TO 1400 Ft. 750 TO 1200 Ft. 

#14 2.58 2.99 1400 TO 2300 FT. 1200 TO 1950 FT. 

#12 1.62 1.88 2300 TO 3600 fl. 1950 TO 8000 FT. 

010 1.02 1.18 3600TO5800 fl. 3000 TO 5000 fl. 

° Table based on values for solid, pure, copper wire. 

NOTE: apal leads may be #18 AWO or larger for ay 
distenos shown, preferably twisted-pair cable. 

mdeidlng Is usually iut requiredunlerne wiring Is nan in 
common conduit or raceway with electrically uIyn 
wiring to other power circuits (equipment witch may 
generate radio frequency signals, commutation noise, 
or Ignition noise). 

CS Largest Wire size recommended for terminal strips Ia #12. Long nine of 010 wire may be terminated 
with short spliceD of smaller wire for connections to terminal strips. 

a 



CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENTS 

- Before operation, and periodically during use, signal zero level and signal 
ampliflHnn should be measured and adjusted to assure specified signal 
range for acasraW 4,aUl.radon of the Percent L. E. L; meter response to 
monitored gas. In certin lnatallaftona, the factory-set 5.5-volt detector 
operaung voltage. must be reset before zero and signal amplification 
adjustments öan be made. 

DETECTOR OPERATING VOLTAGE ADJUSrMENTS 

Detector amplifiers are factory-set to provide 5.5-volt power to the detector 
(the correct voltage for most applications). Detector operating voltage adjust- 
meats are necessOry only if a detector Is located more than 100 feet from the 
amplifier, or U methane, natural gas, or gasoline vapors will be monitored. 
If .requifld, adjust operadng voltage as follows: 

1. Remove outer cover of amplifier junction box. Remove screws used to 

fasten 
inner plastic cover over amplifier and remove inner cover. 

2. Insert screwdriver through access holes In amplifier and loosen two 
screws that fasten amplifier In junction box (Figure 2-4). Casefisily 
wttMraw wnpBfier from jUnction.box. 

3. At exposed Stector-to-exthnsiow'cable splice, or at amplifier test points 
if detector is lees than 100 feet from amplifier, attach bigh4mpedsnce 
voltmeter; + lead to red wire or test point, and - lead to black wire or point. 

4. With power applied at CoñfrOl module, turn detector power voltage 
adjuster (at middle left on amplifierprinted circuit board, Figure 2-4) 
to obtain voltmeter readings as follows: 

a. Itmethane, natural gas, or gasol1n vapors are not to be moni- 
tored, but detector is remote from amplifier more than 100 feet: 
turn voltage adjuster to obtain a voltmeter reading of 5.5 volts 
at the remote detector. 

b. If methane, natural gas, or gasoline vapors are to be monitored, 
regardless of cable length: Tuà voltage adjuster to obtain a 
voltmeter renrHg of 6.0 volts at the remote detector. 

5. Detach voltmeter and tape detector-to-extension-cable splice for detectors 
more than 100 feet distant. Reinstall amplifier and Inner cover platt In 
junction box. 
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CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENTS (continued) 

.-) 

0 

DETECTOR ZERO SIGNAL LEVEL VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT 

WARNING Prior to removal of detector amplifier cover, and 
at all times while cover remains open with circuits live, area 
mUst be monitored to assure absence Of cOmbustible gas. 

COnnect power to control module and set detector amplifier signal level 
voltage for 'h detector as followsi 

NOTE: To prevent kise alarms from circuit imbalances during warmup, 
a delay circuit operates to Inhthit Mgnsl processing circuitry for approd- 
mately 40 seconds after power is applied to the Ins LnMLS at. 

1. Remove OUter cover fruw ampltftar outlet box and connect multimeter 
(set to read voltage) across test points labeled DETECTOR OUTPUT, 
4 and -, accessible through a,n1UIftar cover pint.. 

2. Set ZERO ADJ. adjuster, accessible through amplifier cover p1st', 
to thtaln a zero-volts meter refl'ffng while no combustible gas Is 
present at the detectOr. If conthUsftble gas or vapor is present at tIn 
detector, apply Instrument air with the aid of a "1nt1on cup (Figure 
3-1), to assure absence of combustible gee at the sensor element of 
the detector. (Instrument air may be applied itng Bacharach Test. 
Kit 0023-7260, FIgure 3-1, with Zero Gas/Pry Air gas cyllndmr 0023- 
4004 or equivalent Alternately, Instrument air can be applied with 
Bacharach t!al4hradon Kit 51-7070 in accordance with Instruction 51-9001.) 

CALIBRATION SEnuiG 

AdJUst nfgnal amplification to obtain percent L. E. L. meter Snñlng consist- 
ent with known concentraton of sample combustible gas as follows: 

1. Obtain cylinder sample combustible gas of known percent 
LE1L. concentration (2' Bacharach gas cyitndnr 0023-4009 contafn- 
lag 1 percent propane In aira propane L. E. L. concentration of 
46 percent). f%lternataly the Bacharach Professional Calibration Kit 51- 
7070 can be used In accordanCe with kit Instruction 51-9001.) 
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¶ 
CALIBRATION SETTING (bontlnued 

2. With cuter cover removed from amplifier outlet box, coDnect inultirne tot 
(set to read voltage) across test pots labeled DETECTOR OUTPUT, + and -, 
acoessible through amplifier cover plate. 

3. Apply sample combustible gas otknowfl percent L.E.L. concentr ton to 
detector as followas 

a. Assamble snme gas cyllnv4sr, regulator, dlspnsing valve, and rubber 
has. as shown In Figure 3-1, or prepare to use Bacharach Professional 
Calibration Kit 51-7070 In accordance with kit Instructions. 

b. Apply gas to detectOr as follows: 

(1) Detector 0023-4012: Attach sample cup 0023-4098 (Figure 3-1) to 
rubber hose and pass .-nnping arms of cup through slots at bottom 
of detector housing. Turt cup to engage clamping arms over rim of 
detector housing. 

(2) Detector 0023-4014: Disconnect detector from conduit (unless fletble 
conduit Is installed), loosen thumb8crews of detector plate assembly 
(FigUre 2-5), and withdraw detector from duct. Attach sn#npe cup 
347-095 (Figure 3-1) to end of rubber hose amd cover detector sensor 
element wIth cup. 

(3) DetectOr 0023-4017: (SAmple-drawing): Attach rubber hose from 
gas sample dispensing outlet to tube and connector fitting and install 
fitting on SAMPLE Inlet of InStrument case. 

4 Open gas sample dispensing valve to flood detector with sample combustible gas. 

5. When meter reading stabilizes, turn SPAN ADJ. screw (accessible through 
amplifier cover plate) as necesSary to obtain a voltmeter readingthat represents 
the same percent of 0.5 volt as the percent L. E. L. conóentration of the sample 
gas applied at the detector. (Clockwise turn Increases span; counterclockwise 
turn decreases span.) 

Example: A 1-percent propane-tn-air gas sample has a percent L. E. 1.. 
concentration of 46 percent. Therefore: 46 percent of 0.5 volt requires 
a SPAN AOL adjustment to obtain a voltmeter readingof .46 x . 5V, or 
.23 volt. 

If Profesiiona.l Calibration Kit 51-7070 Is used, multiply 0.5V by percent LE.L. 
output of kit to obtAin the corresponding voltmeter reading figure. 

Recommendat1on Set adjuster to obtain a meter reading 10 percent above 
calculated figure to allow a. margin of extra safety for warnings and alarms 
(compensates for not-mi. gradual depletion of sensor element). 
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DETECTOR 
0 

SAMPLE 
347-095 

GAS CYLINDER (Stock No. 
varies with contents) 

a 

DETECTOR 0023-4012 

r 

REGULATOR 

HOSE 

0023 

SAMPLE CUP 
0023-4008 

0023-1487 

CARRYING CASE 
0023-1475 

Use of Test Kit 0023-7260 DIapen"ig Valve and Regulator, Gas Cylinder, end 
Sample Cup(s) at Diffusion Deteotoru for System Calibration Tests 



Detector ElémenlSe%scttou Gilds 

SELECTION 
GUIDE 

RATING K)Yz 
A-CORRECT ChOICE 

D=WII.L PERFORM 
WELL, BUT "A" 
CHOlCEIS MORE 
ECONOMICAL. 

C-WILL. OPERATE 
BUT WITH 
DEGRADED 
PERFORMANCE 

D- NOT SUITABLE 

BLANK-NO 
EVALUATION HAS 
BEEN ATTEMPTED 

"3 
I.EAST 
EXPENSIVE 800-060.2 

t 800-000.1 
800-080.4 

MOST 4, 
EXPENSIVE 800-080.6 

NOT C: 
All catalytic-typo detectors 
areinhcrently suticeplible 
too loss of sensitivity ii 
exposoti to aticono com- 
pounds. Special J-W 
design and manufacturing 
techni.ptes.provIcle sub- 
stantict restsiance to 
silicone "poisoning"; 
nevertheless, whero rapid 
loss in detector sensitivity 
is nnle4, the presence of 
abnormally high concentra 
lions of silicone allou1lbe 
consid.'rcd Sri S possil'lc 
can si', 

GASES 

C 

r4 1' in 94 jgjg 1111 1111 
situ GASES 

ACETONE D D C A LP.A.flSOPROPYLALCOHOLP 
---.-- 
C A B B 

ALCOHOL-,ETHYL. BUTYL C A D 0 ISOPROPYLAIIINE 0 A B B 
ALCOHOL-METHYL C A B ,B 
AMMONIA C A C' ,C J. P.4. (JEt flIEL) C A B B 
ACETYLENE U 0 C. * 
ACRYLONITRR.E D D C A KERc$EXE C A B B 

KETONES DOtS 
BENZOL 0 0 C A METHANE A 0 C 0 
BUTADLENE 0 D A METhYL CYCLOIIEXANE 0. A 0' B 
BUTAP.E . C A B .8 METHYL ACRYLATE C A C C 

METHYL CHLORIDE C U C A 
CYCLOJIEXANE I) U 0 A M,E.K. D 0 t. A 

METHYL ISODUTYL KETONE D U B'! A 
METHYL -SIETIIACIIYLATE C A P 

CHLOROBENZENE C C A P MET11YLEt.t ChLORIDE C 0 C' A 
ChLOROFORM C C C A 

NAPHTHA C A B 0 
NATURALGAS A C B a 

OIETHYI.AMIHE 0 A B B- N-OCTANE C A B' B 
DICHLOROPROPANE C 0 C A N-PEWI'AXE ,C A B B 
DICULOROL7UANE C. n: 0 A 

IROPANE CA B B 
ETHANE A C 8 C PI1OI'YLENE 0 n c A 
ETHYL ACETATE C A B C PROPYLENE OXIDE U D C: A 
ETIPYLACRYLATE C A. B B PHENOl. t C A B 
ETHER C £ A B 

ETHYL CELLOLVE C C A B STYRF.NE 0 0 C A 
ETHYL CHEOROACETATE C C- C A 
ETHYLENE U 0 A 
ETHYLENE O)GDE 0 0 U A TOLUENE 0 0 C A 
ETHYL ETHER 0 .0 C A TI1IETHYLA MINE 0 A B 0 

TRICIILOROETIIANE C U C A 
FORMAliDEttYflE C C C A TURPENTINE C C C A 

GASOLINE C A B B 

HEPTAHE C A B B VINYL ACETATE C C C' A 
IIL'XANE C A B B VINYL.CHLORIDE C D C A 
hYDROGEN C C A B 

XYLENE I) I) C A 
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Mine Safety Appliances Company . 600 Penn Center Boulevard . Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235 

412/213-5000 . Writers Direct Dial Number 

March 4, 1983 

Kaiser Engineers 
ATTN.:. Mr. P.. P. Mohapatra 
Metro P Project 
425 South Main Street 
Sixth Floor Annex B 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 

Gentlemen: 

412/273-5091 

A 

:z 
Lc 

In response to your request to this office, I am pleased to provide Miue 
Safety's qUotation on oUr Model 516 Gas Detection System. The syStem can be 
calibrated for a range of 0-100% of the, lower explosive limit of methane vapors 
in air. 

The qUotation describes the two configurations available tth"the Model 516. 
The prices hive been provide8 based on a 16 point system. The combustible gas 
sensing head can be located up to 5,000 feet from the control module. 

Mine Safety will be presenting a new line of instrtnnents for long-distance 
telemetering of signals at the ISA show in Houston this year. This system would 
use sensing head assemblies 'similar to the 516 and satellite telemetefing relay 
assemblies to provide sigñáls for long-line communications. May I suggest that 
you consider the new instrumentation for this project. 

I trust the enclosed catalog, cuts, and information are sufficient for your 
current Uee4s. Sbou.d you have any further questions or if. Mine Safety may be 
of any further service,, please do not hesitate to contact me or Mr. Steve 
Hernandez of our Los Angeles area office. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. K. Freeman 
Instritent Division 

'vld 

) 
Enclosure 
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instrument Quotation 
Mine Safety Appliances Company 
600 Penn Center Boulevard 
Plttabur Ii, PennsylvanIa 15235 
Phone 412) 273-5101 

kaiser Engr. 
Attn: V. P. Mohapatra 
Metro P. ProJect 
425 SouthRsin-6thFlr. 
the Angeles, CA 

L. 

Pnge 

March 1, 1983 
Date 
Reference 
Quotation No- 8705 

Direct all correspondence to: 
0 MSA Pittsbür9h or 

rOMI SafOtyAppliances Company 

:., :tr'±. t*' 
/04 

' ia"n _*__5*{slaNaIrflI.L e_____ 

NSA Model 516 Gas Detection System consisting of: $12,835.0') - Items 
1thru3 

1 1 467445 M516 Gas Monitor Rousing, suitable for rack or panel 
mounting. Housing will be complete with power supply, a- 
tender card, and censm relays for warning, alarm, trouble, 
and horn circuits. Rousing will Incorporate a horn silence 
reset switch, and test push button for all liDs and digital 
displays. Housing designed for general purpose installation 

2 16 466652 M516 Control Modules calibrated for 0-100% Lfl metharn 

3 16 466562. R5l6 Cdmbustible Sensing Head Assembly, aluminum body 
for methane 

) 1 468131 M516 Relay Housing with one 466659 mother board far $ 1,872.0) - Items 
1 thru 8 chnnnels of discrete relays. Requires one (1) 4 thru 7 
467436 interconnecting cable assembly (4 ft. length) 

.5 1 466659 M5l6 Mother Board1 relay housing for 9-16 channels. 
Requires 467436 Cable listed below 

6 2 467436 M5l6 Cable Assembly, relay housing, 4 ft. length 

7 16 466658 M516 Plug-In Relay Assembly. One assembly required 
per channel of discrete relay operation. Provides 2 Form C 

contacts for each of4 warn, alarm and trouble circuits. Con- 
tacts rated 5 amps 115 VAC resistive 

NSA Model 516-N Gas. Detection äystem consisting of: $16,517.0 ) - Items lttru4 
1 1 467446 2(516 Gas Monitor in NEM& 12 wall-mount housing. 

Housing will be complete with power supply, extender card, 
and coon relays for wart1 alarm1 trouble, and horn circuit. 
7jpa4ne tr411 4nrnrnnrnrn bar" wf1nnri'frc1cpr I!rh14js 

Quotation subject to the conditions of tho 
Contract for Sale set out on the reverse 
side, Including those limiting warrentles. 

slid for 60.days from above 4ate. 

INIMUM ORDER: $10.00 

J 
DELIVERY 

F-1335 REV. 1-77 

60-90 Days 

Terms: Payable net withIn 30 days 
unless otherwIse noted. 
No withholding will be allowed 
without the prior written 
consent of the Sellr. 

Mine Safety Appliances Cornpai 
F.0.B. 

Pittsburgh, PA 

tram receipt of order. 
} a. Frea.nnn 



Instrument Quotation 
Mine Safety Appliances Compifly 
600 Penn Center Boulevard A 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235 
Phone (412) 273-5101 

. 
L 

Continuation of Quotation No. 8705 Date March 1, 1983 

1 -i- 

push button for all LEDs and digitial displays. Cabinet wil 
contain mother boards for discrete relays for 1-16 channels. 

One 466658 plug-in relay assembly required for each channel 
cf discrete relay äperation 

2 16 466652 14516 Control Modules calibrated f or 0-100% LEL nathan 

vapors in air. Each module will contain a two digit LED dis' 
play, over- and underrange LED indicators, and tEDs for war 
alarm, and ready indication. 

-3. 16 466562 14516 Combustible Sensing Head Assembly, aluminum body 
for 0-100% LEL methane 

4 16 466658 .14516 Plug-in Relay Asasbly. One assembly required 
i 

channel of discrete relay operation. Provides 2 Form C 
contacts for each of warn, alarm and trouble circuits. Con- 
tacts rated 5 amp, US VAC resistive. 

NOTES: 

1. NSA' a quote is based on information in our possession. 
NSA reserves the -right to revise the quote should addi- 
tional information o; spec changes be received by NSA. 

2. Two sets of instructions will be provided at no charge. 
Additional copies $10/set. 

3. All for operation on 11OV, 60 Hz power. Performance 
guaranteed for conditions specified. 

4. See enclosed Schedule of Prices for Pie14 Service. 

5. Combustible Gas Sensors not intended for use in atmos- 
pheres . containing halogenated hydrocarbons, silicones 
or heavy metals. 

6. Reccanended interconnecting cable between control unit 
and remote head - four conductor shielded; ., 

up to 1,500 ft. #20 ma. 28773 $ 1:10/ft. 
2,400 ft. #18 AWG 600341 1.20/ft. 
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Application 

The Lira Model 3000 Luft-typelnfra- 
red Analyzer is a seiectt.'e, stable 
and economical instrument.specifi- 
cally designed to provide accurate 
and continuous analysis of a gas or 
vapor. The Model 3000 is capable of 
measuring a single component in a 
complex mixtufé of gäsès or vapors. 
It can be sensitized to detect any 
infrared active compOund, including 
carbon monoxide, halogenated 
hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide, and 
most hydrocarbons. (Elemental dia- 
tomic gases such as hydrogn, oxy- 
gen. nitrogen, and chlorine are not 
infrared active.) 

The Model 3000 is an idealinstru- 
ment for measuring hazardous gases 
in low concentrations. It is especially 
suited for the detection of combusti- 
blé solvent vapors where the pres- 
ence of contaminants or interferents 
precludes the üsè of other techniques. 

Other applications include furnace 
atmosphere control, hUmidity dew 
point measurement, combustion 
contrOl, chemical and petrochemical 
process stream control, and 
continuous läboràtory áril'sis. 

Description 

The Lira Model 3900 Analyzer oper- 
ates on the Nlondispersive Infrared 
(N DIR) Ørinciple. Twin beams ,f 
infrared radiation are projected 
through parallel cells; one beam 
traverses the sample cell, the other 
beam the comparison cell. The emer- 
gent radiation is directed into a single 
detector delI that is responsive at an 
infrared wavelength where the com- 
ponent of interest absorbs infrared 
and background component(s) is 
transparent. 

An interrupter, or chopper," located 
between the radiation source and the 
cells alternately blocks radiation to 
the sample cell and the comparison 
cell. When the infrared beams are 
equal, an equal amount of radiation 
enters the detector cell from each 
beam. 
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When the gas to be analyzed is intro- 
dUced into the sample cell, it absorbs 
(and reduces) the radiation reaching 
the detedtor via the sample beam. 
Consequently the beams become 
unequal,thO rädiàtión entering the 
detector flickers as the beams are 
alternated, and the detector gas 
expands or contracts in response 
with the flicker. 

This movernentof the detector gas 
causes the microphone membrane 
to move in response. The mOmbrane 
movement varies the condenser micro- 
phone's electrical capacity which, in 

turn, results in an eleOtrical signal pro- 
portional to the difference between 
thetwo radiation beams; i.e.,concen 
ttation of the component of interest. 
The signal is then amplified and fed 
to the in icatirig meter The signal 
can be used as input to external 
fecorders, alarms, or control loops. 

Data Sheet 07-0526 
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Typical specifications 
Performance 
Pilnciple of operation: Nondisper- 
sive infrared (NDIR) spectroscopy 
Speed of response: 90% of final read- 
ihg in 5 seconds 
Warm-up tithe: 30 minutes 
NoIse level: Less than 1% of fy11 scale 
Zero drift Less than 1% of full scale 
in 24 hours, typically less than 2% 
PS/week 
Spar drift: Less than 1% of full scale 
in 24 hours, typically less than 2% 
ES/week 
Repeatability: ±0.5% of full scale 
Linearity: (Without linearization 
option) Normally +5 to +10% 
nOnlinear 
Temperature effect: Instrument is 
operable dyer a tèr'nperature range 
from 32-122°F (0-50°C) 

Operating 
Power requirements: 
As shippedlOU VA, 120 Vac, 60Hz 
Field selectable-50 or 60Hz; 105, 
120 or 220 Vac 

Standard features 
Outputs: 
Millivoltfield selectable-0-1Q or 
0-100 my 
Voltage-0-5 Vdc 
controls: Push and latch lighted 
power switch.. Precision multiturn 
potentiometer with.lockable count- 
ing dials for zero and span. 
Meter: 434" analog nte.r*i 
scale; sealed type with pivot 
jewel movement. 
Ranges: Triple range with secondary 
ranges up to lOx the primary range. 
(Range multiplier may be limited on 
some gases due to otical 
considerations.) 
Purge: Fittings for case purge 
provided 
Span check: Front panel pUsh-button 
switch activates an electrical circuit 
to simulate presence of umple gas 

DIMENSIONS: LIRA MODEL 3000 
Dimensions in incho,: millimeters shown in I). 

ti iii 
H9%c238H 

1% 
F-__ti (279)J 

(44) l.<lj 
(216) 

.UnØarizaflon: All ranges and Outputs 
mirror linearized to ±1% of a straight line 

and rncnnnsp 

Optional features 
Current oUtpUts Polar -?O mA into 
2000 ohms maximum or 10-50 mA 
into 900 ohms ma*imtim, field selec- 
table; or bipolar 0-5, 0-10,0-15, or 
0-20 mA, tield selectable; connection 
terminals;provided 
Note: This Data Sheet contains only a 
general description of the Lira Model 3000 
Nondispersive Infrared Ahâlyzer. While 
uses arid performance capabilities are 
described, under no circumstances 
should this product be used except by 
qualified, trained personnel and not until 
the instrUctions, labels, and other litera- 
ture accdmpanying the product have 
been carefully read and understood and 
the precautions therein set forth followed. 
Only they contain the complete and 
detailed information concerning this 
product. 

Digital readout .56" high 334 digit 
LED mete! factory. programmed to 
direct read concentrations in each 
range. With this option all ranges and 
outputs are linearized. 
Rómóte controls and Indications: 
Remote meter, range change, and. 
zero and spin contrbl can be 
provided. 
Alarm: Integral alarm with three set 
points; linearization is included with 
this option. 

Physical 
ConstructIon: Single general pur- 
pose case, sealed suitable for purge. 
Slide-out chassis with f old-down f ront 
panel. Plug-in modular, solid state 
elctro.nics.. 
Weight: Approximately 44 lbs. 
Inlet, outlet and purge fittings: %NPT 
Internal sample tubing: Nylon 

Ordering information 
For formal quotations, please contact 
MSA Instruments Division, describ- 
ing compOund tO be inClyzëd and 
approximate stream analysis. 

Mine Safety ApplIances Company 
Instrument Division 
600 Penn Center Boulevard 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235 

Atlanta, Boston, ChicagO, Cleveland. DetrOit. Houston, Los Angeles, 
Milwaukee, New York City, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, St. Louis, 
MSA CANADA, Downview, Ontario (Metro Toronto) 

Cata Sheet 07.0526 Printed in 1)5k 81101L) 
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INSTRUMENTS 

Application 
The MSA® Model 516 Gas Monitor 
System is capable of detecting a 
variety of combustible and toxic 
gases, as Well as monitoring fOr oxy- 
gen deficiency. Applications for this 
universal monitor include garages, 
sewage plants, oil production and 
processing, steel mills, chemical 
process facilities, airport and bus 
terminals, combustible storage 
arèãs, pipeline pumping stations, oil 
tankers, and pharmaceutical plants. 

Description 
The Model 516 Gas Monitor Sytem 
consists of a high density housing 
which can include up to 16 ihdivid- 
ual control modules. Each module is 
capable of interfacing with a variety 
of sensors: either combustible gases, 
carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide,. 
hydrogen cyanide,or oxygen. All 
control modules for the various sen- 
sOrs are identical, each employing a 
digital display. 

The versatile Model 516 operates on 
115 VAC, 50/60 Hz or optional 230 
VAC,50/60 Hz poWer. Designed for 
a 12 VDCbattery backup in case of 
main powerfailure, the monitor sys- 
tem has a 12 VDC battery charger as 
standard equipment; 24 VDC or 48 
VDC is another power supply option. 
Electronically, all modules are fully 
independent and up to 16 modules 
can be mounted in a housing that 
will fit a standard 19-in. relaT9 rack. 
The housing may be flush mounted 
in an instrument panel or provided 
in a NEMA wall-mount enclosure. 

Each control module óontains a 
digital displa9 and five light-emitting 
diodes (LED) for long operating life 
End thini.m,yffi rn intenänce. Two 
(amber) LEDs for under-range and 
Over-range indication are bOated 
above the digital display. Below the 
digital display are three LEDs(red) 
Alarm; (amber) Warning; and 
(green),'a normally lit Ready LED for 
trouble indication In normal 

electrical operation, the (green) 
Ready LED and the digital display 
are lit. 

Model 516 
Gas Monitor System 
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Model 516 Gas Monitor System 
(top) As the middle photo 
shows, up to 16 independent 
control modules can be housed 
in each unit The closeup In- . W 
dicates how easIly the plug In 
type modules can be removed 
for InspectIon & repairs . 

it D 

in 

Provisions for zero and span adjust-. 
ments, as well as Warning and Alarm 
set-point adjustments are aceCsible 
on the front of the control module. 
In addition, two switches are, located 
below these control adjustments. 
One switch'wiIl display the Warning 
and AlErm set-points On the digital 
display without operating Warning or 
Alai'rn rèläys. The second switch i 

used to lock out'alarms during the 
calibration sequence. 

The combination of a high density 
design, solid state electronics, and 
a variety Of sensors fo?m a 'modern 
system for use in industrial com- 
bustible and toxicenvironments., 

Data Sheet 07-0330 



Standard teatures: 

Built-in tharger for 12 VOC 
standby power rated 1 amp DC . Lobal or rernbte reset of alarms 
Locked. transparent front door 
Testswitch for all digital displays 
and all LEDs 
Alarm. Warning. Trouble, and Horn 
relay 
Horn silence/reset switch for all 
channels 
Test-switch to display alarm and 
warning set points 
RSdy LED (green) and Trouble 
relay in normally energized or fail- 
safe mode 
30-second delay on start-up or 
momentary power failure to 
prevent false alarms 
Over- and under-range indication 
for digital display; display flashes 
on and off durin over- or under- 
range conditions 
Warning and alarm relays are latch- 
ing or nonlatching, normally ener- 
gized or de-energized, all double 
pole; double throw 
Alarm and/cr warning on decreas- 
ing signal 
Test switch to prevent false alarms 
during calibration process 

Standard options 
Individual Alarm. Warning and 
Trouble relays available for each 
module plug-in module design 
Operation on 230 VAC, 50/60 Hz; 
24 VDC or 48 VDC 
Hermetically sealed relays 
available 
RethOte zero and span adjustment 
at the sensor 
16 channels, with dr itbout in- 
dividual relays per module, in 
NEMA Type 12. wall-mounted cabE 
net with transparent front door 

-4 

Model 516 samples the atmosphere by 
diffusionrio pumps reuired. Sen- 
s6rs shown left to right are: (top) 
Regular combustible gas sensor, 
remote calibration combustible gas 
sensor: (bottom) explosionproof. sen- 
sor for toxics and oxygen,.general- 
purpose sensor for toxics, and 
general-purpose sensor for oxygen. 

. 

II 

Model 516 Control Modules assem- 
bled In NEMA Type 12 hauslng 
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NEMA Housing, showing 
control module and optional 
dIscrete plug-th relays 
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Specifications 

Opera ting 
Temperature Range: Model 516 

Housing and Control Modules- 
32°Fto125°F(0°Cto52°C) 
Combustible Gas Sensors-20°F 
to150°F(-29°C to 65°C) 
Toxic Gas and Oxygen Sensors 
4OF to 120°F (-40°C to 49°C) 

Power: 115 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 12 VDC; 
Options: 230 VAC, 50/60 Hz; [ 

24 VDC; 48 VDC 
16 Channel Load: AC 230 watts, 
Dc120watts 

Gas Indicator 2-Digit LED Display. 
36-in. Digits . 

Electrical Class: Modules, GenerM 
Purpose; Combustible.Gas Sensors, 
Class I, GrOU ABCD, Divisidn 1 

Toxic Gas and Oxygen Sensors, 
General Purpose or Class I, Group 0, 
Division 1 

Warning, Ataçrn, and Trouble 
CircuIts: 115 VAC, 5 amp, non- 
indubtivé; 3.àmp inductive or 
34 HP; DPDT 

Performance 

RepeatabilIty: ± 1% of full scale 
Llnearltr Toxic and Oxygen Sen- 

sors, ti% of full scale 
Combustible Sensors, ±3% of 
full scale 

Recorder Output.0-1 VOC ® I mA 
max 
LED Status Indicators: Red (Alarm), 
Amber (Warning), Green (Ready), 
Amber (Under/Over Range) 

PhysIcal 

Dimensions: 
Model 516 Housing; 19" wide x 
10%' high x 134" deep (483mm x 
260 mm x 343 mm) 
Model 516 NEMA Housing: 24" 
wiae x 30" high x 13%" deep (610 
mm x 76? mm x 336 mm) 
Disprete Relly Rousing; 20" wide 
x20" high x 7' deep (508mm x 
508mm *178 mm) 

Weight 
Model 516 Rousing with 16 
ContrOl Modules: 37 lb 
MOdel.516 NEMA Rousing with 16 
Control Modules: 125 lb 
Discrete Relay Housing: 50 lb 

Mounting: 
Model 516 Housing: Rack or 
Flush Panel 
Model 516 NEMA Housing: Wall 
Or SUrface 

J Discrete Relay Housing: Wall or 
Surface 

Olmeneloes; Deei Mode!!!! Hmnlng 
Dimesisions I Inches: flusters shown In ( ). 

electrical floe 
%dlt(fl)ka 
6placese.ch.lde : : 

UftU0000DOIIU11000U . 7 n00000000000000a 7 4'. 

r 1%&44) 
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Dlmsnlous Model 516 HElM Hocelag 
24(610) DimerScq,a In htee mIllImeters shown In ( ). (15) (76) 14-3 

_ _j 18(457) 
1j%dlt(MiO) _________ boO clearance 

4holes 

I. I °° I I 

114 

electrical entries IwBl 
(38) 

,M dIe. (22)2 holes 
each side 

C 000fla0000nCn 

3114 30 
(794) (782) 

entries '7!' 
(445) 

electrical (26) 

(22)lt.o. 9,pacee 
I2pIaoes tl(25) 
each side 9(225) 

I L1 
1%,._ 

[____12 (305). (29) 

DlnnsIonc Model 515 Dlsssei. Relay Housing 
Dimensions in Inches: Slimetera shown in ( 



Ordering information 

.Catalog 
nuntere 

467445 HousIng, M516 
467446 . ousing, M516N. 
466652 Control Module, M516 
466562 Combustible Gas Sensor 
466561 Combustible Gas Sensor, 

M516 remote calibration 
468131 Housing, relay 
465656 Plug-In relay assembly 
466655 Extender.,: . 'C 

...... 

(Specify) Toxic GaiandO*ygen 
Sensors, If required 

a- 
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I. 

Note: This Data Sheet contains only a Mine Safety Appliances Company 
general deédrition bf the Model 516 Instrument Division 
Gas Monitor. While uses and perform- 600 Pinn Centei Boulevard 
ance capabilities are described, under Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235 
no circumstances should this product be 
uéed except by qualified, trained per- Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit. Houston. Los Angeles. 

sonnel and not until the Instructions, Milwaukee, New York City, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh. San Francisco, St. Louis, 

labels, and other literature accompanying 
JImA CANADA, Downsviéw, Ontárió (Metro TOronto) 

it have been carefully read and under- 
stood and the precaUtions therein set 
fdrth followed. Only1thBy contain the 
complete anideSlSinfórm'ition 
concerning this prodUct. 

Data Sl.et 07.0S30 . 
Printed in USA 8111(L) 
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Application 
The MSA® Calibration Check Kit, 
Model R, provides a quick, coflveniènt, 
and economical method of checking 
the response of portable gas instru- 
mérts. With Se appropriate container 
of calibration check gas, it can be used 
with the following MSA portable instru- 
ments (the number of tests possible 
depends On the Istrument,bei.g 
checked): 

Explosimeter® Combustible Gas 
Indicator, Mpdels2, 2A, 2B, 3, 4, 5 
Gascopee !ndicator (ca!ibrated for 
natural gas), 0-100% LEL range 
MSA Combustible Gas Indicator, 
Model 40,0-100% LEL range 

SpotterT" Methane Detector 
Methanöméter, Models 402 and 502 
MSA Methane Monitor, Models V 
and VI 
MSA Combustible Gas Alarm, 
Mpdel 100 

1-500 Series MSA CombUstible Gas 
AlErms 
MSA Combustible Gas and Oxygen 
Indicator, Model 250 
MSA Combustible Gas and Oxygen 
AJárm, Model 260 

MSA,Portable CO Indicator 
MiniCO'TM CO Indicators 

Description 
Testing is performed with known (± 5% 
tolerance) concentrations of pres 
surized gas-in-air, thus test results-are 
reproducible. 

The Check Kit consists of a small, 
lightWeight steel cOntainer 10%" high 
and 2%" in diameter,.containing 
approximately 19 liters of a specified 
gas-in-air mixture; a regulating valve; 
a hose adapterthat connects the 
áylinder to the instrument. The tWo- 
stage regulator includes-a gauge to 
measure container pressure. When not 
in use, the regulating valve and 
adäptèr hose can be easily détadhed 
from the expendable cylinder for con- 
venient stoiage. 

Operation: Preparing the Calibration 
Check Kit for use re4Uires three 
basic-steps: 1) connect the regulator 
assembly t the c'liñder, 2) connect 
the adapterhose to the outlet of the 
regulator assembly, 3) connect the 
adapter hose to the inlet Of the instru- 
ment (using Sensing Head Adapter 
where reqUired). To calibrate S 
check the instrument, follow the 
detailed steps outlined IA the instruc- 
tion !pIanUaI fOr the specific 
instrument. 

f -- . MSACOm- 
stible Ga 

r Fe, checkni 

Indicator, 
Models 250 
and 260 

For checkis 
MSA 510 
Series Coni 
bustible Ga 
Detectors 

S 
For checkiri 
Spotter 

-ii 
fl For check/n 

Tankscope 
Gas Intilcati 
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uroering irnormatuon When ordering calibration check gEe cyliflders and other components. please use 

ExplOsirnétèr M dels 2, 2A. 2B, 3 4. 5 
Combustible Gas indicator, Model 40, 

0-100% LEL range 
Gascope. Model .62 
Gascope (calibrated for natural gas). 

0-100%LEL range.Models 53 and 60 

Tonkscope (calibrated with butane) 

CEIIbàtlOA Check Kit Part! Numbem Compled 
Regulator (1:5 tim) 459948 
Adapter Hose 449401 
Calibration Check Gas-0:75% Pentane in air 466193 466428 
Calibration Check Gas-2.0% Methane in air 459945 
or Calibration Check Gás-2.5% Methane in air 

(except ModelS) 459942 466627 
Regulator (0.25 1dm) 459949 
Adapter Hose 449401 
Callbratiàn Check Gas-8% Butane in Inert Gas 

(85% Nltrooen. 15% Carbon DloxidM atac 
Spotter Methane Detector Regulator (0.25 1dm) 

Adipter, Sensing Head . 

Adapter Hose 4'r' ......... CSiblon Check Ga2.O% Methañi 
or Calibration Check Gas-2.5% MCI 

MethanOrneter, Models 402 and 502 Regulator (0.25 Urn) . 

Methane .M9nitor..Modl V 
Methane Monitor, Model VI 

Gus Alirm, Model 100 

Combustible Gas and Oxygen 
Indicator, Model 250 

Combustible Gas and Oxygen Alarm, 
Model 260 

MSA PortabliCO Indicator Model D 
MSA Portable CO Indicator, 

Models 70 and 11 

Combustible 
Gas Alarms 

InEir 

rr.' 
Calibration Check Gasi .0% Methane in air 
Calibration Check Gas-2.0% Methane in air 

in 

Sensing Head 
lose 
,n Check Gas-0.6% Propane in air 
)n Check Gas-0,75% Pentane in ai 
r(1.5L/rn) 
lose 
)n Check Gas-0.6% Pr6pane in air 

Carbon 

(1.5 Urn) 
ose 
ri Check Gas 
Monbxlde, 60 ppm in air 
Monoxide, 150 ppm In air 
Monoxide, 300 ppm in air 
(0.25 1dm) 

Hose 

alibration Check Gas- 
0.8% Hydrogen in air 
2.5% Mtliane in air 
.6% Propane in air 

0.75% Pentane In air 

459949 

459949 
459302 
449482 
459943 465917 
486193 4884 

459948 
449401 

461168 468108 
459944 

459948 
456613 
449482 
69217 

459945 465918 
459942 485916 
459943 465917 

MSA CC) Indicator, MIniCO Regulator (0.25 1./rn) 459949 
Models I, II, Ill, and IV Adapter 46588 

Adapter Hose 449482 
Calibration Chock Gas 

Carbon Monoxide, 60 ppm in air 461768 
Carbon Monoxide, 150 ppm in air 459944 
Ca!bpnMonoxide,.300 ppm in air 

Hydrogen Sulfide Indicator Regulator (0251dm) 467895 
Model 80 Regulator (1.5 L/m) 467896 

AdEpter Hose 449401 
Càlibratibn Check Gasj . 

Hydrogen Sulfide, 10 ppm in nitrogen (0.25 tim) 467898 465949 
Hydrogen Sulfide. 40 ppm in nitrogen (1.6 L/m) 467897 461922 

Note: Instruction Manual. PartNo. 996388,descñbesoperàtionwithRegulator45gg4s:iristrUction Manual, PartNo.480981. d Operat,o nwith ReguIator45gg4g. 

Note: This Data Sheet contains only a 600 Penn Center Bouleyard 
general description of Calibration Check 

t, Model A. While uses and performance 
abilities are described, under no 

a Pittsburgh Pa 15235 USA 
PhOne (412)273-5000' Telex 812453 

cumstances should the product be used 
except by qualified trained personnel and 
not until the instructions, labels, or other 
literature accompanying it have been care- 
fully read and understood and the pre- 
cautions therein set forth followed. Only 

Worldwide service: Branch offices throughoUt the United States. 
Subsidiaries in Amsterdam Barcelona Berlin Calcutta Glasgow 
Jàhannèsburg - Lirna- Mexico City. Milan. NdoIa Paris' Salisbury 
Santiago SAo Paulo- Singapore . Sydney . Tokyo . Toronto. 
Representatives in principal cities throughout the world. 

they cohtain.the cdmplete and dethilEd 
information concerning this product. 

DMa Sheet 08.00-25 Print in USA 522 'Ii 
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The Intelligent AnnàndatoC : :" dromTransitronControIsctx fl 
- * 

winch functions hke:at- ::c 1,.. 'I. t4-fr4% 4;z--t,' f 

several discrete instrumentCcy : 
1t is a Sequence of Events Recorder, 

- a Data Logger, 
and aMuliiplexingSystern. 

as wella 
an Intelligent Annunciator. 

For plant retiufit and modernization, wheie cohtrol panel space is at a premium zt and additional bulk wiring to the Control Room is not practical, the Intelligent -1 
¶ Annunciator is ideal, hr it provides a wide range of alarming and status 

reporting functions in a minimum control panel area. -w .f- :-f- -: rr-tc tU5; 
For new installations, the intelligent Annunéiator is 'a cost effecthe 

k 

solution to ur monitonng requiremenis while suppOrhnjand backing up theT 
computercontrolsystemi -i- -- 

- -- - - --ti; 
- - - 

For Your Industry: For Your Applications. -- 
Utilities -Annunciation 
Petrochemicals -- Sequenceof Events 

- Pulpand Paper DataLogging : 
<:Metals - Process Monitoring -S1.c 
Textiles - Machinery Monitonng Li-T ::-: 
Food TankGauging 
Glass Alarms -. -a ) :Mh. .- --; 

- 

-Zf - - 4 r- 
, ----" _r? -it -s - 

- 7r't-t -tc- - ---. _n_ -- -. 
- 1,, 



Featuresand Benefits 
Modular architectur permits the monitoring of contact closurs or analog signals in 
incrementsofl6uptoacombinedtotaloflO24points ;. 

?.-t-...'- .-'- Att.0 

. 

Resolution between evéntsof 1 millisecond provides first-àut and sequence of events capability. 

Logic intelligence incorporated on a per point basis, blocks nuisance alarms and logically 
creates new alarm messages. Priority alarms and time delays may be specified. . 

A battery backed-up Event Memory can be accessed in several formats, including current 
alarms, current status, and point history. 

Remote Termination Units (RTUs) save field wiring costs. 

Remote inputs can be recreated or logically combined at the Display Module to drive control 
room instrumentation (e.g. annunciator windows, analog meters, process instrumentation, etc.) .. 

The use of a 40 character alpha-numeric display for alarm messages and status information 
reduces required control panel space 

RS-232C or current loop interface to printer or plant computer 

Fault tolerant design with extensive on-line diagnostics assuresraiable operation and simplified 
maintenance. - 

The ability to monitor dry or live contacts reduces installation costs 

Multi-level redundancy for non-stop operation 

Advanced menu driven "userware" simplifies set-up, no programming skills are required 

Multi communication media between modules (e.g. fiber optics, COAX, twisted pair).L-- ) 
I 

- --.-;' - ._.- 
- -y 

- - - - - J -- - _A - 



*451 DANVILI..ESLVD..SUrTE 102 
ALAMO. CALIFORNIA 94507 
(415) 838-1084 

Taylor Instrument 
SYBRDN} Taylor 

RECORDERS 
CONTROLLERS 
TRANSMITTERS 
OXYGEN ANALYZERS 
ICITAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 

CONTROL VALVES 

pH, CONDUCTIVITY, ORP SENSC 
ElectroChemical Devices, Inc.. TRANSMITrERS AND CONTROLLER 

COOLING TOWER CONTROL SYSTE 
BOILER BLOWDOWN SYSTEMS 

i'. 
SPECIFIC ION TRANSMITTER 
REMOTE DIGITAL INDICATORS 

6yID SOLIDS CQNTROL CO. PROCESS INLINE REFRACTOMET 
RECOVERY BOILER SUPERVISORY 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 

;ORTEBERG CONmOLS CORP. FORCE BRIDGE INSTRUMENTS 
PNEUMATIC ANALOG COMPUTERS 
AND RATIO SUMMATORS 

SUPERVISORY CONTROL AND DAT INIVN 
by Curiolog ACQUISITION. 

AUDIO TONE/FREQUENCY MULTI? CPcRAToQ 
114G. 

ui. 
PRES SURE REGULATORS 
PRESSURE REDUCING VALVES 
BACK PRESSURE REGLATORS 

RESSIJRE APPLICATIONS PORTABLE DIdITAL PRESSURE 
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February 7, .1983 

I.4CF9VED 
t:r' -''d rentt v. vC 

D. P. Mohapatra ' 
U 4 eUtr4.b19g3 4rsJUZ' -' 

44Kaiser EngineèC4PSfl .t-y 
Metro Rail Project t.. 

425 S. Main Street c'4- .tC 
.ithFloor,AnnexB s--v. 

tLos Angeles, CA.10013 ç'Y 
. ................. - ::nc1:'n 

-4. ... 

Dear Mr. Mohapatra, 

I was pleased to receive you.r phone call Feb. 2 in which you expressed 
interest in our M/C-8000 mine monitoring aid control system. 

As I understand your application, there are 36 miles of underground 
railway over hiôh you will monitor methane levels at 500 ft intervals 
(some 380 sensors). 

Our standard communication range is 10 miles, so 4 line amplifiers will 
be required to cover the total distance. Assuming one outstation 

S (sensor interface module) every 10 sensors (5000 feet), a total of 38 
outstations will be needed. Each outstation will have the capability 
of handling 10 analog inputs and transmitting this data in digital form 
to the central station every few seconds for analysis. 

The surface. cohttol room will have a primary computer, a communication 
module, a desk console, a 19U color video monitor and a high speed 
printer. Voice output is available to assist the operating personnel' 
in culling out any unusual conditions. Complete color graphic displays 
of methane vs time, comparative bar charts, and summary analyses are 
available thru the video monitor on keyboard command. Hard copy 
printouts of summaries and graphs are also available for permanent 
records. 

AE a budgetary estimate, the system will cost in the neighborhood of: 

Control room equipment $ 50,000 
Outstations (38x$6000) 228,000 
Cable (l90,000x2x$.40) 152,000 
Line amplifiers (4x$2000) . 8,909. 
Sensors (3*Ox$1000) 380,000 

$ 818,000 
Contingency 5% 41,000 

Estimate $ 859,000 

Naturally, there are tradeoffs between numbers of outstations and 
lengths of sensor cables. And, the use of individual sensor 
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transmitters., is a possibility, although this would tend to reduce the 
system reliability and increase the compleiity of underground 
diagnostics and repairs of sensor and cable faults. S4' 

......................................................... 
We do not manufacture a CH4 sensor, so thi above estimate assumes the 
use of a high-gradedeice manufactured by .1-Ted. Other, less costly 
ones are availabli'however, I feel confident recommending this one for 
its long term stability and trouble free operation. The final choice 
can be made later. The sensor is approved by MSHA for Use in 
potentially gassy coal mines. 

You may wish to add other sensors, such as air velocity, CO for fire or 
toxicity, oxygen, .0O2., US, NOx, SOx, aldehydes, hydrocarbons, 
vibration, temperature, humidity, and the like (see attached 
specification). Additional analog or digital channels can be added to 
expand the outstation capacity at little additional cost. 

Two kinds of cable are required: one 4-conductor for communication 
between outstations and the central station and one 7-conductor for 
bringing the sensor signals to the outstations. I assume 120 VAC power 

0 is available at the sensor and outstation locations... i.f not, we can 
power the sensors from the outstation location through additional 
cables. Miscellaneous cable hangers, power hookup cable, junction 
boxes, and other small items are are not included. 

Please send me additional information on your specific needs, i.e. 
diagrams, specs, budgetary constraints, and the like. I look forward 
to working with you on this interesting project. 

Yours very truly, 

Albert E. Ketler 
President 

cc: R. Krishnaswamy, N.H. Parker and Associates 

EnclosUres: 

Page 2 



MEMORANDUM 
10 March, 1983 

To: All Systems Manufacturers 

From: Randy Brekke/Marketing Manager, J-TEC Associates, Inc. 

The following J-TEC equipment has been investigated and approved by the Mine Safety 

and Health Administration. Following are the model numbers, description, M.S.H.A. 

classification numbers and single Unit pricing. 

Airflow Sensors VA216 & VA216B 

The VA216 Airflow Sensor is constructed with a steel enclosure using an alum- 

mum sensor head. the power requirements are 10 to 18 VDC and 9-21 VOC for 

our "B" version. The 'B" version is totally constructed of stainless steel 

Including sensor head. The output for both units is either 0-5VDC or 4-20 mA 

One other major difference between the "B" version and the VA216 unit is that 

the "B" version has the capability to have a use? card installed directly 

5,. inside the stainless steel enclosure. The flow rates for both units are 

L 50 to 3000 and 150 to 101000 fpm. 

NOTE: Please note the classification differences. The exact specifications of eat 

unit are defined in the enclosed brochures.. A photo is included in oUr 

MMS1000 Brochure. 

M.S.H.A. Classifications Price 

VA216 E,F,G,L $1,000 00 each 
VA216B C,D,E,F,G,L,H $1,475.00 each 

Methane Sensors VM1O1 & VM1OIB - 

There are three major differences in the VM1OI. and the VM1O1B: 

1. VM1O1 enclosure is steel while the VM1O1B enclosure is stainless stee 
- - 

2. VM1OI uses an English Electric Value sensing unit and the VM1OIB - 
uses a Scott irS* -4M% -1 t 

3. VM1O1 input power is 10 to 18 VDC. VM1O1B Input poweiis 9-21 VOC. 

NOTE: Please note the classification differences. The exact specifications of- 

each unit are defined on the enclosed brochures. A photo is included in 

our *151000 brochure. 

M.S.H.A. Classifications Price 

VM1O1 E,F,G,L . $ 515.00 each 

WI1O1B C,D,E,F,G,L $ 950 00 each 



Wafer Style Flowmeters ff580 & ff5808 

Themajor differences between these two meters are that the till version 

C electronics are enclosed in a stainless steel enclosure, much like our 

1013 & 21GB, while the 580 electronics are house in a steel enclosure. 

Both units have a wafer style sensing head constructed of stainless steel. 

The dynamic range for both units is 277 to 11,100 fpm. They can be. instal- 

led in pipe sizes of ½" to 
4U Again, the H3 version has input voltage of 

9 to 21 VDC while the VF580 has an input voltage of 10 to 18 VDC. Both units 

provide 0-5 VDC or 4-20 mA signal oUtpUt. 

NOTE: Please note the classification differences A picutre of the VF580 is in 

the 111151000 brochure. 

M.S.H.A. Classifications Price 

VF5BO E,F,G,L $1,295.00 each 
ff5803 D,C,E,F,G,L . $1,395.00 each 

Insertion Style Flowmeter VF581 & VF5818 . 

The differences between the two units are stainless steel enclosures vs. 

steel enclosures and power input. The 113U 
version has 9-21 VDC input and 

. the 581 has 10-18 VDC input. The dynamic range of both insertion meters 

is 4.6 to 185 fps. It will fit Into pipe sizes from 611 to 48'. The 

mounting flanges for both units are 2', 150 lb flanges. 

NOTE: Please note the classification differences. A photo of the ff580 Is in: 

the 111151000 borchure. 

M.S.H.A. Classifications Price 

VF5B1 E,F,G,L. $1,495 00 
VF5818 C,D,E.F,G,L $1,595 00 

At the present time we do not have brochures on our flowmeter package. Should 

anyone have further questions concerning these products, p1ease feel free to 

me; .. /,-,eb.ulr't 
-: 

-- ? 
- - c 

* 2rt A&ttC D2nAu ftpalt'n 

Enclosures: 

-2- 
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The MMS-t000 Series Monitoring System has been designed for dedicated continuous 
monitoring in hazardous areas. The system can be configured for the use of various sensing 
units. and options to fit your specific requirements. Applications such as airflow n an entry, 
cOncentration of methane along the face, and volumetric flow inside a pipe.lie are ideal forthe 
MMS-1 000 series System. 

OCU-lOD DISPLAVAND CONTROL CONSOLE 

The DCU-100 is the central element of the MMS-100Q series systems. 
It is located in fresh air and provides sate power for distribution to the 
sensors.. The DCIJ-100 is powered by 115 VAC and includes power 
conditioning circuitry, a data interface module and a display. The 
DCU-100 provides numerous options'designed to accommodate any 
one of the individual sensors illustrated below. The DCU-100 Control 
Console interfaces with the serisor of your choice to make up a 
MMS-l000 Series Monitoring System. 

AIRFLOW 
MONITORING VA-216 

The VA-216 sensor measures air- 
flow in passagew.ays. The solid 
state electronlO vortex sensing 
technique elrninates the n.eeld for 
constant recalibration. Tested in- 
tnnsically safe, the VA-?16 rneas- 
tires three airflow ranges from 50- 
10,000 fpm. A 0.4- 5 volt analog. 
signal is available and provides 
excellent repeatability. Virtually 
unaffected by humidity, tempera- 
tureand pressure, the VA-216 is a 
prómine'nt leader for airfiol 
sensing. 

MMS-1 001 

SMALL PIPELINE 
MONITORING VF-580 

The VF-580 sensor is designed for 
pipeline diameters of ½" to 4". This 
brass pancake style sensor will 
contintiously monitor gaseous flow 
in all types of corrosive atmbs 
pheres,ising the vortex. shedding 
principle to meaSure volumetric 
flow.to Wit.jn..2% of.fullscBlO 
Teste4 i.otrihsiàallv safe, the VF-580 
is excellent over the entire flow 
range and Is unaffected by changes 
in temperature, pressure and 
humidity. 

MMS-1 002 

LARGE PIPELINE 
MONITORING VF-581 

The VF-581 sensor is an insertion 
style tlOwrneter for use in the con- 
tinuous monitoring of gases in 
largerØipèlines of 6" to 30" in 
diameter. Using the same vortex 
principle as the VF-580 and VA-216, 
the YrS8l. has also been tested 
intrinsiãallyiafe for use in hazard- 
ous areas, featuring excellent re- 
peatability, high accuracy, and min- 
imal maintenance requirements. 
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MMS-1 000 
SERIES 
MONITORING 
SYSTEM 

. 

M.ETFLANE 
MONITORING VM-1O1 

The. intrinsically sate VM-iO1 Sen- 
sor measures methane concentra- 
tion from 0 - 5%. The sensing 
eleneet vônsisS of a matct pair 
of Pellistors mounted in a low vol- 
tage wheatstone bridge configura- 
tion, when both, Pellistors are 
heated to anoptimum ternperatüra 
The oxidation of the methane ofl 
the active pellement auses an 
increase in its electrical resistance. 
The tridge tribalance and its out- 
pOt becomes an accurate meas- 
urement of the methane concenti* 
tion. 

MMS-1 003 

OPTIONS 

POWER SUPPLIES 
The P5-200 and P5-201 Power 
Supplies operate on 11.0 VAC and 
provide up to 0.5 amps at 15 VDC 
Located in fresh air, they provide a, 
source of intrinsically safe power 
for distribution to the sensors in 
hazardous areas. 

DIGITAL DISPLAY 
A brilliant red seven segment light 
emitting diode (LED) display 
provides fast, accurate readings 
especially in dirtily lit ajeas. Three 
digits provide a rugged industrial 
display unaffected by dust or 
moisture. 

CURRENt OUTPUT/ 
CURRENT INTERFACE 
A 4-20 ma or 1-5 ma current output 
is available with the MMS-1000 
Series Monitoring System. Along 
with a current interface card, this 
option allows the sensor to be 
placed as far as 15,000 feet away 
from the DCU-100 Control Console. 

In certain MMS-1000 series sys- 
tems configurations, the PS-200 or WATERTIGHT ENCLOSURE 
P5-201 Power Supplies' may be 
used for the sensor power. A hear gauge steel enclosure with 

a clean Le,(án window Is available 
The PS-200 and PS-201 may also for housing the DCU-100 Control 
be used independently in conjunc-;.: Console, allowing the unit to be 
tion with other existing intrinsically installed in areas Of high moisture 
safe equipment concentration. 

1, 

DUAL ALARM SET POINT 
The Dual Alarm 'Set. Point can tailor the MMS-1OQO series 
system to your application. The function of each set point is 
determined by the user. Set points can be defined as high End 
low alarm conditions, to indicate a warning Condition or when 
flow level approaches the a!arm point. Each point is 
continuously and independently settable throughout the 
range of the instrument by use of a front panel control. 

Visual alarm is prOvided by a red lamp. Individual relays with 
Form C; 2 amp contacts are actuated at each set point Relays 
remain energized until the flow condition has been corrected.. 

.'.,._, '. r1. 

.Wherçte front panel set point button is pressed, the 
corrèspOndjng set point value is read on the meter When the 
button, is released the unit returns to normal operation. 
4' 
A relay contact output may be used to contrOl other devices at 
the set flow level 

The entire MMS-1000 series System has been tested by M.S.H.A. 
and meets the intrinsic safety requirement of 30 C.F.,R Part 18.68. 



VA-216 

.r 
AIRFLOW 
SEWSOR 

Proven 
mine-worthy 

o No calibration 
required 

o Intrinsically safe 
o Long term 

reliability 
o Immune to dust 

and humidity 
Fast response 

o Np moving parts 

ThEORY OF OPERATION 
Air movement is sensed by measuring the 
rate of vortex formation in the wake of the 
vortex generating rod. (A sketch of a typical 
sensing head appears at the right) Studies 
have shown that the vortex frequency is 
linearly re.!at.ed to the air speed, thus a 
measure of the vortex frequency is equiva- 
lent to an air speed measurement. 

VorteA sensing is accomplished by passing 
the wake through an acoustic beam. Trans- 
ducers are placed on each side of the vortex 
path. One transducer transmits and the 
other receives. Vortex passage. through the 
acoustic beam is detected and processed in 
the sensor electronics. 

ThE VORTEX AIRDRAFT SENSOR 
for use in mining and industry 

The superiority ofthe J-TEC air flow sensor 
has been proven in over a hundred mine in- 
stallations in the last several years. It is truly 
the leader in the field of mine monitoring. 

The patented éolid state electronic vortex 
sensing technique eliminates the need for. 
constant recalibration, providing years of 
trouble-free operation. 

THE MMS-1001 IS THE ONLY SYSTEM OF ITS 
TYPE TO OFFER THIS RUGGED SENSOR. ° 

TYPICAL MMS-1001 CALIBRATION 

SHW 
TRANSMITTiNG VORTEX 

TRANSDUCER . STREET 

! 

jj4i1 
. : .-.. 

jJ-TEC 
J-TEC ASSOCIATES, INC. 
317-7th. Ave., S.E. 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401 
(319) 366-7511 
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J-TEC ASSOCIATES, INC. r 
VM-IO1B METHANE SENSOR 

VM1O1B Methane Sensor 

FEATURES 

Easycalibratlon 

lnthnsically SafE 

Easy to Maintain 

Continuous Monitoring 

Solid State Elecuonia .., 

- gl0., 

LowPowerconsumptlon :-' 
Fast. Accuratt Stable Response 

Selt-contained Unit 

High Reliability 

Rugged Constmttion 

C:. Long sensor Life 

Low Installation Costs 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:. 

The J-TEC VM-lO1B Methane Sensors are designed with state-of-the-ait 
components to pro%ide continuous methane monitoring in hazardous area 
.1-TEC utilizes a plug-in sensor, consisting of two heated Iámet housed 
within a siritered stainless steel flame arrestor. The active filament is coated 
with a cata,'tic material, vhuIe the reference filament is not cata'tic. therefore 
creating a temperature/resistance difference. This difference Is then convened 
to provide a 0-5 VDC signal direc, proportional to methane concentration. 
Options available are: 1-S ma or 4-20 ma current output dual set poin for 
indication of thethane above or below preset levels and/or capability for a 
user-installed electronic board. 

The VM-l0iB requires a DC vol age of 12-21 volts. Power requirements are 75 
ma for the standard 0 5VDC output fl-biB, 85 ma bra unit*lth thel-5 
ma option, and 100 ma for the unit with 4-20 ma option. All connethor5 are 
made to a well-defined terminal stnp located directb' inside the front covEr. .1- 
TEC recommends any other equija,.a it connected to the analog line have a 
minimum input resistante of 10.000 ohm. 

The VM-IOIB features.a fail-safe indicator through logic level switching. The 
sensor failure oUtput iSicates the sensing eiithent is operating. A drwlt 
within the VM-101B detects wtiether the setting element Is shorted oropen.A 
high output (at aboUt $ VDCJ on the failurE output Indicates the sensor 
element is in normal operating condition. A low output (less than I VDCJ 
indicates sensing.elëment hth failed. This feature allows the customer to be 
aware of the total condition of his sensor at all times. 

SErvice is no problem with nEC's Methane Sensor. All the cards are modular 
designed for easy plug-in replacement. 

4 .A' 

Easy Sensor Replacement 
EASY ACCESSIBILITY TO ALL 
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Range 

Pow 
Acwracc 

Output Signal: 

Serisbr Fail: 

Con zuction. 

Construdlon Selisdr 

Tempera. 

CALIBRATION: 

The. VM-IOIB is calibrated initlalbf at the factosy. The 
cbritiñued calibration accuracy will depend upon the 
installation and its erMronmeñt.J-rEC.recothmends the 
VM-I01B initialb' be recalibrated at inteNal not exceeding 
one month. A log shoUld be kept indicating ar' 
adjustments made. In this manner, the customer may 
either shorten or lengthen his calibration inteivals. 

VM-IOIB SPECIFICATIONS: 

0-5% Cl-k 

12-21 VDC 75 ma maximum 

±..2%CHm 

0-5VDC 
Optional: 4-20 ma Or }-5 ma 

Logic level indicdor5 
A) >6 vl8 for normal operation 
B) <I vlt for failure 

Option: Interaction with current output to cause current to go 
below lower signal level (4 ma or I ma) 

Calibration by direct ir5erdon of calibration gas, adjustable zero 
and span for direct voltage readoua 
Stainless steel enclosure 

Explosion proot stainless steel bc4' and flame arrestoi 
containing plUg-in sensor.. 

zoto3oseconctnommal 
.rc.to.sooc ..- . :.. 

;z5*rx4 .c 
-4 4 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 

#i-tEc 
J.TEC ASSOCIATES. INC. 
317-7th Ave .. 
Cedar Rapids, lowa.52401 
(31.9)386-7511 
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METHANE SENSOR 

The J-TEC VM-101 Methane Sensor was designed 
for the continuous mOnitoring of methane 
concentrations in coal mines. Sensing Is 
accomplished throUgh the use of a carefully 
matched pair of Pellistors consisting of a 
coil of platinum wire inbedded in pellets 
of alumina called refractory beads. One 
pellistor is made active by applying a 
special catalyst to the refractory bead. 

The matched pair is mounted lii a low voltage 
wheatstone bridge configuration. In the 
bridge circuit both Pel]tstors are heated 
to an optimum temperature: The oxidation 
of the methane on the active pellenient cause 
an Increase in its electrical resistance. 
The bridge unbalance and its output becomes 
an accurate measurement of the methane conte' 
in the atmosphere. 

SPECIFICATIONS 



Specification No: 100- 

Purchasing Specification for A Mine Monitoring and Control System 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.* * * * .*. * * * * * * * *.* * * * n 

1.0 Scope--- H..-.:. 

this specification covers tI'performanctr'and featuresWtta monitoririg 
and control (fl/C) system (hereinafter, uSystemu) which will be purchased 
by us (hereinafter Customers) from vendor' and employed in our -C - 

underground mining ?Perations. It will be installed by customer in 
accordance with Wendor instructions, and shall perform as specified 
herein, or as amended in writing, approved by Customer and Vendor. A 
mine map showing distances and general arrangements of underground and 
surface facilities isàttacbed. 

.. 

7.0 System description--- (see Appendix A for applicable items.) 

The System shall have the capability of monitoring and controlling 
conveyor.s, sect-ion power centers, circuit breakers, rectifiers, 
dewatering pumps (including sump levels), ventilation fans, storage 
bins, crushers, vibro feeders, longwall faces, etc., and for monitoring 
the environment for methane, carbon monoxide, air velocity, etc. In 
addition, the System shall have the capability to mànitor other mine 
factors, such as seismic events, roof movements, mining machine 

%performance, 

etc. Specific capabilities and sensors to be supplied are 
detailed in Appendix A, attached. Additional capacity which can be. used 
later for connecting a variety of sensor inputs and control output 
functions within the capability of the proposed System shall be as 
specified. The System shall be modular and easily adapted and expanded 
further by adding components to meet the future needs of our mining 
operations. A functional diagram of the System showing the arrangement 
of components shall be Supplied. 

3.0 Central control station--- 

the proposed central control station shall handle theinitial 
requirements contained in Appendix A, but shall also have reserve 
capacity to expand up to a total of at least 168 outatations without 
obsoleting any of the components supplied. The central control station 
will be lOcated in a convenient room or office near the entrance to--the 
mine. It shall consist of an efficient, modern desk console with a 
sturdy metal cabinet for housing the computer components. On top of the 
desk shall be one (or two, as specified in Appendix A) 19-inch color 
video monitor(s)-, a keyboard, -and a high speed printer.. The metal 
cabinet shall contain the primary computer, the communication 
controllers, the video character generator, power supplies, ventilation 
fan, and a power conditioning module. A controlled, air conditioned 
environment shall not be required for reliable operation of the central 
control station, or for any other parts of the System. The ambient. 
operating environment shall be. as follows: 
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Temperature' 0 to 40 C 
Rumidity 0 to 95 %, non-condensing 
Dust usual mine office or bath house 

3.1 Primary computer--- 

The primary computer shall contain the instructions and data analysis 
capabilities to interpret sensor data in realtime; generate summary 
reports and presentations;. accept keyboard ... command inputs; drive the 
visual display unit(s), printer, and magnetic data storage unit; present 
data in summary and graphical forms; determine, alarm levels; and control 
warning beepers añd.àpeech output at the óentral station.: The computer 
shall be microprocissor based with sufficient capacity tohandie the 
prescribed functions totally in: solid state random access memory (MM). 
Rechargeable batteries shall keep the memory, alive for up to three days 
without mains power, to avoid loss of program instructions or stored 
data due to ordinary power outages. If specified in Appendix A, the 
primary computer shall also support up ,to two remote monitoring sites 
(each having a color VDU and keyboard) and Shall be capable of 
interfacing with an off-line computer through an RS-232 interface for 
long term data storage and later analysis. Up to 1 megabit of 
non-volatile, long term data storage shall be supplied, if specified in 
Appendix . A. 

3.2 Communication controller--- 

this unit shall be located in the central control stationand shall 

.handle 
the communications to and from the oUtstations. It shall update 

its registers of outstation status every few seconds. Ohe unit shall 
handle up to 28 outstatlons, using one or two communication circuits. 
As many as 6 communication controller units shall be supported by the 
primary computer, accommodating up to 168 outstations and up., to 12 
circuits. Analog outputs from the control unit, as specified in 
Appendix A, shall be available for driving panelmeters or strip chart 
recorders. 

3.3 Visual display unit (VDU)--- 

One or more 19-inch high resolution color video monitor shall be 
sUpplied (see Appendix A) for displaying data listings, summary tables, 
graphs, and mimic diagrams depiOting the current status and conditions 
underground. The VDU shall provide real-time feedback to theoperator 
by visual presentations. It shall have at least 700 vertical lines for 
good clarity and resolution. It shall employ a triple-gun, sealed CRT 
for long term stability. Video adjustments, including degaussing, shall 
be accessible from in front ,of the unit. If specified in Appendix A, as 
many as four VDUs shall be supported by the computer to enable 
independent listings or presentations to be viewed at the same time. 

3.4 Character generator--- 

The interface between the primary computer and a VDU is the character a generator unit. Encoded instructions from the computer shall be W converted by the character generator into video signals for causing a 
VDU to display information in the proper format. 



3. 5 Keyboard--- 

The keyboard, with a uqwertyu format, shall be the primary means for the 
operator to communicate with the System. Instructions to list or print. 
data, or commands to start or stop underground equipment, shall be 
entered by the operator through simple keyboard codes. ..The keyboard 
shall be physically separated from the flU and printer units to enable 
the operato±.:t ,position1t for maAimum convenience and comfort. 

3.6 Remote VDU output sites--- 

The System shall be capable of accommodating the addition .of up to two 
remote VDtJ/keyboatdsite&, within a distance St exceeding one half mile 
from the central control station. These remote units will be located in 
other offices (e.g. superintendent, maintenance, or engineering) to more 
fully utilize the management capaility of the System. For safety, 
control qomnands from the remote keyboards shall be inhibited. 

3.7 Printer--- 

A high speed printer shall be supplied to provide hard copy, printout of 
listings, graphs, etc. which may be needed for permanent file records. 
The printer specs shall be.: 150 characters per second (nominal'), dot 
natrix type print head, tractor feed, using 8-1/2 Inch width standard 
fan-fold paper and a replaceable nylon ribbon. It shall have the 
capability of making as many as 3 carbon copies plus an original. 

SD3.8 Magnetic tape unit--- 

The mine layout, names and arrangements of outstations, complements of 
sensors and controls, definition of mimic diagrams, etc. shall be 
generated by management personnel behind a !passwordu and stored on 
magnetic tape, using the dual drive magnetic cartridge record/playback 
unit to be supplied with the System. The cartridges shall be 
effectively sealed to avoid problems with dust, which will be present in 

the central station area. The tape unit shall not be required for 
normal operation of the System, but shall be used only briefly and 
infrequently for storing the setup data and for down-loading the 
computer in the event of a power outage exceeding several days duration. 
Tape unit may also be used to save long term operating data which is not 
critical to the safe operation of the mine, if specified in Appendix A. 

4.0 Outstations--- 

The data collection input and control output interfaces with the under- 
ground equipment shall be contained in the outstation units. Generally, 
one outstation shall handle one piece of major equipment, such as a 

conveyor, fan, power center, or the like. Each outstation shall. be 
housed in a NEMA-l2 type enclosure, measuring approximately 30" wide x 
36" high x 12" deep. Sensor cables shall enter the enclosure through 
glands or connectors on the bottom. Rubber seals shall be provided to 
help keep dust and moisture out of the enclosure. Because of the rough 
nature of the underground environments and maintenance, there shall be 
no microprocessors in any outstations, only circuits having high level 
signals (i.e. TTL/CMOS logic, transformers, relays, etc.). Any 
sophisticated computer circuits shall be employed only in the control 

3 



room components on the surface where proper care is possible. 
Outstations shall .be powered from the 120 VAC (60 Hz) mine power. Start 
controls shall be implemented by providing a 5 second relay closure in 
the outstation to initiate the starting sequence in the starter control. 
box, already available at the mine.. Stopping shall be initiated by a 5 
second relay contact. opening, allowing the starter circuit to fall out. 
Key locked local control switches on the front door of the conveyor '" 

outstation sball be available to operate thècdnveyórs ththe event of 
loss of communications with the computer, if specified in. Appendix A. 
Lockout commandé through the keyboard shall be available to protect 
certain hazardous coflrol.. actions from being implemented. Lockouts 
shall be displayeddn the mimic diagrams. Outstations shall have means 
to automatically shut down the equipment in the event of serious faults, 
as defined in Appendix A, even in the event of los.s of communications or 
local power. A prestart warning facility shall also be available, if 
specified in Appendix A, which sounds a horn in the vicinity of the 
drive prior to startup, then monitoring the horn sound using a 
microphone pickup to assure proper operation of the horn. Rechargeable 
standby batteries shall b.e supplied, if specified in Appendix A, for 
powering outstations .fot up to 8 hours following loss of mine power. 
The front door shall contain switches for local control and LED panel 
display for local indication of conveyor status, if specified in 
Appendix A. 

4.1. Conveyor outstations--- 

Conveyor outstations 
shall be dedicated to the monitoring and control of 

conveyor flights. The input/output format shall consist of at least 16 
digital (on/off) and 4 analog (1/2% resolution) inputs, and two remote 
clontrol outputs to the conve9or startet box, Specific requirements of 
sensors and control options are specified in Appendix A. 

4.1.1 Conveyor monitoring--- 

Production and safety oriented sensors to be included in the System are 
listed in Appendix A. 

4.1.2 Conveyor remote control--- 

The System shall be capable of automaticall.y starting and stopping 
flights of conveyors on keyboard command, with proper delays and in 
logical sequence to avoid spillage or pile-ups on the conveyors. 
Startup options from the control console shall include: individual, 
pyramid, and branch starts. A reverse sequence stop command shall be 
available to allow the operator to stop one, all, or any string of 
conveyors. An automatic shutdown on certain fault conditions shall be 
available if specified in Appendix A. 

4.2 Environmental outstations--- 

Environmental outstations will be used to monitor environmental para- 

meters, 
using digital or analog inputs from special sensors, see 

Appendix A. The computer System shall be capable of detecting alarm 
levels (thresholds) which are pre-set by keyboard inputs behind 
'passwor&, and sounding alarms in the central control room. Environ- 
mental units shall have a capacity of at least 16 digital and 4 analog 
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inputs, but no controls or front panel displays are required. These 
outstations shall have auxiliary power circuits for powering up to four 
12-volt sensors, requiring a combined total of 750 milliamps. They may 
be sited centrally so as to handle sensors from different areas, with 
distances to sensors as specified. Any requirements for monitoring in a 
potentially explosive atmosphere are as specified in Appendix A. 

4.3 Pump outstations--- . ::: T :. -. 

j z:t':.e 
Pump monitoring and control shall be performed :Using a special pump 
outstation with capabilities for automatically starting and stopping 
main and backup pumps based on sump water levels, timeof day, or other 
specified conditions oted in Appendix A. Each pump outstation shall 
have the same channel format as the conveyor outstations, blut with 
special. circuit board logic pertaining to. pump operating requirements, 
including the following: 

a. The main pump automatically started and stopped at high and 
low swap levels. 

b. Pumps prevented from starting or stopped in the 
event of a fault (faults speOified in Appendix A). 

c. A standby pump automatically started if the main pump 
fails or the water level becomes excessive. 

d. Remote start/stop from operator console, provided no alarm 
conditions are present. 

The front panel of the pump outstation enclosure shall contain key 

0 locked switches for operating pumps manually underground. Operator shal 
be automatically notIfied if outstation is switched to "local control". 

4.4 Power center outstations--- 

These units will, be connected to section power centers to monitor 
voltage, current, ground leakage, loss of phase, and breaker status, and 
for controlling circuit breakers. Using special instruments specified 
in Appendix A, the durations when electrical current demands exceed 
specified levels shall be accumulated for each shift. This will help 
management evaluate the work efficiency of each section, by machine, 
operator, and crew. Remote controls to switch power on/off and reset 
circuit breakers shall be incorporated, if specified in Appendix A.. 

4.5 Fan outstations--.- 

The main and booster fans shall be monitored and controlled using these 
f. outstations. Parameters to be sensed and analyzed by the System may 
include air velocity, water gage pressure, fan speed, vibration, and 
bearing temperature, as specified in Appendix A. Alarm levels shall be 
pre-set in the computer, using keyboard commands, to alert management of 
adverse changes in fan performance, as well as any developing problems, 
Such as increasing temperature, vibration, etc. 

4.6 Bin outstation--- 

This outstation will, be used to monitoi the levels of storage bins, 
using ultrasonic bin level detectors. Sensors, as well as outstatio.ns, 
shall be supplied with the System, as specified in Appendix A. Bin 
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levels,.chute positions, and in and out convejor status shall be, 

monitored and controlled to help maintain continuous coal production, as 
specified in Appendix A. .. 

4.7 Vibro-feeder outstation--- 

This outstation shall have analog control capability, as well asdigital 
and analog input monitoring. By simple keyboard commandé, the thru-put 
of a vibro-fee4er shall Increase or decread to maintain peak, 
continuous production, without overloading or spillage.-t ci' - 

2 i'' : !:y'.;';.i.. . 

'1 -:iz:''j- ,: 

5.0 sensors--- 

Sensors to be con4cted to the System are listed in Appendix A, some to 
be supplied with the System, while others are supplied by the customer, 
as indicated. Those sensors that are to be supplied in MSHA permiàsible 
configurations are specifically noted in Appendix A. Other sensors with 
standard output current/voltage levels, rny be purchased later and 
connected to the System for detecting parameters and functions not 
considered for the initial installation. 

6.0 Electrical cable and communication philosophy--- 

Communication shall use one four-conductor (AWG-16, two twisted pairs, 
shielded) cable for each communication controller circuit. The maximum 
cable length permitted on any communication circuit shall not be less 
than 10 miles, and line repeaters shall not be required. The 
communications between outstations and the central control station shall 
be digital and full duplex (continuous, both directions). The System 
shall utilize square wave AC communication signals at 600 baud rate. 
Trouble shooting cables for opens and shorts shall be possible using 
only a volt/ohm meter and an earphone, and shall not require the use of 
oscilloscopes, filters, or other exotic equipment underground. 
Communication circuits shall be transforme'r Isolated to avoid problems 
with ground loops that may otherwise occur due to differing ground 
potentials throughout the mine. Modems or other frequency sensitive 
devices requiring periodic calibration using special instruments or 
trained person . el shall not be used. Sensor hook up cable shall be 
specified to meet requirements of particUlar sensors and distances 
involved. 

7.0 System design---- 

For reli1aility, simplicity, and eas,e of maintenance, the Sjstèm shall 
be designed to meet the following special requirements. 

7.1 Control security--- 

The telemetry of critical d.ata shall be made secure by repeat transmis- 
sions. No actions to start remote equipment shall be made without 
verification through at least three transmissions, in sequence and 
without discrepancy. Thus, minimizing false 'alarms and hazardous 
control actions resulting from electrical noise coupled to the 
outstation communication lines. Any loss of communications shall caUse 
the stoppage of the controlled equipment. 

[1 



8.0 Software-- 

'ku 
software necessary for performing the specified monitoring (digital 

or analog) and control (on/off or analog) functions shall be delivered 
with the System. Particular 'data analysis and graphics programs shalL 
be made available from the following list: !. 

Menu listings of option's For. eadoüts and Commands. 
Analog alarms (high/Iow/n5n. or tate of change, 0C ........... -Wth cornputérset alarm Levels). 
Digital alarms ionopinor.olosed'contacts); 
Mimic diagrams -(two available, listing all outstations-- 

.1, .......... 
alar 'noted Usn fault. characters). 

Conveyor sequencing (one outbye and four inbyes "per flight). 
Stoppage analysis (multiple, by °kindm of outstation). 
Log of alaçms (chronological, 4 pages, auto roll-over) 
All current alarms (those still outstanding). 
Conveyor start (individual, pyramid, and branch Options). 

stop (reverse sequence and emergency stop). 
Hoi.4 on stop, release holds, inhibit local operation. 
Vibro-feeder (analog controls). 
pump operation (on/off timing to avoid peak demand time). 

analysis (total running times, numbers of starts/stpps, 
failures, operation of backups, etc.). 

Color graphs of analogs (colors identify status). 
Hold/release of outstatibns from local or remote starts 

(one or all on any comm controller circuit). 
Alarm display on VDU in red, yellow when acknowledged, 

and green when cleared (including beeper). 
Longwall face monitoring. 

All listings shall have provision for printout in hard copy, including 
time and date. The log of alarms shall be continually updated, 
retaining the last 100 alarm and rectification events in memory. This 
chronological file shall be available for listing or printing at any 
time along with the time of each occurrence of alarm and alarm 
rectification event. The log of alarm and stoppage analysis registers 
shall be capable of being cleared (reset to zeros) by operator command. 
A crystal controlled 24-hour clock and perpetual calendar shall be 
available in the computer and time and date shall be continually 
displayed on the vi4eo monitor. 

8.1 Speech output--- 

A microcomputer based voice module in the central control station shall 
announce to the operator alarms and alarm rectifIcation events, as well 
as keyboard inputs by the operator, if Stated in Appendix A. Changes on 
the mimic diagram(s) and keyboard errors shall also be announced through 
a loudspeaker, to be supplied with the System. The voice output shall 
be switchable on or off at the discretion of the operator. 
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8.2 Password functions and System security--- 

An eight character password, selected by us, shalt access a setup mode ' 

using a simple menu format. Choices behind 'password shall include: 

Change date/time 
passWord- (any eight characters) i;.tc.. 

Define inputs/alarms/outputs/etc.: 
putstation (name/kind/channels). ., 

-1: 

U ttansducers (analog .ilcaling, thresholdswiitc.). 
,.::;nalo4s (senor-/ñame/tipe). 

graphS (8 hour, 24 hour or 7, day periods). 
analog on display(perpetually at top pf.. VDU screen). 
operating parameters (mine nomenclaturó).H 
mimic diagrams (setup, using yOU coordinate System). 
mimic fault chajacters (selectable by operator). 
conveyor sequencing (up to 100 conveyors, sequenced). 
stoppage analysis (eight auto shutdown sensor channels 

for each kind of outstation). 
Save files on tape (and backup tape for security). 

9.0. Documentation and drawings--- 

Two sets of installation, maintenance,-and operating manuals and 
drawings shall be supplied with the System. Major documents shall 
include a System Manual. andan Outstation Manual, th containing 
detailed technical information regarding operation and maintenance. Ten 

Operator 
Manuals containing information foE personnel attending the 

control console shall also be supplied. On request, samples of 
documentation shall be provided to Customer for inspection at no cost. 

10.0 Installation support and service--- 

The Supplier shall provide technical and training support at the mine 
site to assure proper startup of the System. Installation support shall 
include two technical people at our site for two weeks of supervision, 
testing, commissioning, and training Work. 

11.0 Workmanship and warranty--. 

All equipment supplied hereunder shall be manufactured using first class 
materials and workmanship, and shall be covered by a warranty for 
materials and workmanship for a period of 90 days following acceptance 
by us. All service policy statements and other terms and conditions of 
sale shall be included with the quotation. 

12.0 Demonstrated plerformance--- 

System reliability is of the essence in this procurement. Components 
and software offered or supplied hereunder shall have been thoroughly 
tested and previously proved satisfactory for the intended use. To 
demonstrate a complete understanding of the usage and special problems 

involved 
in this application, the supplier shall have at least five 

years experience supplying similar systems for other deep coal mine 
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applications: details to be provided to customer on request at no cost. 

13.O permissability--- 

Any portions of the System that are specified for installation in 
potentially gassy areas of deep coal mines shall have been approved by 
the appropriate.approval agencies, including MSRA and the P. Dept of 
Mines, as applicable, for such use. - 

14.0 Cost summary and delivery schedule--- c - J uJ 
2 C-fl - .3 - rr ie $)tt i18 tILIItJ'JCt 

- . -::-::kt .: .y. -- 

The costs shall be broken down by item, and hall include all - 

components, hardware, software, packaging, ihsurance, trañspärtatiànto 
th4 mine site, documentation, training at operators and maintenance 
personnel, commissioning (including travel and living expenses), 
warranty, stated service, and any other specified costs involved in 
supplying a complete working system. Note that, unless specified 
otherwisè, cable shall be supplied with the System. However, safe 
storage. of component.s on site, miscellaneous hardware, and installation 
effort will be Eupplied by Customer. Delivery schedule shall. be stated 
as applying to longest lead items, inclUding hardware, softwaie, 
documentation, etc. 

j 

Customer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . 

. . . . . a a a a a a a a a a a a a a- a a a a a a a 

Attention. . . . . . . . . . . . Telephone. . . . . . . . 

this date ............ Bid due date ........ 

Attachments: Appendix A--- Equipment, functions, and sensors. 
Other--- Mine map, sketches, deliverj requirements, etc. 
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Appendix A Specification No. 100- 

Equipment, functions, and sensors,o be Included in M/C $ystem 
* * * * * .* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .* * * .* .* , *. ** 

. ..... .:.;.j;. 

.,.. 
.Eifltj:, ZG ,L'J2..0 

.. 

(Customer shpuld use this as 'alguidefor preparing this Appendix to 
ensure covering all necessary and desired items. Actual listings can be 
made on separate sheets to avoid contusion with the many possible 
features that may pot be used.) . ...... ,.. 

. .... .:'. :. . ....... . 

System parameters--- 

Above ground central control Station (specify quantities or data). 

* Number of color video display units. 
* Is speech output desired? (yes or no). 

. 
* Number of remote VDU output sites desired. 
* Is standby power desired? (If so, specify number of hours). 
* Is long term data storage desired? (If so, specify days.) 
* Are panel. meter or strip chart outputs desired? (Specify.) 

., 
* Other special requirements. . . . . . . . . . ....... 

System qapa.bilities to be included are listed below. (Specify numbers 

5 of locations, and numbers of sensor and control channels per location). 

* Monitoring and controlling conveyors. (Prestart warning req'd?) 
C U u section power centers. 

* C circuit breakers. 
* U a rectifiers. 

U U dewatering pumps (including sumps). 
* U U U ventilation fans. 
* stora4e bins and feeders. 
* U crushers. 
* vibro feeders. 
* Monitoring of longwall operations. 
* U atmosphere (gases) for fire and toxicity. 

. . * C seismic events (eatth movements). 
* U roof and floor defléctions. 
* U 

' diesel exhaust and operator environment. 
* " face machinery (duration of operation). 

* Other ...... . . . . ........... . . . . . . . 

Note requirements for standby power on outstations, specifying number of 
hours of operation alter mains power failure. Also, state whether local 
displays or push button controls are required on outstations. State 
whether auto shutdown, front panel LED displays, local pushbutton 
control switches, spare channels, etc. are required on the outstations. 
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Appendix A (equipment, functions, ad sensors, continued). 

Sensors to be included; (Specify quantities and any special features. 
kll are to be supplied with System, unlesS specifioally noted.) 

Conveyors- 

. . * Belt slip H 

. 
* .torn 
* ' misaligned ,j TAIL-i 

* £ ,.-t 

Blockea chute (at all transter points) 
. * Bearing/motor téj10to 200 F) -- 

* Fire, carbmonoxide, analog (5 toSO parts per million) 
* ' thütnal, analog and digital (to 135 F) 
* , ionization (smoke) detector. - 

* Scale (0.1 %, 1 %, or%S accuracy required) 

Other . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . 

Environmental (atmospheric parameters with suggested rangO)- 

* Air velocity, high (150 to 10,000 fpm) 
U U ,med (l5to3000fpm) 

..* U ,low (5OtolSOOfpm) 
* Methane (0 to 3% by volume) 
*Oxygen (:10t02l%) 
* Carbon monoxide, fire (5 to 50 ppm) 
* U U 

, toxic (Z5to500ppm) 
51 . * Carbon dioxide (10 to 5000 ppi) 

*}Iumidity (to 100%) 
*tJO (0 to 25 ppm); NO2 (0 to Sppm) 

.*H2S(Otoloppm); S02(Oto5ppm) 
* Formaldehyde (0 to 2 ppm) 
* Dust, to MSHA specifications. 

Oter . . . . . . . . ......... . . . 

Pumps, clusters for dewatering mine (analog or digital). 

* Sump level (high and extra high) 
* (lowandextra low) 
*Purnpnow (to l000gpm) 
* a pressure (to 2000 psi) 
* Bearing/motor temp (as specified) 
* Vibration. 

. . 
* 

I. S . . ....... . . . . . . . . 

j 
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Appendix A (equipment, functions, and sensors, continued) 

centers and face machinery (ac, analog or digital). 

* CUrrent transformer (to 5000 amps) 
. 

* Voltage (110, 220, 440., 550, 960, 1000, and up) 
.*Lossof phase .,.; 

. * Ground leakage (warning at 100 ma, any phase). ,.,A , 

* Ground fault, to MSHA specifications. 
. 

* Any DC equipment? (usually 12, 24, .90, 120,300, . oi 600 volts) 
. 

* Switchgeàr remote àontrblS ( ultiple Ohannels available). 

Al;.: . 
* Other . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 

Ventilation fans and drive motors- (analog or digital.) 

* Air velocity. (200 to 3000 feet per minute) 
o 

* Differential pressure (to 20 water. gage) 
* Vibration 
* Motor/Bearing temp (as specified) 

. . Other . . . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Surge bins and storage silos- (analog or digital). 

. 
* Ultrasonic bin level sensors (with electronic controls 

and chute and conveyor input!; range to 
200 ft depth, non contacting, self cleaning, 
high/low trips plus analog output). 

Other- 

* Specify any other euipment, functions, and sensors . . 

..... . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . 

. . . .............................. 

Note that any M/C equipment or sensors to be installed inbye the last. 
open crosscut or in return air of a deep coal mine, thereby requiring 
MSHA and or PA approvals, Should be so indicated. Also, equipment to be 
installed in any deep coal mine within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
should be clearly marked. 
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INTRoDUcTIoN 

Cape Breton coal mines have been pioTleers in the 

use of the latest technology in mining coal on this continent. 

to mention ust one example, continuous methane monitoring 

at the coal face was started in 1976 and the idea of 

automatil1y stopping the face conveyor during high gas 
levels using the face signalling syátem was conceived and 

developed by CBDC engineers. 

With the introduction of remote environmental 

monitoring, No. 26 Colliery will be the first underground 

coal mine in Canada and possibly in North inerica to have 

computer-based comprehensive environmental monitoring. 

Traditionally surveillance of the mine environment 

has been based mainly on periodic checks by portable or 

hand-held monitors. While this method.proved adequate, it 

has some limitations, namely, 

1) restricted number of observations and samples; 

2) relatively long time between taking measurements 

and availability of results for assessment. 

With remote monitoring the above limitations are 

overcome Si:nce (a) monitoring is continuous, (b) monitored 

data is updated quickly (typically 5 - 7 sec.). Remote' 

monitoring also provides a centralized 'information center' 

at the surface from where the entire mine environment can 

be monitored. Details of modes in which data can be displayed 

and features available at the location will be disdussed later 

in the paper. 
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GENERAL IMOUT 

£ r - J-. I ;iro1 monitoring se wHo. 26 Colliery 
is divideiIiito'Iire sectioü "(Fig. 1) . they are: 

, 4w&n W 'IL ttnn*vp 
£ - .r r 

B) Fan performinàe ' 
"'' t 

C) Methane drainage.- 

-The parameters monitored at. these .secfions Se. as follows: 

A) Wall face (Fig. 2) . 

The quantity and quality of air entering the wafl 

face monitored at outside end of the coal road with an air 

flow monitor and a methanornter. Similarly, air leaving the 

wall face is monitored in the material road about tOrn from. 

the Cundy' hole towards the wall face. There are two air 

velocity monitors also in the material road . to . monitor US 
'Cundy' ventilation system. 

-B) Fan Performance (Fig. 3) 

The flow rate and the. gas content Oh the air 

through the fan is monitored with a methanometCr and a 

flow ineterL A differential pressure transducer monitors 

the fan pressure. ..-. 

underground booster fan drive rooms are ventilated 

by a fresh air split. Should this system fail,. there wol)].d be 

a gas build up n the drive room. A rnethanomter is therefore 

installed in the drive room to monitor the gas level. 

Thermostats are fitted on fan and motor bearings 

to detect high temperature. High vibration is detected by 

vibration switches mounted on the fan shaft and the drive 

shaft. Provision kiss been made to monitor current drawn 

by fan motor when a suitable transducer is available. TM. 

s:face fan is similarly monitored except methancmeters are 

omitted and a barometric pressure and ambient air temperature 

transducers are added. 
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C) Methane vraihage (Fig. 4) 

.................. The purity f gas ine methane drainage pipe is 
monitored jy a Jugh concentrat2.a nethanorneter and the - 

quantity is monitored by a 

fittedtto7detect high and low. vacuum levels; 
Ia rr- .............. - -. 

Sigza1s om the various sensors arc wireth to 
I .-- ... -. 

strategicilly located outitaions 'IFig. S) These' utstations 

are at - -.. 
- 

1) 13 North Miterial Road 
-. 

2) 13 South-Material Road 

3) 9 South Booster Fan 

4) 10 North Booster Fan 

5) Main Booster Fan 

6) Surface Fan. - 

Sensor signals are multiplexed at the outstatian 

and transmitted to the surface console throUgh a -- 7-pair.&gnal 
cable. -- 

Having scen the overall system, w4 shall now examine 

each component in detail and explain the features they offer. 

SENSORS (TRANSDUCERS 

the starting pointin any monitoring system is usually 
a transduer Ii our case, you could call it the 'heart' of 

the sysLem. Therefore, it hd to he sc].ected with extreme 
ca-re. 

while many transducers may be available for environmental 

monitorinrj in surface application, the majorit' are not suit8ble 

for underground instcdlation where the tollowing baEic 

criteria apply. . 

1-) Reliable Operation with very little maintenance. 

2) Rugged construction both mechanically and. 
- 

environmentally to withstand coal dust, - 

rock dust, noisture, etc. 

C 
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., 

.....,.,s. 

Suitable for use inaotentially,2., 
explosive atmosphere ..$the instrument__4, 

-. :.. lust be either. flam&tproof Or inttinsjcafly. Lta .f t*tt*4fl*9fl aSc*t!F. a pf s!nd 
-4 - - s# . 

Methane g .' r *.ze c. '3c 
Methane concentrationis the most .. importaat.., 

parameter to be measured in a coal mine to detect potentially 

explosive atmospheres.. The Seiqer DM1 was selected maini . 

because (a) with six years operational experience our 

maintenance people are familiar with the units; 

(b) the DM1 meets criteria mentioned earlier in.the paper; 

Cc) for its commercial considetations. H: 

The DM1, a single head methanometer, ha a range 

0 - 3% by volume and dperates on the catalytic combisttOn 

prir.cipie. This instrumentprovides. a local 'reading as well 

as output. for remote monitoring. .,. 

Air Velociti ... :' 

Measurement of air velocity is important to assure 

the mine ventilation system is operating properly. Air 

velocity measurements made simultaneously at strategic 

locations throughout the mine can also be a significant aid 

to ventilation, technologists when adjustments are being made 

to the ventilation system. 

Numerous types Of air velocity transducers are 

available. Rotating vane anamnmeters were investigated but 

rejected because of poor service life! due to dirt contamination 

of the blades and bearing. Rot wire anemometers were also. 

rejected because they were too fragile and, some operate at 

excessive surface temperature which i-s not acceptable ia a 

coal mine environment. : 

S,' . .. 
I 
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The J-Tec VA-216 airflow Sensor was selected. These 

H sensors do not have any moving parts which is a, desirable H 

feature in the mining &nvironment. -fle sensoris based on the 

phenomenon of vorta &eddiiig , 'Tte oefiXonjâepends on J..,.). . -- 

tithe eithaicicentirwz!seJf*Li4oEas?i4rls) 
f are formed in the air behincf trt.tAt hatáte which depends 

on the air velocity, ,An ultrasonicbeam in the air flow 

behind the s'tut isrtd by the vortices nd is 

converted to analogue signal electronically. -- 'The only 

known limitation 1is hat the 1er limit of loi,4at which the 

sensor is usableis abot8t 0.25 rn/sec. Thisshould not present 

any problem in our application: 

Methane Drainage Purity 
. . 

F . Concentration of methane (purity) in the drainage 

pipe is monitored with the Seiger BM2B high concentration 

monitor with a range of 0 - 1001. The detector operates on 

the therMa] conductivity principle; gas flows to and 

from a chAmber in the detector head by mean8 of two supply 

pipes connected across an orifice plate. The BM2H has 

local indication as well as output for remote monitoring. 

Methane Drainage Flow 

In flow rate or quantity of gas flow through the 

drainage pipe is monitored with a J-Tec VF-58l flow meter. 

This unit. wOrks On the same 'vortex shedding' principle 

as the J-Tec air velocity monitor. The sensing head of the flow 

meter ts inserted into the d;ainage pipe. The mfti advantage. 

of this type of flow meter iá that its accuracy is unaffected 

by changes in temperature, density or pressure. 
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Fan, .PresEure 

The fan pressure is monitore6 with Bailey solid- 
State differential pressure. transmitter type BQ7. Similar 

units have proven guç,s.sfu1, else!.there An Corporation. 

The only drawback this unit had for underground application was 

that it required 

battery back-up. 'Such a power supplywias flercially ? 
unaiajlable. xt was 4eàided to dièi&td b1 iA thSe 'in-house' 
Three of thesà powâr 'thippfles have been bziilt in out' shops. 

The units have been 'dertified by 4R. .:':c 
'' 

Bearing. Temperature & Vibration . 

Surface or 'limpet' te theosts are used to 
monitor fan bearings and motor beatings high temperature. 

An inertia type vibration switch is used to detect high 

vibration in the fan drive train. 

OUTSTATION LAYOUT 

As mentioned previously, six. (6) ontstations are 

located strategically to minimize cable wit from the 
transducers. Some roadway' transducers are located 1000 m 

away from the outatations. 

the outstation with associated power Supply, as 

well as power supplies for transducers, and the co'nication 

unit are mounted on vertical perforated. metal panel consisting 

of one foot wide galvanized steel cabLe trays bolted 

together aide by side, set itt concrete at the bqttom and 

clamped to the arches at the top. This malts in a neat 

and flexible installation. 

The oütstations, manufactured by TransmittOn Ltd., 

perform three functions: 

'" 
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1) It generates a local alarm and alarm 

indication independent of the surface ..:.. 
computer. Local alarms must. be muted 
and: reset at the'outstation. Alarms can: 

:...-. 

bEi nzt&.byabütton oh thetor of the r .r-- -'-- .4 J p .. outflation ut alarm ndicationjas th mt t ¶Jtj 
'1 .tsY'ntsa tact -'se s- - ut 44jr' 

.. ..2). Up o. tree .tripfunctions can be performed 
r.e.L,;:a each.outstation Any local alarm can be 

linked to trip any one of the three trip 
circuits. These trip circuits when 

appropriately linked, will trip without the aid 

of the surface computer as well as when a 

trip signal is received from the surface. 

3) Each outstation will accept up to eight 

analogue signals and nine on/off signals. These 

signals are multiplexed at the outstation 

and. transmitted to the surface master station. 

The Transmittofl TM. 204 telemetry system uses time 

division multiplex (TDM) techniques for data transmission. 

CABLES 

a Single 7-pair shielded cable connects all the 

outstations to the surface master station. The farthest 

outstation is approximately 8 kilometers away from the 

surface master station. Each pa& is twisted and shielded 
to minimize external noisapick up. The 7 pair are divided 

as follows: 

2 pair for ring 'A' 

2 pair for ring 'B' 

1 pair for Communication 

2 pair for spare.. 

. 
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The cable has braided Wire armour for mechaniCal 
protection and a fire-retardant PVC jacket. 

Other cables that had to be ürchased for this 
syStem are: -. ..., ........ 

a) 2-conductor #16 MC for. signal tsanszflission 
. 
.i!q99 

:... ......... .. 
2.'b) 2-conductor #10 MG for powering remotely 
- located transducers. 

c) 4;enductbr '#16 AWG for conáuniàatjot 
. between outstation and iemo4i transducer. 

All the above mentioned cables have fire-retardant PVC jacket 

to meet, underground regulations. 

SURFACE CONTROL ROOM 

The master station and the operator consote are 

located in a 7 x 4m room in the mine management building. 

The Transmitton master station comprises of: 
A front end drive (FED) which controls the 

operation of the outstations. Each FED can 

control two trans ission rings with up to 

fourteen outs,tations per ring. 'In our syStem 

the fan o.ütstatioñs are connected to one ring 

and the wall face outstations are connected 

to the other. 

- The primary computer (INTEL 8085 ñiicrbpro.cessor) 

which monitorS the information from the FED and 

sends operator and program connands to the LW. 
The primary computer can control up to five FEDs. 

- tape reader for loading programs. 

- Paper tape punch for storing programs. 

S 



The Trausmitton Console contains: 

- Color T.V. Screen (CR?) which diSplayS 

the monitored Junctions upon demand and 

displays alarms automatically. 

Keyboard which is i'dedto configjlant, 
- . -. 

request information, send cotranar4s and 
t*3flVW 't'r -, )tq -c cthrc:- 14 

acicnowsedge alarms. .... 

- 

'. Printer which will give hard copy of the 

displays on the CRT. .... The printeraiso has a 
secondary keyboard which can be used in the 

event of main keyboard failure. 

- Fall-back panel which is used to monitor and 

control the FED in the event of prima ry 

computer failure. 

The primary computer monitorS the plant via the FED 

and the outstations (Fig. 6) - 

The signals tranSmitted by the outstations are 

used by the primary computer to: 

A) Raise audible and visible alarms to bring 

to the attention of the console operator 

any changes in the status or when alarm 

levels are detected. 

B) Accumulate data to disiay or print 
current operational data. Fig. 7, Fig. 8 

and Fig. 9 show typical methods in which 

these displays can be formatted. 

C) Accumulate data to produce operational 

history by use of graphs and tables.. Fig. 10 

shows a typical list of log alarms, Fig. 11 

shows -a typical 8 hour histograph. The same 

type of graph can be programmed for either -- 

24 hours or 7 day:.time periods. 
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( A dedicated intercom communication system is 

provided between the console Operator, the Outstation, and the 

remote transducer locations. This communication network can, 

from any one of the above locations, be linked to the 

normal mine communication network.aa. ,osd c (a: 
' ttsw bsp5ti: ed Iitv crb acrnsqua 

SYSTEM PROTECTION 21.m.-r1 !T 

:.:.:t r.2:': I 

The System has built-in protectiolLagainst. the following: 

unauáorlza changing of plant parameter: 
A password is required to configure the 

plant 

b) Underground. power failure: Protection against 

power failure is provided by an 8 hour battery- 

backup for the outstations and all the transducers. 

c) 

Transducer Cable fault:. The on/off inputs to 

the outstation are diode protected against open 

circuit and short circuit cable faults. The 

analogue signals hAve an off-set zero to detect 

transducer and cable faults.. 

d)Transmission cable failure: Since the outstations 

have stand-alone.features, transmission cable. 

fault will not affect tripping funct;ions of the 

outstations. 

e) Primary computer failure: In the event of primary 

computer failure, the fall-back panel can be 

used to update outstation status as well as 

send commands to the oütstatiOn.S. 

f) Historical.data: Historical data is protected by 

battery back-up in the event of primary computer 

failure or power failure to the surface console. 
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ITRAINING 

tathg of the 'OpéraUona 1 and maintenance people:: 
was handled ailtfoilcwi: flinc4 .suh.::-x-t ;ra-: 

q - -, 

a) The tecttntcians;1e1edefi6faas9ña!0 srzni £amxon 

supervisors who will, be charged with the 

responsIbility of maintaining thL?.L:t____ 
equipment are involved in the installation and 

coissioningof th&sstem. 

b) Fgur employees were sent to the factory during 

the tsttng phase of the equipment to familiarize 

them with the hardware and software. 

c) A special training program has been set up for 

the operatorsduringconmijssioninq phase of the 

system. 

CONCLUSION . 

The environmental monitoring system will serve 

as an effective management tool to make quick and effective. 

deci!ions. It wilt also be a significant aid to the 

ventilation technologists when adjutments are made to the 

mine ventilat:ion system. The hi.storic&. data available 

from the system wiLl help ftture zaine planning. 
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LL 

LIST OF All ALARMS. 

13 SOUTH LO LEVEL 1 SM1 BOT AL 
)3 SOUTH 10 1EV El 5 IN CUNDY At 
13 SOUTH 10 LEVEL 6 OUTCUNOY AL 
13 SOUTH 10 LEVEL 7 COAL RD. AL 
13 SiT'I La LEVEL 8 MAT ROAD AL 
I3SOUTHHIIEVEL1BM1 SOT AL 
13 SOUTH HI LEVEL 3 BM2H Al. 

13 SOUTH HI lEVEl 4 GAS FLOW AL 
13 SOUTH HI LEVEl 5 IN CUNDY AL 

1ONORTkI ISOLAJEC Al. 

LIST CGIPLETE 

21/11/81 09:30 

SURFACE BAROMETR 8 98.9 KPASCALS UI (BI 

9:30 10 NORTh FANVIBRATE OK 

FIG - 7 

EXAMPLE OF C.R.t. DISPLAY WITH LIST OF CURRENT ALARM 



*8,11,81 10:21 
LIST OF OUTSTATION AOl STATUS 

flAME: 13 SOUTH KIUD: ENVRNNTL TYPE: 01 
CHANNEL STATE CHANNEL STATE 

01 LS ANALOG N 
N 
N 

i14 . ..... ... N 
A .......... N 

N 
07 .. ....... . N 
08 MS ANALOG N 
:19 MUXI II 

10 MUX2 H 
11 nux4 ii 

*2 HI VACUUM N 
13 LO VACUUM N 
14 SPARE 1 N 
COMMAADS: 1=N 2=N 3=11 

ANALOG I DM1 SOT 
ANALOG 2 SPIt TOP 
ANALCG 3 aMen 
RNALOG 4 GAS FLOW 
ANALOG 5 IN CIJNDY 
ANALOG 6 OUTCUNDY 
ANALOG 7 COAL RD. 
ANALDG 8 NAT ROAD 

I. 1ST COMPLETE 

15 SPARE 2 N I N TRANSM I S.S 
i6 U'S ACFAIL N STOP I 

17 CON FAULT V STOP 2REL.FFs 
18 SPARE 3 N STOP 3 RELrR: 
19 SPARE4 ri 

20 SPARE 5 N 
21 SMIBOTFAIL N 
22 BM1BOTWFsRN y 
23 BMITOPFAIL N 
24 BM1TOPWARH 
25 3M2H FAIL H 
26 SN2HLO WARN V 
27 BM2HLO FILM N 
28. BN2HHI FILM 

4N 5N 6=t1 7cN 8=N 9N 10=11 11N 
1.15 &IETHANE LH ($2) 
1.83 cMEThANE L (80) 
.16. METHANE L (56) 
1563 CR1 H (84) 
1898 FTI'NINUTE LH (86) 
1945 rr'NINtJTE L (88) 
1943 FT'MINUTE L B9 
1898 FT#'MINUTE L (86) 

FIG - 8 

EXAMPLE OF OUTSTATION STATUS PRINT-OUT 

a 

12N 13N14=N IS=N 



LIST or ENVIROMENTAL TRANSOUCER STATUS GROUP: 02 

I 0 
10 NORTH 2 Ml AIR (FULL SCALE 3ØØ) 1.281 METHANE (8A) 

fl 

0 
11$ TRANSMISSION 

Ii 

10 NORTH 1 Sf41 ROOM (FULL SCALE 3.00) 0.45% METHANE (52) IN TRANSMISSION 

IT:.:.>:.>xc:.xc*:ccc.:*:c<*:.;.::c.::.:.::*:.. 

El 

10 NORTH 6 AIR FLOW (FULL SCALE 3000) 2000 FT/MINUTE (78) IN TRANSMISSION 

I 

' NORTH 5 WATER GA (FULL SCALE 20.0) 08.4 IN.WATER (92) IN TRANSMISSION 

I I I I I 

6 6.2 6.3 0.5 0.6 0.7 O9 .0.9 

FIG - 9 

EXAMPLE OF GRAPHICAL DISPLAY OF A GROUP OF TRANSDUCERS 
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LIST OF ALARM LOG SINCE 01/11/81 07:00 

Ø8:Ø7 13SOUTH 8112K 3 LOLEVEL AL. 

08:08 13 SOU 8112k 3 10 LEVEL OK 

8:1Ø 10 NORTH SCOOP TEMP AL 

08:2) 9 SOIJIrI AIRFLO 6 U) LEVEL Al. 

08:32 10 NORTH SCOOP TEMP OK 

09:13 9 SOUTH AIRFLO 6 10 LEVEL OK 

09:29 10 NORTH FAN VIBRATE AL 

09:31 10 NORTH FAN VIBRATE OK 

LI ST COMPLETE 

IL 

. 

FIG - 10, 

EXAMPLE OF LIST OF LOG ALARMS 

9 



a, 
8 HOURS 13 SOUTH 2 8*11 TOP 8*116MPH 

(I 

I. 

N V. 

I UI. 
I I - 

I I 

I. 1 

0.1 0.2 .i 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 ø.Q 1.0 

3.00% METHANE 

FIG-li 

EXAMPLE OF 8-HOUR HISTOGRAPH DISPLAY 
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1810 C------... Smut. P.O.. Bin 1840 
Dallas, TX 76221 

Pactiny MutSi Oflt-.-- 
1151 BoatcnPzovldence Turnpike 
Norwood, MA 02063 
G.A.B. BuSese Services, Inc. 
128W1llIemS. Ce 

New Yak NY 10088 
.R1akMnb 

it tb Broadwey 
White PIaS,NY 10601 
IZpendat Tu-....--- Agent. of America 
86 John Street 
Now Yak, NY 10038 
Zuduafrial R L.. 
85 WOhd 54 
HarcS, CT 09102 

Mutual Reinsurans Bureau 
1650 Pearl Street 
P.O. Sos 188 
ESISe. IL 81008 

Aaao Ion of Insurance Brokers, Inc. 
1611 K 8tza N.W. 
Sult 816 
Wngwn. DC 20005 

Nfl4- AaiwatIm of Insurance C.- . 
683 W. WlscoSn Avenue 
SuIte 1016 
MUw WI 53203 

4t Lila,. of Mñtual Insurance 

zsina in 4260 
Nailtiui.I Assoditlon of Prcf Insurance 

Absandri, VA 22314 

N.Ssi AutonicUlo Theft Bureau 
Sot 42ndStre 
New Yak, NY tool? 

Nsth.I Cargo Bureau, Inc. 
Suite 2757 
OS WS Trade Center 
New Yak. NY 10048 

Pnat.Icce Research Bureau 
20 N. Weaker fl e 
___ $1606 

Inmiranco InfwmadoU Lafl Tranap.. Insurance Rating Bureau 
ito wmn øl.rcut. 175 W..Jackect Blvd. 
New York, NY 10038 ___ U4 60804 

FIRE RESEARCH LABORATORIES 

Underwriters LaberitoSe, Inc. 
338 Pilujate Scud 
Ncnbbrock, a eoosa 
Pactcsy Mutual Research CorporatiOn 
lilt Bos Tapike 
NOTWOO&MA 02162 

Research Institute 
8220 Cuithn Road 
Sal Antonio, TX 7384. 
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t4stknl Bureau of Standards 
Galtber.burg. Maryland 

Ohio State University 
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CUei ci Engineering 
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&Ison control Inc. 

Kaiser Enjñeers,' Inc. 
425 South 4ñ St. 
6th floor . 

Los Ange4s, California 90013 
C; tat,, 

Attentiofl 9Ml'&Charies hi. Costa, Jr. 
Re: Los Angeles Metro Rail Project. 

AC Pro osal No. 216 . 

Gent lemenP4, 

We are pleased to of fey the following 
referenced project. 

a.. 

/ 

:1! / v: '., . 

equipment for your above 

We are pxodsing a ctstom designed fire detection System utilizing 
Alison 9090?Therrnistor Sensor to detect overheat and fire conditions 
in your.flil system. 

Th I f! 

There wilibé one Control Panel in each station (14 total); with a 
"Hot Spot! .Indiclator to pinpoint the fire condition. Once a fire 
is detected, another meter will activate to show témperäture increase 
or decrease. Once a decision ismade to enter the system for fire 
fighting, the panel will inform firefighters of the best entry 
point to the rail system. 

Our prasent design is of individual panels with relay, outputs to 
tie intq yoUr Multiplex System, we can hoever, furnish the 
signalling system is required. 

. Ar 
Major Equipment List Lccc 000 ci 
14 - Panels - / ,f/z. 

192, 000 - Feet 9090 thermistor sensor 2 'oatc' oo 
384 - junction boAes. tftewtttL 6O-I 

48,000 - sensor mounting clampsflo'-" 

price $2,950,000.00 

2.c,cs, QC)O 

? jC cc i; 
Si: p/.r(;er, Ct)flO.L t ' 

?--- ?cs-te, 

TWX NO. 710 734-4355 
ANSWERBACK: Ad FF1.0 

35 DANIEL ROAD WEST, FAIRFIELD. NEWJERSEY 07006 201-515-7100 



f. 
Kaiser Engineers, Inc. October 29, 1982 
Mr. Charles M. Costa, Jr. ACI Proposal 216 

-2- 

Notes:? 

1. All equipment is F.O.B. Fairfield, New Jersey. 

2. Pricing is based on 1982 prices. 

3. Equipment delivery is estimated at twelve to eighteen monthi 
after receipt of purchase order. 

4. No gas detection or POC detectors are included in above 
pricing. A more detailed plan of the system will be required 
for this pricing. An estimate of $3,000.00/point of gas 
detection and $125.00/point of POC detection may be used for 
estimating purposes. 

* 
5. Above euipment will be Factory Mutual approved. 

Very truly yours, 

ALISON CONTROL NC. 

-H 
Nick J. a ile 

NJB/ cas 
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9090 SERIES 

CONTUiUOUS mRMmTOR SENSORS 

C, 

The 909.0 Series of Continuous Thermistor Sensors consist of 
lengths of stainless steel tubing containing a specially formulated ceramic 
thermistor corer 4'Cbnter wire Is Imbedded In th&core and runs the length 
of the element. 

-.. , 
" 

'fle detection elements have a negative temperature coefficient of. 
resistance. This means that as the temperature Increases, the 'electrical 
resistance of the ensor decreases exponentially. It Is this decrease in 
resistance that is sensed by alarm Instrumentation. 

Hermetically sealed connectors at either end of the se sor protect the 
core against contamination and provide a means of obtaining electrical. 
continuity between sections. 

Any detection system can he talinred to allow for areas of normally 
higher temperatures by the use of higher temperature ceramic cores or 
even thermally inert sections. 

Since electrical resistance Is measured across two wires (center 
and sheath), the sensor has the ability to detect a high temperature on 
a short length as well as a lesser temperature on a longer length. 

The elements are mounted by clamps spaced along their lengths.. 
These clam pa allow easy Insertion or removal of sensor sections. 

The detectors, being all, solid state have only two electrical failure 
modes: open circuit and short circuit Both of these conditions can be 
caused only by mechanical means and are mm ml ed by rigid mounting. 

When combined with Instrumentation which can supervise the, detectors 
for these two lmown failure modes, the detector can offer continuous 
detection without periodic testing or replacement. 

With supervision covermg the possibility of mechanical short or open 
circuits, reliability analyses reveal that there are no known catastrophic 
failure modes in continuous thermistor sensors. 

ailson control inc. 



TEMPERATURE RANGE 

100 - 150°-500° F 
104-400°-700°F 
108 - 600°-1200° F 

TERMThIATION 

I - One plug and one threaded socket 
2-Two plugs 
3 - Two threaded sockets 
4-Onet2lnchlead 
5 - Two 1:2 inch leads 

LENGTH 

05 -5 feet 
10 - 10 feet 
20 - 20 feet 
100 - 100 feet 

Any length may be specified by expressing the desired length In feet 
(1. e., 30 = 30 feet). Tolerance on length ± 0.5 feet. 

MODIFICATIONS 

T Integral circuit terminator 
P - Potted interconnections 

9090-100-1-10-P 

-2-OS-P 

This is a 10 foot long sensoç having one plug and one socket connector 
with potted interconnectio4s designed to operate In the range of 150°-500° F. 

. 
Alison Control Inc. reserves the right to make changes 
at any time In brder to improve design and to supply' 
the best product possthle. 

3/6/75 

C 
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9090-100 SER1ES 

RESISTANCE VS., TEMpERATURE cHARACnmsTzc 

For 100 Ft. Length 
ACT P/N 9090-iOO-1-100 

Temp (F) Resistance 

100.00 
310. 00 
320.00 
330.00 
340.00. 
350.00 
360.00 
370.00 
380.00 
390.00 
400.00 
410.00 
420.00 
430.00 
440.00 
450.00 
460.00 
470.00 
480.00 
490.00 
500.00 
51O00 
520.00 
530.00 
540. 00 
550.00 

59. 
408. 
316. 
247. 
194. 
153. 
121. 
97. 
78. 
63. 
51. 
41. 
34. 
28. 
23. 
19. 
16. 
13. 
11. 
9. 
8.. 

6. 

5. 

4. 
4. 

3. 

¶ 
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INTRINSICALLY SAFE FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS 

November 25, 1970 

0 fdJ 
alison control Inc. 

35 DANIEL ROAD, FAIRFIELD. NEW JERSEY 07006 201-575'7100 



It is obviously desirable to have a fire detection system that is 

capable of operating in and protecting hazardous areas. 
C SThe majority of hazardous areas requiring protection are those 

classified as Class I Group 3) Divisions Land II. These are hazardous 

areas Involving vapors of the heavier lydrocarbons, such as gasoline 
- - 

-. - r7- 4'274 
and jet fuels. 

By definition, Division I areas are those aSsumed to be hazardous 

at all times. In point of fact, Division I areas are probably hazardous 

for only a thrn11 percentage of time and some Europeüh regulation 

authorities have specified a division "0" which is truly hazardous all the 

time and reserved a probably hazardous definition for Division .1. 

Division 31 locations are those that are hazardous only in the 

presence of an equipment failure. 

There are threeways to provide for the operation of control and 

alarm systems in.hszardous locations. These are the employment of 

explosion proof housings, the use of purging afr througho*t a non-explosion 

proof housing, and the design of a system so as to mnke It intrinsically 

safe. 

The first two methods of operation In a hazardous area - explosion 

proof housings and housing purging - are certainly not applicable to nor 

practical for fire detection and extinguishing systems If they effectively 

remove the sensor from the environment to be protected. In the best 

case, this would merely slow response, while total system effectiveness 

may be finpaired In the worst case. 

) -1- 



Since the flrst,two methods are not applicable, the system design 

'would 
have to be certified by a recognized authority as intrinsically safe. 

) Intrinsic safety is an expression that is much maligned and misused. 

To make the ground rules clear, an IntriDsically safe design Is one that by 

INCAPABLE OF RELEASING surnCIENT ELECTRICAL 
OR nsRMAL ENERGY UNDER NORMAL OR ABNORMAL CON- 
DITIONS TO CAUSE. IGNITION OF A SPECIFIC HAZARDOUS 
ATMOSL-'±LRIC MIXTURE IN ITS MOST L&R1LY IGNITED 
CONCENTRATION. . 
This definition is that based on and derived from the Instrument 

Society of America Spelcification BP 12.2 and the National Fire Protection 

Association SpecIficatiofl Nnmher 493. 

The 4000-4 CIrcuitry and 9090 Series Sensor have been designed 

and will be certified to meet the requirements of the above specifications. 

To be intrinsically safe, two conditions must be met. These are 

that the ener' anflable from the equipment in the hazardous area must 

be low enough under nornini conditions to insure the Impossibility of 

ignition and also that under abnormal conditions ignition of the atmosphere 

is still intpossible. 

To obtain an Intrinsically safe certification, the system must still 

be sale tinder abnormal conditions consisting of obvious and not-obvious 

faults which are defined as follows: 

An obvious fault gives evidence of its occurrence by a]arm, meter 

or other equipment malfunctioning. A non-obvious fault is one which is 

not evident to the user under.norna1 operating conditions. 

-3 -2- 



For a system consisting of. the 9090 Series Sensor. and the 4000-4 

Monitoring Instrument which does not have normally operating contacts in ( 
the Division I location, failure of field wiring is counted as an obvious fault. 

With these criteria established, the 9090 Series Sensor and 4000-4 

S. 
Ins tnimen be !&.;! be mc!:! under the. 

following combinations of obvious and non-obvious faults: 
-, - - .. .... . ................ 

1) Th#óe nbn-obvious fn1M 
2) Two non-obvious faults and One obvious fault 
3) One non-obvious faith and two obvious faults 

The attached diagram Indicates in basic fashion how the combination 

of the 9090 Series Sensor and the 4000-4 Inattüment achieve intrinsic 

safety. .Normnhly, the sensor and junction box will be located in the 

hazardous or Division I location, while the 4000-4 wifi be located In a non- 

C hazardous location. If it is impossible to locate the 4000-4 in a non-. 

hazardous jocation, it woUld have to be installed in a suitable enclosure, 

that Is, an encloEUre that is explosion proof or purged. 

The 4000-4 relies on three basic design features to assure 

compliance with NFPA Article 493 and ISA. Specification RP 12.2. These 

are: 

1) Supervised conEtant current probe excitation 
2) Itesistive interface barrier 
3) I'Toü-fn414tg power supply transformer 

The probe excitation, of the 4000-4 is a constant current source of 

100 thicroaillperes DC nominal. This source operates the probe at 

) -3- 



a maximum voltage o 1.2 vàlts DC and, as opposed to bridge type 

systems. the current does gj increase as the probe resistance falls. 

Instead, the voltage across the probe decreases to Indicite the fire 

condition. 

The rnnjrnum value of probe power (120 Microwatts) Is low 
- ., ; - .-,w 

enough to inlet the Intrinsic safety requir . ments for Cliii I Group P 
hazthottfu±tuierIrotectlon. :.n: ......... 

The constant current source is Supervised so that any fnilnre In 

it will Indicate a mnlfunction by means of an indicator light. claSsifying 

failure itt the cottstant current source as an obvious fault. However, it 

is possible tinder fault conditions for the constant current source to 

provide a possibly hazardous current to the field wIring To counteract 

this, all connections to the field wiring are made through a resistive 

barrier constructed of non-failing type resistors. This barrier assures 

that regardlesS of the failnres in the 4000-4 circuitry. it is impossible 

to have ignition enerv on the field leads. 

The resistors ezplaye4 In this barrier a'e single layer wirewound 

resistors with ceramic cores, tested per NFPA Article 493 Section 622. 

The monitored current source and non-failing resistive barrier 

render the system Intrinsically safe under all fault combinations except 

that of a transformer failure Sn the power supply. 

-J 
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The resistors In the barrier network cannot be made of a suf- 

ficiently high ohmic value to Insure safety of the field leads under line 

faThire conditions. 

- : 
To owe ,frormer certified as non-fnfllng, 

according to NFPA Article 493 Par. 621, will be employed. This 

requires a transformer with primary and secondary windings on 

Separate legs of a grounded core. 

These basic design requirementS as well as others have been 

folLowed In design of the 4000-4: 9090 Sensor Alatm System and will 

result In certification as intrinsically safe. 

) 
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11700: SERThS 

ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS 
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The Alison Control 11700 Seriesof Ultraviolet Radiation Fire Detectors 

combines large scale Integration circuit techniques with the stable, long-lived 

ARson CoSr9l ultrv1oet dçtection assembly to form aslmple yet flexible 
. 

fire detectlon.system. T" VfjT'- .:.c. : 

Unique amoii ultravioletdetection systems, the 11700 detectors contain 

a dual time constant circuit (see Section 4.0) that permits the system to 

differentiate between ultraviolet energy emitted by electric arc welders and 

that emitted by actual fI±es. 

An 11700 system when dlreôtly exposed to the high Intensity constant 

radiation emitted by welding processes win not indicate an alarm condition. 

it must be noted that reflected welding energy cannot be rejected as, effiàiently. 

By connection of either sIx (6) wires - two for operate. power; two for 

alarm output; two for trouble output or of four (4) wires - two for operate 

power; two for a tristate alarm/trouble outptt. the user has a complete non- 

Inicating fire detection system in operation. 

The detector tube electrode/quartz viewing window combination 

employed In the 11700 Series is tailored to provide a visible radiation blind 

2000-2450 angstrom unit wavelength response aperture. 

The detection tube receptor circuitry l the 11700 Series Is field 

adjustable by means of potentiometers for alarm pulse rate; alarm pulse rate 

maintenance interval; and welding rejection threshold. 

ç.1 

Ii 



a. a 

As with all Alison Control ultraviolet detectors1 the 11700 Series is C 

C 

provided with detector tube exóitation voltage regulation that completely 

removes the influence Of operate voltage tarlations on Systemseneitivity. ' 

The 11700 Sertes supervises the preience of both systrn oerateM4\ 

power and detector high voltage power along with all criticSlilecfràMà..3 
1 

components and both the alarm and trouble relay coil continuity. 

The 11700 detection system is contained in a cast alumfñOm enclosure 

that meets both the requirements for usage In Class I Group D Division I and 

Class U Groups E, F, and G Division I Hazardous Atmospheres. 1n addition, 

the enclosure meets the requirements of a NEMA 4 enclosure. 

An accessory swivel mounting bracket, .Alion Control Part Number 

172005, is available to facilitate detection system mounting an4 orientation 

and is supplied with each detector. 
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SPECIFICATIONS AND PART NUMBERS a 
SPECIFICATIONS :. ... 

H 
SPECTRAL RESPONSE: 2000-2450 angstrom iznita 

s..44 

ALARM CONDITION: - Field adjustable for pulse rate, pulse rate 
'duration, and welding threshold 

SENSITIVI TY RANGE: .. 0.3-30 pulses per second 
or 

30-3.50 pulses per second 

MINIMUM DURkTION RANGE: 0.2-10.0 seconds 

WELDING REJECTION TERESHOLD: 100-240 pulseS per second 

ALARM OUTPUT: Single Form A (normally open) contact. 
rated at 3 amperes at 120 VAC resistive 
load. Contact closes for alarm and 
resets automatically. C 

. 
TROUBLE OUTPUT: Single contact rated at 3 amperes 

at 120 VAC resistive load maintained 
closed In the system normal condition. 

OPERATE VOLTAGE: Specify either 120 VAC 50/60 Hz; 
220 VAC 50/60 Hz; 24 VDC; 125 VDC; 
250 VDC 

. 

POWER CONSUMPTION: AC 6.0 volt amperes 
DC 5.Owatts 

OPERATIONAL AMBIENT: 0°F' 1250F 
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b.taMmLvLn TTLL'U 

Specify actual setting In pulses per second 
between 0.3 and 350 in 5 pulse. per second 
Increments. 

ALARM DURATION SETTING 

Specify actual setting in tenths of a second 
between 0.2 and 10. 0 seconds in 0.2 second 
increments up to 3.0 seconds and 0.5 second 
increments beyond this. 

OPERATE VOLTAGE 

1- 120 VAC 50/60Hz 
2- 220 VAC 50/60 Hz 
3-24VDC 
4- 125 VDC 
5 - 250 VDC 
6 12 VDC 

( 

cAMPLE 

11700-30-1. 2-1 

This number uniquely defines an 11700 detection system operating on 

105-125 VAC 60 Hertz having an alarm condition of 30 pulses per second 

maintained for 1.2 seconds. Welding rejection threshold, although field 

adjustable. established at the factory at 180 pUlses per seóOnd. 
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TUMORY OF OPERATION . . The basis of the 11700 Series of ultraviolet tadlatlon fire detectors is 

. 

a gas detection tube employing the Geiger-Mueller principle to detect radiattol 

wavelengths extending from 2000 angstrom units tb 2450 angstrom units 
¶ . 

3 . (langsfromunittlrScentinteters). s 
Firire 1 attached at the end of this section displays the tube's radiation 

sensitive area and compares this area to other forms of radiation. 

It should be noted that visible radiation does not extend into the 

detector's sensitive ana Similarly, radiatiOn from artificial lighting sources 

doeS not extend into the detectoris sensitive area. 

Welding arcs and lightning strikes will generate radiattol to which the 

detector is sensitive. The 11700, however, contains circuitry that minimizes 

the effects of welding and lightning. 

Welding rejeôtion is accomplished as indicated in Section 4.0. 

Lightning created ultrayiolet radiation is rejected by requiting that 

a cumulative photon effect be maintained for a given period of time before an 

alarm response is generated. This type of operation is possible because 

radition is not emitted continuously, but is emitted in discrete mass/energy 

quantities known as photons. 

The energy level of a photon is dependent upon the wavelength of the 

carrier radiation with energy being inversely proportional to wavelength, 

that is, a photon of visible light has more energy than a photon of Infrared 

P.1 

C 
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Øradiation and a photon of ulfravlolet øtargy has more energy than a photon of 
visible light. H 

When a photon of radiation strikes the cathode of a Geiger-Mueller 
a detector, its total pnergy is therred to a single electron. If this energy 

is sufficient, the electron is liberated from t1eathode and because of the 

characteristics of a Geiger-Mueller tube is accelerated toward the anode. 

A Geiger-Mueller tube is a. radiation detector that con*alni an 

oppositely charged anode and cathode sealed In an Ionizable gas. When the 

cathode is exposed to radiation of sufficient energy level, an electroh is 

emitted, the gas is ionized and a small aperiodic current flows. 

The energy that must be ttansferred to the electron by the radiation 

photon to liberate it from the cathode is called the work function of the metal. 

Thus the -sensitivity of a radiation detector is dependent for its upper wavelength 

limit on the cathode material of the tube. The 11700 Series uses a tungsten 

cathode to achieve an upper radiation wavelength cut off level of 2450 angstrom 

units. 

The lower radiation wavelength cut off level of the detector ii deter- 

mined by the viewing window of the detection heado The 11700 Series detection 

head will nOt pass radiation wth wavelengths shorter than 2000 angstrom 

units. Thâs the radiation response Of the tube is restricted to the area of 

2000-2450 angstrom units. 

To facilitate measurement of the liberated electron current flow, a 
( J ionizable gas Is contained In the detector tube. The molecules of this gas 
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cauSe an electron avalanrhe tO occur bj emitting an electron every time they 

are struqk by a liberated electron. ThiS causes the number of free electrons 

in the tube to Increase in a geometric progression of the powers of two, 

resulting In eaqurable curpent. Ss,s rj t )2> 
Since an electrOn avalnw'he is self propagating, the .fl700 circuitry 

reduces the voltage applied to the tube so that the liberated electrons do not 

have ough enerv to liberate electrons (Ionize) from the gas molecules. 

This automatic action results In a typical detector voltage output pulse of 

ten (10) volts amplitude minimum and thirty (30) mIcroseconds duration with 

a 2 tv.icrosecond rise time. It is these output pulses thAt are operated on by 

the remainder of the 11700 circuitry to generate fire aial.m conditions. 

. 
FLAME. RESPONSE CHARAC natlS TICS 

The ultraviolet radiation detectors locus of sensitive points is a 

Sixty (60) degree spherical cone whose apex lies at the detector tube. 

Figure 2 attached at. the end of this section In icates the relationship between 

viewing angle and relative sensitivity. 

The sensitivity of the detector tube, being a characteristic of its 

cathode material, is fixed, but its voltage pulse output rate varies both with 

fTn*n Size and flame viewing distance. 

The pulse output rate is directly proportional to flame size, that is, 

it increases with larger flame fronts presented to the detector. The pulse 

outputrate is also inversely proportionAl to the distance of the flame front 

) 
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Øfrom 
the detector tube, that is, the pulse -output rate decreases as the 

distance from the detector tube to the flnm0 front Increases. 

As eiavnniple of these qualities, a one square foot hydrocarbon fire 

will cause apulaeOutpUt rate of 3 pu1es-per-seqon4 at-a viewlng.distance HT. 
r- 

of 30 feet. This same fire will cause a tube pulse output rate of 20 pulses. 

perseqondataiiewingdistatceof2ofeet. ....... 

. 

In a like manner, whereas a one square foot flame frOnt must be 

located at a distance of 5 feet to create a pulse output rate of 30 pulses per 

second, a 16 square f®t fire will create the same pulse output rate at 

a distance of 25 feet. 

These attenuation characteristics are shown in Figure 3 attached at 

the end of this section. - 

The 11700 Series of self contained Ulfraviolet radiation detectors 

contains circuitry Which provides for the generation of valid alarm conditions 

at var$ng detector tube pulse output rates. All three major system 

performance parameters; alarm pulse rate, alatm pulse rate maintenance 

interval, and welding threshold are factory preset, but may be field adjusted 

by means of potentiometers. 

-J 
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constant of 5.0 microseconds Insures that a sharply ( 
differentiated wave front is available to operate the 

alarm circuitry. 

2: Also at all normal detectOrtube pulse output rates, 
I p 1 - 

4s 

the second time constant of the dual time constant 

network (5.0 milliseconds) allows the coupling 

circuitry to recover completely between pulses a$ 
to initiate a new Sampling period. 

3: At saturated detector pulse Output rates, however, 

the charging mode capacitor can not recover fast 

enOugh and the alarm circuit input Is effectively 

Sdecoupled (disconnected) from the tube output by 

residual capacitance charge. This action causes 

[1 

the alarm circuit to try to respond as if no 

ultraviolet enerv were present. 

4: At the same time, the circuitry takes the first 

derivative of the detector tube output pulse rate. 

As long as the derivative is zero (constant output 

pulse rate), a no alarm condition is maintained In 

the presence of high pulse output rates. This 

derivative action provides Insurance against the 

possibility of a very large fire creating detector 

$ 
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output saturation pulse rates by requiring that the 

high impulse rate be cOnstant before the alarm 

output is inhibited. 

The dual time cOnstant circuit changes its operational mode auto- 

matically and recovers wIti n 5.0 milliseconds of the en4 of welding. 

) 
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INSTALLATION AND WIRING 

INSTALLATION 

The 1170O Series, detector unit may either be wail mounted or secured 

to a Model 172005 adjustable mow$ing bracket. ............... 

If the detector is wall mqurted, it is Important to determine the 

detector's field of view and covered area prior to mounting the detector. The 

detector should then be mounted using four 1/4 inch bolts with flat washers 

under the bolt heads to distribute the load. 

If an adjustable mounting bracket is employed, the detector must be 

secured to the bracket plate by means of four 1/4 inch round head bolts, 

lockwashers and nuts. 

. The bracket is then wail mounted using fOur 1/4 Inch flat head bolts 

and the entire assembly is then. easily oriented by loosening the spherical 

gutdes tensioning nut, orienting the detector and then retightenlng the nut 

which will now grasp the sphere and maintain the desired detector view. 

The protected area, geometry sheet attached at the end of this section 

should be used as a. guide to help in determination of the protected area. 

WIRIN . G 

The six (6) position terminal strip in the 11700 Series has been 

designed for use without, wiring tugs and will accept wire as large as 

12' gauge solid. 

Wire entrance to the 11700 is made by'means of a threaded opening 

S that is 'supplied plugged. The opening Is threaded to mate with either 3/4 Inch 

IC 
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rigid conduit for those instances in which the detector is wail mounted or 

with 3/4 Inch flexible conduit for those instances lit which the adjustable 

swivel bracket is employed. 

AU connections to the deteótor should be made without removing the 

internal assembly from the enclosure base. This is done by bringing the. 

wites into the enclosure and then cuffing them off approximately 1 inch 

longer than the distance from the entrance to the terminal strip. 

The wires should then be stripped back approximately 1/2 inch and 

the captivated wire nuts on the terminal block loosened. The. stripped wires 

are then Inserted under the wire nuts from the side nearest. the wire entrance 

and the wire nuts secure4. 

The sIx (6) 11700 Series terminals are broken into three terminal 

pairs which are identified as indicated below: 

IDENTIFICATION 

AtM 

FUNCTION 

Connection of detector operate power. 

Connection to normally open alarm 
output contact. 

TBLJ Connection to trouble contact that is 
maintained closed in the Eystem 
norm condition. 

Two connection schemes are recommended by Alison Control. These 

are: indicated on the attached drawing and cOnsiSt of a sIx (6) wire scheme in 

which the alarm and trouble Output. contacts are wired separately and a four (4) 

-J 
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wire scheme in which a supervisory resistor l.a employed to create a thtee 7 

state alarm - normal trouble output pair. 

In both the six and for wire schemes, the operate power must be 

run separately to the terminals marked PWR. DC polarity must be observed 

dn:units. designed to operate from DC power sources. 

I 

I 
) 
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5.3 

* 
PROTECTED AREA GEOMETRY 

11700 SERIES ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION DETECTORS 

This document presentE In tabular form the p1anr geometry associated with 

the ,protecte4 areas generate4 at varying distances from a single 11700 Series 

detection system. 

indic 

0 

The parameters presented are In4icated In the diagram below and defined as 
A' 

d A 
(nET) (FEET) (SQ. Pt) 

5 5.77 26.1 

10 11.5 103 

15 17.3 235 
23.0 415 

25 28.8 651 

30 34.6 940 

35 40.4 11280 

40 46.1 1,670 

45 51.9 2,110 

50 57.7 2,610 

55 63.5 3,160 

60 69.2 3?B0 
65 75.0 4,410 

( 1 

70 80.8 5,120 
75 86.5 5,870 
80 92.3 6,690 

D: Axial distance from detector 

d: Diameter of proteäted circle 

A: Area of protected circle 

D d A 
(FEET). (FEET) (SQi FT.) 

85 98.1 7,560 
90 103 8,330 

95 109 9,330 
100 115 10,300 
105 121 11,400 

110 127 12.600 

115 132 13,600 
120 138 14,900 

125 144 16,200 

130 150 17,600 

135 155 18,800 

140 161 20,300 

145 167 21, 900 

150 173 23,500 
155 179 25, 160 
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54.3 Ô. PROTECTED AREA:GE0METRy 

11700 SERIES ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION DETECTORS 

This document presents irs tabular form the pinnar geometry associated- with 

the protected areas generj±e4 at varying distances from a single 11700 Series 

detection system. . 
... . 

Indic 

0 
.0 

1:1 

The parameters presented. are indicated In the diagram below and defined as 

& 

D: Axial. distance from detecto 

d: Diameter of protected circi 

A: Area of protected circle 

.)D d A D d A 
('FEET) (FEET) (SQ.. fl.) (FEET) (FEET) (SQ. . FT.) 

5 5.77 .26.1 85 98..1 7,560 

10 . 11.5 103 90 103 8,330 

15 l73 235 95 109 9,330 

20 23.0 415 100 115 10,300 

25 28.8 651 105 121 11,400 

30.: 34.6 940 110 127 12,600 

35 40.4 1,280 115 132 13,600 

40 46. 1 1, 670 120 138 14,900 

45 5'iS 2.110 125 144 16,200 

50 57.7 2,610 i30 150 17, 600 

55 63.5 3, 160 135 155 18, 800 

60 692 3,760 140 161 20,300 

65: 75.0 4,410 145 167 21,900 

70 80.8 5, 120 150 
, 173 23, 500 

75 86.5 5,870 155 179 25, 160 

80 92.3 6,690 
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ÔT) OPERATION 

Once the 11700 Series detector is connected1 no further user adjust- 

ments are required. !0hit testing of the detector is possible by use. of 

an Alison Control l(odel 9015 Ultraviolet Test Source and the detection 

systems shoul4 be tested monthly. 

The only possible user adjustment is changing of the detector output 

pulse alarm level; alarm level duration; and/or welding rejection threshold. 

These adjustments are. Independent and are done by adjusting 

potentiometers in the deteétor. 

The detector output pUlse alarm level potentiometer is closest to the 

printed circuit board. Clockwise rotation decreases the pulse per second 

rate required for alarm. 

The interval for alarm potentiometer is the middle of the three 

potentiometers. The interval increases with clockwise potentiometer 

rotation. 

The welding threShold potentiometer is the bottom of the three 

potentiometers. Clockwise rotation decreases the pulse rate at whjch the 

welding circuit is activated. 

The graph attached at the end of this section diSplayS potentiometer 

turns in a clockwise direction as a function Of all three detector adjustments. 

Approximate settings can be made by using the graph, but precise detector 

adjustments require the use of test equipment monitored by Alison Control 

personnel. 
) 

it Sr Inn 
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US QLECT9WIR 

Line coverage.. . continuoUs sensitivity. 

Fail-sale security. 
Three temperature ratings. 
Withstands moisture, alkalies, dust, 
low temperatures. 

o Approved for hazardous locations. 
No conticts to foul. 

Easy to Install. 
Economical no maintenance expense. 

Add to the system If expansion Is required. 

Application 

Protectowire line heat and fire detector is a proprietary 
cable that detects heat anywhere along its length. An 
entire system wiring is turned into a continuous fire detector. 

Ideally suited to industrial high risk hazards, this detector 
is used extensively in steel mills, power generation plants, 
pulp and paper mills, chemical, cement, aluminum and 
coal preparation plants.. Line detection has unique 
advantages when used in areas of limited access and 
surveillance, pollution, dust and corrosion 
where early detection of a fire in its Incipient stages can be 
of Inestimable value. . 

Equally adaptable to commetd& applicatloas, line hiat 
and fire detection Is widely.usedln schools and colleges, 
churches, hiStOriC sites, muruci pal buildings, government 
installations and agricultural buildings. .- . 

The detector can be run throughoufaliparsof a 
building including all.rooms, halls,stbrae arias, 
basements, lofts and acces4le spaces: Stairways, 
elevator shafts, closets and chutes may also be protected. 

DetectIOn Is assailed at any point along the run. 



Fast, dependable, proven 
fire protection 

. 
ACTUATORS 

HEAT SENSITIVE 
MAT RIAL 

APPROXIMATELY 
1/8" DIAMETER 

S 

Master Box 

. 

PROTECTIVE 
TAPE 

OUTER 
COVERING 

Figure 1 

Alarm Gong. 

Line coverage 
point sensitivity 
Protectowire line heat and fire 
detector is comprised of.two 
actuators indMdually incased in a heat 
sensitive material. The encased 
actuators are twisted together to 
impose a spring pressure between 
them, then spirally wrapped with a 
protective tape and finished With an 
outer covering to süjt the eiivifonment 
of use. 

At installation a device is connected to 
one end of the actuators so that when 
a poweE source is added a small moni- 
toring current passes continuously 
through the detector and 
supervisory circuit. At the critical 
or operating tethperatürë the heat 
sensitive material yields to the 
pressure on it, permitting the 
actuators to move into contact with 
each other. This action takes place at 
the first heated point anywhere 
along the detector. The heat does 
not have to result from open flame, 
nor produce any specified density of 
smoke, nor increale at any par- 
ticulal rate. Heat alone causes 
the alarm. 

Water Flow Switches 

Simple 
installalion 

The detector is installed in continuous 
runs without taps or branches In 
accordance with applicable sections of 
NFPA Standard 72E,, National Electric 
Code and local codes and ordinances. 
Except for zoning requirements (alarm 
source indication) the length of runs is 
essentially unlimited being controlled 
only by electrical characteristics of the 
control equipment or transmitter with 
which the detector is associated. 
The detector can be placed on the 
ceiling of the area to be protected or 
on the walls within 20 inches of the 
ceiling. 

7't It. max. 

7½It. I5ft.max. ma 

7½ ii. ma 

cenmgcEpvoactsi 

FIgure 2 

End at Line RSstor 

Manual Station 

PROTECTOWIRE Line Heat Detector 
End of Line ResistOr 0 = 0000j 0 o 0 0 0 Reu,oie Annunciator 

= = 
r=0 

= 
= Wet Cell Batteries 

Control Panel 

FIgure 3 TYPICAL PROTECTO WIRE FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 



Special bawd applications... 

CABLE TRAYS POWER DISTRIBUTION 

. ° CONVEYORS 
APPARATUS: 

Switchgear, 
DUST COLLECTORS/ transformers, motor control 
BAGHOUSES centers, resistor banks, etc. 

WAREHOUSE RACK ! PIPEUNES 
STORAGE COLD 
PIERS, MARINE VESSELS WAREHOUSES 

MINES COOLING TOWERS 

Protectowire line heat detectOr pinpoints the exact locations of an overheating 
condition anywhere in these high risk hazards and withstands all of their 
aggressive atmospheres indefinitely. Vital systems are kept in operation. 

This detector meets intrinsically safe standards when used With Protectowire 
control panels FM approved f6r Class I, Div. 1, Groups A, B, C& D 

hazardous locations. 

Irradiation tests prove no detector ernbrittlement. 

Messenger wire 
It is often advantageous to install Protectowire line heat detector on 
messenger wire. Any of the standard or special constructions will be furnished 
on order in coils approximating 500 feet wound one turn per foot with high 
tensile, stainless steel messenger wire. 

Temperature ratings and color codlings 

S 

Specifications 
The detector is made In different 
temperature ratings to allow for 
differences in normal or ambient 
temperature. Guidelines for selecting 
the proper rating to be installed in a 
given area are the same as for auto- 
matic sprinklers and other heat 
actuated devices.. For ambient 
temperatures not exceeding 100°F, 
install Regular Protectowire Detector. 
For ambient temperatures exceeding 
100°F but not 150°F, install Inter- 
mediate Protectowire Detector. For 
ambient temperatures exceeding 150°F 
but not 225°F, install High Test 
Protectowire Detector. Regular, 
Intermediate and High Test Detectors 
all have the same principle of actuation 
and are easily spliced together in 
series with Protectowire PWS Splicing 
Sleeves. Each will operate at its 

specific alarm temperature without 
influence from adjacent line detectors 
that are rated differently. 

Flexible leads are provided for 
connecting the detector to copper 
wire 0! terminals. Electrical ratingis 
50 volts or less, AC or DC.Resistance 
is approximately 10 ohms per 100 
conductor feet. 

155°F 19°F 280°F 

Regular WHITE Intermediate WHITE High Test RED 
White braid White braid, brown tracer Red braid, brown tracer 

Regular BROWN 
Brown braid 

Intermediate BROWN 
Brown braid, white tracer Indoor standard service 

Regular RED Intermediate RED 

________________________ Red braid Red braid, white tracer 

Moderatc outdoOr epoure, Regular Type P. RED Intermediate Type P WHITE High Test Type P. SWE 
moisture reistait Red tape White tape Blue tape 

Severe industrial exposure 
Regular Type WPP, RED 
Red tape Over asphilt 

Intermediate Type WPP, WHITE 
White tape over asphalt 

High Test Type WPP, BLUE 
Blue tape over asphalt 

Water. flame and 
abrasion resistant 

Regular Type WFR. WHITE 
White braid, blue tracer 

Intermediate Type WFR. WHITE 
White braid, red tracer 

High Tesi Type WFR. BLUE 
Blue braid, white tracer 

Nate: Any of the above can be supplied on Messenger Wire 

Maximum tmperature 
where detector Is located Rating of detector to use Rated temperature 

Up to 100°F (37.8°C) Regular 155°F (68.3°C) 

100°F (37.8°C to 150°F (65.6°C) Intermediate 190°F (87.8°C) 

150°F (65.6°C) to 225°F (107.2 °C) High Tnt 280°F (137.8°C) 



Numerous accessories are approved for installation of 
Protectowire line heat and fire detector These include 
several types of clips and straps, drive rings, special 
copper clad staples, cable standoffs and messenger 
wire. Their proper use assures a neat and workmanlike 
installation. Other devices which are not specifically 
approved should not be used. 

Splicing 

The different ratings of line detector all .ha$ the same 
size conductors and are read® spliced together by means 
of PWS Splicing Sleeves. These copper sleeves are 
manufactured to close tolerances for this specific purpose 
and are the only approved method of splicing the detector. 

Accessories 

The ProtEctówlre Co offers in aSsOrtment of fastenings to facilitate Installation for a wide variety of applications. 

PWS SPLICING SLEEVES 

SPS STRAPS 

DRT DRIVE RING TOOL 

PDR DRIVE RINGS 

OHS UNE CUPS WAW CORNER CLIPS CC STAPLES 

Special application Items for cable tray installations 

CC2N MOUNTING CLIPS 
Will clamp to trays 

PC-2 MOUNTING CLIPS .06 (1.52 mm) to . 16 (4.06 mm) 
Will clamp là trays II 

Atso available: .0301.76 mm) to .065 (1.65 mm) in thickness 
CC2W MOUNT1NGCLIP 

.16' (4.06 mm)to .25' (6.35 mm) 
Will clamp to material between 

System capabilities 

Protectowire line heat and fire detector is a component 
of a complete family of systems manufactured b The 
Protectowire Companya leader in fire detection for over 
forty years. 

Capabilities include meeting añi fire defense need from 
multiple alarm zones to auxiliary equipment shutdown and 
automatic extinguishing. Modular in design Protectowire 
detection systems meet specific individual requirements 
and allow for system expansion at anytime, providing 
long range economy. For further information, call or write: 

The Protectowire Company 
RO. Box A Hanover, Ma 02339 (617) 826-3878 
Manufacturer of Fire Detection Systems 

Litho in U.S;A. Form 6592 C 
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Pinpoint the exact location of overheating 
anywhere along Protectowire line heat 
dtector. 

o Direct reading In feet of detector. 
o More accurate than analog meters - 

full range accuracy of 1%. 
No zero adjustments. 
OptIonal range switch. 
Large easy to read LED display.. 

Litho ir USA. 

Application 
The model PWM-D digItal meter is designed to locate a 
heat actuated point on Protectowire line heat detector. 
This meter provides a means to read the distance In 
feet from the start of the detector portion of the circuit 
to the actuated point. 
If this option is chosen it will ba built into the main 
control panel. 
The basic model has a full scale reading of 1999 feet 
with an accüràcy of ± 1% of meter reading. Where In- 
stailations of the cable: exceed the basic full scale dis- 
tãnce an optional (x 10) range switch may be Incorpo- 
rated. No zero adjustments are required. 
The readout is a bright red LED display with numbers 
.43 inches (1.09cm) high. The device is powered from 
the system 24V0C power supply. 

The PrOtectowire Company 
P.O. Box A Hanover, Ma 02339° (611) 826-3818 
Mariufacturerof Fire Detection Systems 

Form 8OO 
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Power generation - 
Nuclear 
Arkansas Power & Light Co. 
Arizona Nuclear Power Project 
Southern California Edison Co. 
Commonwealth Edison Co. 
Houston Lighting and Power Co. 
Toledo Edison co. 
Iowa Electric Lightand Power Co 
Kansas City Power & Light Co. 

Union 
Electric Co. 

Florida Power Corp. 
Philippines Nuclear Power Plant 
Yankee Atomic Electric Co. 
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co. 
Fossil 
Alabama Power Co. 
Georgia Power Co. 
Gulf Power Co. 
Tampa Electric Co. 
Detroit Edison Co. 
Northern States Power Co. 
Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric Co. 
Pennsylvania Electric Co. 
Ontario Hydra 
Hydro 
Hydto-Quebec 

Steel 
Bethlehem Steel Corp. 
U.S. Steel Corp. 
Armco Steel Corp. 
Republic Steel Corp. 
Inland Steel Co. 

Sharon Steel Corp. 
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. 
Lone Star Steel Co. 
Granite City Steel Div. National Steel Corp. 
Crucible Steel Div., Colt md. Canada, Lid. 

Petroleum 
Shell Oil Co. 
Texaco Corp. 
Amdel Pipeline Inc. 
Cosden Oil & Chemical Co;, 
Div. of American Petrofina Co. of Texas 

Pulp and paper 
International Paper Co. 
Georgia Pacific Corp. 
Weyerhaeuser Co. 
Bowater Carolina Co. 

Chemical, petrochemical 
E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. 
U.S. Steel Corp., Chemicals Div. 
Shell Oil Co. 
Phillips Petroleum Co. 
Lederle.Laboratories Div., American Cyanamid Co. 
Rexene Polyolefins Co. Div.. Dart Industries, Inc. 
El Paso Natural Gas Products Co. 
I/S Norpolefin, Polyolefins Complex. Norway 
ATO Chimie, Unite de Polypropylene. France 

Aluminum, brass, nickel, copper 
Aluminum Company of America 
The Anaconda Co., Brass Division 
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. 
Kennecott Copper Corp. 
Anaconda Aluminum ç0. 
Harve9 Aluminum of Kentucky, Inc. 
Continental Copper and Steel lndustris, Inc.. 
Aluminum Company of Canada, Ltd. 
The International Nickel Company of Canada 
Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd. 



Coal preparation, uranium refining 
and processing 
K&J Coal Co. 
U.S. SteelCorp. 
Rochester Pittsburgh Coal Co. 
Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corp. 
Union CarbideNuclear Co. 
Peabody Coal Co. 

Cement 
Leeds Cement Co. 
The Lyons Cement ç0. 
Capital Cement Co. Div., Martin Marietta Corp. 
Universal Atlas Cement Div., U.S. Steel Corp. 

Electronics 
IBM Corp. 
Honeywell, Inc. 
General Instrument Corp. 
Radio Corp. of America 
Sanyo Manufacturing Corp. 
Magnavox Company of Tennessee 

Refrigerated warehouses 
Quincy Market Cold Storage & Warehouse Co. 
North East Cold Storage Corp. 
M.&.M Refrigeration 
PublicSuper Markets Inc. 
United Grocers.Ltd. 

. 

Piers, marine vessels 
Port of Tacoma, ashirigto 
Atlantic Dr Dock Corp. 
Detyens Shipyards 
Todd Shipyards Corp. 
Savannah Machine and Shipyard Co. 

Fuel distribution terminals, 
service centers 
Texaco Corp. 
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co. 
Bethlehem Steel Corp. 

Specifiers of Profectowire systems 
Bechtel Corp. 
Fluor Corp. 
Brown & Root, Inc. 
Kaiser Engineers 
Steams-Roger, Inc. 
Sargent & Lund9 Engineers 
United Engineers &.ConstructOrs, Inc. 
Gilbert/Commonwealth Companies 
The Ortloff Corp. 
Dravo Corp. 
Wean United, Inc. 
Allis-Chalmers 
Koppers Co., Inc. 
The Bendik Corp. 
Mine Safety Appliances Co. 
Pullman Kellogg ço., Dlv. of Pullman, Inc. 
Pullman Swindell Co., Div. of Pullman, Inc. 
The Litwin Corp., France 
Comprimo, The Netherlands 
Bums and Roe, Inc. 

The PratectoWirO Company 
P.O. Box A Hanover Ma 02339 (617) 826.3878 
Manufacturer of Fire Detection Systems 

LithointiSA. Fbrm7295 
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Thermotech operates within a controlled range of 
two to three degrees of its set point, regardless of 
the speed or rate of temperature rise. Depending 
upon the model, Thermotech is Underwriters 
Laboratories listed for 135 and 200 degrees Fahren- 
heit. 

A normally-open-contact thermo-switch, Thermo- 
tech is especially designed for fire detection and 
alarm systems, but can be adapted for special 
temperature supeMsory functions, such as that of 
a freeze detectS. 

Because of its rate anticipation principle, Thermo- 
tech responds and activates the fire alarm immedi- 
atel y whenever the ambient temperature reaches 
the pre-set temperature setting, regardless of how 
slow or how fast the temperature rises. Under 
rapid heat rise conditions, the rate anticipation 
feature cauies the Therrñotech to respond one to 
three degrees ahead Of the setting. At the same 
time, however, it does not respond to momentary 
iemperature fluctuations below the selected pro- 
teciion level. This eliminates false alarms. 

Thermotech is U/L rated for cOverage up to 50' x 
50' on models 302 and 302 &W. and 40' x 40' 
on models 302H and 302 EPM. lt.automatically 
fe-sets. itself afteran alarm when temperature drops 
back down below the protection level; it is her- 
metically sealed, shock and corrosion resistant, and 
temperproof. The electrical rating is 6-125 VAC/5 
amps or 6-25 VDC/1 amp. S® 
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THERMOTECHO. 
Unrivalled for 

Precision 

(CUT-AWAY VIEW - ACTUAL SIZE) 

IE SILVER 
NTACT POINTS 

'ANSION STRUTS 

S EXPANSION 
MSING SHELL .040 
DDIZED ALUMINUM 

T ANTICIPATION 
NTROL SLEEVE 

flING SCREW 

icoN 
I1tRMETIC SEAL 
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MODEL 302 
For Interior mount- 
ing in any atmos- 
phere that is com- 
patible with termin- 
S screw type con- 
nectlons. U/L listed 

x 50'. 

a 

JIODEL 302A-W 
ermetIcálly sealed for 
ioisture proof olr dust proof 
istailattons. Requires no 
eciai back bOx When the 

Il'weather leads are prop- 
ny spliced 
i "THW" or 
uivaIent I ps wire. A 

U/L LISTED 
50' x 50' 

MODEL 302-H 
Same as Model 302 
except designed for 
horizontal mounting. 
ti/L listed 40' ,c40'.- 

MODEL 302 EPM 

al wrench grip bUshin9 
with 1" conduit threads 
for attachment to thread. 
ed hub cover of seriesjL 
fixture fitting as manu 
factured by Killark Elec- 
tric Co., or equal. 
U/L LISTED 40' x 40' 

MODEL NuMBER DESCRIPTION 

302 THERMOTECH 135° F. inteilor Vertical Mounting 
302 THERMOTECH 200° F. !nterlor Vertical Mounting 
302 A-W THERMOTECH 135° F. - All-weather Vertical Mounting 
302 A-W THERMOTECH 200° F. - All-weather Vertical Mounting 
302 EPM THERMOTEC1-t 135° F. - Explosion Proof Vertital Mounting 
302 ERM THERMOTECH 2000 F.- Explosion Proof Vertical Mounting 
302 H TI-f ERMOTECH 135° F.- interior Horizontal Mounting 
302 H TIIERMOTECH 200° F. - Interior Horizontal Mounting 

MODEL 302EPM 

[ ] 

FIRE DEVIC 
15535 E. MAIN S 

LA PUENTE. CALIEC 
TEL. (213) 968 

flit SHIll cliplit 
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SERIES 600 
1 CIRCUIT 

APPLICATION 

a Siptember 1978 20E-5-2 

COMBINAUON FIXED TEMPERATURE 

£ AND RATECcaSE HEAT DETECTOR 

Designed for use a means of initiating a signal 
when subjected to abnormal heat. 

601, 621 & 602,622 Models 
Installed In large, open areas that are,not subject 
to rapid temperature fluctuations because of 
danger of false alarms. 

6O3 623 & 604, 624 Models 
Installed in locations subject to rapid tempera- 
ture fluctuations. 

Compatible with any appropriate control panel.. 

OPERATION 

Operates as an open circuit, fixed temperature 
and rate-of-rise combination (601, 621 and 602, 
622) or fixed temperature oniy (603, 623 and 604, 
624) fj.re detection thermostat. 

Qperating temperatUre of the RATE-OF-RISE ele- 
ment disteflds a flexible metEl diaphragm and 
closes the eléôtrical contact when the rate of 
temperature rise exceeds 15° F.. per minute. 
When air temperature rises very rapidly the air 
In the chamber of the RATE-OF-RISE element 
expands faster than it can be vented which dis- 
tends the diaphragm. 

Operating temperature of the FIXED TEMPERA- 
TURE element melts the eutectic fusible alloy 
which releases a spring and causes the switch 
to operate. 

Resetting of an operated detector is automatic 
if only the RATE-OF-RISE element has been ac- 
tivated. If the FIXED TEMPERATURE element is 
operated then the whole unit must be replaced. 

Standard temperature ratings: 

Model 601-621 fixed, temperature setting is 135° 
F. for normal conditions where ambient temper- 
atures do not ekceed 100° F. 

Model 602-622 fixed temperature setting is 200° 
F. for use where ambient temperatures exceed 
1000 F. but not 1500 F. 

For conditions of rapid temperature changet 

Di 

CALIFQRNIA LISTED 7270-028:34 

Series 600, 620 

CONSTRUCTION 

The Series 600/620 projects a mere 1", with 
aU-white finish to make It blend into the ceiling 
surface unobtrusively. 

Materials for the Series 600/620 have been care- 
fully selected for high strength, corrosion re- 
sistance, integrity at pointh of hermetic. sealing, 
and extended trouble-free service. 

The Series 600/620 uses the sEme pneumatic 
rate-of-rise element as in former Modéls with 
some structural imprOvements. The fixed tem- 
perature element uses fUsible alloy unsur- 
passed for long-term stability and reliability - 
in a new, more efficient way. It features an ex- 
tOrnal heat collector that drops away when the 
alloy fuses, providing unmistakable visual indica- 
tion that the element has operated. 

NEW EASY 

A patented reversible mounting plate is supplied 
with each detector. In one position it attaches 
to a 4" octagon junction box, a 3¼" octagon 
box, or a plaster ring. In the reverse position, it 
can be used for open wiring without junction 
boxes, and provides an extra ¼" of space be- 
tween detector and, mounting surface for wire 
connections. In either pition, all mounting 
screws are concealed. 

The detector attaches to the moUnting plate with 
a simple pUsh-and-tWist motion.. It can be de- 
tached With the same motion in reverse, without 
the use of tools. 
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ENGINEERS' SPECIFICATIONS 
AUtomatic heat detectors shall be the combination rate-of-rise and fixed temperature type - rated at 
1350 F for areas where ambient temperatures do not exceed 100° F and rated at 2009 F for areas 
where ambient temperatures exceed 100° F but not 1500: F. The rate-of-rise element shall consist of an 
air chamber, a fle,dbIe metal diaphragm, and a factory calibrated moistureproof, trouble-tree vent and 
shall operate When the rate of temperature rise exceeds 150 F per minute. The fixed temperature ele- 
ment shall consist of a heat collector held by standard sprinkler fusible solder. Detectors shall have 
a smooth ceiling rating of 2500 square feet and an electrical rating of 3 amp at 6 to 125 volts kG. and 
1 amp at 6 to 28 volts D.C. (Piked temperature detectors shall have the same temperature and elec- 
trical ratings as combination thermostats but a smooth ceiJing rating of 625 square feet.) Detectors 
shall be installed in accordance with appropriate articles of National Fire Protection Association and 
the spacing rating assigned by the Underwriters' Laboratories and located as shown on the drawings. 
Automatig heat detectors shaft be Underwriters' Laboratories listed and Fadtory Mutual Epproved. 

1-CIRCUIT 601 602 603 604 MODEl. 

.2-CiRCUIT 621 622 623 624 
MoDEL 

Rate-of-Rise and Rate-of-Rise and Fixed Temperature Fixed Temperature 
DESCRIPTION Fixed Temperature, Fixed Temperature, Only. 135° F. Only, 200° F. 135°F. 20O°F 

Where temperature Where temperature Where temperature Where temperature 
fluctuations are tuatlons are fluctuations may fluctuations may be 

USE normal, and ceiling normal, and ceiling unusually violent, and unusually violent, and 
temperitures do not CC.d ceiling temperatures ce1)9 te!I!Peratures 
exceed 100° F. 100° but do hOt do not exceed 100' F. exceed 100° but do 

exceed 150° F. not exceed 150° F. 

IDENflFICATIOI 
ON 

HEAT 
cOLLEcTOR 

NONE GRAY RING GRAY SPOT GRAY SPOT &.RING 

_QcØOØ 
ILL 

MAXJMUM sOxSOft 50x50ft. 25x251t. 25x25ft. 
SPACING 

ALLOWANC 

WSThIG ThE SPOT FIRE LOWECATOR 

Models 601/621 and 602/622 can be tested by the applE' 
cation of quick heat from any convenient source. Recom- 
mended is a common portable hair dryer. Models 6031 

623 and 604/624 cannot be tested. However, the fusible 
alloy element is generally considered so reliable that 
testing is not necessary. 

ELECTRICAL RATINGS 

6-125 Volts &C. 3.0 Amp. 
6-28 Volts D.C. - 1.0 Amp, 
125 Volts D.C. 0.3 Amp. 
250 Volts D.C. - 0.1 Amp.. 
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.:Minlmlzesfalseaiarmsby 
lightning, welding, sunlight 

,Ulfra4astresponseto 
hydrocarbon tires 

o Compatible with standard Sami 
systems 

o Remote test feature 
Multi-positional viewing axis 

introduction. Every fire gives off a broad spectrum of 
light visible and invisible - from ultraviolet to infra- 
red. Most industrial flame detectors concentrate on UV 
emissions because the frequency is relatively easy to 
detect..But UV brings with it a distinct problem - not 
bnly do fires emit UV,.so also does the sun, fluorescent 
fixtures, welding flashss, lightning and a myriad of other 
light sources in the indurial enyironment.Thus, loca- 
tion of the UV detector is limited or ft is subject to 
repeated. false alarms. 

Pyrotectors Model 30-2056E FIRE Detector has 
overcome.the limitations imposed by UV because it 
is deèigned to s&ne only a narrow but dominant por- 
tion of the infrared spectral emissions. . something 
created in an enormous quantity in every hydrocarbon 
fire compared to other light sources. The advanced 
technology involved in the sensing technique also has 
made possible detecting the flame in rnithseconds, plus 
a degree of reliability notpossible before. Thus, the FEE 
Detector adds a new dimension to industrial flame 
detection and a new standard for safety. 

MinimizeS false alarms caused by lightning, 
welding and sunlight. The infrared FIRE Detector 
is designed to minimize triggering of the alarm by 
lightning, arc welding, sunlight and.most other 
extraneous light souráes. 

Patent Inding 

Unlike convehtional ultraviolet and infrared flame detec- 
tors, it's engineered to respond only to a nominal 4.3 
micron band of infrared radiation that is highly specific 
to hydrocarbon fires. Optical filters contained in the 
housing cause the detector to reject extraneous back- 
groundtadiation. 
The FIRE Detector can be used indoors or outdoors, in 
virtually any lighting environment from direct sun to total 
darkness, including the full range of artificial lighting 
ehviroñments, 

Significantly faster response to hydrocarbon 
tires. Rponse time varies depending on fire size, 
rate of propagation, and proximity.to the detector Aver- 
age response time to a flash of 12 inch square gasoline 
fire at any light level is 75 millisecondsat 10 feet. 

Compatible with standard fire alarm systems. 
The FIRE Detector is compatible with most 24 volt 
filtered DC 4-wire fire alarm control panels. It requires 
no junction box, since terminations are made to termi- 
nal strip mounted directly in the unit. 

Enclosure is explosion proof, water-tightand dust- 
tight, per applicable NEMA and NEC requirements 
(see specifications). 



Remote test feature. The remote test feature 
checks the optical integrity of the lens and the sens- 
ing and alarm circuitry from outside the unit. A self- 
contained energy sourCe mounted outside the lens is energized, simulating a flickering fire. The détec- 
tor latches into alafm, indicating that it is Operating. 

To remote-test the unit, the operator simply activates a 
test switch on the cbnWol panel. The detector can be 

. 

0.2 0.3 0.4 04 0.6 0.1 05 0.9 1.0 

Better. protection against false alarms. The FIRE 
Detector plrovides significantly better discrimination 
against false alarms than conventional ultraviolet and 
infrared flame detectors. 
The reasons can be seen clearly on the spectrum 
above. Conventional ultraviolet and infrared detectors, 
which characteristicaliy operate inthe .185 to .245 
micron (UV) or 1.0 to 3.0. micron (IR) range, are sensitive 
to radiation emitted by many light sources in addition to 
hydrocarbon (gasoline) fires. Lightning, arc welding 
flashes, some types of artificial light, even sunlight can 
trigger false alarms in these detectors. 

Sensitive to hydrocarbon tilts. In contrast, the 

FIRE 
Detector is sensiVve only lathe enery produced 

by hydrocarbon fires in the infrared region éxtènding 
from 4.1 to 4.7 microns. 

The emission spectrum of every hydrocarbon fire is 
characterized by a strong emission band ir'i this spec- 
tral region. This ban, known as the CO2 Spike, is 

reset to the normalrie from the control panel simply 
by interrupting power to the unit. 

Multi-positional viewing axis. The FIRE Detector 
can be rotated up to 360° to place the desiredarea of 
surveillance within its 90° cone of vision. The direction' 
of the viewing angle can be set or changed without 
special tOols, additional hardware.Or mounting 
components. 

I 1 

1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 

Wavelength (Mm) 

caused by the emission of energy generated by 
excited CO2 molecules. It/s found in abundance 
in hydrocarbon fires. 

Therefore, because it is by far the dominant feature of 
the emission spectra for hydrOcarbon fires, it is an ideal 
spectral area for fire detection. 

Unresponsive to most extraneous light 
sources. The FIRE Detector is highly sensitive to 
radiant energy in the CO2 spike. Special optical filters 
in the detectois housing dicrimihate against radiant 
energy from other light sources. As.a eult, the FIRE 
DetéôtOr is designed to minimize trige mg by light- 
ning, welding flashes, and sunlight. fri addition, it is 
designed to ignore such artificial light sources as 
sodium vapor, fluorescent, and incandescent fixtures. 

With its many safeguards, the FIRE Detector can be 
used in many environments, indoors and outdoors. 
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Product description and theory of opetetlon. 
The detectorsembly is a compact, unitized package 
containing the detection cell, solid state electronics, 
and a 12-position terminaL block with a dry bontact form 
C (SPDT) alarm relay sembly 
The detection cell is a broadband pyroelectric cell with 
an integral filter window, which resthcts incoming light. 
to the wavelength baid of 4.1 to 4.7 microns (the CO2 
spike). ThIe detection cell responds to this energy by 

- 
producing a propartional oltäge signal to the èlec- 
tronic circuitry. 
This circuitry has dual channels. The first, for flicker 
reápcnse, ignores.spurious light sources sUchas light- 
nirig and ldin, which perAiits the detectorto mini- 
mize false alamiä. The flioker rate and cOunt axe 
factory-set at lffi'els simulating a hydrocarbon f lie 
(three flickerswithin 3 to 6 seconds). A flicker rate 
which exceeds a preset alarm threshold wlil enS- 
gize the alarm relay. 

The. secgnd channel is for large signal response. A 
flash of gasoline fire one square foot 10 feet away will 
trigger this channel to energize the relay in less than 75 
milliseconds at zero degreesaxis to the detector. 
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Engineering Specifications 

The flame detedtor shall be an inJrated seriing device 
designed tO Operate on 24 VDC. It shall be explosion 
proof and veatherproof to meet NEC standards for 
Class 1, Group A, B, C, D and Class 2, Group E, F and 
G. It shall be compatible with standard fire alarm.sys- 
tems and shall include a Form C alarm contapt. 

The detector shall respond to a 12 inch square gaso- 
line fire at a distance of 35 feet in less than six seconds 
when viewed head-on. it shall respond to a 12 inch 
square gasoline fire t 10 feat in less than 75 
milliseconds. 

The detébtor shall not respond to nprmal ambient light 
conditions such as sunlight, incandescent and fluores- 
cent Ughting. and it shall not respond to arc welding or 
lightning. 

The detector shall have an integral test feature capable 
of remote switching. The test radiation source shall be 
external to the lens of the detector 
The peak sensitivity of the detector shall be at a wave- 
length of 4.3 microns. The detctor shall incorpOrate a 
flicker channel as a discrimination against unwanted 
alarms due to spurious signals. 

CbñiVsSt.fl 
Stand By Current .,,,,? l6rnA t 't 

, C 
Alarm Current MV k 3OJDA)viax \ r 

Relay Contact Ratin 1 at2avC)C ?> ' 

- 1. '/ v'-, , '; y 
"ePbcatrp9l2ct4 o°Q tqp°ct 

________ t %4t1r (4 \,1y- ,i&k\ 

Spectral sens Jçfiim'rcontypicat 
?? i,17 

4cj 
..1e1ec.o1 sens) rIMk..ki*z(Ma ' osionprOf,,and watertight couçsronesai*r. 

hard anodized aluminum 606116 Lstandard 304 staa 
is factory set) rr $r5'; " " 2t' a ,t 

'c'?4 tess steel (optional) " .- 
V 

".s - ti, 4fl 
D Ct t ',.Ur'.tbQ ).1 rsespOfloe Urne oa - %J.MCJ - 

BCD '. - '. .'r' .rt.' - ' ,k fr±4$Aa. 'Class II DMJ' SmunE F G 
one square foot Paiptt' c t t' wtJMig1ir'iEMA.4 L;'n '4 

Dimensions '.'' - ' ":c",! 
Shock And Vibration: Diameter = 5.00" 

Height = 4.38" Shock: lOG 
Weight . '' = 3.0 lbs. Vibration 02 in at 10-30 Hz. 

PRINTED IN U.S.A. 2)83 

Note 1: Specifications are subject to change without 
notice. Please contact factory to verify 

Note 2: Provide " conduit to the mounting point of 
the detectolr. Conduit must be grounded. All 
cables to the detectors must be shielded and 
the shield grounded. 

Pyrotector, inc. 
Subsidiary of Grinneil Fire Protection Systems Company, Inc. 

333 Lincoln Street, Hingham, MA 02043 Tel. (617) 749-3466 

Copyrlghl1982, Protector list. SubsidIary ci GrInneD Fir. Protection Systems Company, Inc. 
5102.453 
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Application 
The MSA Series 570 Carbon Monoxide 
Detector is a e sensing systeM 
that continuously monitorS ambient air 
icr carbofl monoxide. The detector will 
actuate an alarm if the concentration 
of carbon monoxide exceeds pro-set 
limits. The user can set alarms at two 
different concentrations: a low-level 
alarm for potential hazards and a hih- 
level alarm fOr Immediate hazards., The 
alarms can be used to control ventila- 
tion equipment. automatic shutdown 
circuits, and similar devices. 

Typical applications include industrial 
plants, garages, vaults, blast and open 
hearth furnace areas, test cells, mines, 
and other Breas where carbon mo- 
oxide may be present due to crnbus- 
tlon of gaües, operation of Internal 
combustion engines, cflemicai/metal- 
lurgical processing, and other causes. 

The Series 570 System is available in 
three models::570, for central monitor- 
ingot multiple locations; 571 (described 
on Page 3), for single-location thonit&- 
ing; and 572'(descrlbód on Page'3), In 
e*pi6sionprt system for monitoring 
a single locatIon. 

Description 
The Series 510 Carbon Monoxide 
Detector consists of four basic com- 
ponents: a remote sensor; a centrall' 
mounted control/Indicating module; a 
transformer module, and a metal hOds- 
ing to contain the control and trins- 
°flP! modules. The Series 570 can 
be used for sIngle-point Or multi- 
point sensing. Several control modules 
can be mounted side by side in a single 
housing, and one transformer unit can 
supply several control modules. The 
Series 570 Carbon Monoxide Detec- 
tor can be wall, rack, or panel mOunted, 
alone or in combination with other 
Series 500 Remote Sensing Systems. 

The remote sensor contains an elec- 
tronic interface and an electrochemical 
polarographic cell. Air samples diffuse 
through a gas-porous membrane and a 
sintered metal disc and !ntera sample 
area within the cell. The óeli electrb- 
oxidizes CO to CO2 In proportion to 
the partial pressure of CO within the 
sample. The oxidation generates an 
eleätrochemical signal that is propor- 
tional tO.the concentration of CO fri 
the ambient air. BeauS the sensor is 
completely. enclosed in a metal hous- 

'H 

½ 

571: single-point mani- 
in nonhazardous areas. 

Model 572:singie-point moni- 
toring in hazardoUs areas. 

ing, it is shielded from, radio frequency 
radiation, such as from "walkie-talkie" 
radios. etc. 

The control/indicating module amplifies 
the electrochemical output of the 
remote sensor to drh,è an analog meter. 

: 

Model 570 For central monitor- 
thg of multiple locations 

S. 

S. 

Two meter ranges are available: 0-100 
or 0-500 ppm CO in air. If the carbon 
monoxide concentration exceeds the 
user-programmed limits, the control 
mOdule will activate bui!t-4n warning or 
high-level alarms. 

Data Sheet b7-O933 
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The 570 Analyzers are tamper resistant. 
with all critical controls placed inside. 
A meltunetlon light and relay ate deac- 
tivated In the event of lost powel 
severed or shorted cable. Mann and 
warning relays may be pi'ogranimed to 
be either latching or nonhatching. 
Short-circuit protection is built in. All 
units run on ac or external bEttery 
p wet, and they automatically switch 
to 6attenj If line power is lost.The con- 
trol housing and modules are designed 
for installation In nonhazardous areas 

Model 570 VS-Unit cabinet. 
Modules are easily inserted or 
withdrawn for servicing. 

B 

Beak controitlndicator module 
tot ue In two-a flS-unitlnetei- 
latlons; rtt'- -; 
- 

.'-r :' 

Basic transformer 
power supply module 
for supplying five unite. 
Var! all anal this 
module is available tar 
tao-unit lnsteilailons. - 

DIMENSIONS: uooa 570 3-UNIT HOUSING DIMENSIONS; MODEL iiO 6-uNIT HOUSING 
Dlmsmlon. In Inch..; mIIIIm.tn lila.., là O 

an a 4à. a Ir Ir 

fSf !L i '[Jk t ImcccS..ass .Oat 2 d' sd 

Im) MM) 

.%() N 
"b- I_]R4) 

Ill_ri _.A ---_--- 
La--'-!CdI.Lln4ho.n I____ I 

lUll (a?) 

U 

NEMA housing can contain Mv live-module 
Model 570 units, or a total of 10 control/ 
indicator mOdules. 

h-24'-----f DISIENSIOPIS 
(610) io.unrr WALL MOUNTED 

NEMATYPE ENCLOSURE 

H I 

(254) r °H 1) E(flg) 
(32) r(26) 

rdla 
(221 
knockout 
S pita., 
nch&dt 

+ 

Dimension, in Inch..: 
mIIIlm.tu. flown In Q. 
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The Model 871 is a version of the 
Model 510 (descrIbed earlier) intended 
tar quick, simple InStaIIMIOTtTh a non- 
hazardóüs area. Perfarmmnce and 
PDèSI CháraàteriSticä an the same 
as the MOdel 510. It is. except.for 
remote sensing head, entirely self con- 
tained within a sturdy metal case. A 
front window In the swing-open, front- 
latchable door Slows viSual inaectlon 
of the indicatOr 5fl6. The áièed 
set button can be operated from out- 
side the ca .An "SR" version, whIch 
operates on 19 to 60 volts dc standby 
(Instead of tne standard modelS ii to 
15 volts dc standby), is also available. 
Dimensions and mounting profiles are 
IllUstrated Soii. 
Model 572 

The Model 572 is thesante as the 
Model 571 described above except that 
It is designed and built as a fully 
explosionproof Class I ,Groüp D, 

lisiqn instrument for single-point 
monitoring. Pa such, It Is enclosed In a 

rugged, boitclosed aluminUm casing. 
The Medel 512 s89 head assembly 
caii be loCated remotely or mounted 
adjècOnt to the en An "SR" version, 
which operates on 19 to 60 volts Dc 
standby (instead of the standard 
model5 11 to 15 volts dc standby), is 
also available. 

AI!mod els 

The MM Series 57000 Detector 
samples the atnoephere by diffusion 
pumps are not required. 

sensors are designed for either 
geiisil-pUrpCae areas or to meet the 
requirements of exploslonproof Class I, 
Groups C and D, Division 1 areas as 
,apecif led by the National Electrical 
Code. 

The Series 570 System is tamper 
resistant, with all critical controls 
placed inside the control module. An 
Integral malfunction relay is auto- 
matically deactivated in the.event of 
loss of power, a severed cable, or a 
failed circuit. The unit features an 
automatic time-delay circuit for start-up 

.T. 

MOde!. 571 sing le'palrit monii& 

and the electronics have noise and 
vQltage wike protection. Tho.Serles 
5105 alarm and warning relays may be 
programmed to be eIther latching or 
nunlatching as desired. ShortbIrcüit 
protection Is built in, and t141Uhit 
operates on acbi external battery 
poèi, Autómitièally switching to bat- 
tery power if line voltage.is lost. An 
output connection enableS the Sefles 
510 to Interface with external analog 
and recording dwvicet The - 
sensor may be mounted up to 5.000 

the Control module. 

A A 4 

°" 

T1; 
Model 572 expiosionproot monitor 

ØImensIons In lnchss;.mIuIImIt.rs shown In O 
DIMENsIONS; MODEL 571 

ElcDtcS .ntiy. St Nfl 
4 &ot*. 54 wid. itT) 3½' 

lT J. I III (42) 

ccl 
Ii) 

a 

10*4 
(382) 
1414 - 

(2w) 

Diminsion. In Inchá: mIIIImsSr. shown In . 

DIMENsIONs: MODEL 512 
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Specifications 
Performance 

Sensor type: Electrochemical polaro- 
graphic cell 

Zero drift: 1% of ful! scale in 24 hours 

Span drIft 1% of full sale in 24 hours 

Response time: 90% fInal reading in 
90 secOnds 

Noise level: I % 

Range: 0-100 ppm or 0-500 ppm CO 

Repeatability: S 1% 

Sensor life: 12 months 

Uneaflty: ±2% 

OperatIng 

oar requtretneia 115 volts, 80 VA, 
50/60 Hz; 11-15 or 19-60 volts dc 
(220 Vac with auxiliary transformer) 

Sensor cable requirements: 4-conduc- 
tor, 14 ohms closed loop, maxin%ürn 
resistance (16-22 AWO) 

Analog sIgnal: 0-1 Vdc (each channel). 
1 mA mx 
Sensor compensated temperature: 
32to 122°F (0° to 50°C) 

Sensor operating ternpersture:.14° to 
122° F (-10° to 50°C) 

Sensor warm-up: 5 hours new sensor. 
34 hour after usage 

Control module operating temperatUre: 0° to 130°F(-18° to 54°C) 

Relays: 3 (Trouble, Warning, Alirm) 
S.P.D.t; 5-amp cOntacts, resistive load 

Sensor remote mOUnting: Up tO 5,000 ft 

Ordering information 
Catalog numbers 

Model 570-100 ppm 
467056 Control Module 
487051 Control Module-570SR/ 

19-60 Vdô 

Note::This Data Sheet contalns.only a 
general description of certain MSA 
Instruments. While uses and perform- 
ance capabilities are deScribed, under 
no ctftumstànces should the Instruments 
be used except by qualified, trained per- 
sonnel, and not until the instructions, 

labels, 
or other literature accOmpanying 

the ipecific produót have been carefully 
read and understood and the Pre- 
cautions therein set forth followed. Only 
they contain the complete and detailed 
InfOrmation cOncerning these products. 

.1.' 

'Oiitusion heads for 
Series 570 Systems 

MdeI 570-500 ppm 
467057 Control Module 
457052 Control Moduie-5705fl1 

19-60 Vdc 
462364 Trinsformer Module, 5 units 
462379 Transformer Module, 2 units 
462385 Housing. 2 units w/tran. 

module 
462360 Housing. 5 units w/tràn. 

module 
462497 NEMA housing, ito 5 

Control Modules 
482402 NEMA housing. 1 to 10 

Control ModuLes 
462372 COnnector. assembl9 for 

housing 
462404 Test fixture 

Model 5nioo ppm 
467259 Control Unit 
467256 Control Unit-571SR/ 

1-6 Vdc 

Model 571-500 ppm 
467260 Control Unit 
467257 Control Unit-571SR/ 

19-60 Vdc 

DIMENSIONS 
EXPI.0S%ONPROOF SEnSOR 

r 

DIMENSIONS 
GENERAL-PURPOSE SENSOR 

LJ4L} 
---1-1/2 - 4-5/16" 

(t91) (110) 

Dimensions in inches: 
millimeters shown In (3. 

MOdel 572-100 ppm 
467293 Explosionproof Control Unit 
467290 Explosionproot Control 

Unit-572$R/19-60 Vdc 

Model 572-500 ppm 
467294 Explcsiônproof Control Unit 
467291 ExOlosionproof Control 

Unit-572SR/19-60 Vdc 

Sensors and assemblIes 
467378 Explosionproof Assy. with 

sensor, 100 ppm 
467375 Sensor. 100 ppm 
467464 Explosionproof Assy. 

with sensor, 500 ppm 
467375 Sensdr, 500 ppm 
467381 General-purpose Assy. with 

sensor, 100 ppm 
467465 General-purpose Assy. with 

sensor, 500 ppm 

Mine Safety Appliances Company 
lhstëument Division a 
600 Penn Center Boulevard 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania1 5235 

Atlanta, Boston, Chicago. Cleveland, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, 
Milwaukee, New York City, PhilEdelphia, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, St. Louis, 
MSA CANADA, Downsvlew, Ontario (Metro Toronto) 

Data Sheet 07-0933 Prtntod in U.S.A. 814 (LI 
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PUMPING STATION : 

SUPERSEDES 

ACCESS 

COVER 

SAFETY 

CHAIN HOOK 

LIFTING CHAIN 

(OR ROPE) 

FLYCT CR PUMP 

IN PUMPING POSITION 

GUIDE BAR FL%TCP PUMP 

arnNG LOWERED INTO 

CONNECTION 

POSITION (No TOOLS 

IS AUTOMATIC.! 

CABLE 

HOLDER 

POWER 

CABLE 

STATION 

PIPING 

ATTACHES 

HERE 

'GUIDE 
BARS 

AUTOMATIC 
LIQUID 

DISCHARGE 

_lPP?& ..\ SENSORS 

LEVEL 
Co N N EChO N 

GUIDE BARS ARE 510 PIPE (NOT SUPPUED) 

ANCHOR BOLTS 

FLYGT CORPORATION 
* SUUSO*fl ITT %-Tn GLOWER 4VE NORWALK. Ct; CaSe 
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HOSE.AND 
HOSECLAMP 
(OPTIONAL) 

.11; 

HOSE 
CONNECTION 

CAST IRON - 
OUTLET FLANGE 

THE "Ci" AF 

THIS IS A PERMANENTLY 

INSTALLED WASTEWATER 

PUMP FOR DRY SUMP 

INSTALLATION 

THE "CS" ARRANGEMENT 

C 30 
!RSQOES ISSUE 

JAN 

THIS IS A PORTABLE WASTEWATER 
PUMP INTENDED TO WORK ENTIRELY 
OR PARTLY SUBMERGED 

MOUNTING STAND 

RANGEMENT 

OUTLET 
PIPE 
(NOT 
SUPPLIED) 

PROVIDED WITH STANDARD 

CLASS 125 CAST IRON 

INLET AND OUTLET 

FLANGE DRILLING. 

PUMPS WATERTIGHT DESIGN 

PREVENTS DAMAGE IN 

THE EVENT QF FLOODING. 

(CT-31O1 SHOWN) 

rI 

yI 
INLET 
PIPE 
(NOT SUPPLIED) 

(CS-3101 SHOWN) 

MOUNTING 

, STAND WITH 
INTEGRAL 
SUCTION 
ELBOW 
(SUPPLIED 
BYFLYGT) 

FLYGI CORPORATION 
A SIJBSICtARV QI ITT 

129 GLOVER AVE.. NORWALK, CT. 06856 



December 27, 1982 

Kaiser Engineers Coporation 
425 S. Main Street 
6th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 

Attention: Mr. Chuck Costa 

4-. 

Subject: L.A MetrO System 
Seismic Monitoring System_ 

Gentlemen: 

I r. 
- 'I 'a 

In reiponse to a recent telephone request from Fitz Con- 
sultants, enclosed are copies of operating instructions 
which describe the variOus types of seismic alarm systems 
Kinemetrics has produced for applications similar to the 
one proposed for the L. A. Metro System. Also enclosed 
is literature describing our complete earthquake engineer- 
ing pro4uct line, systems capabilities, and support ser- 
vices. 

if you have any questions regarding the enclosed, or 
require any additional information, please do not hesitate 
to call us.. 

Very truly yours,. 

.hI 
R. . Dielman 
Regional Sales Manager 

RID: lap 

a W 'I t/% 

(fr1 
4'A':J: 

c4. 

KINEMETRICS INC., TWO TWENTY TWO VISTA AVENUE, PASADENA. CA. 91107. U.S.A.1 (213) 795-2220 sTELEX 87-5402 IQIEThICS P50 
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MODEL, PM? NO. DESCRZnXOS PRICE 

VS-1 100100 Vertical Seismic Trigger4 $ 355.00 

VS-3 101928 Triaxial Vertical Seismic Trigger 1,420.00 

aS-i 100740 Horizontal Seismic Trigger 385.00 

TS-3 101175 Triaxial. Seismic Triggàr(without batteries) 1,610.00 

TS-3A 101190 Triaxial Seismic Trigger (with batteries, charger) 1.710O0 

sR-I. 101330 Seismic Switch Test Panel 850.00 

fl1 100750 Field Calibrator ........................ 465oo 
EST-2 101835 -Elevator Seismic Trigger 

with automatic. reset 495.00 

101349 -Cable. 8 ft., for switch conn.ctiñs 13.00 
-Cable. if purchased separately 60.00 

-.1 
E5?2M 101901 tlevatót Seismic Trigger 

with árival reset ........................ 500.0C 

101348 -Cable. 8 ft.. for switch connections 
and reset... ............................ 13.00 
-Cable, if p!ca separately 60.00 
8flros for EST-2, EST-2M and fl-fl. 
-Spare 6 volt ReChatqiabl,.ó Batteries 
(set of 2 GC61O) ....................... 40.00 

700084 -Float Charjór ........................... 27.00' 

1 October l92 

KINEMETRICS iNC., TWO TWENTY TWO VISTA AVENUE. PASADENA, CA. 81107 (213)796-2220-TELEX 67-6402 KMETRICSPSD 
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Nuclear Power PlantE 

Plant Owner Product Engineer 

1 Turkey Point 3 Florida Power & Light SMA-1 Bechtel, 
2 Pilgrim 1 Boston Edison SMA-1 Bechtel 
3 Maine Yankee Maine Yankee St-IA-i Stone & 

Webster 
4 Vermont Yankee Vermont Yankee St-IA-i Ebasco 
5 Point Beach 1 Wisclonsin/Michigan SMA-1 Ebasco 
6 Port St. Vram Public. Service Cob. SMA-1 Sargent & 

Lundy. 
7 Storage Facil Atlantic Richield SMA-1 
8 ENEL IV (caorso) ENEL St-IA-i. D'Appolonia 
9 Ancona CNEN SMA-1 CNEN 

10 Tulinerfield 3. GKT, Austria SMA-i GKT 

inc 11 San Onofre 1 So. Calif. Edison SMA-3 BCE 
12 Nine Mile Pt. 1 Niagara Mohawk SMA-3 Niagara- 

Mohawk 
,q,.-l3 Surry 1 Virginia Electric SMA-3 'JEPCO 

14 Btown's Ferry TVA . SMA-1,2 WA 
/f7A Càivèrt Cliffs 1 . Baltimore Gas I Electric SMA-3 Bechtel 

E.I. Hatch 1 Georgia Power SMA-3 Bechtel 
Jaa17 Barnwell Fuel Re- 

processing Plant Allied Gulf S1-IA-3 Bechtel 
iqjs-18 LA. Pz.tzpatrxck PASNY SMA-3 Stone & 

. Webstét 
D.C. Cook 1 Indiana & Michigan 

± 

SMA-3 AEPSQ 
Brunswick 1 Carolina P&L SMA-3 United Engrs. 

,f7-2l Brunswick 2 Carolina P&L .. 'SMA-3 United Eñgrs. 
if 13:22 Millstone 2 Noxtheast Utilities SMA-3 Bechtel 

/97.- 23 Cooper Station Nebraska Public Power SMA-3 Burn.s & Roe 
/11324 Fort Calhoun 1 Omaha Public Power.. SMA-3 Gibbs & Hill 
,q732s Chin shan 1 Taiwan Power Co. ':7' SMA-2,3 Ebasco 

if 75 26 Three Mile Island Metropolitan Edison SMA-3 Gilbert Assoc. 
,427 salem 1 Public Service New Jersey SMA-.3 PSE&G 
-/97428 J.M. Parley 1 Alabama Power SMA-2,3 Bechtel 

29 puane Arnold Iowa Electric SMA-2 Bechtel 

C t'fl430/ Seguoyah . WA SMA-2,3 WA 

KINEMETRICS INC TWO TWENTY iWO VISTA AVENUE PASADENA CA. 91107 (213) 796 2220- TELEX 67 6402 XMETRICS P50 



3]. Three Mile Isi 2 Gen. Public Utilities SMA-3 Sums & Roe 

32 Indian Point 3 Con Edison SMA-2 ,.on Edison 

33 Crystal River 3 F].ori4a Power Corp SMA-3 Gilbert Assoc. 
34 Diab].o Canyon Pacific Gas & Electric SMA-3 PG&E 
35 Biblis A Rheinisch-Westfalisches SMA-3 Kraftwerk Union 

36 Oconee Duke Power Company SMA-3 Duke Power 
37 St. Lucie . Flori6a Power & Light SMA-3 Ebascó 
3$ North Mna 1,2 Virginia Electric Power SMA-3 Stone & 

Webster 
39 Angr.a 1 Furrt.as (Brazil) SMA-3 Westinghouse 
40 Fessenheim 1 Electricitt de France SMA-3 Ed? 
41 philippsburg 1 MC? SMA-3 Kraftwerk Union 
42 san Onofre 2,3 So. Calif. Edison SMA-3 Bechtel 
43 Grand Gulf Middle South Energy SMA-3 Beàhte]. 

44 Almaraz Central Nuc. de Almaraz SMA-3 Agrupacion 
45 Shippingport Bettis Atomic Power Lab TS-3 Westinghouse 
46 Zimmer Cihöinnati Gas & Elec SMA-3 Sargent & 

Lundy 
47 wNP-2 Washiflgton Public Power SMA-3 Burns &Roe 
48 Neckar GKN (Germany) SMA-3 Kraftwerk Uhion 

49 McGuire Duke Power SMA-3 Duke Power 
50 K:arl&ruhe Rernf. Kariruhe SMA-3 Siemens 
5-1 WNP-2 Washingtbñ Public Power SMA-3 United Bngrs. 
52 Tokai 2 7apan Atomic POwer Co SMA-1 Ebasco 

((3 Lemoniz 1 C.N. Lexnoniz SMA-3 Iberduerco 
54 Lernoniz :2 C. N. Lemohiz SMA-3 Iberduerco 

55. Kousheng Taiwan Power Company SMA-3 Bechtel 
56 %P-4 Washington Publiô Power SMA-3 United Engrs. 
57 Ko-Ri Korea Electric. Company TS-3A Gilbert AEsoc. 

58 Biblis B . Rheinisch-WestfalischeE SMA-3 Kraftwerk Union 
59 watts Bar WA SMA-3 WA 
60 Caorso ENEL SMA-3 ENEL 

61 v.c. Summer South Carolina DSA-3. Gilbert Assoc/ 

62 Catawba Duke Power Company SMA-3 Duke Power 

63 River Bend 1,2 Gulf States SMA-3 Stone & 

Webster 
64 Perry Cleveland Electric SMA-3 Gilbert Assoc. 

65 Limerick Philadelphia Electric SMA-3 Bechtel 

66 Iran 1 A.E.O. of Iran SMA-3 Kraftwerk Union 
67 Bope Creek Public Service New Jersey SMA-3 Bechtel 
68 Waterfbrd Làuisiana Power SMA-3'- Ebasco 
69 Shoreham Long Island Lighting SMA-3 Stone & 

Webster 
70 Bellefonte WA SMA3 WA 
71 Comanche Peak Texas Utilities SMA-3 Gibbs & Bill 
?2ASCO-1 FESCA SMA-3 Initec 
73 ASCO-2 Assn. ASCO-Il SMA-3 Initec 
74 Hartsville WA SMA3 WA 
75 Phipps Bend WA SMA-3 WA 

................ 
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The SMA-2 Strong Motion Accelerograph provides 
a practici?eWabIe means ofobjélning grouir 
motln and structural response data on strong 
locAViäfthiii1ei7TpicaIly,1he SM-2 remains 
6WitandbuflhIt an earthquake occurs, and then 
actuates to fuilTopelration within lOornilliseconds. 
Since the SMA-jordS on maptticJa. rapid 
and accurate eIeelThnTCdigitizatuon andconver- 
slon to comPute.r-Cpmpatjble tape is possible 
using the Kinemetrics SMP-1 Tape Playback and 

DOS-lbs Digital Data Acquisition System. 

The recording systemoffers FM modulatlonon a. 
four-track mügnetic tape cassette. Afeaturé of 
interest in the SMA-2 is the single "reOord" head, 
preventing any possibility Of erasing or.rerqcord- 
Ing. Thus, the all-important earthquake';,tèord 
cannot be lost Unless deliberately erESd by 
means other than thoSe built into the SMA4. 

KNEMETRICS INC.,, TWO TWENTY TWO VISTA AVENUL PASADENA. CA. 91107 (213) 796-2220 -TELEX 67-54Q2.KMErrnC ps 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The SMA-2 StrOng MOtion Accelerograph is the 
magnetic tape version of the popular Kinemetrics 
SMA-1 photographic recording Strong Motion 
Accelerograph. AlthoUgh similar in function and 
almost identical in external apparance to the 
SMA-1, the use of magnetic tape re4Ording In the 
SMA-2 facilitates data processing by digital com- 
puter, and electronic analog-digital equipment 
such as the SMP-i and DDS-1105 can be em- 
ployed. 

The tape deck is of Kinemetrics de&gn and in- 
corporates the important features of rapid start-up 
(less than 100 milliseconds) and ultra-reliable 
operation. Three tape tracks are used to record 
the triaxial acceleration data with a separate track 
for each axis. The fourth track records the 1q24 
Hz signal generated by the timing oscillator within 
the SMA-2; that signal is then used by the SMP 
Playback System for tape speed compensation 
and for timing marks (2 Hz). The VCO for each 
accelerometer, and the timing oscillator/voltage 
regulator are contained on pull-out printed circUit 
boards acoessible below the tape deck. 

The tiiaxial accelerometers are of the force-ba!- 
ance type with a natural freqUency of 50 Hz. 
Simultaneous calibration of all three accelerome- 
ters is accomplished with a single key switch 
which provides a record of natural frequency and 
damping of each accelerometer preceding and 
following each earthqUake event (or serIes of 
events). The triaxial accelerometers are also avail- 
able optionally in a separate, watertight hpusing 
for installation remote from the recorder module. 
The watertight case of the SMA2 also houses the 
seismic trigger(s), which can be either vertical or 
horizontal (or, as an option, both) and which actu- 
ate the SMA-2 when an earthquake occurs. During 
standby the SMA-2 draws only about 0.15 mA of 
current which is replaced by the dual 12 Vdc float 
charger supplied. For remOte locations this cur- 
rent can also be supplied by two SG-1 solar cells. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFiCATIONS 
Recording System 
Recording Medium 

Magnetic tape instrumentation cassette, 0.150" wide, 

tracks (3 acceleration. 1 timing). 

Center Frequency, and Percent Modulation 
1 KHz tSO%. 

Timing and Tape Speed Compensation 
1024 Hz ±1% signal on fourth track provides accurate 
timing! SMP-1 also employs same signal for tape speed 
compensation. 

Bandwidth 
0 to 50 Hz. 

Dynamic Range 
46 dB. 

Recordinó Time 
30 minutes maximum. 

Stan-up Time 
Less than 100 milliseconds. 

System Accuracy 
t% overall. 

® K;NEMrRIcS 1980 

Operation Cycle 
Self-actuating for duration of earthquake, with automatic 
reset. 

Controls 
External Function Switch: OFF, OPERATE, TEST, CALIB - 
and NAT. FREO. Internal llrning.Swltch; MASTER SLAVE. 

Force-balance, 
Natural Frequency 

Range 
1 g full scale (¼, ½ and 2 g, optionally available). 

Damping 
70% of cfltical. 

Temperature Effects 
0° to 160°F (-18°io 71°C)±2% of full-scale input. 

Bandviidth 
DC to 50 Hz. 

Calibratioli 
Step function voltage input to 3 channels simultaneously 
to evaivatg natural frequency.and damping. 

Qutput 
2.5 volts full scale. 

SeISnilc Trigger and Alarm System 
Starter 

Vertical (0.01 g nominal setting). 
Event Indication 

Electromaqnetic event indicator. 

to actuate external aiarm'through external 

0.15 mA standby; O.5A recording. 

Four 6-volt, 1 AM internal batteries provide minimum 1 

hour recording time fully charged. 
Battery Charging 

Float charger (110/220 Vac to ±12 Vdc) supplied. 

PHYSICAL CHARACrERIST1S 
Mounting 

Single tie-down.bolt (¼-20). 
HoUsing 

8" x 8" x 14" (20.3 x 20.3 x 35.6 cm), 25 pounds (11.4kg.) 
net weight. 30 pounds (14 kg) shippin weiht, cast 
aluminum watertight case. Desiccant provided for high 
humidity applications. 

Qperating Temperature 
30 to 130°F (0° to 55°C). 

Humidity 
100% (watertight). 

Interconnection 
External connector for linking two or more SMA-2 
accelerographs for common starting and timing. 

OPTIONS 
1. Seismictrigger: horizontal, or horizontal and vertical inside 

àaTse of SMA-2, 
2. CMrger for iobátions with rio AC Power (Model SO-i 

Solar Cell, 2 r5quired). 
3. Remote accelerometer:' cast aluminum weathertight 

triaxial accelerometer package for use up to 1000 feet 
(300 rn) from recorder, using mating connector on 
SMA-2 housing. 

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES 
aMp-i 

Magnetic Tape PlaybackSystem provides visual strip chart 
recording of SMA-2 data andFM or demodulated outputs. 

DDS-i1O5 
Digital Data Acquisition System provides computer 
compatible tape from SMP-1. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
1. Spicify s!nsitvity:. 1 g, ½ g, V. g or? . 

2. SØecify desired options or acàessories. 
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The TS-3/TS-3A Seismic Trigger (also available 
as a seismic switch) is a triaxial version of the 
very suqqessul vertical seismic trigger Used in 
over 4,000 Ki.oemle.trics strong motion accelero- 
graphs throughout the world. The TS-3 is used with 
a remote 12 Vdc power supply, while the TS-3A 

carries its own internal 12 Vdc rechargeable bat- 
tery. Typical applications include nuclear power 
plants, oil or gas pipe lines, offshore oil platforms 
Or similar applications where reliability and field- 
adjustable triggering levels are essential. 

KINEMETRICS INC iWO TWENTY TWO VISTA AVENUE PASADENA. CA. 91107 (213) 795-mo -TELEX 67-5402 KMETRICS P80 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The TS-3/TS-3A consists of orthogonal accelera- 
tion transducers Which are individually adjustable 
and are mounted In a rugged, watertight housing. 
As a triaxial seismic ttiger for centrally-located 
accelerographe (SMA4, DSA-3 or CRA-1), exter- 
nal starter (for the SMA-1, DSA-1 or SMA-2) or 
for low-leve! alarms, the set point of the TS-3/ 
TS-3A is adjustable from 0.005 g to 0.05 g. As a 
seismic switch for remote alarms (for Ouclear 
plant annunciation) the S-3/TS-3A set ppint is 
adjustable from 0.025 g to 0.25 g. The detectors 
for the unit arc small moving coils of 4 Hz natural 
frequency, and the seismic trigger version in- 
cludes a filter which limits the flat response to the 
1 HE-b Hz band. Energy outside this band is 
attenuated to preclude trigger response to non- 
earthquake evéhts such as rotating equipment, 
blasts, vehicles End industrial vibrations. 

When seismic e,ergy exceeds the set point on 
any axis, a relay In the S-3ITS-3A housing 
closes, remains closed from 6 to 20 seconds (ad- 
justable) beyond the last acceleration and then 

resets 
automatically. On the TS-3, an MS connec- 

tar on the housing links a remote 12 Vdc power 
supply a!ld the user's remote acceleragraph or 
alarm on the 'T9a3. On the TS-SA, the power supply 
is an internal rechargeable battery. The compon- 
ents of the TS-3 can withstand up to 1 x 10 rads 
radiatiOn. The set paints in either unit may be test-. 
ed or adj'usted in the field with the FC1 Field 
CaliDrator (see AccessOries). 

C 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Natural Frequency 

Actuöting Acceleration 
0.005 g to 0.05 g, field adjustable with FC-1; optional range 

'-0.O2Sgtó.0.25g. 
Dampin9. 

1.5 critical, provldesflat response between,1 Hz and 10Hz 
(optional damping.3.5 critical used for 0.025 g to0.25 9 
range to provide flat response between 0.5 Hz and 15 Hz.) 

Output 
Switch closure SPST contact ratIng 10 wafts de, 12 Vac, 
0.5 snip. maximum. 

Closure Timing 
On actuationthe relay contacts.close and, stay closed for 6 
to 20 seconds (ad)ustabte) after motion tails below preset 
displacement threshold. 

Current Drain 
'0.45 mA stándb9, 60 mA operating from 12 Vdc,. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Dimensions 

8" x 8" x 8" (20.3 cm x 20.3 cm x 20.3 cm). 
Weight 

14 pounds (6.3 kg). 
Operating Temperature 

0 to 130°F (20°C to 55°C). 

REcOMMENIDED ACCESSORIES 
1. FC-1 Field Calibrator, designed to adjust electromagnetic 

triggers to the desired actuation acceleration; powered 
by internal batteries. 

2, SP.1 Seismic Switch Power Supply for use with TS-3 
(SP-1 data sheet aailable). 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
1. Specify actuating acceleration. 

Ed Field Calibratár 

KINEMETRICS INC., TWO TWENTY TWO VISTA AVENUE, PASADENA, CA. 91107 (213)795-2220 - TELEX67-6402 KMETRICS PSD 
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The SMP-1 is a versatile magnetic tape playback 
system designed for use with the Kinemetrics 
SMA-2 and SMA-3 Magnetic Tape Acceleration 
Systems. The combination of the SMA-2 or SMA-3 
Acceleration Systems with the SMP-1 Magnetic 
Tape Playback System meets the applicable re- 
quirements of US NRC Regulatory Guide 1.12, and 

provides immediate visual playback capability of 
recorded acceleration data. 
The SMP-1 is portable and may be operated either 
from 110 Vac or internal rechargeable batteries. 
Optionally the unit may be mounted in a standard 
.19-inch cabinet. An internal battery charger Is 
included with the unit. 

KINEMETRICS INC.. TWO TWENTY TWO VISTA AVENUE, PASACThNA, CA. 91107 (213) 795-2220 - IELEX.67-5402 KMETRICS PSD 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The SMP-1 Is used exclusively with the SMA-2 and 
SMA-3 cassette recorders. It will play back four 
óhanneis of information recorded on a cassette: 
3 signal channels and 1 timing channel. An imme- 
diate analog record of any one signal channel, 
with timing marks included, Is available on the 
built-in strip chart recorder.. Also, the 4 channels 
are available simultaneously for uSe with appropri- 
ate digitizing equipment, either as analog or fre- 
quency-modulated outputs. 
The playback system consists of a tape transport, 
a 4-track cassette head, 4 preamplifiers, 4 pulse 
averaging demodulators, a chart recorder, a 
power supply and various operating controls. 
Tape speed compnsaqn is used with the chart 
recorder to reduce effects of tape speed varia- 
tions. Timing marks are provided by dividing the 
1024 Hz timing signal frequency to 2 Hz. The tape 
transport uses three DC motors for capstan drive, 
fast forward and rewind functions. 

TECHNICAL SpEcIFIcAnONs 
System 
Demodulator 

Pulse averaging type. 
Output Filter 

Thld óidàr lopith, cutoff frequency 50 Hz (3 dB) 
Dynamic Range 

40dB (60° to 90°F); 35dB (30' to 130°F) 
Accuracy. 

±1% of full scale (playback system only); ±5% of full 
scale (with SMA-2 or SMA-3) changing Ilnearily to ±1.5% 
of full scale at zero input.. 

Strip Chart Recorder 
Channels 

OriO signal (Selectable); one timing (2 marks per second) 
Gain 

±0.25, ±0.625. 1 .25 or ±2.5V full scale 
Paper. Speed 

25 or 50 mm/second 
Frequency Response 

DC to 50Hz (-3 dB) for stylus excursions to ±10mm 

Syetern Controls 
PowerSelect 

Off, AC, Battery, Battery Charge 
Tape Transport 

On-Off. Forward.Rewind 
Recorder Channel Select 

Off, 1,2 or.3 
Chart Drive 

Off, 25 or 50 mm/second 
Stylus Drive 

On.Off. Calibrate-Run-Zero 
Stylus Position 

Adjustable. 
Recorder Gain FactOr 

1.2, 4or10 (with gain calibration potentiometer) 
Trace Darkness 

Variable 

© KINEMETRICS 1980 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Operating Teniperatu .......... 

30' to 130°F (0' to 55°C) 
Weight 

35 lbs. (16 kg) net, 56 lbs. (26 kg) shipping weight. 
Dimensions 

19 x lOW x.9 in. (48 x 27 x 23 cm) 
Power 

11 OVac, 60Hz. or Internal rechargeable batteries, switch 
selectable 

Battery Operation Time 
One hoUr Without charging 

OPTIONS 
1. External, plug-in tape speed compensator for analog 

channel output jacks. 
2. SMP-2; similar to SMP-1 but without chart recorder 

(1 lOVac, 50 or 60 Hz power required, no battery operation). 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
1. SpecIfy *hèther 220 Vac, 50Hz or both (110 Vac/60 Hz 

eta ndaid). 

sMp-i Playback Unit shown mounted with SMA-3 record and 
control panels. 
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System 

The SMA-3 is a mMlljshanneLcehtralized record- Each FBA-3 triaxial accelerometer package is con- 
ing, magneticiape accffieration. systeñFdëTpned nected tO the recording section by electrical cables. 

io fect and eötdWon9_local earthquakes A tnaxi& seismic trigger the TS-3 is standard with 
yplcarthUctural apptThaTions inclUde ñUcieEr the SMA-3 system. Uniaxial and biaxial acceler- 

power plants, tall buildings, dams, offshore piat- ometer packages are available in several configura- 
forms and bridges. The SMA-3 system used with tions, including a down-hole package. 
the companion.$Mf3laybak system meetsthe 
requirements of U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.12 
and is being Used at over 70 nuclear power plants 
worldwide. 

KINEMETRICS 1NC., TWO TWENTY TWOVISTA AVENUE, PASADENA. CA..91 107 (213) 795-2220 - TELEX 67-6402 KMETRICS PSI) 



. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The SMA-3 is a versatile multi-channel accelera- 
tion recording system. It is self-actuating when a 
strong local earthquake exceeds a predetermined 
level of ground acceleration. When this level falls 
below the preset level, the SMA-3 automatically 
returns to the previous standby condition to pre- 
pare f4r any succeeding earthquakes. 

In the recording section, the signals from the ac- 
celerometers are buflered, frequency-modulated 
by the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), arid fed 
into a magnetic recording head. Each acëeleratlon 
signal occupies its own track on the magnetic tape. 
The fourth track of each head is used for a timing 
signal. The timing signal generator is common for 
all transports in the system. 

The standard FBA-3 triaxial accelerometer pack- 
age is approximately 8"x8"x8". It contains three 
force-balance acceleration sensors. The acceler- 
ometer package accepts calibration commands 
for damping and natural frequency. 

STECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Recording System 
Type 

FM modulation. 
Tape 

Instrumentation cassette, 1¼ inch per second. 
Head 

4 track. 
Recording Time 

Thirty minutes. 
Center frequency and percent modulation 

Acpeleration channels 1000 Hz ±50%. 
Timing 1024 Hz. ±0.2%. 

Bandwidth 
0 to 50 Hz. 

Dynamic Range. 
40dB at60° to 90°F (with SMP-1). 

Start-up Time 
Less than 100 ms. 

System Accuracy (with SMP-1) 
±5% at fUll scale, changing linearly to ±l.S% of full scale 
at 0.01 g. 

Transducers 
Type 

Force balance. 
Natural frequency 

50 Hz. 
Range 

*1 g full scare. 
Damping 

70% critical. 
Temperature Effects 

±1 ½ % of full scale from 0° to 160°F (-18° toll °C) 
BandWidth. 

0 to 50 Hz. 

S Output 
±2.5 voits full scale. 

FUnctional Caiibration 
Step fMnction for damping and natural frequency. 

© KIP4EMETRICS AUGUST 1979 

Event Alarm 
Normally open contacts, rated at 3 amps. 

Event Indicator 
Eleófrothagnetic event indicator. 

Selimic Triggers 
Type 

Triaxial acceleration triggers in waterproof housing (TS-3). 

Pow! Rnuirernents 
Type 

Two 12 volt internal rechargeable batteries. An internal 
battery charger is supplied, which operates from 110 Vac. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Operating Temperature 

30° to 130°F (-1° to 54°C). 
Htimidity 

Remote pabkages: 100% RH. 
Cabinet-mounted panels: 80% RH., non-condensing. 

OPTIONS 
1. Cabinet (standard or seismically braced). 
2. 05 g, 0.25 g, 0.10 g or 2 g. 
3. Up to 27 accelerometer channels. 
4. SpèTàify Ac voltà'th, 110 V & 220 V. 
5. Specify interconnectin cable length. 
6. Flame resistant Wiring available. 

RECOMMENDED SPARE PARTS AND SUPPLIES 
1. Spire maghetic tape cassettes, P/N 700030. 
2. Desiccant envelope, P/N 700049. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
1, Specify number of triaxial iccelerometers/recorders. 
2- Specify adcelerometer sensitivity. 
3. Specify triggerset-point (0.01 g is standard). 



L.A. (213) 775-2613 

rFM'Kenna ToTThn99) 328.5520 

'a 
.., \'4GINEER1NG & EQCIIPMENF CC. INC. 

340 Maple Avenue Tonince, CA 90503 

.Maràh 17; 1983 

Kaiser Engineers 
425 South Haiti ., 

6th Floor Annex 8 
Los Angeles, Calif. .90013 t41. 1993 

Attention: Deba Mohapatra 

Reference: McKeflna Proposal # 1099-83 

Gentlemen: 

Per our convqrsation of March 3, 1983, 
Mckenna Engineering is pleased to qUote on the 
following Goulds PUmps: 

One (1) Goulds model 3196 MI, 3x4-.1OH, in 
a ductile iron construction, complete with 
packing and direct coupled. through a Sand- 
flex flexible spacer coupling to a 25 HP, 
1800 RPM1 explosion proof, 3-60-230/460 
horizontal motor. The entire unit Is mount- 
ed on a cast iron style bedplate. 

One (1) Goulds model 3171 vertical sump 
pump 1x4-11 in an all Iron construction 
with a 20 HP, 1800 RPM, 3-60-230/460 volt 
vertical motor. This pump is designed 
for a 8 sump. 

continued. 

. 



Kaiser Engineers March 17, 1983 

C Deba Mohapatra Page 2 

.( 

Goulds model 3196MT 3x4-1OH Complete unit 
Price $3,752.00 

Delivery is stock 
P.O.B. Torrance, CA 
Terms net 20 days 

Goülds model 3171 vertical swap pump 3x4-13. - 

Complete unit 
Price $S;860.00 

Delivery is 8 - 12 weeks 
F.O.B. Lubbock, Texas 
Terms net 20 days 

Please note all prices are budget only. 

We look forward to receiving an order on the above 
mentioned equipment an4 If youhave any qUestions r need 
any additional information, please do not hesitate to 
contact us. 

Sincerely, 

Edward J. kenna, Jr. 
Applications Engineer 

.1 

( 
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Goulds 3196... the standard of the industry. 
Goulds pioneered the AVS standard dimension thrust bearing. maximum interchangeability - 
process pump in 1960 and since then hundreds of two bearing frames fit five different process 
thousands Model 3196 process pumps have been 
installed. Because of its remarkable recQrd the 
3196 has become the standard of the industty. 
And, it meets or exceeds all therequirements of 
ANSI 8-73.1. 

The 3196 is everything a ch ml al pump should 
be. Its copied, but no one makes a pump like the 
3196. The original high efficiency is the best in the 
industry and it can be maintained by an easy 
external adjustment. 
Just look at the standard features: open impeller, 
bearing cooling, cast iron bedplate. double row 

pumps (56 sizes), a hook-type shaft sleeve, bonus 
casing thickness, precision fits and positive liquid 
sealing at the impeller. These.features (and many 
more) have made Goulds 3196 the prefefted proc- 
ess pump. And independent market surveys show 
Goulds PUmps to be numbero em preference in 
the Chemical and Pulp & Paper industries. 
These !easons. an'd others shown throughout this 
brochure, show that you can make no bette 
choice than the best Goulds 3196 thestand- 
ard of the industry. 
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Heavy Duty esigp Features for TotS Lange of Process Si 
(Model 3196 MT illustrated. Sérne features apply to 3195 ST and 3198 XL.!.) 

ANSI 8-73.1 / 

RENEWABLE SHAFT SLEEVE 
Hooli-type shaft sleeve is relieved for easy re,nov- 
at, even With methanicil jeat pro-set. The sleeve 
is free to expand with temperature variation. A 
drive pin asiures positive rotation. Option solid 
shaft (less sleeve)aveilable. 

BEARING HOUSING 
Sealed to prevent contamination from corro- 
sive atmospheri, leakage and wash-down. 

DOUBLE ROW 
THRUST BEARING 
Pernhiis operation exceeding spied 
and suction pressure capabilities 
ot single row bearings - minimi- 
zes shaft ónd play (.00i for ef- 
fective stuffing box sealln9 md 
maximum mechanical seal life. 

EXTERNAL IMPELLER 
ADJUSTMENT FOR 
CONTINUOUS HlGH 
PERFORMANCE 
Original high efficiency maintain- 
S by simple adjustment resulting 
In ioflg-temi .ney savIngst ... 4t/.tk .._...: 

BONUS CASING THICKNESS - 
All 150 psi pumps have 300 psi wall 

der corroiivi/érósive conditions. 
thickness as standard tar longer tile Un- 

Q. ,:..2, .. ..,_; MAINTAIN POSITIVE ALIGNMENT - 
Achieved by rabbeted joints and dowel pins 
for long seal life and maximum hydraulic 
efficiency. 

v r -. 

'*iW; .. .. -, 
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Li''' :-- Lt''H' - - - - - ': Jackete 
C .- k't. . .',. 

; jjqj 
BOX: 
NA.L 
clUng :1 

' 

POSITIVE LIQUID SEALING 
AT IMPELLER 

/'fl 
Impeller threaded shaft ih teflon O-flng 

In controlled compression (or positive seal - no bolt to corrode or gaskets to leak. 

SITIVE. SEALTh_ 
AT CASING JOINT CASING DRAIN OPTIONAL 
With fully confined gasket. Align- Gisket protects threaded casing against 
ment ti! protected from liquid, corrosion. 

4 
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Model 

3196ST 

5 ANSI Pumps 
with 1%" Shaft 
17½" Pump Length 
Handles 45% of aD 
Ifldustry .R!c4!r!!!kefl!,.. 

N 
a 
C w 
x 
-J 

GALLONS PER MINUTE 

Model 

3196 MT 

15 ANSI Pumps 
with 1¼" Shaft 
23W' Pump Lengt 

730 

C 
C 
'U 
z 

Mac 

3191 

5 AN 
Pumi 
2'/2" 

337/a" 

I- 
'U 
'U 240 

C 
C 
'U 
I. 
-J 

g 

375 

16 

GALLONS PER MINUTE 

1600 4250 
GALLONS PER MINUTE 

ANSI StanSrd mension 

Process Pumps fl)SgS for 
TotS ane of Industry Services 

J 
1 Capacities to 4500 GPM (1022 mm) 

Heads to 730 feet (222 m) 

I Temperatures from 350° to 500°F (-212° to 260°C) 
1 Pressures from full vacuum to 375 PSIG (2586 kPa) 

Chemical Caustic transfer, Acid unloading, 
Monomer and polymer transfer, Molten sulphur 
and urea, Liquid ammonia, Liquid nitrogen 

Petrochemical Reflux and light tower bottoms. 
Aromatics, Light hydrocarbons, Gas oil 

Pulp and Paper Digester make-up - reen and 
whije liquor, Black liquor recovery, Coating slur- 
ries - clay and titanium dioxide 

Primary Metals Waste acid recovery, Scrubber 
service, Pickle liquor circulation 

Brewing Beer, Hot Wort, Spent Grain 

Corn Processing Steeped corn, starch, corn slurry 

General Textile, Food, Pharmaceutical and Pollu- 
tion Control - Chilled water, Condensate re- 
turn, Acid recovery, Stack scrubbers, Filter feed 

Back Pull-Out Construction 
FUlly Open lrnpeuer 

Standard Dimensions/Maximum Pump & Parts 
Interchangeability 
Widest Hydraulic Coverage in the Industry 

Heavy Duty Construction 

External Impeller Adjustment 

Hook-Type Shaft Sleeve 

Rigid Cast Iron Bedplate 

Bonus Casing Thickness 

Double Row Thrust Bearing 

Available in Wide Range of Alloys 
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_M 
POWER INC 

Umm 
MCCCL 
SIN St 

MCCCL 
3110 MV 

MCCC. 
3110 LIt 

MCCCL 

At Impeller %'" (lao) V(5.4) lI/C (31.6) 
. 'W' (31.1) 

In Stuffing Box (L.a 51.5w) 1%'" (34.9) 1%" (44.6) 214 (54.0) 2W (833) 
Shsft In Stuffing Sot (With Slave) 1W (25.6) . 114" (31,1) 1W (47.6) 2' (10.8) 

Diameter. Sleeve Ouside Diameter 1% (34.9) 1%' (44.6) 2'4' (64.0) 2)'; (635) 
Between Beatings ISS (31.1) 2)4(64.0) 2'4, (636) 814" (79.4) - 

Al Coupling 14' (22,2) 1%" (283) 1%' (47-6) 2W (603) 
R.dial 207-S flS '311-S 313.8 

CeuplIngEnd(000btaRow) 5319 63)1 5313 

ennng, searing Span 
. 

4)4" (196) 6W (171) 6'.4" (164) 91k' (236) 
Shalt Overhang .6W (156) (213) 5V (7)3) 9S" (53) 
Bore r (50,3) 2)/f (63.5) 2W (73.0) 3W (65.7) 

Depth 2'4 (54,0) 2%' (63.7) 2%" (86,7) 3" (76.2) 
Stutling PacAing Size ¶',I" x ¶4s" (7.9 x7.9)'34x% (9,5x93) ¶4" a ¶4' (9.5.9.5) /f '/" (11.1 xlii) 

Box N0.otRings 5 5 6 5 

Width 0' Lantern Ring r/,c (11.1) ¶/f (ISO) ¶4' (15.9) ¶4" (15.9) 
District - End of Box to Nearest Obslruclion 23'.0 (55.6) 3' (76.2) 3" (712) 2'34e" (74.6) 

OpIlonel 3196 L'T'C Shall end Besting Frame Assembly Availabl, for Customer Preisrerict or Special Appilcitico. 
on 10" end 13" Pumps. General Construction Details ldentital to 3196 Ml, except for coupling end shaft diameter, 

3150 ST . 3150 MT 3150 XLT 

PUMPEND 

9 9 

xx 
¶ 9 

xxx 
(3 ,*"xxx 

C 
- 

p. 

c 

Met,mum Diameter Soids "/n 
(8.6) 

'1.' 

(11.2) 
W"Isa%s' 

(9.5) (8.6) fll2) 
V 

(93) 
1/f 
12,7 

'Ii' 
(12.7) 

IW'"/i.'/,t")n" 
'25.6) 17.5) 11.2) 5.6) 

1/f 

(9.5) 
'14" 
15.9) 

¶4" 
15.9) 

1'74" 
25.4) 5.6) (9.5) 115.9) 

1')',.' 
35.4) 17.5) 

1" 

(25,4) 
%" 
20.6) 

1%' 
23.8) 

9/,f 

20.8) 

ShaflDelleclion 
LoadFeclor(M) 

b500RPM 3 127 8 7.86.27.9 16-IS 72 8.6 9.5 15 - -10 15.7355 - - - ... - 
1750RPM .8 L6 1.8 1.52 1.62.0 2.27 4.1 1,9 2.2 2.5 4.1 4.1 15.5 2.6.46 11.5 16.58 1510 '-31 
1150 RPM .3 .7 .8 .7' .9 .7 0,9 I 3.1 1.8 .8 I 1.' 1.7 1.7 6.8 1,3 1.9 5 6.8 3.6 6.7 4.6 11.5 13.6 

Mitimum Citing Thickness 14" (9.51 '1." (11.21 '4(12,7) '; 14' (15.9) '4" (12.7)0 !.." (14.3)0 

Casing Corrosion 'Allowance 16" (3.2) 

working Pressure SEE PRESWRE TEMPERATURE CHART 

Test Presture l50%ofWotling Pr5wure SI l0F (3rc) 
Msx Liqutd Temp. (w/out cooling) 350'F (177'C) 

Mat. Liquid Temo:(w/cooling( 500'F (210"C) (7X"F (371'C) on 3196 XLT with centerline supported ceaingJ' 

Unit Weight lbs. Kg) SEE OIMEPJSIOWS 

QMlnimuni Thickness Titanium Casing - ¶4" (9.51 

.------' 

Enginerbg Data 
MAXIMUM SHAFT DEFLECTiON AT SEAL FACES 
(Based upon shut-off head, maximum diameter tmpeller and to specific gravity) 
To determine maximum shaft deflection at seal faces, select pump toad factor "M" 
tram Construction Details at rated speed and enter chtht. lntèrséction'ith selected 
shaft will give shaft deflection. To correct IoScctor for (iquid handled, multiply 
by spectñc gaity. 

(02" 

.5 

aol, 

IL 

a 
a - 'wEt" 
a 
C 
2 

; 3002" 

Pump Load Factor 

)51 

I' 

113 

-1 

a 
105 

H:o 
211S 1750 1450 etc 

13196 ST 32.7 200 16.3 
j I&L 30.0) (244) I 14.9 (122) 

I 3196 MT 122,0 90.5 6110 49.7 405 302 
(91.0) I (74.2) 14551 (37.1) (30:2) (22:5) 

3196 LTC 
200.0 165.0 iodb 81.5 I 66.4 I 

(149.1) (123.0) (74.6) (60.8) I (49.5) I (369) I 

13196 XLT 
- 250.0' 204.0 186.0 1124.0 I 

- (155.4) (152.1) 
I 

13 
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S 

aim 
No. 

Ne.Reqt 
Psi. Pfl 

Pwlsame AD 
Duels 

lien 
AU 

fleSS 
I AD 

CD4NCu 
AU 

GA-ID 
AU 

Mend 
AD 

Nickel 
A1 

Hail. 
AD' 

fltw.kmi 
100 1 Casing 0.1.. 316 CD$M GA'2 Mont. Nickel Itst. TItañIüin 
10* 1 Impellet D.IU 316 GA-20 Mint Nickel Hut. TitAnium 
105 I Lantern Ring Glass Filled Teflon 

106 1 S.f Stuffing Box Picking ASstos. A.Osstos lm,.....t.4 w/Isllon 
107 1 GlandPackecisox 318 GA-20..GA-20 j skis I NiCkel I Hut. TItAnIUM 

108 I Fr Adapter Cast Iron. 
1124 I Ball Bearing.-,OUtboird End Steel 
in. i Pump Shaft (Less Sleeve): SAE4ISO'I 316 C-20 Mont I Nickel I Hail. Titanium 
¶224 1 Pump Shift (With Sleeve) SAE414O 316 

123 1 Glass ReinfoitlaNylon 
126 . 1 Shaft Sleeve 316 I CD4M I C-2o Mont 

I 
NiCkel 

I 
Hut. 

I 
Titanium 

134A I Beating Housing . Cast Iron 
136 1 Bearing Locknut Steel 

1684 1 Bill Bearing - Inboard Steel 
184 1 Stuffing Big Cover,,Staiidaid DJ.e 316 CD4M 0420 Mont Nicks HEat, Titanium 
1644 1 StUffing Box Cover -,Watet Jacketed 04.5 316 ( CD4M 4420 ManS N(cfteU Heat. Titanium 
210 1 GlAnd Packing White African AsbestOs. 

2284 .1 Beating Frami. Catfro,f 
247 1 DripBasin I 

316 

.251 1 Cointant Level Qilir (Not Illustrated) GIus and White Metal 

.251 1 Gisket - AdaptirItO Stuffing Box . Manila Piper 
332A I. Oil Sell Coupling End Dana Rubber 
3334 1 .Oil.Sill - iñboardEnd . BunaRubber 

.351 I Gaekat - Casing . While African Asbestos 
353 .2 Gland Stud 316 

I 
Minel 

355 2 GIAS.SIUdNUI 4 I MiS 
361A 1 RetaIning Ring - Baiting Housing Steel 
370 4-24 Cap ScreriFrame Adapt. to.Casli*. Steel 

I 

370C 3-4 Tap Bolt -. Blaring Hoüslflp . Steal 
3700 3-4 T Boll - w/Jam Nut-, Impeller Adjust. Stall 
310H 2. StUd&NulCovertoAdapter 304 

311C 6 Cap.Screw.- End Cover to Big. ltg 
382. 1 Boating Lockwasher Stool 
412* 1 O" Ring.r-. lnwdler Teflon 
418 2-3 Tap.Bolt , Jacking 304 

4698 2 DowelPIn - Frameto Adapter . Stall 
4690 1 Drive PinShift Sleeve 420 

498 1 0 Ring BlSririg Housing . Buna RUbber 
503 . I Adapter Ring D.i.°. 

Opiional NOTES: 'Not available on all sizes. 
Available in Hut-B 0! Hut-C Material. 2FIame hardened to 500 BrInnell thrOugh stuffing box. 

NR -r Not required. 

Sectional View 
IoSI 315 ST 

AsSembly View ot lxl'k-8 & 1 'hx3-8 

49 

3704 

1124 

136 

3324 

134j 



1 

. it 

.\c 

228* 

361A 

496 

37CC 

134A 

112A 

136 

332A 

3700 

1 GSA 

l00 

351 

3704-4 

101 

105 

469D 

41 2A 

184 

_US--- - 
Model 315 XLT 

168A 123 108 210 107 

226 
134* 

112* 

37OC 

138 

332A 

37CC 

496 

Materials of Construction r. 
Di. Cast Ductile Iron, Heat Treated - ASTM *395 Or. 80-40-18 

Die Cast Ductile Iron - ASTM 536 Or. 8040-13 

316 
Cast Stainless ASTMA298 Or. CF-8M 

Wrought SThiriIns *8TH *276 Type 816 

CD4PACU 
Cast Chrome Nickel Alloy 

ASTM *296 Or CD4MCu 

A-20. Cast Could-A-Loy 20 ASTM *296 Gr. CN-7M 

Mattel Cast Monel ASTM *296 Or M-35 
wrought Monel ASTM B164 CU-A 

Nictiel Cast Nickel ASTM *296 0' a-ioO 
Wrought Nickel ASTM B160 

Heat-C Cast Hut-C ASTM *206 Or. CW-12M Wrought Hail-C ASTM 6836 
Hast-B Cast Hut-B ASTM *286 Or. N-12M Wrought Hut-B ASTM 6335 

Titanium Cast Titanium ASIM 6367 Or. C-3 
Wrought Titanium ASTM 8848 Or. 2 

ast lronIC.l.) Cast-Iron ASTM *48 
SAE4150 wrought Steel ASTM *322 Or. 4150 

SAE 4140 Wrought Steel ASTM *322 Or. 4140 

C-20 Wrought Carpenter 20 C83 ASTM B473 
304 Wrought Stainless ASTM *276 Type 304 



Specifications 
Casing Top centerline discharge, self venting. Fully con- and Inboard bearing oil seal. Model 3196 ST adapter is integral 
fined asket. Foot support under casing for maximum resis- with beanng frame. :. .ç. 
twice to misalignment and distortion from pipe loads. 159 lb. Bearing Prairie Heavy cast iron corisuvaion.'containsiargeoii flanges standard 300 lb. optional. Dual volute casing stand- reierSr,.wiih water jacket, standard 396 ST. MT and LTC. 

v4ardon XLT sizes. 4 od tevel.'maintajned byj ylsiblEoll 
lrnpeiler Fully open,.partat ahroàds for rnaxtñiurn yana'su*suppIy. Ol1sSsoflcaCh!ndandbWjJUltjPmtetholtfJum 
port Matched to casing for high efficiency and low NPSFC contarninatlon Dowerpins betweenjtavneandadapter provide 

fl 

StuffIng Box Cover'Wcloses 
ing box chamber. Cover available with jacketjot cooling stuff-, vidn utmost flexIbility tosol¼re shaft sea :ngcequcrernents. 
Ing box chamber In high temperature setvicés or heating vis- Shaft Sleeve,.Renewable.'shaft-sleav* pósitivély driven, 
cous or high freezing point liquids. .-c- .' - hooktype; with- one end- free to(e4aii& with temperature 
Packed box has 5 rings of packing and a lantern ring. Quench variations. Teflon 0-ring revents'leakage under sleeve. Sleeve 
gland with auxiliary ring of packing is standard. Gland is split for permits application of inside balanced mechanical seals 
easy removal. Tapped:opening to lantern ring permits external where required. 
flushing or lUbridation as reUired. Stuffing box completely Bearings Inboard bearing is pressed on shaft and free to float 
machined for mechanical seal installation, eitherdriginallyoris axially in frame carries radial load only. Outboard bearing 
a field conversion. Inside or outside, tandem, double orsingle, is shouldered and locked on shaft with locknutand washer, and 
balanced or unbalanced seals, with anyrequired gland, restrict- locked in bearing housing to carry radialand any unbalanced 
ing bushing and flushing linesfi,irnishedtomeetindividualseal- axial thrust load. All bearingfitsareprecision (boredorgroünd) 
ing requirements. Gland completely confines stationary seat machined. 
gasket. Inboard bearing is single raw, deep groove. Outboard bearing is 

Frami Adapter Machined rabbét fit to stuffing bOx cover. Con- double row, deep groove angular contact. 
tains stuffing bOx drip basin, non-sparking rbtàting deflectors, Both bearings are sized for two year minimum life. 
-- ..................... ............... - -------------------- - ...................................................... 

Tota' Oelivery and Repair Parts Service 

Goulds Qwikship Program 
Goulds QWIKSHIP program.. the best pUmpdeliveryservice in Adantiges of using QWIKSHIP: 
the industry. QWIKSHIP works - no reschedules. In fact, 90% of all Insure on-time startups 
QWIKSHIP Orders have been shipped early. e Meet construction schedules 

Total Repair Parts Service 

SOS '- Same Day Shipment ! you urgently need a shaft or 

1 shaft sleeve, use Goulds SOS - your part will be shipped 
C the same day we receive your order. 

a Breakdown Orders Get back on stream with Goulds Break- 
down Order service. Any stocked part vili be snipped the 

..sáme dày order is received. 

Reduce process downtime 
Eliminate expediting 

a No additional cost when shipped frOm factory 
ReducCs in-plarft. inventory requirements 

3 
Emergency Orders If you have an emergency after hours. 
your order will receive special handling even though the 

C factor9 is.closed. 

4 Non-Stock QUick React Program For parts that are not 
C stocked, Special handling assures best delivery. 

SStandard Orders If you need any pump part but in no par- 
ticular hurry. 

Soulds Warehouses Bring the Factory to You 
Goulds warehouses are strategically located around the country to provide 
"next door" service. Call the nearest Goulds warehouse facility 
or vnite for details. 

Gould. Warehouse a Distributor warehouse C Amarillo, TX 
C Corpui Chrlsti. TX 

o Portland, OR Lol Angeles. CA B Odessi. TX 
Chicagi, IL Casper, WV C Kilgore, TX 
HoUstdn. TX Grien River, WY Hàuma, LA 
Atlanta, GA C Lakeland, FL C Metairle, LA 

o Fairfield. NJ U Little Rock, AR U Shreveport. LA S 
Benlon Station, ME Nitro, WV S OkiahbmTa City, OK 

C winfleld, PA U Tulsa, OK 
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Dimensions tsi 3198 
All dimensions in inches and(n7nt) Not to be used for construction. 

rr r 
Nods 

- 

Pump 
She 

ANSI 
OflIQMtIOII 

Olsdisg. 
Sfl 

°' 
Six. X A B U V 2 E SP USati 

a Cptg 
Key-Way WSgM 

tbs(kg.) 

3196 
ST 
- 

1*14-8 'AA ¶ 14 

6'%(165) 
134 

(343) 

4 

(102) 
5 

(133) 

7'/4 

(184) 

4'/, 
(114) 

3 

(76.2) 
3% 

(95.3) 
% 

(22.2) (4.8* 2.4) 

. 

84(38) 
1'4x34 AS 1Y, 3 92(42) 
2*34 2 3 95(43) 
lxl44 AA 1 11,4 100(45) 
P4*34 AS 114 3 108(49) 

MT 

2*3-6 *10 2 3 8(210) 

)9'4 
(495) 

4 

(102) 

84 
(210) 

12.4 

(318) 

43 
(114) 

4% 

(124) 

3% 

(95.3) 

I 

(28,6) 

'.*'4 
(6.4* 3.2) 

180(82) 
3*4-7 *70 3 4 11 (280) 220(100) 
2*3-8 A60 2 3 9'4(242) 200(91) 

220(100) 3*4-8 AiD 3 4 II (280) 

3*4-80 MO 3 4 11 (280) 220(100) 
1*2-10 *05 1 2 8'4'(216) 200(91) 
1/3* 5-10' *50 11,4' 3 '6'4 (216) 220(100) 
2*3-10 *80 2 3 94(242) 230(104) __ 
3 *4-10 *70 3 4 II (280) 

__ 
265(120) 

3*4-IOH A40 3 4 12S4(318) 

19'/, 

(495) 

4 

(102) 

10 

(254) 

215(125) 
4* 6-10 ABC 4 6 '3W(33) (138) 
'¶4*3-13 
2*3-13 
3* 4-13 

*20 
*30 
*40 

l4 
2 

3 

3 

3 

4 

'l0'41267) 
11',4 (292) 
12',ç (318) 

245 (Iii) 
275(125) 

330 (150) 

4*6-13 *80 4 6 13'4(343) 405(184) 
-6*6-13 

- . 

3196' 
XLT 

*90 6 6 16(406) 

21% 

(708) 

6 

(152) 

14'4 

(388) 

18% 

(416) 

6'4 
(165) 

$ 

(203) 

5 
(133) 

2% 

(60.3) 

t 
(15.9* 7.9) 

580(254) 
B .10-13' *100 8 10 78 (457) 670 (304) 

6 a 6-IS *110 'B 8 18 (457)' 610(277) 
Bx10-15 A120 B ¶0 19 (483) 140(336) 
8*10-ISO *120 B 10 12 (483) 110(322) 

"On LTC frame, shaft diameter at coupling is 1%. (47.6) keywey is 'I," * '/.". (12.7) (6.4) Ps, 

MOTOR OWPLA'TE 

OS- 
Motor 
Fru. C 

Approx. 
'HA HO HG (9.5) Badplet. -. Sixes Max. 4 (3 2) WeIght 

ApplIcable Lbs. (kg) 

I 56-145 13',, 10 35 3 75 
(343) (254) (889) (76.2) (34) 

3196 
2 182-215 ¶9% 12 39 ay. 80 

ST (495) (305) (991) (82.6) (38) 

3 254-266 21 IS 46 4% 120 
(688) (381) 1168) (105) (54) 

I 143-215 19'/3 12 45 ' 3% '3% lOS 
(495) (305) (1143) (95.3) (95.3) (43) 

2 254-288 27' 15 52 41i 4'4 155 
(886) (381) (1321) (105) (105) (70) 

324-326 30 18 58 4% 4% 
3196 (762) (457) (1413) (121) (121) 205 
MT 3 3k lB 58 5% 4% (93) 

(884) (451) (1473) (146) (121) 

40S405 35% 18 60 6% 5 
(902) (457) (1524) Ill) (127) 240 

440 SER 46% lB 60 7% 6 109) 
(1781) (457) (1524) (197) (152) 

I 213-256 24 26 62 4 
610) 680) (1575) 102) 

2 284-365 34 22 68'. '4% (170) 

3196 (864) (559) (1730) (121) 
XiS 
- _________ _________ 

48% 
________ 

'22 
________ 

80 4% 460 
(1181) (559) (2032) (121) 209) 

46',4 26 74 4 435 
(181) 660) (1880) (102) (196) 

a 
PURPOSE of 

Tepa 31968T 3196M1 3196XLT 
Lantern Ring Connection or 

See) flush 1 2, 

Frame Adapter Drain 1 SLOT r 
Casing Drain 

(with aabe'stds 955*51) 
.. 't' %__ 

Alternate Casing Drain I I.,-' 

Seanng Prame Cooling 40 '.ç 'i'- q' 
Oischsrge Gage Connection I %" 3' 
Suction Gage Connection I' /4 

Bypass Connection 1 '" '2" 
Cuench Gland.Connection 

(pecking_gland) 2 % SV' 'IC 

O 2 Taps on Model 3196 XLT. 
4*6-10 end 4*6.13 have no lap. 3*4-8 and 3*4-13 have 4/.' (6.4) tap. 

Model 3196 MT illustrated. Dimensions apply to 
31$ ST, 3196 Mi and 3196 XLT. Dimensions apply 
to both 150 and 300 pound flanges. F)anges are 
drilled to ANSI dimensions. 

'Applies to pump, where D 8'/.' 
'Applies to pumps where 0 10' 
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Power End Designed for Maximum Interchangeability 

I 

Goulds ST & MT power ends are completely in- 
terchangeable with five different process pumps. 

Consider the advantages of Goulds 
interchangeability: . : 

S Minimum inventory You need stock only two 
power ends - savings are substantial. 

:1 

Flexibility In ChangIng Processes Meet 
changing processes most ecoAomicaiiy with I 

minimum downtime. : 

S Minimum Downtime Ready availability of spare 
power end reduces downtime and cuts costs. 
Cost of spare pump is eliminated. 

S Mechanical Reliability All five Goulds models 
meet or exceed ANSI standards for mechan- 
ical reliability. 

S Save Energy Original pump performance 
maintained with fully open impeller and easy 
external adjustment. 

Frame Shaft 

Bearings Mechanical Seal I 

2 power ends/5 ANSI process pumpsl56 sizes 

Model 3996 
In-Line Process Pumps 

Capacities to 1500 GPM (340 m3/h) 
S Heads to700 feet (207 m) 

13 sizes Bulletin 725.2 

0 Model 3198 
FtP Tefion Process Pumps 
S Capacities to 800 3PM (182 m3fh) 
S HSds to 440 feet (134 ni) 

EI. Dupont Peg. Trademark 

4 sizes Bulletin 725.3 

' Model 3196 
° Standard Dimension Process PUmps 

U Capacities to 4500 3PM (1022 rn3/h) 
S Heads to 730 feet (222 m) 

20 sues Bulletin 725.1 

a. Models NM4VIO-4120 
'' ° FRP Non'Metaiiic Process Pumps 

Capacities to 2200 3PM (500 ma/h) 
Heads to 290 feet (88 in) 

12 sizes Bulletins 725.5 & SA 

5 Model 3196 
° Self-Priming Process Pumps 

S Capacities to 1500 3PM (340 ma/h) 
Heads to 375 feet (114 m) 

2. 

i sizes Bulletin 725.2 

1. 

a 
1w 
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Goulds MudS 31%. . Prov©n Operating Experience 

...- ----.x.-- 

Brincti Sãì.. Orikn 
AtI.nt.AIIanl.. GA 404% 4554800 
BaEtlmoreHunt Valley. MD (307) 6667900 
Dab, Roug.Balon Moup.. LA 604) 927-3570 
D..umontOe.urnorll. lx 713) 632-3441 
D.nto, StalInME 207) 453-9794 
PlrmlnghtmBirmnqtsam. AL 205) 939-0633 
Dostonwevesley PAlEs. MA 617) 235-3635 
Duxl.ioCneeelowxga NY (716% 534-3114 
Chari..ion l Moans WV 304% 722-4241 
ChanolleCoarjoiie NC 734% 527-2' 77 

ChlcagoLi,ie. ii F3! 2) 960-2400 
CIflCslnsOCiflciflflati OH 53) 5285770 
CI.nlsndPxrn,t OH (276) 842.1470 
DalIa.N.ctlarnson. rX 214% 234-3967 
OenniOenver. CO (103) 759-8569 
O-6irrcvncian. Mi (3131 641.8450 
HouatonHoijlion 12) (713) 789-1887 
.J.c*.envlJI. Jacesonvilie. FL 19041 396-3533 
Kansas CityKansas City. MO (816) 9424450 
(MI AngeOesCoiiin. CA.i2131 967-2406 
MeenphIsMempts.s TN (901) 767-2380 
MobileMobile AL (205) 342-0856 
*oewoeMonroe. LA (318) 387-085 
Msw YoetFebroieio. NJ 201) 5754400 
PftiIsdeiphI.SaIa Cynwyd. PA i25( 687-6870 
PltOiburghPittsburqh. PA (412% 922.9(60 

'PofllsndBpayerion OR (503) 6444867 
RbchnsondRiclimono VA 804% 741-3280 
Ss.xw.s8iSavannari GA (9121 355.1162 
SeatU*Lvnnw000. WA (206) 771-1258 
SI. LossSt. Louis. MO (31418216050 
Seas FrwclscoWeinut Creek. CA (4151 931-5392 

11wLisSz. cL (8131 1-5085 
lulsaruisa OK (9(8% 622-2400 
WIlITIlflgIOflNeW.rk. 00 (302) 737-8108 

internationel Saics(3tIr.a 
Goulds Pumps. tncl-qeiaouar1er. Seneca Fails NY 

(315) 568.2611 (TIX 93-7290) 
Gould. Pumpa SouIhüat AJ. 0f1IceS(nqsore. 

RepuDlic of Stngapore 235-5715 ITLX 26128) 
Qoulds Pumps £urap.mi 0181c.Yhe Hague. 64eiheriands 

(070) 64-38-42 )TLX 31441% 
CouPS PumpsMiddle !a.t 08666Athens. Greece 

(30.1) 728-506 (lix 216464) 
Gould. Pumps Latin AmerIcan OIficeCora Gables. 

PiOrrCa 13051 41&7607 ((LX 803266) 
D.ma,.,s Saud A,.bS-383-29758 (lix 602016) 

Manufacturing Plants 
Engineered P,oSscv. 0WtsPAsSenaCa Fail,. Ny 

(315% 568-2611 (lix 93-7290) 
Yntical Pump DivlsIonCity at industry. CalIfornia 

12131 692-021) (lix 67-0458) 
las.. OlvialoesLubbock. Texas (806) 763-2361 

1TLX 7444111 
Gayne Pump OivIsJonAahlsna, Pennsylvania 

(717) 875-2500 
eombsa Gould. 6. Meelco, SA. da CV.Mexico Cay. 

Mexico 593-0730 
Goulds Somoss a Equipanastssos LIDASa(lo. S.P. Brazil 

(Ill 257-1035 (lix 113953) 
Goulds Pump. (Pith.) IncManda. Philippines 88-74-71 

lix 63663) 
Goulds Pump Euvoe AGZosingen. Swiuerieno 0621 52-19-91 

(lix 662460 

-GOULDS PUMPS.JNC. 
-. - SENECA FALLS NEW YOPK 348 

Form EPO1 

Manàfsóiuslng Licenses 
Detail Canada LIee/L0d.Gouida Pumps Oav,.ronPointe Claire. 

Quebec. Canada (514) 6954520 (TLX 05-620528) 
Goulds 0-P. Orsisoa Pelted. Pumps M.nsufattsuers (at. 

Nijisa: Greece (30-I) 80-34-411 (lix 216929) 
Csltic £nghese.dng Co. Ltd.Dubiln. Ireland (353-17) (47-0911 

lU 4315) 
Miguel Scitmihl 4 CIa. $.RL.OuaflO. Aires. Argentina 67-7319 

(TLX 17107) 

Pump Rebuild and Overhaul Shop. 
Maw Jersey PRO SllopFairiie(d. NJ (201) 575-6400 1TLX 1386551 
eaton Rouge PRO Shep__Denilam Spririga. LA (504) 665-3726 
Houston PRO SisopNousion, 12) 1713) 433-0055 

Corporate i-feadquerters 
Goulds Pumps. ncSeneca Fats. NY (3151 568281 1 (lix 93-7290i 

'1 isckisi Cs.. ,i xv sea 

Printed in U.S.A. 
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RECESSED IMPELLER VERSATILITY 
The VHS pumps all kinds of large solids, and cer- 
tain frothy liquids, because its impeller is totally 
recessed within an extra-deep caSing. Maximum 
solid size equals the pump's suction dkamcter! In 
addition, the recessed impeller allows the VHS to 
run dry withoUt creating excessive hydraulic or 
mechanical sholck when prime is regained. 

VERTIQAL CANTILEVER DESIGN 
'F All maintenance and downtime costs created by 

submerged bearing failures are eliminated with 
thèVHS' vertical cantilever design. Axial and rà- 
dial loads are transmitted by an extra-rigid pUmp 
shaft to high-capacity bearings (25,000 hour minj- 
mum B-b life) located ina sealed bearino frame 

S 
cc 

9yeil' fI Or olate.BecaUse no bilUrwater lines 
are SqUire to lUbricate submerged bearings, the 
VHS is simpler to install and is well-suited to re- 

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION 
Three basic alloys are offered to allow the VHS to 
hándJe a wide range of liquids. Cast iron is stan- 
dard and offers good life when pumping non-cor- 
rosive liquids containing mildly abrasive solids. 
Hardened High Chromium is available fOr use in 
the more abrasive applications. 316Stainless Steel 
construction is supplied for corrosive services. 

SIZES, DRIVES, AND SETTINGS 
VHS pumps are offered in 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 
and 10-inch models for capacities to 

,000 USGPM and heads to 140 feet. 
Motor supports for dLrect or belt drives 
are available for all standard NEMA mo- 
tor frame sizes. Maximum settings range 
from 4 feet in the 2 VHS to 8 feet in the 
10 VHS; deeper sumps can be pumped 
by using éxténded sUction pipes. 
(ceaf 

Itflt']ift 

OTHER MORRIS "HYDRO-SOLIDS" PUMPS 
Morris offerE the horizontal MS. the vertical dry-pit 
HSD, the vertical wet-pit HSV. and the submersible 
H$U to handle similar liquid/solid combinations. 
With the exception of the HSU, all share the same 
pumping ends. Whatever your application, you can 
be sure of skilled assistance from Morris' Sales 
Representatives and factory personnel. 

TYPICAL VHS APPLICATIONS 
Allied ChemicEl Corporation ...................... Ash Slurry 
AlUminum Company of America ............. . Bauxite Slurry 
American Electric Power Corporation ............... Ash Slurry 
American Synthetic RubberCorp ......... Wastewater with Latex 
Bethlehem Steel Corporation ........................ Mil Scale 
Charrnin Paper Products ................... Waste Paper Stock 
Chevrolet Motor Div. GMC ....................... Sand Slurry 
Duke Power Company ............................. fly Ash 
fiber Industries, Inc ............................ Settled Sludge 
Freeman Coal Company ......................... Coal Slurry 
International Paper C6thpani .Black Liquor 
Interpace Corporation ......................... Clay and Water 
Ohio Power Company ....................... Coal and Water 
Owens-Coming Fiberglas ................. FiberGlass Strands 
Reynolds Metals Company ...................... Milk of Lime 
Charles Simkin and Sons, Inc .................... PIatin Wastes 
Sun Oil C6rhpàn .................. . ...... Water, Oil, Sand 
United States Steel ................................ Coal Fines 
Utah-Idaho Sugar Company ........... Settling Basin Undeillow 
White Pigment Company ............. Water and Marble Chips 

TOTAL slabn. ThI RAMOI CURT 

I 2 1 4 'ItsIlo 10 40 407II 
A 4 4J4 r -fl n-rTh ri I I 

cPAcrTT t LII 0P 

otte 4rAL HEAD DOES NOT TAKE IITb CONSIDERATION LOSSES JN OSCnROE PIPE AND ELDOW 



RUGGED BEARING ASSEMBLY r 
The VHS line uses five bearing assem- 
blies, two of which can be used on any 
given pump size Morris chooses the 
most economical assembly consistant 
with long life In your application Heavy- 
duty grease lubricated ball bearings are 
sized for a minimum 6-10 life of 25,000 
hours. (Flat rollers used for lower bear- 
irig in 08H assembly) 

PIPE COLUMN 
Hi9hstrength steel pipe column rigidly 
maintains alignment between bearing as- 
sembly and pump casing 

&SHAFT 
AND SHAFT SLEEVE - 

High-strength, alloy-steel pump 
shaft is fully machined and pro- 
teóted in the hub disc area by a re- 
placeable 'hook-type' stainless 
steel sleeve. Each shaft is engi- 
neered to best suit the pump set- 
ting, speed, and material fo be 
handled. 

0 

CASING 
Rugged one-piece casing Is di 
mensioned to allow all kinds of 
large solids topass wi,,clqg- 
ging. Circular casing design en- 
hances vortex pumping action. 

VHS PUMP CONSTRUCTION 

100 Ciilñj Ciitlrthi HIdhCh fran 3165.5. 316 5.5. 
200 impeller Cast iron High Chr. Iron 316 5.5. 316 5.5. 
220 impeller Nut 3165.5. 3165.5: 3168.5. 3165.5. 
400 Hüb Dis COt Iron High.Chr. IrOn. 316 5.5. F.R.P.A 
600 Shaft Steeh,,1045 Steel-r.1045 3185$. 3165.8. 
619 Shitt Sleeve 416 5.5. 416 5,5. 316 55. 316 5.5. 
160& Pipe Columli Strt. Still' Strüc. Still 316 5.5. F.R.P.A 
2800 Robr Plili PIáti Still Plati Still Plati StOl Mitt Sleet 
9000 Discharge Elbow Steel Steel 316 5.5. F.R:P.-6 
9001-3 DlschargiPlj 

&Flanç'e 
Stéll Steel 316S.S. F.R.P.-6 

Hardware Below 
Roorplate 

302 5.8. 302 5.5. 302 8.8. 302 $.S. 

a 
BELT OR DIRECT DRIVES 
Morris offers a full raflgC of belt and direct drive motor 
bases for use with standard NEMA I (ci 'VP) frame mo- 
tors Belt drives allow new operating requirements.to be 
met at low cost by changing belts and sheaves. Qea_ 

d arrangement 

VERTICAL 
WflLR DESIGN 

All' pump bearings are located in a 
single housing above the pump 
ffobr platêout Of the s'thp Sm 
oUt of trbublè. ThiS mOans re- 
duced installation, maintenance 
and downtime costs. Because no 
oil or water lines are required to 
lubricate submerged bearings, the 
VHS is ideal for remote installa- 
tions. 

HUB DISC 
Independent hub disc is sind- 
wiched between casing and pipe 
column. Minimizes liquid "blow- 
back" ar.9uc!shaftsleeve without 
actual sealing contact. 

IMPELLER 
Keyed-on Lnwller is fully recessed 
tO allow passage of solids equal in 
sue to pUiTip suction. '0" rings 
behind impeller nut and impeller 
hub seal shaft end from corrosive 
liquids. 

WEAR RING (OPTIONAL)' 
Replaceable wear ring Offers added cas- 
ing protection against abrasIves. 

Part Interchingts with 
its horizontal pump 
of like size. 

Castlron 

S 
ASTMA4tCIasses25&35 

High ChibijiUjil Ir&r1 ASTM A 532, Class Ill, Type AHardened 
316 Stiiñlesistiel 4181316 ö ASTM A 296.Grade.CF4M (CS) 
416 Stainless Steel 4151416 

.F.R.P.A Abirgiass Reinforced Plastic (Polyester) 

F.RP.-8 FiberglS'Reithrced Plastic (Vltml Ester) 

302 Stainless Steel MSl 302 
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DEMING PUMPS 
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Quality and Dependability 
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Figure 6721 

iameled Cast Iron Olichirge Bowl 
For corrosion resistance and heavy 
duty service. Line chck valve 
optional. 

ronze Enclosed Top Bearing 

TI Red Brass Cover Tube 
Resists corrosion 

I, 

Deirin impellers 
Smooth Waterways 
high efficiency- 

-, resists abrasion 

Nø DIII Sears 
$ High strengthtough 

corrosion-re&stánt 

_____ Bronze Sand Cap 
Protects bottom bronze bearing 

Stainless steoi Shaft and Coupling 
Flatted shaft and splinned coupling 

a provide positive drive 

Corrosion resistant components. 
sealed 'vinding, big thrust capacity. 
Full horsepdwer. P4EMA standard. 

Figure 6730 

macbergs Bo 
High quality, rugged cast Iron with 
porcelain enamel lined water ways. 

Grease Packed Bronze Bearing 
maintains accurate shaft alignment 
SiingeEs on top and bottom of 
bearing protect bearing from abra- 
sive wear. 

Enclosed Cast Bronze impellers 
assure pg pump life and high- 
efIiiency. 

r Sleeves 
oto the shaft. 

Bronze Bearings 
located iii each bowl assure good 
pump alignment. 

Heavy Cast Iron Bowls 
with porcelain enamel lined water 
ways provide resistance to corro- 
sian and abrasion, low cost oper- 
ation arid long pump life. 

Heavy Cast Iron Suction Bowl 
with brass suction screen. 

ónze Suction Bowl Bearing 
is shieldS from abrasive wear 
another Cra6e Deming quality fea- 
ture. 

Shaft 
coupling for 4" and 

id keyed coupling for 

Heavy Duty Motor 
with ample thrust ratingMaterials 
of construction selected to resist 
corrosion. 
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AG I 

Specifications 
Oimensions,ln Incbei 

Js UNitNO.HP5 

30 GPM 

IXIS 2 5 .43.352 23 20 102 6 

3XL7 

SXLIS 

3 

5 

7 

13 - 

52 

.69'/. 
3 3 5 5 2 

2 

29½ 
40 

22½ 

28½ 

lii 
130 

8 

6 
Series 

1½XL11 7½ 17 76 5% 5 2 48¼ 27% 186 6 

IOXU5 10 25 93 5 5 2 63¼ 30½ 224 8 

3L5 3 8 48¼ 3 5 2½ 23 22½ 109 6 

IL? 5. 1 .58 3 5 2½ 29½ 28½ 124 .6 
50 GPM IWLIO 7½ 10 60'/4 5% 5 2½ 32½ 27 171 6 

Series lói.13 10 i 66 5% 5 2'/2 36¼ 30½ 190 6 

15t.26 15 20 86 5%. 5. 2½ 537/s 34¼ 230 6 

20L25 20 25 101 5 5 2½ 63¼ 381/. 260 

5*15 5 5 52¼ 3 5 2½ 23 28½ 120 6 

7½M7 7½ 7 54 5 5 2½ 26'!. 27 165 .6 

75 6PM tOMb 10 10 63 5% 5 2½ 32½ 30½ 191 6 

Series isis Is 15 16 5 5¼ 2½ 41 34¼ 210 6 

20M20 20 20 92 5 5 2½ 53½ 38¼ 250 1 
2*125 P ?. !° 5 5 2½ 63¼ 42¼ 268 6 

7½K5 7½ 5 487/s 5% 5 3 207!. 27 154 6 

ION?.. 10 7 51% 5 5 3 26'/a 30½ 178 6 
100 GPM 

151410 15 10 66% 5% 5 3 2Y3 34¼ 200 6 
Series 

20N13 13 76¼ iir 
251417 25 11 90 5 5 3 46¼ 42¼ 269 6 

1100PM 
Series 

6*1583 5. 3 56 5% 5 32'/a 25'/2 225 6 

7½MSE4 7l/ 4 85 5 5 38 27 258 5 

.boMsa Th 6 j ii;- 6 

9 99. 5. 5 652 34¼ 398 

20M5E12 20 12 120¼ 5 5% 82 38½ .471 6 

hUStlE 25 15 140 5% 5 98½ 42'!. 630 6 

1SOGPM 
Series 

SMSE2. 5 2 52½ 5 5 27 25½ 205 .6 

7415fl 7'f 3 60'/ 5 5 32½ 27 236 6 

¶0*1584 

ins 
10 

.s...e. 
4 a 5 

!L2! 
5 38.. 30½ 267 8 

iL 
20*1559 20 9 5 5 65½ . 

.25146811. 25 11 118% 5 5 76V 421/i 550 6 - 

88*15113 30 13 129% 5 5 87½ 42¼ 614 6 

180 GPM 
Series 

SXNSD 5 . 2 52½ 5% 5 27 25½ 205 6 

7½X14563 7½ 3 601/a 5 5 32½ 27 238 6 

10*14584 

i&XH585 

10 

15 

4 

5 

66½ 
77 

5% 5 5% 5 38 30½ 267 6 

43½ 14¼ 316 6 

20*14585 .20 6 61'!. 5 5% 49 38'/a 357 6 

2SXKSES 25 8 102¼ 5 6 60 42¼ 490 6 

SOX!1 .O 113¼ ! 5 71 . 
10*1612 10 2 58 5 6½ 4 211/2 301/2. .280. 6½ 

:15*1683' 15.3 :68¼ 5% 6¼ 4 34 34½ 340 6½ 

25OGPM 
.88*1851 

SSa& 
20 

25. 

4 

5 

76 
69¼ 

5 5 6½ 
6¼ 

4 

4 

40½ 
47 

36¼ 
42½ 

400 

475 

6½ 
6½ 

Series 
30*160 30 6 93% 5 bY. 4 53½ 42¼ 515 5½ 

MI 40 8 135 5% 6½ 4 66½ 66½ 100 6½ 
50 10 156 5, 64 4 79½ 76½ 640 6½ 

am: .2. 56 5 4 27½ 30½ fl 6½ 
15 3 58½ 5 6½ 4 34. 34½ 340 6½ 

340 6PM 
201$S14 

..21sflt 
.20 

25 

4 

5 

155%6½4 
'% 6¼ 6½ .4 

40½38¼400 
47 42½ 475 

6½ 
6½ 

Series jp45 6 6 4 53½ 42¼ 516 8½. 

a i3s 5 ó'k 4 66½ 68½ 700 6½ 

50 10 8½ ½ 8 ½ 

700 6PM 
Series 

15 1 66¼ 5 8¼ 

'a 

° 

32 34¼ 294 9 

/ 20 1 7Ql/ 5 8¼ 32. 36¼ .314 9 

.fl$54t25 2 aia3.±L 9. 
:30*160 30 2 75¼ i'l 6¼ 38 36½ 495 9 

. mJSIE2, 40 2 79¼ 7¼ 8¼ 38 40½ 550 .9 

lOUSES 60 .3. 90 7'/ 8¼ 45½ 44½ 861 9 

50*1884 60 4 101 7¼ 6¼ 52¼ 49½ 788 9 

78'4885 75 5 113½ 7¼ 8¼ 59 64½ 910 9 

ioc 

SEC 

714 

7" 

S 
"C 

a 

S 
no 

S 
15 

I" 
5 

ftzfizfr .fjr:::jrur: 
0 10 40 iO 

US. OAS.LQe PER MUI.ITE 

FIG. 6730 IL.' 

- 

- 
:::::::8:110ral:= 

- -__ .r- ___ 

0 W .1WI 1W 
US SAilORS PER M54J18 



.Th North Eflsworth, SuIte 210 
P.O. Box 5134 
San Mateo, California 94402 

MUSH H 
I EPRESENTATIVES 

Representing manufanwers of pawn. pro. and Mthfl plant equ4i.nens 

February 18, 1983 

Kaiser Engineering Corporation 
Southern California Rapid Transit 
425 South Main Street, 6th. Floor 

Annex B 

Los Angeles, California 90013 

Attention: Mr. Deba Mohapatra 

Regarding: Southern California 
Pthnp Estimate 
SF02028 
SALA Pumps 

Gentlemen: 

'.rv(' Ct' 

Rapid Transit 

Phone (415) 579-2911 
Telex 17-1969 

Per your request., we are pleased to provide the following estimate for 
youi Rock Slurry Pump requirements: 

One (1) SALA, VASA "G", 284-4, constrUcted of Ni-Hard wear parts, with 
a setting of 47.2", complete with V-belt drive, drive guards, 
X-P duplex float switch with probe, oversized blearing housing, 
and a 100 horsepower, 1750 rpm, X-P, 3 phase, 60 cycle, 460 volt 
electric motor, and motor mount. 

Net Price Each: $15,368.00 

Delivery: 16 - 18 weeks. 

Thank you for this opportunity to be of service. Should you have any 
further questions, please feel free to contact us. 

Very truly yours, 

Kenneth W. Rush 

RUSH REPRESENTATIVES 
Agent for SALA Machine Works 

SEnclosure: Bulletin 

KW R/ es 
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SALASUMPPUMPStypeVASAG 
are slurry pumps specifically designed for abrasive slurries. 

3 

2 - 

Fig. I 
1 Lifting bracket for supporting the 

pump in a chain block. Recom- 
mended when using the pump 
for intermittent emptying of 
suthps when the pifriip has to 
be raised and lowered. 

2 Bracket for fixed erection. Used 
for continuous operation. 

3 Low mounted motor (standard). 

4 High mounted motor. 

5 V-belt drive for simple adaption 
to suitable purnpspeed. 

6 The shaft is mounted in heavy 
duty roller bearings in a com- 
mon bearing housing above 
slurry level. The shaft md bear- 
ing assembly can be moved in 
the frame to adjust the impeller 
clearance in the pump casing. 

The front cover picture shows two VASA 3 80-214-3" $ sump pumps 
in an ore-dressing plant. 

7 The shaft has no submerged 
bearings or seals. 

8 The pUmp frame beidwthe brac- 
ket can be made in c'arioUs 
lengths. See dimension table 
page 5. 

9 The slurry level must not rise 
abôvé the bracket. 

10 The purrip parts (wear parts) 
are available in seve!aJ config- 
urations and materials. See 
page 3. 



D 

3 

Pump parts 

Pg. 2 Open impeller. Casing with two hales through 
which a part of the slurry sprays back to the 
ump. Through these jet-sprays the settled solids 

will be stirred up and extra flush-water is not 
needed. Through the holes the pump will be de- 
aired, and the pump therefore will never be air- 
)nr.kM. 

Fig. 3 Open impeller and casing with possibilities to 
connect suction-pipe in order to extend the work- 
ing depth for the pUmp. Má*imU'rn length for suc- 
tioh-plpe 2-3 m (8-10 ft.) 

I 
Fig. 4 Closed impeller and inlet with flange to which 

sUctiOn-pipe can be connected. The pump parts 
are the same as for SALA horizontal pumps, type 
VASA. 

Material in pump parts 
Ni-Hard is a NI-Cr alloyed cast iron with very good 
wear features. In pumpS used for pumping of coarse 
particles Ni-hard is suitable. 

Rubber. The special rubber quality used by SALA as 
lining for wear parts has usually longer lifetime than 
Ni-hard if the max. particle size is below 3 mm (1dt). 
However, the rubber will easily be ripped if coarser. 
particl$ enter the pump. Therefore a strainer or a trap 
should be arranged in front of, the pump inlet. 

SALA can supply the pump parts in silicon-carbide and 
other tháterials for certain pumps. 

NOTE! The casing has to be sub- 
merged in order to. get the pump 
working. 
With configuration according to fig. 3 and 4 the pump 
may be akrlocked if it sucks air. In order to de-air the 
pump it has to be stopped momentarily. The air-locking 
can be prevented by stopping the pump before the 
slurry level is too low. The pump can be started again 
as soon as the level has risen above the casing. This 
can be automated by means of level controls. 

The vortex flow-pump 
is of a special design, which is descilbed in a sepa- 
rate leaflet. The pump parts can be connected to the 
VASA C frame. 

FIg. 5 The recessed impeller is located completely 
out Of the flow pattern. The pumping effect is 
performed by the vortex that the impeller 
generates in the slurry. The passage through 
the vortex flow pump is fully open, therefore 
it is especially suited for pufnpiñg fibres. etc. 



Definition of the pump 
Example: 

El 

ISO 

125 - 

- 

75 

Sn 

25- 

0_ 

I _ 
variant designation 

No loner = FIg. 4 
Hg. 2 

U = Flg.3 

Discharge diameter in inches 

Smallest passage in cm 

Impeller diameter In cm 

I Frame length below the 
I bracket In on, 

Type designation 

Selection of pump size 
n. 

Fig. 6. Sump pump type VASA G 8O-213'3". 

I m/min.. 

I I I I 

50 100 200 300 500 1000 2000 USGPM 

The size of the pump is indicated by the 
discharge diameter in inches: In the dia- 
gram the coldtiréd areas give the work- 
na limits for the different sizes. 

The bold line show the recommended 
*orking areas when pumping slurries 
with high density and very abrasive 
goods. 
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Dimensions 
mm and Inches 

L- L. 

')$taridard lengths 

K 

viotor size and V-belt drive varies with 
he pump duty. 
equired data in order to determine 
he RPM and motor size for a pump are: 

Desired capacity (I/mm, m3/h, GRM etc.) 
Specific gravity of the slurry. 
Total dynamic head (In, It, àtc.) 

000 540 300 ISO 320. 250 320 350 15 100 
10 23'). 21 V. liv, 5'). 12'), 9'.'. 12'), 9'/. Hf,, 220 

1200 830 815 1225 250 665 500 440 500 440 22 310 
40 47'). 32'). 34'!' 50'.', 9'/. 26'i, 19'!. 1fl/,. 19'). 17'!,, '/1 675 

1500 830 515 1285 250 455 500 440 500 440 .22 *80 
40 59 32'). 34'), 50'), 9'). 25'!. 19'). 17'!,. 19'!. iT'!,, '/, 835 

1800 030 815 1235 230 465 530 418 440 22 300 
71 32'). 34/, 50'), 9'!, 25'h 19'). 1?'),. 19'). 17'!., '/, 725 
500 540 300 133 330 330 S 15 150 
31'!, 21'!. 11'). 5','. 12'!. 9'.'. 12'). 93/. "/1 300 
1200 500 815 1255 250 655 580 440 440 22 440 

40 47'!. 32'!. 34'.', 50'!, 9'.'. 25'!, 19'!. 17'f., 19'.'. 17'.',. 7/, 
*50 575 1285 658 500 440 600 445. 22 450 

40 59 32'!. 34'!, 50'!, 9'!. 25'!. 19'/. 17?.'.. 19'). 17'/ !, 
1500 830 875 1285 250 655 680 440 500 440 22 450 

40 71 32'!. 34'/, 5Q/ 9r/, 
25'/, 19'.'. 17'!,. 19'.'. 17'),, '.'. 1010 

500 530 875 1255 250 555 500 440 500 445 22 375 
40 31'), 32'!. 34'), 50'!, 9'fi 25'!. 19'!, 17'/,, igv, im, 'I. em 

1200 1000 720 1375 283 655 630 520 600 22 500 
60 47'!. 39'!. 28'!, 54 11'!. 15'!. 23'!, It'!, 23'?. 20'!, 'f. 1230 

1500 1000 720 1375 285 655 600 520 500 530 22 580 
60 59 39'!. 28'). 54 11'!. 15'). 23'), ?3'/, 23'), 20'!, 'I. 1275 

1500 1000 720 1375 265 655 630 630 22 600 
60 71 39'!. 2ev. 54 11'!. . 25'!. 23'!. 20'), 23'!. 26'!, 'I, 1350 

edo So vs 1253 350 ess 440 SOt Uo n 4 
40 31'!, 32'!. .34'!, 50'!, 9'!. 25'!. 19'!. 17'!,. 19'). 17'!,, 'N 98 

1 1 120 1375 225 655 530 600 530 22 550 47I/_ 39'!, 28'!. 54 11'!, 25'!, 20'!. 20'!, 23'!. 20'), '/. 1300 
1600 1 730 1375 265 665 500 526 600 22 010 
59 39'N 28'!. 54 111/, 

. 25'/, 20'!, 20'!, 20'!. 20'!, '1, 1340 
1630 1000 730 1375 2*5 . 655 630 000 V 
7 39'), 28'f. 54 11'!. 25'/à 23'!. 20'/, fl'/. 20'/, 'I. 1390 
1000 .1030 730 1375 2*5. 835 600 520 450 5 23 60 393/i 39'.'. 28'!. 54 Il'/, 25'). 23'!. 20'!, 23'!, 20'!, '1. 1450 
1500 liSt &* 1080 1500 1300 1000 100 23 1190 180 59 47. 19'!. 39'!, 59 51'!, 39'!. 35'!, 1 
1800 fl 1000 I l 1030 530 28 1250 180 71. 47 19'!. 39'!, 59 51'!. 39'!. 35'!. 1 2750 
1500 1190 580 1050 IS 12*0 1000 25 

180 47'). 47 19'!. 39'/i 59 51'!, 391/ 35'!. 1 2700 
1530 1190 500 1000 1 tno 1 930. a 

180 55 47 19'!. 39'!, 59 51'), 39'!, 35'!. I 



QUO IAIIUN 

No. 133084-T 

THE DURRQN COMPANY INC. PLEASEMENTIONTHISNUMUI 
SERVES THE PROCESS INDUSTRIES WH!NO9DENG 

DAYTON. OHIO 45401 

Fitz Consultants 
TO. 555 Veterans 5$U9N1 415/827-3173 

Redwood City, Ca. 94000 1980-c diivera Rd. 
Concord, Ca.. 94520 

MINI Ms. Catherine Fitz February 22, 1983 

SUBJECT: _ 1 ç. 1 

WE PROPOSE TO FURNISH THE FOtLOWING: 

C. 

0 

Dear Ms. Fitz: 

Thanks for the opportunity to quote a budget pric.e for our 
Mark II Unitized Self-Primer. We are offering our 4x3US-13 
in ductile iron for your tunnel water run-off. 

The Mark II features ouD unique semi-open reveräe vane 
.i*ellei' which utilizes the rear cover as the wear surface 
rather than the more costly front casing. This design 
reduces turbulence in the sudtion, resulting in increased 
efficiency and lowS' predictable stuffing box pressure. 
DUrco'.E back pull out design allows you to make all adjust- 
ments and service without disturbing the piping. 

Delivery on quoted pumps is LI to 6 weeks, F.O.B. ConcOrd, Ca. 
Ter±is a±'e net 30 days. This quotation will remain valid for 
30 days. 

If there is anything else we can do for you, please contact 
me at 415/827-3173. 

Sincerely, 

THE DIJRIRON COMPANY, INC. 

Stacie Smith 
Sales Engineer 

S 

S S/ink 
Attach. 

J. 

a..a.laI ..n.aa a..aa..... ---------------- 
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Fits Consultants 

Redwood City3 Ca. 
PUMP SEnIES 'ALLOY 

4x3US-13/130 - 
GAS!NG ALLOY 
TAPI _______ TAPII ____________ 
TAPIII ______TAPIV ___________ 
JACKET 0 FULL 0 PART 0 THERM U I 

REAR COVER ALLOY_______________ 
TAPV_TAPV, ......... TAP VII _______ 
JACKET: S.. BOXD RCPDTHERMONIZED 0 
GASKET 
IN LINE- SBA * 

IMPELLER ALLOY 
SPEC. GASKET 0 
SEALM REP. TYPE ALLOY 

SHAFT SBI4__ 
HOOK SLEEVE 

BEARING HSG ADAPTER ALLOY a 
BEARING HOUSING ALLOY a 
COOLED 0 OIL MISTQ GREASED 
SEALED 0 SWINGAWAY FOOT 0 

HER 

.SEPLATE NO: 5* MAT. Steel 
30455 BASIN 0 DRIP LIPD - 

SWIVEL. STJLTD. OTHER- 

STILT ALLOY:, 

CPLG. MFR. _ SZE SCQM 
NON.SPACER 0- SPACER 0 .- - 

GUARD . YES [I MAT. Steel 
GYP $S LINE AP TO TAP 

STD.TFEI : - . 

API PLAN MAT. 

PIPED TUB4GD SIZE 

S?ECIAL PAINT 0 
1tSTS WIT. NON WIT. 

HYDRO (PARTS ONLY) 0 0 
PERFORMANCE 0 0 
NPSH-. 0:0 
fl rrwnncn PJflIC I pvrI . . - 

P 
FI'11N'P 

MAR11 II DURCOPIJWS 

STANDAIm 

t '" OUMION ORDER NO. 

AOP 
UOEO DEL. DATE DATE 

GPM 

nurnNo 
PACKED STD. SPECIAl_____________________________ 
MFGR. TYPE CODE_________ 
SOLD Dat. 0 INTO EXT 0 rro DuN-rcrDD 
FORBUTLESSSEALD -.. - 

SELF-PRIMING . -.- SEAt - 

SEAT MTG. - 

4 SHAFTPKG; . - - . - 

METAL PARTS __ 
p 

SETSCREW&SPRINëS - 

.," - - . 

FOLLOWER FLG ALLOY________ BY ____________ 
FLUSH' D..-v&n--O wim' -- BUSHING - 

OTHER ___ - .:.- . . - 

SUPERCHLOR - SEAT PINNEp HORIZ. DWERT. C -.ANGLE.D 
LIPSEAL .- _ TEMP.SEAL 0- 
THROTrLE BUSHING IN BOX _________________ 

DURCO MARK II 

DURCON 

- 

---------- 
- ---- 

---------------- .-..'5*.'.it' 

t.&. ...... -. ..<C,.! H :. t--r ;. ---- 
-- WEVE ELIMINATED 

REAL-VALUE THE STUFFING BOX 

IRIYER DATA.35 q--T.4 
MOTOR -: iURB4'- 

in iprccess pwp is:the'.. - SEALMATIC tAG ORMARK 

MARK II Dwcoptas - .- FURN - B\' dUST 

unequaled interchangeability 
DLJRCO 

TOTAL UNIT NET I $ 

.',*y' ---- ..:t. .................... 

n T'- DE T!X!e1I4I*J T!4!' 

I MW By oust IJ 
t 0I40 
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This bulletin contains instructions for the 
installation, operation and maintenance of the 
MARK II. Standard, SeIf-Primirg and Recessed 
Impeller pumps. As pump service conditions and 
specificadons vary considerably in pinup install- 
ations, this Bulletin cannOt pOssibly cOver every 
situation, but it is hoped that the information 
included will serve as a guide. Should questions 
arise, or starvup problems occur, it is suggested 
thAt you contact your Durca Sales Engineer or 
the nearest sales office. 

SECTION I 
MARK II STANDARD PUMP 

Installation 

ALIGNMENT 
The centerline of the pump shaft must be align- 

ed with the centerline of the motor shaft. The 
accurac3' required for this alignment varies with the 
type of coupling involved. The shear type using, a 
non-metillic resahe . ñt center or spacer member is 
recommended, as this type is easily aligned to 
manufacturer 'a tolerances by using a steel straight- 
edge. Other types of qouplings require closer align' 
sent and the detailed instructions are included in 
the box containing the coupling spacer. 

Alignment is the responsibility of the installer. 
Do not aurne that factory alignment has been 
maintained in transit. Any baselate or assembly, 
regardless of the size or sturdiness, may be slightly 
distorted during shipment, handling or during 
installation. Therefore, after the baseplate is level- 
ed, a rough alignment check should be made using 
a steel straightedge. If an adjustable type base has 
been supplied, the unit is now ready for piping. If 
a rigid poured foundation is used, the permanent 
installation can now be accomplished. After piping, 
final alignment is made. Motor fasteners are in 
aocordance with NEMA Standards. The pump can 
be moved to accomplish final alignment by loosen- 
ing the hold-down fasteners, and on Group II and 
Group III pumps, by loosening cap srew (#136). 

If a spacer type. coupling has been furnished, 
the spacer portion will normally be removed prior 
to shiprnnt. This will allow rotational check of the 
motOr prior to hookup of the pump, and will alert 
installatiOn personnel to the need for final align- 
ment of the pump and motor shafts. 

FOUNDATION 
Durco Adjustab le Baseplate: The low Vibration 

level In MARX II pumps allows use of foot mount- 
ed adjustable baseplates. The baseplate is merely 
set on a flat surface, with no tie down bolts or 
other- means of securing it to the floor (Figure A). 
If a stilt mounted baseplate is ftutished, merely 
adjust the feet so the top Eface of the baseplate 
is letel. 

Grouted Type: When a rigid foundation is to 
be used, the entire pumping unit should be mount- 
ed on a concrete foundation and accurately leveled 
with wedges or shims. The baseplate may then be 
grouted to the foundation. After the concnte 
hardens, the wedges should be removed and the 
unit tightened down, ensürirg that it is level in all 
directions. The location and size of the f$on 
bolts are shown in dimension drawings. 

FISUKE A 

PIPING 
The suction line should have a straight run Into 

the pump 9f a length equivalent to at least ten 
tims its diameter. The su ction line should be no 
smaller than the suction flange, and should have no 
high points in which air pockets can form. Avoid 
the use of throttling valves, diaphragm yalves, and 
line strainers in the suction line when possible. 
Never place a valve directly on the suction nozzle 
of the pump. If a reducer is required it must be 
the eccentric type installed straight side Up. 

When the static discharge head is high, a check 
valve on the discharge side of the pump (Standard 
pump only) will prevent water hammer and Undue 
pressure on the stuffing box when the pump is 

pped. 



Normally, a shut-off valve Is ins in both 
the suction and discharge lines so that the pump 
can be isolated for maintenance. All piping should 
be independently supported, accurately aligned 

and preferably, connected to the pump by a short 
length .f flexible piping. The pump should not 
have to support the weight of the pipe or corn- 
pensate for th' thgnmezt. Ailpiping must be tight. 
Ssndfid pumps may air-bind and self -priming 
pumps may fail to prime if air is allowed to leak 
into the piping. 

MOTOR ROTATION 
It Is absolutely essential that the rOtation of 

the motor be checked before connecting the 
shaft coupling. Incorrect rotation of the pump for 
even a short time can dislodge and damage the 
Impeller, casing and shaft. The pump shaft must 
turn clockwise when viewed from the motor end. 

Praparation 
For Operation 

LUBRIcM'IQN 
The dorrect oil level, ià obtained with the Trico 

Oiler In its :lowest position, which results in the oil 
level being at the top of the oil net pipe nipple. 
To fill bearing housing to proper oil level, remove 

.the plastic bottle frOm the Trico Oiler base and 
pour oil slowly until the base is full. Then fill the 
plastic bottle with oil, Invert, and replace it in the 
base. Oil must be visible in the bottle at all times. 

Oil lubrication is standard unless otherwise 
specified. Before operating, fill bearing housing to 
required level using the following amounts: 

Amounts of DII DII VInosIty Number 
PwupSlze oz. to 
Groupl 6to7 (.17-20) 
Group II .8to9. (.22-.25) 
Group III 24to25 (.67-70) 

1SAE 'P V 
I 20 125. (52). 

I 30 125-150 (52-66) (40 150-180 (6642) 
81 sure te check ae1at41.et the motor beaflup tad the tteslble eotflq. when 
required. sped.Ilo.tnioflons are Iwuisbad lot the coupllq, alien required, Ii the h- 
struotlon envelope. 
him l.mpSrature of housing albeadng sboiildnuletseed I80'F (52t) with oil Ihbdcalloo. 
Thirteen-mnub pumps et35mrpm require bearlop hovalno ceolino. All pomosrequim 
bearIng cooling wheuwel end temperibues exceed IOfl (204% Coruoft lottery for S 

Grease lubrication is optional. When specified, 
bearing housings are provided with grease fittings 
and single shielded bearings. Such units will not 
include oiler and slinger. Grease lubricated bearings 
are packed prior to shipment. Replacement bear- 
ings should be grease packed to fifi the void space 
within the races, most of which will be extruded 
on start-up to form an adjacent reservoir. The 9c. 
temperature of housing at bearing is 200° F (93°C) 

S 
xnaxjj jim. Recommended grease: Chevron BRB#2, 

#16, Exxon Andok-260 or similar type. 
Sealed bearings are furnished when specified and 

are grease packed by the bearin g rnanufaoturer. 
Such bearings should nOt be relubricated and 
should be replaced on a regular maintenance 
schedule. Skin temperature of bearing housing 
should not exceed 200° F (93°C). 

When oil mist lubrication is specified, Group I 
and Group H bearing honinp are furnished with 
a single inlet tap, weep holes at inboard and out- 
board bearings, end bottom drain. Group Ill 
pumps include two inlet taps. Complete oil mist 
systems can be supplied where existing systems are 
not available. Skin tempera . tW!4 of housing at 
bearing should not 9ceed 180°F (82°C). 

- During the first few. hours of operating bearing 
temperatures should level off and usually drop 
slightly after the Initial run-in period. If temper- 
attires continue to rise after a few hours of contin- 
üous operation, supply of lubricant should be 
checked. If oil is used, the oil level should allow 
the slinger on Group II arid Group III pumps to 
dip 44" (10 rum) to ½" (13 mm). Group I level 
should be approximatly ¼" (6 mm) above the 
outer bearing races. Si 

STUFFING BOX SEAL 
Standard Packing: If the pump is furnished with 

packing, it will be necessary to install the packing 
and the PTFE seal cage. When installing these 
items, twist the rings sideways just enough to get 
them around- the shaft. Do not attempt to pull the 
rings straight out to get them over the shaft, as this 
will damage them. Install three rings of packing, 
followed by the PTFE seal cage, then two more 
rjngs of packing. Seat each ring individually into 
the stuffing box. As each ring is added, stagger the 
joints 90 degrees (1.5 rad.). When special graphite 
or foil packings are supplied, special instructions 
will be furnished. 

Some form o packing lubrication is normally 
required. In some cases, the lubrication qualities of 
the liquid pumped are suffici t If this is not the 
case, a line must be connected for clean lubrication 
from an external sourôe. A grease cup can also be 
used, providing the pumped liquid is compatible 
with the grease. 

In abrasive services, it is often desirable to install 
a lip seal into the bottom of the stuffing box, 
followed by seal cages and packing (See Figure 5).- 
A sztall flow of clear flush liquid is then supplied 
at all times during pump operation. Pressure and 
flow must be regulated so that no more than 1-2 
gallon per hour (0.2 0.5 m3/h) of the flushliquid 
enters the product. This thay be accomplished by 
careful regulation, or by use of a purge type 
rotorneter. 

FIGURE B 
SPECIAL PACKING ARRANGEMENT WITH FLUSH 

tna fltflCOtl t A na ACetic ttb%IIeO 
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Mechanical Seals: MARK II pwnps are designed 
to die virtually every type of mechanical - 
available, and with little or no modification. The 
MARK II Sealinatic option is also Eailable as 
described in Bullet P-18-lOO and P48-200. 
When pumps are ordered with mechanical seals, 
a set of seal rnanufactur&s operating instructions 
and a seal drawing wifi be shipped with the pump. 
Figure C illustrates several tplcal seal and ac- 
cSory piping arrangements, together with ap- 
propriate notes and recommendations. Figure D 
illustrates a typical br-pass line installation with 
pumped liquid bV-pass from discharge to flush 
Inlet at. the stuffing box. Other by-pass arrange- 
ments are provided, sOme more complex6 including 
heat exchangers, strainers, 'alves, and other ac- 
cesedries. Examples of these are illustrated in 
Figures E and F. Norrrially these systems are 
assembled at the factory, but occasionally they 
are dismantled to prevent damage during shipment. 
In the latter cases, an assembly sketch or schematic 
diagram is included with the components. 

Be certain that the pump suction valve is open, 
and en all piping is properly connected and that 
all flush syflents or circulating systems are fwic- 
tioning before startn g the pump. Very rapid seal 
failure can occur if the seal runs.dry even if only 
for a fewseconds! If there is anything questionable 
or unusual about the seal assembly or system, it is 
suggested that you telephone the nearest Duróo 
Sales Office or the office of the mechanical seal 
representative far clarification. 
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in preparation for it 
rotate the shaft by hand to be 

parts move freely, and 
no foreign objects in the pump 

START-UP 
The following procedure is recommended for 

starting MARK II Standard pumps: 
1) Open suction valve to full open position. 
2) Open disoharge valve a slight amount. 
3) Make certain the pump is printed. 
4) Startdriver (motor, turbine, etc.) 
5) After pump is runnin g, open discharge valve 

to full open position. 



Maintenance 

Refer to the cross section drawings and parts . list, pages 9 and 10. Loosen the cap sav.v in 
both halves o ,the spacer coupling and remove the 
spacer portion of the coupling. Remove cap crews 
holding the bearing housing foot to báselate. 
Etnove hexnUt(#115)froütcasingstuds,back 
power end assembly out of casing, and flansfer to 
hopfa-further bly .. 

Whenpowerendunitarriveslnshop,carthy, 
remove the pump side coupling hub The impeller 
(#103) is removed from the shaft by turnh g sharp- .. 

4AeIbithetOsI4mewrathapewe,midun 
. 1 k..a 1.1 1.. LiP 1. S.... a 17 counw. nau Www 4awaUa& auasatai.aOnary. btheeWfttoaq ThfleySRnfl 

eve thee eiLths i*tiftuIth the nith rteluUei is me 
A special Impeller wrench can be provided to neno from me S Ses me pomp. 

facilitate remo'Ml of S impeller.. (See Figure C) 
This type of device can be duplicated by merely 
welding a steel bar to an old coupling hub. 

The flange studs with hex nuts (#111) retaining 
the rnechana cal seal follower flange are removed. 
This allows the mechanical seal stationary face to 
be backed away from the end of the stuffing bo*. 
Af the pump is packed, remove the gland studs with 
hex nuts(#111)andElidethepackinggland(#110) 
back on the shaft. Remove packing (#113) and seal 
cage (#112). 

The p tews (#140) retaining the rear 
cover plate (#106) are remOved and the rear cover 
plate là caA fully removed. The set screws hih ZOthuwelSflaiøotnenaistI 

a lock the mechanical seal to the shaft are then me bwm. 

loosened and the seal rotating unit is Sfloved. 
the pump was furnish edwithahoOktypesleeve, I. . 4* 
the rotating unit can be removed after the sleeve 
has been slipped off the shaft Be certain to mea- 
sure and record the plosition of the rotating unit 
on the sleeve. A replacement rotating unit of 
the same. type can merely be relocated at the sam . e 
position on the same or on a new hook type sleeve. 
The stationary seat and follower flange are then 
carefully slid off the end of the shaft. If the 

I- pump is being maintained for mechanical seal 
replacement only, no further disassembly is re- 

4 

quired. The pump can be reassembled by merely "- 
"°versinn the nrecedinn stens 2' C.. 

me nit sen ebauld he broken - me hnp5IIOy ehoidd 
. 

If shaft or bearin g replacement is required, etitttbfll&eeeiUyeloqiftlftreideaftfluyflh,ba,p,jpL 

remove the vented drain plug (#134) and drain 
oil from bearing hOusm g (#119). Remove bearing 
covet cap screws (#138) and outboard bearing 
cover (#123). The entire shaft and bearing as- 
sembly can then be slid out the OUtboatd end of 
the bearm g housing. The bearings can then be - 

checked and replaced if necessary. 
To re . ove the outboard bearing (#121), raise 4 

the tab On the bearing lockwasher (#125) and 
remove the bearing locknut (#124) and lockwasher. 
The bearing can then be removed using an arbor 
press. The inboard bearing (#120) should also be 
removed in an arbor press. The inboard and out- t me impitte, S thee eadI 'emceed. me pace me S 
board oil seals (#118) and (#129) are pried out, iversed.mthemnadISa.meuezire 
and new oil seals are pressed into place. .5 01 flI rnewmte flmi relnsteIll me 

ginhlsern 



The shaft (#105) should be carefully inspected. 
If in good condition, the inboard bearing (#120) 
and outboard bearing (#121) can be installed using 
an arbor press. Both bearings have a slight inter- 
ference fit, so Ste must be taken to ensure that 
the outboard bearing (#121) is pressed flrtnly 
home against the shaft shoulder. The bearing 
lockwasher (#1*5) is then slid into position, and 
the bearing locknut (#124) is tightened firmly. 
Bend the tab of the lockwasher (#125) thatlines 
up with a milled slot in the locknut (#124). An 
alternate method of installing bearings Is to heat 
theni in a 200° F (93° C) oven for 2 hours, then 
place them In position on the shaftif this method 
is used, the bearing locknut (#124) should be 
drawn up tight against the outboard bearing 
(#121) and left there Until the bearing cools. 
This will retain the bearing in proper position 
against the shaft shoulder. The locknut (#124) 
is removed, the lockwashec (#125) installed, and 
the locknut (#124) reassembled and tightened 
firmly. The tabof the lockwasher (#125) that lines 
up with a milled slot in the locknut (#124) is then 
bent over. 

SECTION ID 
MARK II UN2TIZED 

SELFaPhIMING PP 
The MARK II Self-Priming pump is basically a 

Standard pump with a special casin4. The entire 
rotating unit (back pullout portion) is identióal 
to that of a MARK II Standard pump. For normal 
maintenance the casing should be left piped up 
in place. 

Installation 

ALIGNMENT 
Refer to Standard Pump Installation, page 1. 

FOUNDATION 
Refer to StandaEd Puthp Foundation, page 1. 

PIPING 
Refer to Standard Pump Piping, page 1. In 

a4ditlon, the following piping recommendations 
should be followed: 

Check valves should not be used in the discharge 
liii; as they retain a head of liquid above them and 
make it extremely difficult to vent air and gases. 
If it is absolutely essential that a check. valve be 
Used, then sone provmi on should be made to 
include a small vent line between the casing and 
the check valve, returning to the supply tank or 
stamp. 

Extra care should be taken to be certain that all 
flanged joints and pipe fittings on the suction 
piping are completely air-tight Any leakage in the 
suction piping system will leduce the efficiency of 
the self-priming pump and will increase the am aunt 
of time Squired to reach full prime. Suction piping 
should be no larget than the, pump lnlet,and 
should be as short ndstS1gbtas*acticaL. 

MOTOR ROTATION 
Be certain to check rotation of motor before 

connecting spacer portion of coupling. An arrow 
is cast on the bearing cover (#123) showing proper 
rotatibn. 

PreparatIon 
PorOperation 

LUBRICATION 
Refer to Standard Pump Lubrication, Page 2. 

STUFFING BOX SEAL 
The MARK II Self-Priming Putp aeates a 

vacuum in the suction piping which allows liquid 
to. be pushed up Into the pump. The stuffing box 
iSst be sealed so that air will not leak into the 
pump sAd break the vacUum. Where packing is 
used, liquid must be supplied to the stuffing bo* to 
lubricate the packing and to provide a liquid seal. 
This can be accomplished by piping water or a 
clear liquid from an external.soürce, or by instàl- 
iraq a by-pass line from the ¼" pipe tap inthe 
casing to the lubricating port in the sttiffingbox. 

If a single mechanical seal is used, provision 
must be made to constantly supply liquid at the 
seal faces. This can be accomplished by installing 
a by-pass line from the ¼" pipe tap in the casing 
to the stuffing box. 

For other information refer to the Standard 
Pump Stuffing Box Seal, page 2. 

ROTATE SHAFT 
Refer to Standatd Pump Rotate Shaft, page 3,. 

Operation 

START-UP 
When starting the MARK II Self-Priming Pump 

for the first time, make certain that all suction 
and discharge valves are wide open and that the 
casing is full of liquid. Insure that all flush or by- 
pass lines are open and connected properly, . and 
that flush liquid is getting to the pump. Do not 
throttle discharg e valves in an attempt S. assist 
prUning. All lines should be wide open for theàOst 
effective priming. 

The amount of time required by the pump to 
attain full prime is a function of the volume of air 
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in the suction piping at start-up. Consult Bullet 
P-12-1O1 for approximate prinjing time. If pump 
does not.prime within a few minutes, the following 
points should be checked: 
1) Check suction system and stuffing box for 

possible air leaks. 
2) Recheck pump rotation. 
3) Recheck lubrication or flush line. 
4) Check liquid level in sump. 
5) Insure that some foreign matter has not been 

drawn agint or into the suction pipe. 
6) Insure that discharge piping is opn so that 

the * or gas from the suction can escape. 

Maintenance 
Refer to Standard Pump Mintenance, page 4. 

The entire rotating unit. of the MARK II Self- 
Priming Pump is identical to that of the Standard 
Pump. It is usually unnecery to remove the 
casing (#100) from its installed position. .11 the. 
pump has a by-pass line (See Figure 1)) to stuffing 
bOx, this is disct. 

Assembly is accomplished by merely reversing 
the dkast.mbly procedure. 

MASK II flLCESSP 
OMPELLER PUMP 

The MARK II Recessed Impellir Pump is 
basically a Standard Pump with a special casig 
and impeller. The entire rotating tp .(a.cic puilbut 
portion) is identical to that of.a MARK II Standard 
PuMp. For nortnal maintenance the casing should 
be left piped up in place. 

Installation 
A1.JGNMENT 

Refer to Standard Pump Alignment, page 1. 

FOUNDATION 
Refer to Standard Pump Foundation, page 1. 

PIPING 
Refer to Standard Puxnp Piping, page 1. 

MOTOR ROTATION 
Refer to StandArd Pump Motor Rotation, page 2. 

Preparation 
For Operation 

LUBR:I?AT ION 
Refer to Standard Pump Lubrication, page 2. 

STUFFING BOX SEAL 
The Durco MARK!! Recessed Impeller Pump 

will accept any mechanical seal Including inMdn, 
outside, double Internal, and balanced seals, plus 
all other seal and flush combinations common to 
the MARK II Standard Pump. The MARK-I! 
Seabnatic option isalab available as desci-Ibid in 
Bulletin P-18-100 and P48-200.. 

ROTATE SItAR : : ?.7.iC? 

Refer to Standard Pump Rotate Shaft, page 3. 

Operation 
START-UP 

The following procedure Is recommended 
for starting the $.. II Recessed Impeller 
Pwnp. 
1) Open suction valve to full open position. 
2) Open discharge valve a slight amount. 
3) Make certain the pump Is primed. 
4) Startdriver (motor, turbine, etc.). 
5) After pump is rnnnMq, open discharge valve 

to full Open position. 

Maintenance 

For Maintenance of Recessed Impeller Pumps 
refer to Standard Pump Maintenance,. page 4. 

GFIIrRAL !NFOMATUON 
ASSEMBLY OF MARK II PUMPS 

Alter bearings are mounted, reassembly Is simply 
a reversal Of the disanembly procedure. The bear- 
ing and shaft assembly is inserted into the bearing 
housing. The outboard bearing has a iap ring 
assembled to the outer race. This is a shim Stainer 
used when adjusting the.impeller running clearance. 
No shirts should be present at this point. 

The rear cover plate (#106) is assembled to the 
bearing housing adapter (#108) or bearing housing 
(#119) in Group I pumps. To facilitate relocating 
the rear dover plate (#106), it is.suggeited that a 
stud be placed in one of the cap screw (#140) 
holes in the rear cover plate (#106). The two 
retaining cap screws (#140) are drawn up firmly. 
If the pump is furnished with a hook type sleeve, 
it should now be assembled, using an ample 
amout of Molykote* or similar lubricant on the 
OD of the shaft and the ID of the.sieeve. It is 
always advisable to use a new impeller gasket 
(#104) each time the pump is dit.emb1ed for 
major maintenance. The inpeller (#103) is care- 
fully thrnded onto the end of the shaft, and an 
Impeller wrench can be used to assist in tightening 
the impeller. The running clearan e of the impeller 
Tr.d.ithth of Dow Coming Comomtion. 
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I now set. Make certain that the shaft Is all the 
way forward so that the snap ring is snug nrnQt 
the end of the bearing housing. The clearance 
between the impeller vanes and the rear cover plate 
is measured with a feeler gauge. The Impeller 
clearance should be set at 0.015" (0.38 mm) 
minimum for pumps handling liquids at temper- 
atUresup to l00°F(38°C),Ifthepumpwillbeon 
Intermittent service at elevated temperatures, this 
clearance should be Increased 0.002" (0.05 mm) 
for every 50°F (10°C) Ibove 100°F(38°C). to 
obtain the proper thickness of shinis required, 
subtract the desired clearance from the clearance 
measured. For example, feeler gauge shows 0.030". 
(0.76 mm) minimum between impeller vanes and 

.rear cOver plate.. Pumpage temperature is 250°F 
(12.1°C). Desired clearanoe, 0.015'! pS 0.006" 
equals 0.21" (0.38 mm) plus (0.15 mm) equals 
(0.53 mm). Shim thickness required is 0.030" 
minus 0.021" equals 0.009" (0.76 mm) minus 
(0.53 mm) equals (0.23mm). The snap ring Is then 
removed and the required shims are ilid onto the 
outboard bearing (#121). . The snap ring is ré- 
turned to its original position in the groove. Cork 
béarin cover gaskets (#126) of total thickness 
slightly greater than.shim thickness plus snap ring 
thickness are then applied over the shims and snap 
rings. The outboard bearing cover (#123) is re- 
assembled and the cap scews (#138) are drawn up 
snugly. The Clearance between the impeller vanes 
and rear cover plate is rechecked to make certain 
Itisa minimum of 0.015" (0.38mm). No addition- 
al work is required to set the impeller running 
clearance. 

The following procedure should be used for in- 
stalling John Crane Type 9 or 9T, and Durametallic 
Type ItO or ROTT mechanical seals with clamped 
seat. For other types of mechanical seals, refer to 
the seal drawings accompanying the pump. 

To install the mechanical seal, the shaft or sleeve 
should be scribed or marked (if not previously 
marked) by holding a scale or marker firmly and 
squerely against the end of the stuffing box and 
rotating the shaft. The impeller and rear cover 
plate are then removed. The new or relapped 
stationary seat of the mechanical seal is carefully 
inserted into the follower flange. A drop of oil is 
applied to the face of the stationary seat and 
spread uniformly Over the face with a clean tissue. 
The follower flange and stationary seat are then 
carefully slid onto the shaft or sleeve. The rotating 
unit. is installed next. A tapered cone, easily 
fabricated in the maintenance shop, can be used 
here to prevent damage to the .PTfl or elastomer 
shaft seal (See Figure H). The cone is threaded 
into the shaft and the rotary is slid over it onto 
the shaft and forward until the seal face is at the 
scribed mark. The set Screws (ways use new ones) 
are firmly tightened so that the rotating unit can- 
not slip. The rear cover plate is théñ carefully re- 

,nbled to the bearing housing adapter (bearing 
housing for Group I pumps) and the two retaining 
cap screws (#140) ire drawn up firny. The 
follower flange 'is lightened uniformly against the 
end of the stuffing box.. The impeller Is then 
thread onto the shaft and tightened. The fin- 
peliór running clearance, should be checked, but 
will normally be exactly as originally set. No 
further adjustment of the'tl Ct Impeller will be 
equInd . .. .. 

If the pump Is packed with molded ring packing, 
refer to Sthnard Pump Stuffing Box Seal, page 2. 

The p11 breather tube is reassembled into the 
housing, and the pumping unit Is now ready for 
reassembly into the casing, using a new rear cover 
gasket (#107). Remove the bottle of the Trico 
oiler and fill bearing housing with oil to proper 
level. The pump side coupling hub is replaced on 
the shaft extension and the spacer portion is re- 
assembled into the coupling and firmly tightened. 
Check coupling with a steel straightedge to deter- 
mine whether or not it returned to aJlgnnent. 
Rotate the shaft by hand to be certain all parts 
rotate freely. Reconnect any external piping or 
accessory equipment that is a part of the pump 
instaiiation. Refer to Standerd Pump Start-up, 
page 3. 

rJ',unc n 

PERIODIC INSPECTION 
The following inspections should be made 

periodically: 
1) Bearing Lubrication - Check to be sure that 

there Is oil in the Trico Oiler. 
2) Packing - Be certain that the pacldng Is 

lubricated with a high melting point, acid- 
resistant lubricant. Check for crystallization 
of solution or embedded abrasives. Be sure 
that packing is proper grade. 

3) Leakage - Be sure that the gasketed joints at 
casing drain, casing cover, suction and dis- 
charge connections are free from leaks. 

4) Bearing Wear - Check bearings for excessive 
wear. Worn bearings may result In excessive 
shaft runout, necessitating frequent repackIng 
of the stuffing box. 

5) AlIgnment - heckshaft for properalignnent, 
and the baseplate for levelness. 



IN PLACESEAL REPLACEMENT 
In some large Industrial plants, pump installa- 

tions are far from the general maintenance shop 
and it is often convenient to maintain the pump in 

place. 
Durco MARK II pumps offer a unique type 

of rear footpiece that becomes a field Workbench 
and allows minor maintenance such as visual 
Inspection of the wet end parts or mechanical 
seal replacement at the pump location. This 
sequence is 1W ted in Figure J, for pUmps 
with a replacement sleeve. The same procedure 
can be used for pumps with DC8 or Superchlor 
shafts. The rotating unit Is backed out of the casing 
and swung around until it Is at.a right angle to the 
original installation line. The bearing housing cap 
seew is then retightened to hold the power end 
unit firmly in place.. 

This same field maintenance and inspection 
procedure is accomplished on the Durco Group I 
pump without the special footpiece. Alter the 
bearing housing cap screw is removed, the rotating 
unit is backed out of the casing, swung around at 
a.right:angle to the original installation line, and is 
secure4 by reinserting the cap screw through the 
bearing housing foot. 

In Figure .3, the replacement is shown of a hook 
type sleeve with a mechanical seal rotary unit 
mounted on it. A measurement is taken from the 
end of the sleeve to the retainer portion of the 
mechanical seal. The new rotary Unit merely 
goes back in the same position and is firmly 
affixed to the shaft sleeve, making certain that the 
new set screWs are used. A drop of dean light oil 
is applied to the new stationary Seat and spread 
uniformly over the face with a clean tissue. The 
follower flange and stationary seat are then care- 
fully reasembled on the shaft. Before reassembling 
the shaft sleeve, a heavy coating of Molykote or 
similar lubricant should be applied over the shaft 
and around the inside diameter of the sleeve to 
prevent galling and binding. A drop of oil is also 
applied to the rotating face and again spread 
uniformly with a clean tissue. The sleeve is then 
applied over the shaft and firmly pressed home. 
Alter the seal is replaced, the rear cover and im- 
peller are reassembled, as described in Section I, 
and the pump is merely swung back into position. 
Alter the coupling spacer is reassembled, the pump 
Is ready to run. 

PUMP RECORDS 
Maintain pump records to provide information 

for ordering spare parts, and for evaluating pumps 
and mechanical seal performance. The following 
information should be included: 

1) Pump equipment number and serial number. 
2) Pump model number, impeller diatheter and 

material of construction. 
3) Mechanical seal manufacturer, type and code. 
4) Motor horsepower and speed of operation. 
5) Service conditions and frequency of operation. 
6) Records of maintenance including spare parts 

usage and general condition of pump. 

3. Lease p new eider 

5. SlId. bhesisiig to sIda. 

.4 

I 
7. Retlgliton eip screw under bear- 

lflg housing. 

9. Remove impeller. 

I 

4 mM Sngheuslng bus 

6. Turn housing 90 degrees. 

8. Remove seal gland blltsttd 
gland back; 

I 
1' 

10. Removorearverptate. 

11. Sleeve fully exposed. 12. RemOve lid slat. Splac&ieitlia 
new or rebuilt en.. Pump shows 
replaceable sleever Seine pro- 
cedure can be usid for DC8 theft. 

FIGURE J 
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flamNo. r tbdftelmr DurcoinetiB 3168.5. Duflinethl Monet" fists auonuotrm (flflftJ3 flthjMaa 

100 CasIng DuctilolronICI DurcometloO 316S.S. OulUnet2O lies .Nickel. Chlorlmet2 Cliloilmet3 Titanium 

-101- DilinPijig Steel AI1óy20 3165.8. AlIoy2O Monet Nickel Nastelloyt HñteuoyC TltshiUrn 

103 lni$ler Ductile Iron Durcomet 100 316S.S. Durhnet2O Monet NI Chiortmit 2' ttOflmet3 Titanium 

105 Shaft Steel DC8 008 008 318.5. 316S.S. 3168.5. 5I65.S. 3165.8. 

in ssa - - - - Monet Nicks Qilostmet2 Qilodmet3 Titankim 

106 RearCoverPlate Ductllelron(°' OwcometloO 3168.5. Duflmet2O lionel Nickel Qttodmet2. Qitwbnct3 flankam 

110 Glandirn DurtmetzO Dintniet2O Duflsflet2O 05mar20 .tiel Nickel Chlodmet2 QdwInM3 Tltaiduni 

(1ateffii Common to all Alloys USes Otkerwfisátoted' 
NflNo PEt Material 

104 Impeller Gasket* 

107 Riár Cover Plate 
(3j* 

Durabla 

108 Bearing Housing Adapter Cast Iron 

109 Bearing .HousingFoot Cast iron 

11.1 GlandStudsorHangeStudswithHexNuts 304S.S./3D3S.S 

112 Seal Cage*(E) EWE 

113 Molded Ring Pacldng*(e Kevlar(H) 

'114 Inboard Deflector PTFE 

115 Casing Studs/Hex Nuts 304 S.S./316 

118 lnboardoilSiul* TFSR' 
1.19 Bearing Housing Cast iron 

120 Inboard Bea,ing* Steel 

121 Outboard Beflng* Steel 

122 Oil Slinger Steel 

123 BeatingCover Castiron 

124 Slating LockN ut Steel 

125 Beating LockWasher Steel 

128 Bearing cover Gasket . Cork 

127 Beaiing Shin? Steel 

129 Outboard Oil Seal* TFSR 

130 ShaftuIingKey Steel 

131 Bearing Housing Adapter "0" Ring SBR 

132 Spherical sher for Foot Steel 

133 Trico Oiler (not shown) Steel-Plastic 

134 Bearing Housing Vented Drain ug Plastic 

136 Cap Screw for Foot $teel. 

138 Cap Screws fOr Bearing Cover Steel 

139 Machine Bolts for Bearing Housing Steel 

140 Cap Screws for Adapter to Cover Steel 

X Spacer BuShing Plastic 

, Paet, nonflally slacked by custoSi Wreni.Tgency regain. 
Tmdename ci International NkkaI Cornpaaiy. 

A Mat avallable In Recessed Impeder pumps, 
B Hal anliahie in Sell-PrO,imc pumps. 
C Hat available an 44 US-taR, 4$ US-13, or 0415.13* (t sled substiluted). 
D honed gayer plaIn am wtan sled. 
(E) Used In padud punil ci4 
(F) Tilirnum pumps ban Waled impel, Qaskets. 

Waled isa registered VS. nn at USon Carbide Carparal,on. 
0 Nby S 87/Scm, Oucfl Iran and Carbon Slid pumps. 
)l 1admvn an C.!. Dupont deHainours & Coniany. hit. 

a 
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Self .Prlming Pump 

GroupOi 
Self Priming Pump 

0 

a 

Group I 
ecessed Hmpeller Pump 

Group U 
Recessed Ompeller Pump 



Group I -I 

Standard Pump I rrT3sT4 (tIWA. x,n.ITh1Sr2I I. iricn ,-- .J KEY WAY 

GvouplI 
Standard Pumps 

4 11021 WT tGS 
TW L#W EL ItS - 

xn.ne Er wfriev 

3 H * 
'76) (SI, 

,t. 
(11411 4f 

9ilfl 6ff. 9 7X5 'sa, 
XCI WAY * a 
h671 ,rJE 

11141 

y 

BARE PUMP MOUNT!NG HOLES 
FOR STANDARD, SELF-PRIMING 
\ND RECESSED IMPELLER PUMPS 

-'_3 I;n; 

I S 1761 

I 

For Basepiate Dimensions, See Page 16. 

BAREPUMP MOUNTING HOLES 

I 1021 

FOR STANDARD, SELF-PRIMING 
AND RECESSED IMPELLER PUMPS 

(IOI CIA. IflS 
nP. (43 

x 

+1 
t f J!L, LI 

CM.1 Th,-g, 
____ 

4y11241 

I k_13191_4 

SI4YT DCI waiw if lass; WAlEr * X 4 (IO.XSOIKEfl'Ay cx +,io put 

For Baseplate Dimensions, See Page 16. 

Group III BARE PUMP MOUNTING HOLES 
FOR GROUP III Standard Pumps 8 ISO1DIA. 

4 (lOt) (J7 #aE 
L.47W L1 LP?- X m,,°'°' . 

sMrTa'T.2. 
} "s' 

r 

b STANDARD PUMPS ONLY 

can_ps amw 

1+ lW. 141 s'aa 
91203. 

KEYWAY 
1(22)01/I. 

I 

__ -I-4 ff! II Thr __ ___ 
0 

4.1.1/14) 

41 (114) 

f 910/A 

1S21 i. 1 izicicf 
I _ lf4 

For BasOplate Dimension,, See Page 16. 

12 



S GROUPI. 
STANDARD SIZES 

C 

Pump 

SUct. 
Site 

In(mm) 

Die. 
Size 

-;inftflm) 
Wt 

Ibs(kq) In (mm) 
05 

In(mm) 
08 

In (mm) 
X 

In(mm) 
1½x14 1½(40) I ( 70(31 5) 514(133) 434e(11O) 4½(114) 6½(165) 

1½(4) 1(25) 81(38.4) 5¼(133) 5%(1a7) 5%(143) 6v2(lös) 
3x1½-6 3(80) 1½(40) 78(35.1) 5¼(133) 44e(11O) 4% (117) 6½(165) 

t#1 

GROUP)! 
STANDARD SIZES 

Pump 

Suct. 
Size 

In (mm) 

Dis. 
Size 

In(mm) 
WI. 

lbs (kg) 
D 

In (mm) 
D5 

In (mm) 
06 

In(mm) 
X 

In (mm) 
2x1-1OA 2(50) 1(25) 210(94.5) 8¼(210) 644(171) 6(171) 8½(216) 
3x1½-8 3(80) 1V2(40) 196(89.0) 8¼(210) 51/2(140) 51e(148) 8½(216) 
3x1½-1O 3(80) 1½(40) 200(900) 81/4(210) 644(171) 644(171) 8½(216) 

3x2-8 3(80) 2(50) 200(90.0) 8'/4(210) 5½(140) 6%e(154) 9½(241) 
3x2-10 3(80) 2(50) 206(923) 6¼(210) 634(171) 634(171) 9½(241) 

4(100) 3(80) 227(103.1) 8¼(210) 511/ie(145) 61%e(170) 11(279) 

x3-1O 4(100) 3(80) 225(101.2) 8¼(210) 644(171) 7½(19O) 11(279) 

..4x3-IOH 4(100) 3(80) 249(112.0) 10(251) 634(171) 8½1216) 12½(318) 
6x4-fO 6(150) 4(100) 290(130) 10(254) 7%(187) 9'/ie(230) 13½(343) 

axl.½-13 3(80) 1½(40) 250(112.5) 10(254) 8'/4(210) 8¼(210) 10½(267) 

3Q13 3(80) 2(50) 258(116.1) 10(254) 8¼(210) 844(222) 11½(292) 

44-13 4(100) 3(80) 281(126.4) 10(254) 8¼(210) 9%(238) 12½(318) 

6x4-13A 6(150) 4(100) 324(145.8) 10(254) 9(229) 10e(262) 13½(343) 

GROUP III 
STANDARD SIZES 

Pump 

Suct. 
Size 

In (mm) 

Die. 
S!ze 

In (mm) 
Wt. 

lbs (kg) 
D' 

In (mm) 
05 

In (mm) 
06 

In (mm). 
X 

In (mm) 
8x6-14A 8(200) 6(150) 680(306.0) 14½(368) 1044(260) 12%(314) 16(406) 

10x8-14 1Ô(250) 8(200) 899(408) 14½(368) 1OW1s(278) 14¼(361) 18(457) 

8x6-16A 8(200) 6(150) 832(377) 14½(368) 11Ye(22) l3hh/ie(348) 18(457) 

8x6-18 8(200) 6(150) 740(333) 14½(368) 1144(298) 14(357) 18(457) 

iox8-i6 10(250) 8(200) 917(416) 14½(368) 1144(298) 15(381) 19(483) 

10x8-16H 0(250) 8(200) 992(450) 14½(368) 121A(3ii) l5Wie(402) 19(483) 

10x8-17 10(250) 8(200) 835(379) 14½(368) 12%(327) 15e(386) 20(so8r 

a1 ANSI 873.1 ("X") dimension 19" (483 mm). 

WJJ '" dimension is from thaft center line to bottom of casing feet. To determine shims, if required, see "HD' and "HG" on 
Basepiate Dimension Chart page 18. 
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Group' I I.- 
SeIf-PHming Pump 

4 COIflJt.G OW-.. 
it .093(5 x r rtrpcn \ ci 

.. 181*5? 

Group UI 
SelfPriming Pump 

#02 LXA7- 
w.n_jp 

GU \ Hf Ill. 
i I 

- I. 

i 115t 

H 
lefts, 1114? 

Sn 

H1 ¶t:DrI+n('J 

H 
For Bare Pump Mountng Holes, 
Refer to Standard Pump Dimensions Drawings on Page 12 
For Baseplate Dimen,ións, See Page 16. 

14 

(-5 

- I . 
In, 

PM 

Fr Bare Pump Mounting Holes, 
Refer to Standard Pump Dimensions Drawings on Page 12. 

For Baseplate Dimensions. See Page 16. 

Sottion Distharge Pump 
Pump Sill Size D D5 06 09 F H L T V X Weight 

in (mm) in (mm) in (mm) In (mm) in (mm) In (mm) in (mm) In (mm) in (mm) in (mm) in (mm) in (mm) is (Itg) 

1.5 1 5.25 4.53 4.53 4.00 6.62 2.5 20.12 3.51 1.5 4.15 120 
1.5xIUS4 

(40) (25) (133) (115) (115) (102) (168) (64) (511) (89) (38) (121) (54) 

2 1.5 8.25 6.88 6.88 5.25 9.00 4.0 28.56 5.43 -1:88 6.00 320 
2x1.5US-10A 

(Sb) (40) (210) (175) (175) (133) (229) (102) (725) (138) (48) (152) (145) 

3 2 8.25 7.30 1.30 5.25 9.00 4.0 28.56 5.68 2.75 6.50 340 
3* 2US-10 

(80) (50) (210) (185) (185) (133) (229) (102) (725) (144) (70) (165) (154) 

4 3 10.00 8.81 8.87 5L75 11.00 5.0 30.56 6.87 2.56 7.50 430 
4x3US10H 

(100) (80) (254) (225) (225) (146) (219) (127) (776) (175) (65) (191) (195) 

2 io:oo 8.87 8.87 5.25 9.00 4.0 28.56 7.25 2.75 8.00 420 
3x2US-13 

(50) (254) (225) (225) (133) (229) (102) (725) (184) (0) (203) (191) _jB0) 
4 3 10.00 9.56 9.56 535 11.00 5.0 30.56 7.75 2.56 8.50 520 

4 x 31.15.13 
(100) (80) (254) (243) (243) (146) (279) (127) (776) (197) (65) (216) (236) 

6 4 11.00 10.56 10.56 6.00 12.43 SM 32.00 8.62 2.93 10.00 630 
6 ii 41JS13A 

(15W (1o) (279) (268) (268) (152) (316) (127) (913) (219) (75) (254) (286) 

"D' dimension is from shaft center inS tobottom of cSng feet To diterminè shims if required see 'H0 and HG' on Sasepiate Dimension Chart 
on-page 16. 
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Recessed Impeller Pump 
I i 

I9*iPT T. .1 

COLfl.ZPS 2 xnw,ir 1W7 IF WECIflW in,, 

-I,..-. 

II 141-j F- For Bare Pump Mounting Holes, 
19 Its! Refer to Standard Pump Dimensions Drawings on Page 12. 

For Baseplate Dlmensiàns, See Page 16. 

Group II 
Recessed Impeller Pump 

SWT T. 1.12 4S $) aff 
Lt aJm . x 12 tws 

aaiM tZM If WWWIS 

-o 

It. 1I.-1. I- ' 3 2 1114)4.5 I I- _ Mi 1761 1511 
- let. bIts) _ - - -j For Bare Pump Mounting Holes, 

Refer to Standard Pump Dimensions Drawings on Page 12. 

SW7 0079610V I.5 ian;. OIAaETER X .19 tio.xsas, For Baseplate Dimensions, See Page 16. 

NEYWAY 1 4 t-l3 AbC 6 X 4R-13 PIAfl 

Bare 
Suction OlSiarge Pump 

Pump Size Size C O 05 06 09 F L. X Weigt 
in (mm) in (mm) In (mm) In (mm) in (mm) in (mm) in (mm) In (mm) in (mm) in (mm) lbs (kg) 

2x2R6 2 2 2.-75 5.25 4:31 4.31 2.75 5.56 19.06 6.50 100 

(50) (50) (70) (133) (109) (109) (70) (141) (484) (165) (45) 

2 V 6.25 8.25 6.82 6.82 3L50 5.75 25.25 8.50 260 
.2x2R-1O 

(50) (50) (133) (210) (173) (173) (89) (146) (641) (216) (118) 

3 3 5.12 8.25 7.18 7.18 4.25 7:50 27.00 9.00 300 3x3A10 
(80) (80) (130). (210) (182) (182) (108) (190) (686). (229) (136) 

4 36.62 10.00 8:69 8.68 4:12 7:12 26.62 10.50 360 4x3R-13 
(100) (80) (168) (254) (221) (221) (lOS) (181) (676) (261) (163) 

6 4 6.62 10.00 9.19 9.19 4.75 8.38 27.88 11.5O 390 6x4R-13 
(150) (100) (168) (254) (233) (233) (121) (213) (708) (292) (177) 

'D" dimension jut ram shaft centerline to bottom of casing feet. To det mime shims, if required. see "HD" and 'HG' on Base- 
plate Dimension Chart on page 16. 
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AflPLATE DIMNSOONS FOR 
STANDARD, SELF-PRIMflO1G MID 
RECESSED IMPELLER PWMPS 

GROUP I PUMPS 
xlmum 

Busplats wei HA HB HE HP HG HH ° 'Ms H0 
tbsflcg) In(mm) ln(mm) ln(min) In(mns) In(mm) lnhnm) Frame laSS 

73: 10 35. 4.0 32.5 3.O0 O.75. t25 
80 

(254) (102) (826) l8) (19) 
1 

(210) 

97 :12:. 5 38.5 *26 t76 8.50 
(44) (306) . (991) (114) (927) (83) (19) 

21 j : 

(216) 

9.88 
146 15 ,'44 6.0 41.5 3.50 0.75 ... (251) 

SM 
(66) (381) (1118) (152) 

. (1054) (89) (19) 10.75 
2 847 

(273) 

GROUP 0 PUMPS 
Maximum H0 H0 H0 

Saseplato Weight HA HB HE H! HG HH Motor 1 2 3 
IS(kg) in(mm) in (mm) In (mm) in (mm) In (mm) In (mm) Fram In (mm) In (mm) In (mm) 

2 
115 12 45.00 4.5 42.50 3.75 0.75 12.00 13.75 14.75 
(52) (305) (1143) (114) (1080) (95) (19) 

2157 
(305) (349) (375) 

15 52.00 8.0 49.50 4.13 0.75 12.38 14.13 15.13 
(81) (381) (1321) (152) (1257) (105) (19) 

286T 
(314) (359) (384) 

3261 
234 18 58.00 7.5 55$O 4.75 1.00 (330) 14.75 15.75 

14.00 (106) (457) (1473) (190) (1410) (i21) (25) (375) (400) 

(356) 

4047 15.00 15.00 15.15 
304 18" 60.00 7.5 57.50 4.75 1.00 4OSTS (381) (381) (400) 

16.00 1600 16;7s (138) (457) (1524) (190) (1460) (121) (25) 

(406) (406) (425) 
320 18" 61.75 7.5 59.25 475 LOG 4057 16.00 16.00 16.00 

(145) (457) (1568) (190) (1505) (121) (25). 41575 (496). (406) (406). 

GROUP Ill PUMPS 
Maximum 

Beseplate Weight HA HB HE HF HG HH Motor H0 
lbS (kj) in (mm) in (mm) in (mm) in (mm) In (mm.) in (mm) Frame In (mm) 

390 20 68 8.5 65.5 9.76 L25 365T 18.75 

(177) (508) (1727) (216) (1664) (248) (29) 36575 (476) 

540 22 80 9.5 77.5 7.75 1.26 445T 18.75 

(245) (559) (2032) (241) (1968) (197) (29) 447TS (476) 

580 25 84 11 81.5 t25 1.25 447T 18.75 
60 

(263) (635) (2134) (279) (2070) (159) (29) 449TS 

594 25 88 II 85.5 7.75 1.25 18.75 
61 

(2è9) (635) (2235) (279) (2172) (197) (29) 
449T 

(476) 

include!, shims under pump if required. 
"The motor end of this baseplate is22 (559 mm) wide because extensions are welded to the top to allow mounting of large motors 
HD 1 tSr the following pumps: 

Standard - 2* 1-lOP., 3* 1%-8, 3*1%-ID, 3*2-8.3*2-10.4*3-8 and 4*3-10. 
Self-Primer-- 2* I%US-IOA and 3* 2U5-10. 

Recessed Impeller - 2 x.2R-IO end 3* 3R-10. 

HO 2.foT the following pumps: 
Standard -4 * 3-iON, 3 x i%-13, 3 x 2-13,4 x 3-13,6 * 4-10 and 6 x 4-13A. 

Self-Primer - 4 * 3US-IOH, 4* 3US-13 and 3 x 2US-13. 
Recessed Impeller -4 x3P-13 and 6 * 4R-13. 

HD 3 for the following pump: 
Self-Primer- 6* 4U5-13A. 

THE DIJRIRON COMPANY, INC. PUMP DIVISIONS DAYTON, OHIO 
printed In U.I (513)226.4000 

16 January.1 
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Uguld Level Controls 
Solid State Relays sole 
Moto Controls 

2200 East Maple Road 
Birmingham, Mttiigan 
48012 U.S.A. 

Phone 313/843/8800 
Telex 23/5359 

April 3, 1980 

Kaiser Engineers 
300 Lakeside Drive 
Oakland, California 94623 

Attention: Mr. D.L. Browne 
Principal Instnunentation Engineer 
Engineering Division 

Dear D4'e: 

Jfifl 

It was a pleasure meeting you on my recent visit to California. I 

hope by now you have your technical literature sorted out and neatly 
restackad after my successful attempt to destroy your filing system. 

To add to your pile I have enclosed a copy of our consulting engineers 
catalog which I hope yOu or your staff may find useful. 

If you have any questions regarding our product Line please do not hesitate 
to contact our local representative Shaman, Inc., or us directly at the 
factory. 

Again, it was a pleasure meeting you. 

Very trul yours, 

/ 
B/W CONTROLS INC. 

- '? 
(C _'-- 

- 

Roger Nosier 
Sales Manager 

RGM bb 
enclosure 

cc: Sharman, Inc. 

P. 0. Box 31 
344 Village Square 
Orinda, California- 94563 
Phone: 415 254-4616 

LI 
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Electrode Plugs 

a- - 

01W offers a wide variety of standard plugs 
and connectors designed for use in assembling 
solid rod and wire suspension electrodes in 
the cast pressure-tight holders described on 
page 16as well as for direct installation 

t 
through the top of a tank. Among them: 

: 

Plug #04-126400Tills plug Is furnished 
as standard with brass and cast iron Type E 
pressure-tight electrode holders to meet W e requirements of most applications. 

I 

Plug #04-134900A replacement plug for Ii I 
usewith BIW cast pressure-tight electrode : 

PLUG *04-125800 
holders mahufactured prior to 1951. I 

Plug #04-141300 Equipped with an internal 

Li Teflon gasket, this plug is furnished as standard 
with 316 ètainiAss èteèl electrode holders and is 
suitable for steam applications up to 400 psi. PLUG #04-149500 

Plug #04-143300 - This plU is designed 
for applications involving very high operating 
pressures and is not for e with cast electrode 
holders. Special machining is required for 
direct mounting through top of tank. 

Plug #04-149600This plug maintains its 
insUlating properties under adverse operating 
conditidhs. Furnished with Teflon insulation, it 
is recdmmendèd for use in applications n involving many highly corrosive chemicals. 

Plug #12658O0A gland type plug with 

J 
; 

Teflon packing and a Teflen insulated solid 
electrode of any specified length required. 

TIrod Rugged pass-thfoUgh coStructioh provides 
added sfrength to withstand vibratidn. The 
threaded plug body is available in 303 and 
316 stainless steel. Carpenter 20, Monet. t-I43300!( PLUG 2- 066400 

titanium and nickel for ma)ly corrosive 
conditions. Please specify material desired.,' 

Plug SI 2-066400 - This cord grip type 
Plug =12-065900 - Thisplug is the same as' plug is designed for use itb Type E holders 
Plug =12065800 above except that the solid to support wire suspension electrodes in many 
rod éledtrode insulation is polyvinyl chloride. non-pressure applications where operating 
Threadeo body is also available in 303 and lemperatures do not exceed 190°F and where 
316 stainless steeL Carpenter 20. Monei. maximum insulation is required because 
titanium and nickel. Please specify. \opossib!e flooding. - 

I 

PART 
NUMBER 

MOUNTING 
THREAD 

SIZE 
. OF HEX 

I 

INSULATOR 
MATERIAL 

I MAXIMuM 
OPERATING PRESSURE 

:04-126400 3%" pipe Alumina 2.000 psi @200°F 

#04.134900 '/.-24 13ç" Alumina 2.000 psi @200°F 

#04-141300 3%" pipe 
- 

9i',°° 
- - 

Alumina 
I 

I 2.OQO psi @ 200°F 
400 psi @450°F 

- 

04-143300 15mm x 1.5mm 1" Alumina 
10,000 psi© 200°F 

400 psi @450°F 

#04-149600 , pipe l3ij Teflon 250 c 400°F 

12-065500 3%" pipe 
i 'K6 Teflon 250 psi @400°F 

#12-065900 3'." pipe 't'." I PVC 100 psi @ 150°F 

*12-066400 /'! pipe 3/4" No-Presste 
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Cast Pressure-Tight 
Electrode Holders 

electrodes. 

,-YPEE,1 ( 
HOLDER 
for one 
ëlictrode 

-e 
- C a.. 

T 

fIiI[ I 
Pee Ttw. 

100 

'---I--- 

s;w pressure-tight electrode holders are 
designed especially for uS in applications 
requiring a positive, leak-proof mounting in 
the tank or vessel containing the liquid to 
be àontrôlied. Such installations include 
boiler feed and condens le return systems, 
hydropneumatic tanks, and various types 
of chemical processing equipment, etc. 

Featuring rugged, water-tight construction, 
these cat threidad holde?s are available In 

three standard sizes as shown Delc all 
of which are normally stocked In brass, cast 
iron, and 316 stainless steel for use at the 
temperatures and preisure listed at right. 

Electrode Options Because these holders 
are most commonly used with bare or insulated 
solid rod electrodes' in lengths of six feet 
or less, they are furnished as standard with 
electrode ptugs having a ¼ -20 female threüd 
to support from one to seven electrodes. While 
plug #04-126400 Is suitable for most appli- 
cations involving pressures of up to 2000 psi 
at temperatures up to 200'F, various other 
plugs as listed on page 17 are also available 
on request to meet spebific requirements. 

Far applications reqUiring longer electrode 
lengths or where thele is insuffiôieñt h'ead 

room to permit the installation of solid rod 
electrodes, these pressure-tight holders can 
also be sUpphed with either brass or 303 
stainless connectors désighed to support 
wire suspension electrodes of any length 

required to control liquids et desired operating 
levels. In addition, all pressure-light holders 
can be furnished with a separate grounding 
screw mounted inside if desired. 

Installation Recommendations Wherever 
possibli, these holders should be mounted In 
a vertical position through the top of the tank 
with the electrodes extending downward to 
the desired operating levels. If It Is necessary 
to mount them horizontally thrdugh the side 
of a tank, insulStéd rod elecfrodes at 
least six inches long must be used. 

Temperature/Pressure Limitations 
ELEcTRODE 

HOLDER 
MATERIAL 

MAXIMUM 
OPERATING 

TEMPERATURE 

MAXIMUM 
OPERATING 
PRESSURE 

Brass 
200P 500psi 
400eF* 250psi 

Cast Iron 
200'F 500$i 
400'F 250 psi 

316 
Stainless 

20F 2000 psi 

45° 400,psi 

Specify 504-141300 Electrode Plug 

Ordering Information When ordering, 
please specifç': (1) Type of holder desired: 
(2) Mathrial; (3) Type and length of each 
electrode required: (4) Electrode plugs, if other 
than standard; (5) Wire connector material, 
required for wire suspension electrodes. 

HOLDER 
TYPE 

NUMBER OF 
ELEcTRoDES 

MATERIALS AND PART NUMBERS SHIPPING 
WEIGHT BMSE CAST IRON 316 STAINLESS 

1 12-048000 (2-048 12-048200 1.5 lbs. 
E-2 2 12-048400 12-048500 12-048800 3.0 lbs. 
E-3 3 12-048800 12-048900_ 12-049000 3,0 lbs. 

4 -1ru400 T2T4'300 12 049406 'TS lbs 
E-5 5 12-049600 12-049700 12-049800 5.0 lbs. 
E-6 6 12-050000 12-0501 00 12-050200 5.0 lbs. 
E-7 7 12-050400 12-050500 12-050600 5.5 lbs. 

NOTE: .4/I brass and cast iron holders ate furnished as standaid with #04.126400 electrode plugs; 376 stainleSs 
holde at e óquipped with 504-747300 electrode plugs. It holde)'s are to be used with wire suspension electrodes, 
please specify the wire connectors des/tell: Brass 5 72-038400: 303 Stainless Steel #72.043800. 

TYPE E-2 & E-3 
HOLDERS 
for two or three 

TO E-7 

for ftur to Seven 

6a,ai 

I 

I.. P,* T 

.._j 
365 

2-PaTIW.6011 II I 

'00 I 

I I. 

Cia' 
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tw Speóial-Purpose Electrode Holders 

. 

Type 12-016200 
concentric 
Holder with 

cord set 

Type 12-072410 
Càóce'ntrià 
Holder with 
splash shield 

Type 12-057000 
Adjustable Gland 
Electrode Holder 

The electrode holders described below are 
available as standard to meet the requirements 
of many unusual applications. Other special 
holders can be made to order to meet specific 
operating and/or installation conditions. 

Concentric Electrode Holders 
These patented B W electrode assemblies 
were developed prilnarily tar use in original 
equipmèit applications where space is limited 
and where dual level control is required. They 
consist of: (1) An eIetiode assembly which 
includes a V2 -20 LJNF-2A threaded stainless 
steel fitting for direct mounting into the tank or 
vessel, and two concentricglly mounted and 
hermetically sealed insulated rod electrodes: 
and (2) a snap-on cord set of any practical 
len1h that Consists of multiconductor type SiT 
cable and a molded snap on cover that fits 
over the etectrode asserhbly fitting. 

As shown at left, these cdncentric electrode 
assemblies can also be supplied with a plastic 
splash shield to assure positive control oper- 
ation at desired levels in applications whEre 
excessive turbulence is encountered. 

When ordehiñg. please specify high and low 
control level desiredand length of cord set. 

Adlusteble Gland Electrode Holders 
B W adjustable gland electrode holders are 
designed for use in applications that require 
occasional changing of the high or low level 
control settings. Typical installations include 
conveyor feEd. liuid proportioning, and 
contaihér filling machines. 

Type 12-056000 
cord Grip Hold 
for two electrot 

¶1 

IT 

a 

Ii 

V 

Made of 303 stainless steel with positive 
pressure-tight ¼ - pibe thread mounting ptos 
Teflon or Nioprene insulation and packing 
these holders are used with insulated solid rod 
electrodes of any desired length. To adjust 
level settings. simply loosen the lop of the 
holder and slide the electrode upor down to 
requirEd depth. Electrodes must be insulated 
over the full range of adjUstability. 

Cord Grip Electrode Holders 

B W cord grip electrode holders provide a 
simple. low-cost means of sealing lead wire 
openings against leakage of gases and liQuids 
in non-pressUre applicatipns requiring use of 
cyire suspension electrodes. These include 
submersible pump instatlations with low level 
cutoff control, undergroUnd water Storage tanks. 
covered sumps. and jewage pumping stations. 

Made of alUmihum machined for ½" pipe thread 
mounting, they are furnished with compressible 
Neoprene packing to support either one or 
two wire suspension electrodes. 

Condulet Electrode Holders 

Designed for use with B W Type E- 1 P wire 
suspension electrodes, these versatile tow-cçst 
holders are recommendEd for underground 
drainage sumps, sEptic dosing tanKs, open 
sUmps and similar applications. Available in 
cadmium plated cast iron and rigid blyvinyl 
chloride in sizes to accommodate from one 
to eight electrodes, they may be installed in 
areas where flooding is apt to occur as 
well as in corrosive atmospheres. 

type 1-uasaIu 
Cord Grip Holder 
for one electrode \ / 

/ 

Type 12-056900 
Condutet Holder 
for one to tour 
electrodes 



.bw Level Sensing Electrodes 

Solid Rod Electrodes 
BIW solid rod level sensing electrodes are 
generally used in applications which reqthre 
rélatiely short lengths of six feet or less from 
the top of the tank or vessel to reacti the 
control levels desired. 

Threaded ¼ -20 at one end to fit electrode 
plugs listed on page'17, these ¼" diameter 
rods are avaiiable in the choice of corrosion 
resistant materials shown at right - all of 

hich can be supplied either bale Or insulated 
and with or without carbon tips for added re- 
sistance to chemical and electrolytic attack. 

Standard insulation materials are polyvinyl 
óhloride for applications involving operating 
temperatures up to 190°F.. and Teflon for use 
at temperatures up to 550°F. Both of these 
materials provide excellent insulation between 
the electrodes and ground, protect personnel 
against shock hazardè, reduce corrosion. 
and make electrodes insensitive t'o foSm. 

Wire Suspension Electrodes 
Wire suspension electrodes are designed for 
use in applications requiring long lengths, or 
where limited head room prevents iSallation 
of solid rod electrodes. Generally used with 
flaaged cast irOn, cord grip, or condulet type 
holders described pn pages 18 and 20, they 
are suspended in the liquid by m àñs of 
Type SW insulated suspension wire. 

Available as standard in brass or stainless 
steel, they can be supplied with or withOut 
molded plastic shields for use at operating 
temperaty.!esup to 150° i9o°ctively. 
Type E-tPShielded: This elect rode is 
approximately 4" long and assembled in 
a molded plastic insulating shield 1C in 
diameter. Designed for general purpose use, 
it is ideal for elevated tanks, sewage pump- 
rig stations, and deep well installations. 

Type E-IPLeas s5huiiciTh"6e 
ii used in hydropneumatic and condensate 
return tanks where limited head room prevents 
the use of rod electrodes and where vertical 
spacing between electrodes is4" or more. 

Type E-1SShielded:.A 2" long electrode 
assembled ih a molded plastic shield 4" in 
diameter. Ideal for use in submersible pump 
installations and other appiicatiOn where 
little clearance is provided for installation. 

Type 13-064700: This special electrode for 
highly corrosive liquids can be furnished in 
any.ol the materials listed above for solid rod 

'electrodes. 
It is 3" long by ½" diameter and 

insulated with polyvinyl chloride which com- 
pletely bonds to the insulation of Type SW 
susinsion wire. Since it is only furnished 
assembled to the SW wire, please specify 
desired electrode material and overall 

Bire and PVC-insulated brass and stainless 
steel rods are furniShed as standard in 1-foot 
increments up to 6-feet long for cutting to 
any intermediate length desired in the field. 
After cutting insulated rods, strip about 1" of 
insulation oft lower irid to expose bare rod. 

When ordering, pleasespeclfy: (1) Type of 
material desired: (2) Overall length required: 
(3) Insulation and/or carbon tip, if desired. 

Standard Electrode Materials 

MATERIALS LIQuIDS TO SE GONTACIJ.ED 

Brass Soft water: Córidéniate 

316 Stainless 
Steel 

Water and sewage: 
Alkaline solUti6ns 

Monel Salt water: Acid solutions 

!*kel Silt water: Acid solutions 

Carpenter 20 Acid solutions 

Hastelloy Q Acid solutions; Hypochlorite 

Titanium Strong acid solutions 

Qsner.special materials a willable On request. 

Type SW Suspénsidn Wire: Designed to 
provide maximum strength and insulation, 
Type SW wire should always be used with 
8w wire sUspension electrodes to assure 
that a witer-tight se'al is accomplished by 
the packing in the eleótrode. The wire is 
single conductor 18 gauge, 41 strand 
copper with /u" vinyl insulation. 

Wire Connectorsli tire sUspension 
ictrodes are to be used with Tvne E casL 

pressure-tight holders, a special wire connector 
is required to support each electrode from the 
plugs furnished with eah holder. Assembly 
details are shown below. These co'nnectors 
are available in brass or 303 stainless. Please 
specifl type number orri,ateriaI'desire' 

(Type E-IP 
Electrode . 

with shield 

Type E'f P 
Eliètrode 
less 

.fl Type 13-064700 
Insulated 
Electrode 

IIIi1Ii 
It 

U 
Type £15 
Electrode 
with shield 

.,. i 

e 
r Type 112-043800 

wire connector 
assembled to 
electrode plug 

/ 

'C 

I 
'I 



Typical Level 
Control Installations 

Single Pump. Pump Down 
Diagram E-55 

81W Type LII relay automatically starts 
the pUmp when liquid contacts upper 
electrode and slops the pump when the 
liquid I ails below the lower electrode. 
Electrode equipment shown is typical 
for most sump applications. 

AC L.'n* 

_SWType 
INReley 

/ 
urn'.. 

Tn'. £2 
frump Elecliods HWOF 

Rod Slecirodee 
Dschwge 

Pump 
ssn. 

Pump 
Sop. 

Type £55 ri.n £ evre We. 
Win Wee Sute',oeO SIP EWaio 

MoIor_ 
T0 SW 1-211 

Hoda 

.tv_t.t____. 

CoGooHot, 
IjIjj.J 

..::.tt 

Pump Up with Low Level CutOff 
Diagram F-281 

El! £5.ctroaee. This combination of a Type RH relay and Type LII relay provides 
vd.uwenoeo automatic control of a pump to maintain water level in a storage 

tank, and at the same time provides low water cutoff protection 
LowL 

for the pump should the water level in the well or supply tank 
tall below the lower electrode. The pump will automatically 

Turbuepump re-start - if demand still exists - when the level in the 
well or supply tank rises to the reset electrode. 

Single Pump, Pump Up 
Diagram F-57 

BJW Type RH relay automatically 
starts the pump when liquid falls below 
the lower electrode and stops pump when 
liquid contacts the upper electrode. Relay 
should be connected to-same source of 
power that supplies pump. The electrode 
equipment shown is typical for smell 
process tanks and suitable for pressure- 
and high temperature applications. 

two Ptunp, Pump Down, Alternator 
4 AC Line 

Diagram F-639 

This control is recommended for applications where one 
pump alone will handle the load and the second pump is 
necessary only when the lead pump fails for some reason. 

tup. 2-055000 Conlu'.I ElecTrode Hold,, 
sip W,i. Suspended ('P ledIiodee 

Junction Go. 

To Drain 

SW Type F-US Two Pump. -_---- 
Pump Down Allemeto, 

*4 

4 
*40(0* 

Saris's 

áunitli*n Boo 

L. --.. - - 

Wesie Otto 

Alarm 

'nip 

2nd Puo"p Sic.'. 
AlEm Sounds t;i 

Yl Whenever the second pump is required, an alarm will 
i ci Porno Star'. 

sound to indicate a pump has (ailed, and the system will 
ov-sonoeSsap 

HL 
continue to operate on the remaining pump until repairs are 

11 made. For septic lank effluent applications, it is desirable 
to mount all the electrical controls in the building rather Subnenrboe VT 

than in the corrosive atmosphere at the tank. 



INTRODUCTION 
Magnetrol Displacement Type Controls are in daily ser- 
vice across the world in such diverse applications as 
remote unattended pumping stations in the Libyan des- 
ert to petrochemical processing in Texas and nuclear 
power generators in Tennessee.. They are well suited 
for standard as well as difficult appliàatlons, such as 
foaming or surging liquids or agitated fluids, and usu- 
ally cost less than óthei types of controls. 

ENGINEERING FEATURES 
VERSATILE.. . - displacer type units can conveniently 
and effectively be used on applications ranging from 
water to sewage handling, and paints, varnishes, heavy 
oils, or surging liquids, 

I CHOICE OF SINGLE OR MULTIPLE SWITCHING - . - 

Standard models are available for single or dual level 
stage control and for narrow or wide level ranges. 

CTriplex models for three switch function applicatIons 
are also available. 

ADJUSTABLE - . - Each level sensing displacer may be 
positioned at any point along its suspension cable to 
accommodate any desired operating level or level 
differential. 

CORROSION RESISTANT. - - Magnetrol displacement 
controls feature stainless steel operating components 
and a choice of displacer material. 

ANTI-SURGE DESIGN - . - Since the displacers are 
heavier than the liquid under control they do not "bob" 
with wave or surge action, eliminating the possibility of 
switch shortcycling. 

EASY INSTALLATION . - - Little head room Is required 
to Install the flexible cable and displacer assembly into 
a tank and a choice of threaded or flanged mounting is 
available. 

OPERATING PRINCIPLE 
Operation is based upon a buoyancy principle whereby 
a spring is loaded with weighted displacers which are 
heavier than the liquid. Immersion of the dispiacers in 
the liquid results in a buoyancy force change, which 
moves the spring upward. Since the spring moves only 

C 
when the level moves on a displacer, spring movement 
® is always a small fraction of the level travel be- 

tween displacers ®. A magnetic sleeve © is con- 
nected to the sprinq and operates within a non-mag- 
netic barrier tube © - Spring movement causes the 
magnetic sleeve to attract a pivoted magnet ®, actu- .............. fl.I. 

-plc., 
o1.II I/f truI 

0 

- 



APPLICATION AND SELECTION DATA 
Consideration should be given to the following factors 
to assure selection of the most appropriate Instrument. 

LEVEL RANGE... Displacement type Magnetrois are 
defined as having either "narrow" or "wide" level differ- 
ential bands. Narrow differential type units are factory 
set with a fixed minimum level travel band between 
switch "off" and "on." The position of the band is 
adjustable along the suspension cable ana its width 
varieá slightly with specific gravity of the liquid, In- 
creasing as the specific gravity decTeases. 

Wide dlfferentiai units can be field adjusted to operate 
off-tcron over any level range limited by the length of 
suspension cable: The "minimum" level differential 

band obtainable with a wide differential unit Is usually 
several times greater than that avaiiable with the nar- 
rOw band Unit. 

NUMBER OF SWITCHES... Both single and dual 
switch (tandem) models are Sváilable with either narrow 
or *ide ievel differential bands. The tandem models 
effectiveiy perform the functions of two separate con- 
trols. Triplex (three switch fUnction) models are also 
available. 

LIQUID SPECIFIC GRAVITY... For the greatest appli- 
cation flexibility, all Magnetroi displacement controls 
except the Models A-103-Tandem Series* are factory 
calibrated to operate over a very wide range of specific 
glravity as indipated in the tables on the following 
pages. Should the specific gravity of the controlled 
liquid fali outside the range values given, a.special cali- 
bration will usually allow theuse of a standard model. 

Each Model A-103-Tandern unit (page 6) Is indi- 
vidually calibrated to operate ona given liquid 
spec/tic gravity value. The table on pages indi- 
cates the minimum and maximum value limits. 

PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE RATINGS 
Models with threaded tank connection are rated 400 PSI 

100'F, 250 PSI@ 400' F. 

Ianged models are limited to the pressure rating of the 
elected flange. Cast iron flanges are fiat face type; 

steel flanges are raised face type conforming to ANSI 
dimensional standards. 

Stainless steel displacers are rated 600 PSI @ 100W, 
375 PSI @ 500W. Kárbate dlipiacers are limited to a 
maximum temperatureof 3OrF. Do not use porcelain 
a: -------------------- f_;,_- ........... a 

TYPES OF LEVEL ÔIFPERENTIAL,S 

CATALOG MODEL 
A-153 SERIES 

(Level Alarm Applications) 

't: 4: 

Level 

CATALOG MODEL 
A-103 SERIES 

(Pump or VaIv Control 
Appllcat ions) 

HOW TO SPECIFY AND ORDER 
DIsplacer type controls are identified by an alpha- 
numeric part number system. The pan numberprovides 
exact specification of unit configuration, materials, 
switches and other options vital to the performance 
and function of the instrument. 

The system is comprised of four distinct components, 
each of which describes a specific part or feature of 
the instrument. A definition of each of the four compo- 
nents and an example are given below. Product selec- 
tion data are listed on pages four through eight. 

MODEL NUMBER EXAMPLE: 

1 -1G2A-AA 

SWITCH MECHANISM 
AND ENCLOSURE 

I A TANKCONNECTION AND 

AMATERIALS 
OF CONSTRUCTION 

PART NUMBER 
CODE 

EXPEDITE SHIP PLAN (ESP) 
Many standard displacer units and options are available 
for quick shipment, usually within two weeks after fac- 
tory receipt of a purchase order. The most popular mod- 
els and options covered by "ESP" service are conve- 
niently color coded on pages 5 & 7. To take advantage 
of "ESP", slmpiy match color coded part number codes 
and options; standard dimensions appiy. Contact your 
area Magnetrol Representative for lead times on other 
--fla. ...t ..A ....e,.,.., 

7 
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AVAILABLE SWITCH MECHANISMS AND 
- -, -e 

PLICA'I'ION DATA 
( 

,Re&i2L :- 
5- Displacement type controls are available with several 
y.differerit switch mechanismseach designed for spe- 

xf 
', chic service conditioñ'b Brief descriptions of the mdi t 

vidual switch mechanisms and their application are 
!given below. Pages 5 and 7 list detailed selection data I 

' 

/ 

MERCURY SWITCHES' 
I I, L'Serles "A!' & ''E"-:.t- . 

F 
} 4 

A 

- Mercury switches offer the advantage of quick visual 

.I_ 

flipectlon of coniact c'onditions. Series "A" switches 
a 

' -'c '' 
are heavy duty units with high load carrying capability 
Series switches are specially1designed to provide I jreater vibration resistance I 

F 

DRY CONTACT SWITCHES I 
I 

I Serles"B","C"&"D" ::- .. 
-; - 

These switches are specifiS in;applications where 
I 

I 

Ltmercury must be avoidedsuch as In nuclear power 
' plant installations Series "B' and "C switches are I 

general purpose units with electrical ratings dependent * 

jipon maximum liqUid temperature; Series "D": -' iswitches are designed for DC currentapplications :-' - 
- 

- 
I t''- I-'_ 
1 

"DRYCONTACTSWITCHES - F ,, ,' 
Series "G", "H'' & "I" I 

1 r %:J -: 1 
. -. ti',, . 

._* ,UUI-Lr F 

.-Jhese special duty mechanisms are intended for vibra- J7MM W_ I 2' \' I-4 

W( 
lion service, applications or marine installations that,. P'A3f y 

H17!would interfere with the normal operation of standard 
iercuq or dry 'contact switches.' Series "G" and "H" '- 

I,II 
uns are intended for4AC.current applications, while. . iAtcA .'* ' 

I switchesaredesignedforDCcurrentioads tII 
II !'j 

.:t.;,::.:. :7:-V 'I r 
] IJfl 

, 
,j,r_ 

PNEUMATICSWITCHES tR' :- 

'Sàries''J''&"K" I:-' I; ,' '- .7' ?i' 
pneumatic switches are employed in process industry 1 Aapplications where electrical power is not available or I 

: a' 
where hazardous conditions exist The J series ' a' 
bleed1ype switch is Intended forereral pUrpose ap-; - II . 'r' "- £4 

plications K series units are specifically designed '1 tAP'° Jtoprovide "non-bleed 'operation with a high-degree of 
vibration resistance II 

- Ic,,- 

, 

. 
I ' t"'--- c) 

I 7 'I - - . 

'SWITCHENCLOSURES 
- - I - -" -r ---- a t'a/ ' r- 

F tElectric switches are available with'a:'choic'e-of 
F 

II 
$ 

nclosure design NEMA 4 enclosures are weather 
I 

-FS1 

resistant units for non hazardous areas NEMA land 9 L 

enclosures are designed explosion proof for use in I 

hazardous areas Pneumatic switches are standard with 
F 

F - 
aNEMA1 enclosure I 4atc.ar 

F 

'' ,r r:. 
F ' 

F 

FF I. ' 
I 

Ill:. _ 
F 
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F I' 

F 

F 
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-, r' 7 
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SINGLE SWITCH MODELS 
MODEL.A-103 SERIES, WIDE DIFFERENTIAL TYPE 

These wide differential units are factory calibrated to 
actuate as a liquid level reaches a given displacer and 
to remain actuated until the level reaches a second dls- 
placer. A typical application is the control of a pump to 
fill a vessel .... by starting the pump as the level 
approaches the bottom of the vessel and stopping the 
operation at a pie-set high level point. 
The minimum differential band is approximately 6.00 
inches in water and varies somewhat with liquid spe- 
cific gravity.. The maximum differential is determined 
by the length of the displacer suspension cable. 

MODEL A-153 SERIES, NARRQW DIFFERENTIALTYPE 
These insftUments are factory calibrated to operate 
over a narrow level differential band and are ideally 
suited for liquid level alarm applications, on either high 
or low level. 

The operating level Is fully adjustable by simply reposi- 
tioning the displacer along Its suspension cable. The 
differential band varies slightly with liquid specific 
gravity. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Standard models utilize an Inconel support spring, 
Type 316 S.S. trim, displacer clamps and suspension 
cable (1O'0 long), with a400S.S. magnetic sleeve. 

Tank Connection . . . 2½ NPT carbon steel bushing or 
selected mounting flange (3" flange size minimum). 
See page two for pressure ratings. 

DISPLACER AND SWITCH SELECTiON 
The tables below specify the minimum and maximum 
liquid specific gravity values and service témperàturè 
limits for he various combinations of dispiacers and 
switches. 

MODEL 4-103 SERIES 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY LIMITS 

Liquid For Use with Series A thru E and J Switch 
Temp. 

F. Porcelain Karbate stainless Steel 

lOG O.6010 1.20 0.60 to 1.20 0.69!o 1.20 

0.70 to 1.20 0.70 to 1.20 0.70 o 1.20 

300 0.BOto 1.20 0.SOto 1.20 O.BOto 1.20 

400 1.00to 1.20 - 0.9Oto 1.20 

500 1.lOtol.20 - i.00tol.20 

Liquid For use with Series G, H, I & K Switch 
Temp. 

- F. 

. 

Porcelain Kaitate Stainless steel 

ob o.ósto 1.20 0.80 to 1.20 0.60 to 1.20 

200 O.7Stol.20 o.9Otol.20 .0.tO!ol.?P 
30 O.85to 1.20 1.00to 1.20 6.8biol.2b 
400 O,95to 1.20 - 0.9OioO 

MODEL A-103 SERIES 

MODEL A-153 SERIES 

U 
-t 

'H NARROW j LEVEL 
DIFFERENTIAL! 

1* 
MODEL 4-153 SER!ES 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY LIMItS 

Uquid For use with Series A thru Land J Switch 
Temp 

"F, Porcelain Kartate Stainless Steel 

100 0.60 to 2.40 0.40 to 1.65 0.40 to 1.65 

200 0.62 to 2.40 0.45 to 1.65 0.40 to 1.65 

300 0.65 to 2.40 0.50 to 1.65 0.50 to 1.65 

400 0.70 to 2.40 - 0.55 tO 1.65 

500 O.75to2.40 - 0.6Oto1.65 

Liquid For Use with Series G, H. I & K Switch 
Temp. 

F. Porcelain Karbate Stainless Steel 

100 0.85 to 2.40 0.65 to 1:65 0.65 to 1.65 

200 0.90 to 2.40 0.10 to 1.65 0.70 to 1.65 

300 0.95 to 2.40 0.75 to 1.65 0.75 to 1.65 

400 1.00 to 2.40 - 0.80 misS 
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SELECTION DATA, SINGLE SWITCH MODELS 
MODEL NUMBER EXAMPLE: 

ys'I.l ratfl -1G2A-AA 

SWITCH MECHANISM 
AND ENCLoSURE 

ATANK CONNECTION AND 
015 PLACE RS 

A k CONSTRUCTION 

PART NUMBER CODE 

SELECT PART NUMBER CODE 

CATALOGPART NUMBER 
DESCRIPTION MODEL NUMBER CODE 

A-1o3 MO- Wide Differential 
Unit 

A-153 . M5- Narrow Differential 
Unit 

ASELECT MATERIALS 
oF CONSTRUCTION 

DESCRIPTiON SPECIFY 

Standard Construction 1. 

standard Construction, Magnetic 2 
Sleeve with TypS 316 S.S. Jackit 

CoTplStiTye 316 5.5. Construction, 
Except Choice of Displacers. Flanged 4 
Models_only._inclUdes 316 t&Flan4e. 

Standard with Monel Displacer 5 Cable and Displacer clamps. 

Standard with Hastelloy C 6 bisplacer Cable and Displacer clamps. 

A SELECT TANK CONNECTION a AND DISPL.ACERS® 

Tank______________ DISPLACER TYPE 

Codnection 
Porcelain ® 

Stainless Steel 
Threaded 
2½"NPT E2A E2B E2d 

Mounting 
F1angS 

30 125 
Cast Iron G2A G2B ... G2C 

- 

30150 LB. 
Steel G3A G3B G3C 

4" 125 LB. 
Cast Iron H2A H2B H2C 

d'tSOLB. 
Steel_____________ H3A I-i3B H3C 

40 300 LB 
StSeI______________ I-MA I-MB H4C 

6'125LB 
Cast_Iron K2A K26 K2C 

6" 150 Lb. 
C, 0.1 K3A K38 K3C 

A SELECT SWITcH MECHANISM AND a SWITCH ENCLOSURE 
SWITCH ENCLOSURE 

NEMA4 NEMA 7& SEP Switch 
Description Temp. 

C 

Switch - 
$14. 

- 
With 
I-tutor 

- 
With 
Muter 

WIth 
Drain 

SERIES®- SPDTAA AF AK AP AU 
Mercury 
Switáh 

500W . 

DPDT AD Al AN AS AX 

SERIES® SPDT BA SF BK Bp. BU 
Snip 

Switch 
250W .. 

DPDT BD SI SN 
- 
BS 8X 

SERIES® 
Snap 

SwItch 
450 F 

.SPDt CA Not 
AVail- 

CK Not 
A ill 

CU 

DPDT CD '-'- ON CX 

SERIES® SPOT DA bF DK OP DO 
Snap Switch 
DC Current 

250W 
DPDT 
- 
DD 
- 

Dl ON DS Dx 

SERiES® 
Mercury 500W 

SPDT EA EF EK EP Ei.i 

OPbT ED El EN Es EX 

SERIES® spbt GA GK ,GU 
Snap Switch 
Dual Magnet 

250W 

Not Not 

DPDT 
- 
GD 

- 

GN 
- 
GX 

SERIES® SPUr HA *1K lit! 
Snap Switch 
Dual Magnei 

450W 
Avail. Avail. DPDT 

- 
HD 

- 
HN I-tX 

SERIES® SPUr IA 1K 
Snap Switch 
DC Current 

250W 
DPDT ID IN IX 

A SELECT a PNEUMATIC SWITCH 
Switch Maximum Maximum Bleed Coda 

Description Supply LIàuId Orifice (NEMA I 
Pressure Temp. Dia E,closure) 

SERIES® 100 PSI 1/16' JA 
Biiedtype 400W 

Pneün tic Süitch 60 PSI 3/32" JB 

SERIES® 40 PSI KA 
NOn Bleed 400W - 

Pneumatic Switch 100 PSI KB 

BASIC ELECTRICAL RATINGS 
(FULL DETAILS IN BULLETIN 42-1 20) 

VOLTAGE 
e' Ampere Rating 

A B C D Elo H I 

I2OVAC 13 15 5 10- 4 15 5 10 

22OVAC 6.5 15 5 - 2 15 5 - 

120 VDC 10 0.40 0.40 10 4 0.40 0.40 10 

220 VDC 5 0.20 0.20 3 2 0.20 0.20 - 



DUAL SWITCH.MODELS 
MODEL A.103-TANDEM SERIES, WIDE 
DIFFERENTIAL TYPE 

Wide differential tandem units are the most versatile of 
all Magnetrol displacement controls. They are available 
factory calibrated With a choice of several operating se- 
quences, designed to meet vIrtUally any application. 
Typically, they can be used for the control of a pump or 
valve Ius level alarm (either high Or low level) or for the 
control of two pumps (or valves)-startlng at Individual 
levels, stopping at one common level. 

MODEL A.153-TANDEM SERIES, NARRQW 
DIFFERENTIAL TYPE 

Mo4eI A-153 Tandem Series utilize two switches, each 
actuated at a different level and each calibrated with a 
narroW differential band. These models are most often 
used to proide separate high and low level alarm 
actuations. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Standard modeis utilize an inconel support spring, 
Type 316 S.S. trim, dlsplaer clEriipS and suspension 
cable (i0'O" long), with a 400 S.S. magnetic sleeve. 

Tank ConnectIon . . . 2½" NPT cárbdn steel bushing or 
selected mounting flange (3" flange size minimum). 
See page two for pressure ratIngs. 

DISPLACER AND SWITCHSELECTION 
The tables below specify the minimum and maximum 
liquid specific gravity values and service temperature 
limits for the varioUs combinations of displacers and 
switches. 

MODEL A103.TANDEM SERIES 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY LIMITS* 

Liquid For Use with Series A thru E Swithhes 
Temp. 

'F. Porcelain Karbate 
- 

Stainless Steel 

100 0.60 to 150 0.50 to I .b0 0.50 to 1.00 

200 0.64 to 1.50 0.50 to 1.00 0.50 to 1.00 

300 0.80 to ! .50 0.60 to 1.00 0.60 to 1.00 

400 1.. - 0.l2tol.0O 
500 i.io to iSO - ô.84 to 1.00 

Each Instrument Is calibrated to operate on a given specific gravity 

MODEL A103-TANDEM 

_____(. 
NARROVJLEVEL 
DIFFERENTIAL: 

MODEL A-153.TANDEM SERIES 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY UMITS 

Liquid For Use with Series A thru.E Switches 
Temp. 

F. Porcelain Karbate Stainless Steel 

100 0.95 to 1.20 0.70 o 1.20 0.70 to 1.20 

200 liOto 1.20 0.BOtol.20 0.8Db 1.20 

300 - 0.90 to 1.20 0.90 to 1.20 

400 - - 1.00to 1.20 

500 - - lflA'rl2fl 



SELECTION DATA, TANDEM MODELS 

MODEL.NUMBER EXAMPLE: 

-1G2A-AB 

SWITCH MECHANISM 
AND ENCLOSURE 

flTANK CONNECTION AND 
DISPLCERS 

A L CONSTRUCTION 

PART NUMBER 
CODE 

SELECT PART NUMBER CODE 

CATALOGPA NUMB 
DESCRIPTION 

MODEL NUMBER CODE 

A1O3Tandem . BIG- Wkde DIfferentIal 
vjt 

A'153-Tandem C'. B15- . Narrow Differential 
Unit 

ASELECT MATERIALS 
OF CONSTRUCTION 

DESCRIPTION SPECIFY 

Standard Construction 1 $' 

Standard Construction, Magnetic 2 Slóive *lth Type 316 S.S. Jacket 

compiSte I9p5316&S. C6nstructi6n. 
4 Except Choice of Displacers. Flanged 

Madels only. Includes 316 S.S. Flange. 

Standard with Monei Displacer 5 Cable iñd Displacer clamps. 

Stindard with HasteIIo 'C' 6 Displacer Cable and Displacer clamps. 

A SELECT TANK CONNECTION S AND DISPLACERS 0 
- 

Tank______________ DISPLACER TYPE 

Connection PorSlain 0 Karbati 
Stainless Steel 

ThrSded 
.2½"NPT E2A E2B E2C 

Mounting 
Fian*es 

3 125 LB. 
Cist_1r6n G2A 328 G2C 

3'lSOLB. 
Steel G3A 335 63C 

4 125.Ls: 
Cast Iron H2A H2B H2C 

4150LB. 
H3A H3B H3C Steel 

4300LB. H4A H4B H4C 

V125 LB. 
Cast_Iron K2A 1(25 K2C 

615OLB. ICR 

ASELECT SWITCH MECHANISM AND 
SWITCH ENCLOSURE 

SWITCH ENCLOSURE 

Switch 
Description Ce's 

Temp. 

Contacts 
nge 

Switches 

NEMA4 .NEMA7&S(EP) 

OW 
Wilfl 

Muter 
with 

Heat., 
with 
Dna., 

SERIES® 2SPDT AS AG AL AO AV 
Mercury 
Switch 

500F 
2DPDT .AE A.) 

- 
AO 
_ 
AT 
- 
AY 

SERIES® 2SPDT SB BG BL Bo By 
Snap 

Switch 
250F 

2DPDT.BE BJ BO BT BY 

SERIES® 
Snap 

Switch 
450F 

2sppT CS Not CL Not 
AiaiI 

CV 

2 DPPT 'AvSiI CE CO Cv 

SERIES® 2SPDT DB DG DL bQ DV 
Snap Switch 
DC Current 

250F 
2 DPDT DE 03 P0 Dl DY 

SERIES® 
Mercury Switch 500'F 

Sbt Es S EL Eo EV 

2 DPDT EE 
- -"-'- 

EJ E9 El EY 

OPERATING SEQUENCES 
Model A-103-Tandem units are available factory cal- 
ibrated with a choice of Switch operating sequence. 
Five of the most popular sequences are described 
below. When ordering, specify operating sequence 
number and specific gravity of the liquid. 

PUMP 0NTROL PLUS ALARM 

i-Alarm Arrangement No. 1 (Illustrated): At the 
lowest level the pump starts. When the 
level rises to the middle displacer, the 
pump stops. If the level continues to 

-control rise, the upper displacer actuates the 
alarm switch which remains actuated 
until the level drops to the middle 
displacer. 

Arrangement No. 2: The sequence of 

Arrangement No. I 
Arrangement No. 1 can be reyersd to 
provide pump start at nign level ano 

stop at low level followed by low 
level alarm operation. 

-No. J. CONTROL OF TWO PUMPS OF Pump 
DIFFERENT CAPACITY 

I 
Arrangement No. 3 (Illustrated): Two 
pumps are used to keep a tank filled. 

-No.2 When the level falls to the middle dis- Pump 
a small No. 1 pump starts. A 

second larger pump is started should 
the level continue to fall to (he bottom 

Arrangement No,-) displacer. 

- CONTROL OF TWO PUMPS 

Arrangement No. 4 (Illustrated): In this 
-No.2 sequence No. 1 pump starts as the level 
Pump 

rises to themiddle displacer. Should the 
level continue to rise to the upper dis 

I 

placer, No.2 pump is actuated. Both 
-No.) pumps operate unitl the level is dropped 

Pump tothelowérdisplacer. 
Arranqement No. 5; The pumping se- 
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TI4READED MOUNTING 

V 

I 

2%r NFl 

DIMENSIONAL DATA 
FLANGED MOUNtING 

FLANGE 

(!) 

a 

DISPLACER DIMENSIONS (INCHES) 

OU1LI$E.DIMENSIONS(INOHES) 
THREADED FLANGED 
MOUNTiNG MOUNTING 

3.30 Standard Housing 

DIM. 

4.00 Explosion Proof Housing 

Conduitconnection. NPT 
Standard Housing.1' NPTEXP. 
Proof Housing. ¼' Nfl Pneumatic 
Switches.. 

4.75 1.50 

Minimum Distance to Top 
of Upper Displacer 5.50 

11.75 9.80 

CATALOG MODEL (PART NUMBER CODE) 

DISPLACER 
MATERIAL A.103 

*10) 
A.153 
4*15) 

A.1O3TANDEM 
(BlO) 

A.153.TANDEM 
(815) 

, h ñ ? ("i 
ia 7.25 

T1 
1 7.25 

E 

ri 
S I 

L 
362 

__2.5Oj_.... 
01*. titi 

_-1L DL 

Ft v-ri it F 
I fLJ 

1=. 
IOIL 

T 

E __J2 
6 

01*. 
I-So I-? 

i-ri Tm 
t I I LU -j 1:1 .L_LJ 

FT1 i_I 1WA. [J I ___ 

Ia 1 

L 01*, 01*. 



MAGNEIROL 
INTERNA11ONAL. INCORPORATED 

Da.w.Grawe.b,S 60515 (3123 %9.. 

MAGNETROL® 
THREE LEVEL STAGE DISPLACEMENT 

TYPE LIQUID LEVEL CONTROLS 

APPLICATION 
Three level stage displacement type instruments are em- 
ployed in applications where it is desirable to provide 
three electrically separate control signals in sequence as a 

liquid level varies. A typical application could include the 
control of two individual pumps to sUpply a tank as the 
liquid level drops plus initiation of an alarm siqnal at a pre- 
determined low liquid level setpoint. 

MOUNTING STYLES 
A choice of mounting is available between a 3" NPT 
ttCreaded bithing or 4" 125 lb. cast iron flange. Larger 
flanges are available. 

Threaded mounting ......... Model A-103-3X-Tandem f' Flanged mounting --------- Model A-103-F3X-Tandem 

CONSTRUCTION 
Standard cornstrUction includS: (A) Three SPDT mercury 
switches with NEMA-4 enclosure; (B) Cast iron mounting 
bushing or flange; (C) Inconel sUppOrt pring with Type 316 
SStrim components and 400-series stiinieñ steel magnetic 
sleeves; (D) Porcelain dispiacers with 10 ft. of Type 316 
SSsuspension cable. The o'isplacers are indMduA//y ad/un- 
able along the suspension cable. 

OPTIONS 
Available standard options include: (A) SPOT dry contact 
switthe; (B) Explosion proof vapor tight switch enclosure 
(NEMA-7 and -9); (C) Larger flanges of cast iron or steel; 
(D) Karbate or Type 304 55 displacers. 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY RANGE 
Three level stage instruments are intended for service on 
liquids Which have a constant specific gravity. Each unit is 

factors' calibrated to function properly on the specified 
liquidwithin a specific gravity range tolerance of ±0.02 

DPERATIONAL SEQUENCES 

'Seven standard opeiating sequences are available as tab- 
ülated on page two. Each instrument is factory calibrated 
to operite Within the specified sequence. 

%" NPT 
CONOUIT CONNECTION 
(1" NPT ON EXP. PROOF 
HOUSING) 

IBULLETIN: 45-310 

EFFECTIVE:.January 8,1979 

SUPERSEDES: - 

4W' 

a 4rMin. 

t 
4W' Mm. 

DIMENSIONS ARE 
APPROXIMATE 

Typical Model A-103-F3X-Tándem, flange mounted with 
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DISPLACER SELECTION AND SPECIFIC GRAVITYRATING 

Sal Sp. Gr. at 100°F. Oper. Temp. 0 
Type of Displacer 

Miii. Max! Rang. Each 

'Small" Porcelain 0.96 1.45 

"Large" Porcelata 3h"da. 
1.45 2.20 31t taIl. ±0.02 

"Smalr Karbate :: 120 
Specific 

3' dia Gravity 
'Lerge" Karbate 4%1t tall 1.05 1.95 

Type 304 Stainless Steel 0.45 2.00 Length per 

o Each control is factory calibrated far any single specific gravity within the limits Indicated. Vapor density effects spacif it gravity rating. 
Consult factory for application assistance on installátioàs over 250 psi. 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT ELEVATED OPERATING TEMP. 0 
Temp. 
°F 

Small 
Porcelain 

Large 
Porcelain 

Small 
Kasbate 

Large 
Kerbate 1190 

200 1.06-1.50 1.90-2.20 0.76-1.15 1.15135 0.45 
to 

300 1.42'ISO 130-2.20 1.03-1.15 1.16-1.86 1.80 
±0.02 

400 - 130-220 - - 0.65 
to 

500 - 120-220 - .- 1.50 

Upper Switch 

Middle Switch 

Lower Switch 

Upper 
Switch 

Middle 
Switch 

Lower 
Switch 

AVAILABLE FAcTORY SET OPERATING SEQUENCES 

p-I U: 

ii 
U' 

i-i In] 

Upper 
Switch 

Middle 
Switch 

Lower 
Switch 

Middle 

Upper 

F Switch 

f 

Switch 

Lower I 
Switch 

Upper 
Switch 

Middle 
Switch 

Lower 

Upper L_...j I 
Switch Upper 

C 

_J 

Switch 

Middle 
Switch 

1 

ILower e [Switch 

Switth 

k. i- 


